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A  gentleman patron writes stating that while ten people would be glad 
to promise to pay ten dollars a month each to enable the printing and dis
tributing of Mind The Builder Magazine to a thousand people each month 
for one year cheap for a letter from Dr. Lindsay each month), 20 people at 
$5.00 .per month would guarantee that distribution. Dr. Lindsay would 
abide by either plan— for a number of years he carried out such a distribu
tion at his own expense, not charging enough even to pay the postage—he 
cannot do that now because production costs 3 times as much as formerly— 
but will he glad to contribute the writing, mailing, etc.

W RITE DR. LINDSAY, HOTEL^ANSONIA. N E W  YORK CITY, if
you would subscribe a dollar a year astaisubscriber or one dollar a month, 
up to $5.00 per month to aid in general distribution.



DR. L IN D SA Y 'S  1938 LETTER

To all friends whom 1 know and those whom 1 will know; My Best W ill 

and W ish;—"You are a great teacher and I do wish you could teach me 

how to thank you for all the help 1 have been getting in my work this year, 

and my health also.

The above copied from a letter 1 have received this moment.

The writer states my quandary and indicates my feeling toward the people 

everywhere who have permitted their attitudes toward me that have enabled 

me to be helpful to them. My abiding attitude is that of aspiration to count 

most helpfully in the lives all who will permit our harmonies to persist and 

our rapport, telepathically, to remain perfect.

1 moved the office from Hotel Statler, Cleveland, to the Hotel Ansonia, 
New York, almost a year ago—the home office dating back more than 20 

years. In 37, 1 made occasional visits to Detroit, Hotel Wolverine, my 

office of 25 years ago, but wherever 1 was objectively I was offering my best 
aid to you.

By the middle of March I hope to be at the Wolverine in Detroit, con
ducting my work from there for a few weeks. Permanent office in New York 
City, Hotel Ansonia.

I his Mind the Builder letter and pages following are all written as an 
index to loving interest in Y O U R  welfare, then may you accept the best 
and the most I have to give—M YSELF.

Desiring to see you, 1938.

o ( L L ,
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DAILY LIFE P SY C H O LO G Y

A s specialist in the study and application of the laws and formulas of 

practical psychology (defined in modem dictionary: "the science of the 

soul ) over a period equal to an average man’s life time 1 am qualified to 

instruct upon all subjects involving mind, soul and body—M AN.

No informed person knowing anything about the life and discoveries and 

inventions of Mr. Edison would he disposed to ask from what school or 

college did he acquire the knowledge he exhibited through his creations. 

Edison thought in an aspiring way to unfold to the utmost the laws and 

formulas relative to the electrical force. Developing his own laboratory 

and working with a freedom complete in that no one could limit either speed, 

distance or directions in unfolding upon that force. He traveled new roads 

and found new fields and all to be enjoyed by humanity. Since SER V IC E 

was his devotion, all mankind would he blessed through his self-expression. 

That is no more a fact in an Edison than would he true in any life, in any 

human who has the courage to he one’s self.

Origination will become demonstrated in anyone that, in the true sense, 

is free—rarely do we find man or woman that still is not waiting to be told 

or is not hampered by standards fixed by authorities (so called).

1 established my own laboratory, asking no authority other than my 

own mind (voluntary' objective mentality) and my own soul (my spiritual 

self). Mr. Edison was free to disclose the merits of the electrical force



as it might be manifested through and upon metal or other material; I, 

with just as much freedom, have disclosed the laws and formulas pertaining 

to T H O U G H T  FO R C E , therefore can well inform and demonstrate the 

power and effect of the IM A G E and can well show that the picture, the 

image, is the O N E  KEY to all the manifestations of mind or spirit. A t this 
point I would wish the reader to interpret with me that there are the two 

elements in the universe, spirit and matter—that all that is not matter is 
spirit. The volumes 1 have written show the relationships, spirit to matter, 

all writings plain and simple, readily understandable.

W ith freedom to establish my own laboratory and follow the worlc and 

disc’ tires there, with clinical work provided in all forms of needs, to these 
1 ,e attention incessantly, formerly. Right at the time the demonstra

tions in healing and culture were being made, 1 wrote the details of experi

ence—later years, and now, 1 wish to write and teach A L L  that laboratory 

and clinical experiences of the past have qualified me to do.

My purpose is to aid everyone in applying the laws and formulas in living 
the life; in impressing each one to remain aware constantly that he or she 

is an image-maker and that nature has provided only the image as the 

cause for whatever effect that is or ever has been or ever will he in any 

human life. T he body at any stage of its development or changes at any 

time, whether the change is for more harmony and healing, or inharmony— 
and disease; the disposition making or changes therein; character or its 
modifications; success in any direction—degrees of prosperity—all that is or 
will become in fulfillment and experience, in all that relates to human, has

or will have TH E IM AGE, the SO U R C E .
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SP O N T A N E O U S H A PPIN ESS

To work for happiness as an end will not be followed by one becoming 
happy—-happiness, like all other desirable states must be spontaneous— 
neither sou gbt as an end nor forced.

There cannot be happiness unless there is peace. Perhaps close analysis 
would not show the two states the same, hut rather interdependent.

In one’s usual attitude he interprets that with the removal of some IFS, 
he would find peace and would he happy. Such an attitude would indicate 
that one is tending to live another’s life. Usually the chief obstacle is the 
interpretation that what another is or does if corrected, one could he happy. 
No one will ever he happy if he cannot he at peace until everyone in his 
life is perfectly free from being or doing some inharmony, in the estimation 
of wisher for a state of happiness. Mr. Kippling’s psychology was right 
in this regard for according to his interpretation, one is empowering another s 
influence to make it count too much.

One has the privilege of voluntary choosing or consenting relative to all 
that approaches his life. Usually one has not noted that, with his voluntary, 
mental phase, he can form any conclusion, just according to his inclination; 
that when one forms a conclusion with his voluntary mind that he drops 
that picture into his involuntary, subconscious phase, that must accept that 
conclusion as a command to the soul to make, to create, so far as the indi
vidual is concerned, what that picture calls for. Therefore if one forms 
the conclusion that he never can he happy—never at peace until certain 
things in others or in himself are changed—it is not the merit of those con
ditions that count at all but by his auto-suggestion he has fixed his standard 
by which he is compelled, by his own soul, answering to an order he gave it 
voluntarily, to remain out of peace and must remain unhappy.

All the above is true, made true by one with his voluntary self telling 
his own soul what to compel his attitudes and states to he. Instead of that 
let one, with his voluntary choose to become passive and let his innate self,

H -



infinite self, through its intuition impress the states, then intuition would 
guide in a very clear impelling. The soul, the innate self, becomes the 
voice and the conscious mind, the echo. The immediate situation is that 
of sweetest peace. The innate self never advises worry nor fear nor any 
situation other than peace.

One should note in the above that voluntary thinking and interpreting 
may he the source of the conclusion and that the virtue is in the conclusion 
for it is recorded as the working plan, which is an order to the omnipotent 
self to fulfill.

One of our patrons over many years recently stated that as foreman in 
the plant, he approached the machinist not as if he were going to rebuke 
him. hut as if he would lead him in making corrections. Manner and tone, 
kindly, was his standard, also this young man said: "In fact, 1 endeavor at 
all times to think constructively for my conclusions will he comprised of the 
same quality as my thoughts that make my conclusions.” He had noted 
from my early writings that the goal will he just what the wayside makes it— 
the goal is of the elements gathered in the wayside.

I would that everyone could realize his privilege, given him under 
nature’s laws to he the picture maker, voluntarily, hy which he can give 
to his soul, the infinite builder, a constructive prayer, particularly, an assur
ance of voluntary trust.

One can enter into the quiet in an attitude of letting go, in seeking poise 
and looking in trust to his own soul. If it is a complete trust in which there 
is the entrusting to one’s own IN N A TE-SELF, in that scientific prayer, there 
is the complete fulfillment of the terms by which absolute release from 
the worry, fear and unhappiness will follow, and perfect peace will attend— 
BU T O N E, T O  BE RIGHT, must interpret that the prayer-answering 
power, for himself, is F11S O W N  SO U L.
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Y O U R  PRO BLEM —ITS SO LU T IO N

It does not matter as to what the manifestation is or what is involved, 
your problem is a psychological one in its foundation and all of its ramifi
cations. It seems strange to the uninitiated that the whole thing of human 
life is comprehended in practical psychology and yet so few people make 
that the chief direction of their research.

I think my answer, since it is true, will be accepted, especially if one will 
go wi th me through some of the explanations of what psychology is. First, it 
is not more than approached by persons and institutions that interpret that 
the science of mind is psychology. O f course the intellectual (mental) 
phase of intelligence, not being matter, it must he spiritual and to study 
mental features would he a part of psychology, especially as the study of 
objective mind would lead to its relationships to the psychical phase whi ch 
is the seat of all superior knowledge.

Psychology, dictionarily defined as the science of the soul, because the 
word, soul, is brought in, becomes rejected because that word has been used 
in theological connection almost as if theology monopolized all that could 
relate to that life and intelligence, which constitutes the soul. Without 
warrant, fear that to know the soul scientifically would destroy one’s 
theology has prevented the study of laws and formulas taught in psychology 
(true psychology). 1 say, without warrant, but 1 must amend and declare; 
without warrant, provided the theology is right.

Anyway our lives would be well directed if we search all the time and in 
all directions to disclose nature’s laws.

If your problem is one that relates to the body in any respect, then of 
course it is a psychological one for the soul created the body and remains 
in control over it in preserving, healing or regenerating it in any part. 
Matter elsewhere than in the body, the soul cannot directly control. The 
sold can intuitively disclose what the matter is or contains and inspire the 
conscious mind with knowledge of how to develop the merits—and some
times, when large bodies of matter are to be dealt with, the soul may im
press the conscious mind with a picture of an invention hv which excavation, 
transportation or even cultivation may he accomplished.



I low does a problem of healing arise? It arises through the soul, that 
controls all that goes on within its body, becoming possessed of an inharmony 
picture—then to heal involves impressing the soul to cancel that image and 
take up the harmony, health, picture and build after that perfect pattern.

1 he soul of the human is the only power that can heal.

I he human has the privilege of choosing and we need not oppose that 
fact which makes one a free will agent, for that is a natural law that even 
the omnipotent and omniscient innate self cannot defeat. The conscious 
mind choosing or consenting to an image orders the soul to accept the 
plan and build after it—it matters not whether a diagnosis and prognosis 
are destructive or constructive, natural law requires the soul to use the image 
it receives, to build after—and it will continue to build, using that image 
(suggestion) until a different image is impressed upon it. Then, are you 
ready to agree that health problems are problems of psychology?

Maybe your problem is: finding a position. You may tell me that you 
have calculated day and night and gone on investigations everywhere you 
can reasonably hope to he accepted. Certainly your mind, conscious, 
would he involved hut your problem is psychological, not only of mind and 
hod}’. A t its source it is a soul problem and in your mode you have en
deavored, actually, even if ignorantly, to supplant the soul that knows 
where your job is, substituting your objective mind that, of itself only 
knows what its senses tell it. Think over all that relates to the position, 
think voluntarily, hut aspiringly—then become passive, really entrusting 
to your soul the prayer that that innate knowledge will impress in an im
pelling way, through intuition, guiding your activities, leading to the proper 
connections. All problems are psychological, even if the custom has been 
to try to solve them as if they were mental and physical.

\  ou cannot have a problem that your soul has not the best solution for— 
and usually a perfect solution.

i
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I cannot conceive of a human who believes that all knowledge one 
possesses and can use in his daily life, in practical living, is acquired. 
Surely everyone believes that in the same sense that all forms of life "below 
man’ have instinctive knowledge, adequate in each individual for its needs, 
that the human has inherent, innate, intuitive knowledge adequate, also.

1 he idea is made of difficult understanding because the usual person 
knows that the mind which he uses voluntarily gives little index to any 
superb knowledge, however hard he tries to exhibit such knowledge. That 
is why he tries so hard to cram his intellectual self. He seems to believe 
he can bring out what he puts in. This situation proves that in the prac
tical life the soul does not force its knowledge upon the mental phase.

The numerous volumes 1 have written are so many thousands of words 
demonstrating the psychic phenomenon of innate, intuitive, knowledge pres
ent in the soul of everyone, in degree, adequate to guide the life for health. 
true success, material prosperity, the high attainment in art and invention. 
These proofs also show that each human has a spiritual gift, meaning that 
he is talented in one direction above all other points, although each one 
is versatile.

The chapter in my “N E W  PSY C H O LO G Y  CO M PLETE, M IND 
TH E BUILDER. A N D  SCIENTIFIC M A N  BU ILD IN G .” three hooks
in one, entitled, "The Art of Letting G o” goes into sufficient detail concerning 
method essential to the bringing into practical application of the innate 
knowledge, through which perfect guidance, the service of intuition would 
become impressive to the essential degree to obtain its recognition and the 
cooperation of the objective mind—the latter standing between the innate 
knowledge of the soul and the objective world and life.

INTUITION HOW QUALIFIED
» v  • .* \  * .



TELEPA TH Y. N A T U R A L  CO M M U N ICA TIO N

W hile medical men, and sometimes ministers, write the statements that 
they believe there are subjective, subconscious attributes inherent in the 
human, they declare that little research has been made, therefore that it is 
not known how to get action upon these features, telepathy, intuition, 
prophecy, clairvoyance, clairaudience, psychic colors and pictures and even 
healing by soul power.

O f course, since these folk have not heard of the disclosures of laws and 
formulas, to them it may as well be true that no one knows. I do know 
the laws and formulas of all these subjects for I began their study and use 
forty-three years ago, and now, approaching near a half of a century of 
demonstration in application of those laws and formulas I certainly need no 
conceit to declare that 1 know my subject: P R A C T IC A L P SY C H O L 
O G Y ” and with positiveness can make my declarations.

Telepathy is the only natural mode of communication among humans 
and among individuals in all the forms of life.

Humans usually have (if civilized) agreed upon some sort of symbols, 
purely artificial, as language. Those who have acquired the same symbols 
understand each other through the objective language. You ask: W hy
is there not more identification of telepathy if it is the natural and universal 
mode of communication?” B E C A U SE  C O L L E G E S  O R  PR IV A TE 
PARTIES K N O W  SO  LITTLE A B O U T  SU B JE C T IV E  A TTRI
BU TES T H A T  TH EY C A N N O T  G R A SP  TH E F A C T  T H A T  
TELEPA TH IC CO M M U N ICA TIO N  IS FRO M  SO U L  T O
SO U L. All research other than among my students has been with the 
idea of measuring telepathy by the extent that the conscious mind becomes 
aware of the transmissions, telepathically carried. Perhaps not one bil
lionth of telepathic interchanges ever become recognized by the mental, 
intellectual self.

f
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I have conveyed telepathic pictures, formulated in my conscious mind, 

dropped into subconscious then conveyed to a person who was in complete 

unconsciousness and have seen my picture that called for an involuntary 

motion immediately answered, the motion 1 pictured.

Hundreds of times 1 have offered such suggestions to persons in natural 

sleep and a few times in anaesthesia, with prompt response. You can offer 

the suggestion to your resting or sleeping cat or dog: Your ear will twitch, 

or to the dog to wag its tail or jerk its foot. If you do not succeed the first 

few efforts, try again. After you get an answer you will have more confi

dence and after you get the consequence you can think toward a human 

constructively and be helpful. Everyone has carried unfavorable pictures 

to loved ones and thereby placed obstacles in the way of recovery. Fear 

directly conveyed telepathically is often the deciding influence as to re

covery. The harmony there is between persons the influence they have 

upon each other through this soul to soul communication by which impulse 

is given to the soul, impulse to act as the communication pictures determines 

the results. Only those in rapport can hurt or help each other—enmity 

between persons is sufficient to cut off rapport.

1 wish at the moment to impress my reader with the principles involved 

for if interested in the greatest factor that has been working in your life 

you can read my more lengthy writings.



Absent treatment is based upon tbe principles—and all are absent treaters 

but much more destructive, fear images bave been in tbe telepathic com

munications, tban those of hope.

If you failed in business once, your friends live tbe telepathic attitude 

that you will fail again—really a scientific prayer that you will fail again.

Tbe mother says audibly to tbe child ordering the child to come home 

immediately after school. Then proceeds to say to her soul, 1 know he 

will not obey that order.” Living and telepathically communicating tbe 

attitude she makes it impossible for the child to obey tbe spoken order for 

soul to soul influence usually is more forceful tban tbe audible statements.

Tbe leading New York minister stated recently that be expected we 

would bave to accept telepathy and that skepticism had kept us in doubt. 

It will not be believed in ever unless the measure is removed that fixes 

conscious knowledge of what has been received by self or another as the 

test. One may receive an absent healing treatment by telepathy and never 

be objectively conscious of such a picture becoming placed, yet gain the 

healing of which he would be conscious. N O  1 W ILL  N O T  C L O SE  

THIS SU B JE C T  W ITH : "O H . W H A T 'S  TH E U S E !"-so m e  people are

not snobs, who must wait for a noted institution to put its stamp upon an 

offered instruction. Look up at your electric light globe and think where we 

would be if Mr. Edison had not worked at. his own bench over many years,

ALONE.



R E V IE W S of ‘New Psychol ogy Complete, Mind the Builder and 

Scientific Man Building,” three hooks in one, 450 pages, $5.50. Dr. A . A. 

Lindsay, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.

w w v v w w v v v w w w ^ ' w  'W *  W  ^  ^  W  w W-9— r̂-^ -W  'SF w  w  w  w  » »

Dr. Lindsay has been using suggestive therapeutics in his practice as a 
doctor for many years and has worked out a practical method which has 
proven its value in so large a number of cases that only a very prejudiced 
person could ignore the results or doubt that they were produced by these
methods.

The time is ripe for a better understanding of the basic principles of a 
force that lies within the reach of all who are wise enough to use it. Dr. 
Lindsay’s book is one that places a good working knowledge before the 
reader in plain language and without making any claims that cannot be 
established by experiment.

He does away with unnecessary paraphernalia and makes the suggestions 
to his patients in a simple way, very calmly and persistently and in such a 
manner as to awaken soul expectancy.

Just how all this can be done to best advantage, how to overcome oppo
site auto-suggestions and the principles upon which to work are all made 
quite clear.—Carolyn Hart, N. Y. Post.

Dr. Lindsay writes from an exalted moral plane, his aim evidently being 
to make this a better and happier world by acquainting people with the 
nature and powers of their own minds. This book is not only for those who 
intend to take up the regular practice of psycho-therapeutics, but for those 
who desire to help themselves to better health and happier living and perhaps 
to exercise incidentally a beneficial influence among their immediate friends 
and relatives—' Telegram," Portland, Ore.

This is one of the best books which has reached the table of the editor 
of PO W ER . And it is just as such a book many students desire, for it



gives definitely not only the teaching but the actual formulas whereby the 
reader learns just how he can treat himself and others for any seeming 
inharmony. Dr. Lindsay is a deep thinker, and his writings are clear and 
concise as well as forceful.— Power.

•

Dr. Lindsay has made noteworthy strides in the development of a 
healthy mind in a healthy body among readers of progressive literature, 
but in this one he has not only surpassed armies of other writers on the 
subject but even himself. He knows exactly how to unravel the tangle and 
then he glides along, constantly undoing knots and rolls up the silken thread 
smoothly and symmetrically upon the plastic mind of his readers. Mind 
the Builder will and must become the Builder of Mind in America, and 
with that it will teach how to possess and preserve excellent bodies, magnifi
cent intellects and superb characters.— Naluropalh, New York.

It is a practical and logical dissertation on the methods of mind-building, 
showing conclusively that it is the greatest thing in the world and that the 
subject can he. and is being, treated scientifically.

Dr. 1 indsay is exceedingly tolerant of all religious sects, and never makes 
the mistake of attacking any one’s views upon health or religion, at the same 
time he indirectly shows the fallacy of various cults when it comes in direct 
line with the science he is endeavoring to inculcate. In the pages on False 
Affirmation, we find him sounding a warning note against certain methods 
that have taken deep root among a great many people. It is not difficult to 
understand his meaning when he says: A  false affirmation made, such as
a declaration of perfections in physical health, mental or spiritual excellence 
of affluence which does not exist at the time, either in form or degree makes 
it impossible to ever attain, and 1 bope to make it clear that the law of cause 
and effect must always produce in such practice, self-deception, which ex
tends far beyond tbe subjects upon which affirmation is made. —• Oregon 
lournal."
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Mink (T ire  it fu tliU u * 
. . .  i t U m a s h u ' . . .

Mind the Builder, a real magazine will he a monthly of 24 to 
52 pages, the April number, 32 pages, practically solid matter, 
and subscriptions for a year are solicited at $1.00, single copies 
twenty-five cents. There can he no higher quality of philan
thropy than to contribute a sum per month for general distribu
tion—Dr. Lindsay can hardly conduct such distribution alone.

P L E A SE  SE N D  N A M E S O F  YO U R FR IEN D S W H O  
M IGHT BEC O M E IN TER E STED  IN TH E L A W S  A N D  
FO R M U LA S O F  T R U E P R A C T IC A L PSY C H O LO G Y , 
W H ICH  W ILL BE IN EV E R Y  ISSU E  O F  M IND TH E 
BU ILD ER M A G A ZIN E.

The above title to this booklet, it is desired, shall become 
an established monthly magazine of twenty to thirty-two pages 
of appropriate practical psychology literature edited or written 
by the author of the 450 page book, "New  Psychology Com
plete, Mind the Builder and Scientific Man Building” , three 
books in one, Dr. A . A . Lindsay.

Other books in print by same author, "L ife ’s High W ay 
and How to Travel it and "Scientific Prayer” .

It should be noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial advertisements, 
chiefly.

At one dollar a year a gift is comprehended in every issue 
—it cannot be produced and delivered for that sum.

Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay is 
glad to give his personal attention to replies to all psychological 
interrogations—readers may address, for all purposes,

DR. A . A. LIN D SA Y , PUBLISHING
Hotel Ansonia, New York City ________

Books—Big Book, Three in O n e................................... $3.50
Life’s High W ay ...........................................  1.00
Scientific P ra y e r .................................................... 25
Special the set, at price of big book . . .  .$3.50



Y O U R  SO U L  C O N T R O L S  Y O U R  B O D Y

PER PLEX IN G  is the question: pertaining to thought force, 
why is the obvious made difficult of perception? W ell now, 
please try to he patient with the present generation—even the 
primitive man, who had much less to think about than have 
we of the present day, chose mysticism rather than interpret in 
the simplest way. If a rock fell on his head he thought the 
rock was mad at him, so he fought back, kicking the rock with 
all of his might. W ith the primitive man s evolution he be
came assured that in that rock was a spirit and if he offered 
sacrifice he might placate that spirit then the rock would not 
harm him. O f course he did not limit his belief in spirits to 
the subjects, such as objects that he fell over or that fell on 
him. W ater that would drown him or the rain that made the 
floods and the winds that blew and the dust that suffocated; 
spirits were in each form that brought discomfort and all these 
required sacrifices, offerings in some form that would keep them 
from harming man. Further evolution lead them to interpret 
that one great spirit was the source of all power and so more 
mystical performances to placate that one destructive spirit and 
in that same performance they hoped to have that spirit use its 
omnipotence to make the man more comfortable; bless him and 
not punish.

Since it required ages for the primitive man to evolve to that 
extent, should we not lie patient with mankind that still pre
fers the mystical to the thing so common and obvious as the 
idea that each individual s own ability to form images is the 
source of all that an individual may have or become in health, 
disease, success, failure, character, beauty, ugliness, prosperity, 
poverty, love, hate, long-lived, short-lived, disappointed, happy, 
friendships, abandonments—that everything the human be
comes is due to his own ability voluntarily to think thoughts 
and register those in his own soul and that Nature has that 
law, a picture, which of course is an image, which of course is 
a suggestion, which of course is the design or plan that the 
soul has to use for its buildings.

Do you ask what is there about that that one can claim is 
so self evident, a truth so obvious?

/



W ell, even a little child can register an image ancl fulfill it 
involuntarily, although it voluntarily accepts or forms the 
image. The Chinese vegetable man was the kindest individual 
possible, yet the mother forced her little girl to obedience 
through telling her that the gardener was a terrible man that 
killed little girls. The little one became terrified just at the 
thought of the man, who loved little children, actually.

The little girl was returning from a visit to a nearby home 
and was overtaken by the gardener, who gathered her in his 
arms and placed her on seat by his side in his wagon. The 
child immediately developed convulsions—the shock (pictures) 
was followed by organic changes in her body, from which she 
never did recover.

Do you ask why she did not recover? Because she never 
received counter suggestions at the hands of one who knew 
how to place the counter suggestions into the subconscious of 
the child and thus cancel the images, plans, which became 
established through having been placed in her subconscious 
under the emotional situation of fear. All parents, who con
trol their children through appealing to fear are scientifically 
praying that ultimately the child will answer to a destructive 
emotion.

Did not the mother, family and friends pray that the little 
one would recover? Certainly they prayed and with every 
prayer they pictured the awful conditions as manifested (thus 
cultivating the inharmonies) and never in a single instance 
directed the prayer to the soul of the child that possessed the 
patterns of injuries, disease, and inharmony habits. Whatever 
mav have been the efforts of those who prayed they never 
could actually believe that that Universal Mind would suspend 
natural laws and heal the child. Natural law is that the soul 
of the individual is the IN N A TE builder and that if undesir
able results occur, then change the plan, but change it right in 
that phase of mind (subconscious) that possesses the pattern.

My discussion is with regard to the simplest and plainest 
possible truth, that one may think voluntarily and at the clos
ing of the thought the image has to fall into the subconscious.
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for the voluntary, objective mind, is as a sieve, it is no store
house, so all of its pictures are retained in the subconscious, 
involuntary phase of mind (a  phase of the soul). Nature in
terprets that one is scientifically praying when voluntarily plac
ing suggestions in the soul—which means praying that the soul 
will use the images as the working plans. A s a simple every
day, and in every life, demonstration, one may recall an ex
perience, that is, the image of the experience, and experi
ence over again the sensations connected with the original 
sensing. Recalling the thing associated with vomiting, or re
calling the act, that is, the pictures are recalled and nausea 
becomes developed.

The joyous experiences (which 1 wish 1 could use in all 
illustrations and teach my lessons as well as through the in
harmony illustrations, hut that 1 cannot do until humans- be
come as emotional over joys and hopes as they do over destruc
tive images) are also, when recalled, accompanied by the 
happy sensations involved in the original situation. 1 he happy 
associations in hearing the appealing music—recalling a glorious 
scene in nature, recalling a lovely fragrance or delightful 
flavor, each is a situation in which the conscious mind brings 
up from the subconscious the pictures of experience and the 
sensations associated.

You must go on with me in this thought for the above arc 
what we call, functional—not involving changes of structure. 
Usually except under emotional experiences that may reverse 
the chemistry instantly of the body, one may not he conscious 
of the effect of a picture. The factor of time may be involved 
in cell, structural change. However the emotional renewal of 
a picture, or an image placed with conviction and left in the 
subconscious is an order for the soul to create what the image 
calls for and soul expectancy is all that natural law requires 
for the ultimate organic development literally to occur, or some
thing as impressive and of the nature of that which is expected.

Yes, one can believe that he has or will have diabetes and 
thereby order and provide for all the processes to become ful
filled by which sugar in excess becomes present in the blood— 
also one may have a terrific emotional upset that wi 11 be fol-



lowed by diabetic conditions—emotional disturbance tends to 
affect tbe body in features that have tbe lowest state of re
sistance—-or one having inherited tbe diabetic picture, may, 
when under tbe influence of destructive emotion, begin tbe ful
fillment of tbe inherited image-one could not inherit tbe 
disease—'but tbe image, that will call for tbe disease in all of 
its appointments.

Prenatal pictures, of course, would be present in tbe soul of 
tbe developing child—maybe influencing immediate results or 
later to affect tbe disposition or conditions of tbe successor.

A  mother was overwhelmingly shocked as she beheld a dog 
being run over by a car. Her child was born paralyzed in tbe 
region of its back, corresponding with tbe region of tbe injury 
to tbe dog’s back.

Aversions and acceptances and fears often are impressed 
upon one through prenatal parental picturings, telepathically 
impressed upon tbe soul of tbe unborn child.

1 be laws involved in tbe human are also tbe same laws 
relative to every fonn of life. All forms of life are souls with 
bodies—whether amoeba or man, tbe soul must have a physical 
body through which to manifest in tbe physical world.

But, since it is tbe soul that creates tbe body and shows its 
supremacy—shows that it must have a material instrument: 
when something of inharmony manifested in the body should 
have correction, why try to appeal to the instrument to correct 
itself (as if it could) instead of learning the laws and formulas 
relating to the life and intelligence (the soul) that created its 
body. Under the same Power that the soul became equipped 
to create a body, complex, from the primary cell, the sotd has 
continued (by the appointment of the Universal M ind), 
equipped to regenerate, heal, and under normal images per
mitted by the human volition, to rejuvenate, renew with im
provement and perpetuate the body far beyond the usual of 
the present.

WHY DO WE NOT LEARN ABOUT INDIVIDUAL 
INNATE KNOWLEDGE AND POWER? MATERIAL
ISM AND LOW . OF MYSTICISM IS THE ANSWER.



PAID IN T H E  B E ST  C O IN

There are natural laws of mind (all that is spiritual) and 
"M IND  the BU ILD ER' , in all that it declares, is a constant 
teacher of those laws. That is why one may be glad always 
to have been the agent through whom a copy has been received 
by another. You may have occasion to be grateful for the 
opportunity you used to place in the hands of one in great 
need of an interpreter of himself, through which a renewal of 
courage and self confidence might he experienced. Every man, 
woman and child, everyone, at all times is in need of revela
tions to his conscious mind pertaining to the knowledge and 
building power in the innate self.

I am deeply grateful for the least part one may serve in 
placing Mind the Builder or any other of our scientific writ
ings in the hands ol a reader—you may at any moment meet 
the requirements of the most vital sort in the life of a dis
couraged and yet an aspiring, worthy individual. I rejoice on 
your account, lor, as a result of your agency, you may he paid 
in that most precious coin—the assurance of having brought the 
best possible blessing to a fellow man.

An individual whom I never had met spoke the first words 
I ever had heard him speak, over the telephone. 1 will let him 
state his own rase after securing the appointment with me:

I am bringing this friend of mine with me. hoping that you 
will take him and lhat through your teachings he may he 
helped as I was. His needs are as important as mine were, 
although not of the same form. 1 returned from the war as 
completely wrecked as a human ever could become. Habits 
of dissipation—intoxicated most of the time, endeavoring not 
to he conscious of my worthlessness and my sorrows and dis
appointments. My wife would not permit my presence—1 was 
not permitted to see my child, and as dissolute as 1 was, I 
could not blame them for keeping me out of their lives, and 
divorce provided for their protection. I could not stand the 
desolation nor could I live in the intoxications and debauch
eries any longer.
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I met a man on the street in New 'j ork. whom I had known 
—1 tried to avoid him but he recognized me and was friendly 
and took a determined interest in me, tried to brace me up. 
l ie stated that he had been attending your lectures, Dr. Lind
say, and knew that your teachings were right and that through 
them one could redeem his life and reform all habits and even 
live up to the best that is in one. Our contact was brief hut 
he gave me your M IND the BU ILD ER  . a book of about 150 
pages, stating that 1 could follow that accurately and find com
plete liberation from every inharmony in my life.

That friend did not overstate the possibilities—I did find 
that 1 could cancel the images of all my bad habits and dissi
pations, and deciding that 1 could do so, I used the formulas 
until I gained all release from the driving desires.

W ith self respect and return of self confidence 1 soon found 
employment and in the immediate years following I prospered 
well and gained an ideal life—1 married happily and my wife 
and my daughter, five years old, make my home and my life 
perfect—! have everything that any man could desire. I owe 
it nil to the teachings in your book. I never communicated 
with you because I knew your life must be full of such results 
and I would not wish to add to burdens upon your time—but 
now 1 have the opportunity to place my friend where he can 
have your personal services. 1 wished for such contact myself 
but 1 found that you were in another part of the country. I 
could have made more rapid progress no doubt, but I reached 
the highest point through the more tedious way— but your 
modes surely are scientific.

1 do not doubt that such experiences occur to many persons 
who have needs from health and habit standpoints, of whom 1 
may not become informed—I put such value upon one life 
reclaimed as was this man that I feel that the single instance 
justifies all that has been involved in my career— self -conscious- 
ness as to hardship becomes completely cancelled quickly.

I am particularly impressed at this time with the fact that, 
although there were back of me laboratory and clinical work 
and the absolute knowledge of the laws and formulas for
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Scientific M an Building, demonstrated knowledge over many 
years, that qualified me for writing scientific books, all would 
have been (and it is just as true at this moment), of no avail 
were it not for the agency through which the hooks are placed 
in the hands of human beings, all of whom have needs that 
scientific spiritual teachings can meet as nothing else can.

1 he man who handed his hook to the needy friend served as 
vital a part as 1 did in writing the book. His prolit, he shares 
with me, or 1 share mine with him—we were and are paid in 
the most P R EC IO U S C O IN —the worth seems eternal, nothing 
discounts it, time adds to its blessedness lor the comlort of 
memories serves vitally—my own life has been sustained be
cause of payments in the indestructible coin, the spiritual, 
mental and physical benefits to others.

You, my reader, probably have frequent opportunities to he 
situated to gather the B E ST  CO IN , serving so helpfully, may
be in handing to some one the booklet, Scientific Prayer, or 
maybe. Mind the Builder,’ or Pearls of Ideal Psychology —1 
can wish you no greater joy than that which attends such a 
service—it may transform lives. But you. who are contributing 
financially to make the printing of our literature possible, are 
providing for thousands of lives to be marvelously blessed and 
I congratulate you upon your preparation to gather the Best 
Coin—1 can assure you there is genuine everlasting compensa
tion through the joy that attends aid given to another, the real 
help that operates through spiritual blessing. The spirit in
cludes in its building the intellectual, the healing and normal 
developments in the body and above all, the soul solace—the 
peace at the foundation of the human. Give for the joy given 
to another, hut Nature commends your gladness in having 
benefited another—may you not hesitate to be the beneficiary.
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A  B A SK E T  O F  C O R D  W O O D

'l ears and years ago one of my patrons, a music teacher in 
Portland, Oregon, opened her remarks with the statement: 

After one begins to observe, it would seem that in any direc
tion one looks there is a psychology lesson being offered. ' She 
stated that her neighbor was receiving a wagon load of stove- 
length wood which must he carried from the street to the back
yard and properly piled.

1 he deliverer had a large basket for the purpose and as he 
began to fill it a small hoy arrived upon the scene. The man 
asked him if he would like to carry the basket of w ood. 1 he 
hoy was eager to do so and the man put in the number of sticks 
for a small hoy. The hoy made the trip promptly and received 
the praise at the hands of the owner of the wood who added a 
few more sticks, the addition hardly noted by the praised hoy. 
This mode continued until presently the hoy carried the man- 
sized basket as if some superhuman power were being de
veloped, something added with every sentence of encourage
ment the child received.

W hat did the man do in this situation? Did he impart 
some of his own strength from his body to that of the boy? 
Did he pray to the universe or any member of the siderial 
region, to any alleged master or saint? Probably he did not 
think of praying at all. Me intuitively knew the power of en
couragement. Yet he was praying, praying to the innate self 
of the child asking that the potentialities in that child s soul 
would become liberated—praying that the powers of the soul 
to express through the child s body, the energies that the soul s 
control over the 1 >ody enabled the sold to create in the 1 >ody. 
according to the needs, in the ratio of demand, due to increased 
load to he carried.

O f course the man prayed to the hoy, asking him to carry 
the basket of wood, and the hoy happily complied voluntarily, 
hut how else did he pray, probably unconsciously? 1 he 
man who owned the wood placed an image in the soul of the 
hoy, an image of the hoy carrying the increased load—the faith



the man had in the boy’s strength gave the liberation to the 
soul of the hoy to control the child s body to create and use 
the energies involved. Placing an image in one’s own soul (as 
one does when one is voluntarily thinking), if the image per
tains to another, it is telepathically conveyed to that other 
person s soul. The impulse that the image creates is faithfully 
answered by the soul, answered according to what the picture 
(suggestion) calls for. In the instance, the constructive force, 
encouragement, was scientific-prayer of the ideal building kind.

If the man had been pretending and planning to have some 
fun. seeing the boy fall down with the basket of wood on top 
of him—surely there is no human but that knows intuitively 
that the man's image of weakness and discouragement would 
have incapacitated the boy. Notwithstanding one’s intuition 
that teaches the lesson so clearly, one. under ihc usual situa
tions in the daily problems, puts all the conceivable images of 
obstacles, registering in the form of scientific prayer, right in his 
own soul, relative to his program’s items. A s he does relative 
to himself, he performs relative to others—predominantly on 
the side of discouragement. And human’s go right on tearing 
themselves down, and using their powers mostly to keep others 
subject to failure.

A  few years ago we had President Herbert Hoover carrying 
our baskets of wood—maybe he did fall down with a pretty 
heavy basket on top of him. He tried to meet the situation, to 
carry over several hundred hanks by providing funds for the 
hank in Chicago. This item was used so impressively, psycho
logically, that condemnation of him, all the evil picturing that 
enemies could possibly formulate were prayers for him to make 
mistakes—scientific prayers driving the increasing mu Ititude to 
lose hope concerning him and the nation, and in fact, the world 
was pouring the discouragement into his soul that no human 
could neutralize. Then when all other forms were being turned 
turned against him ( in picture form of course, the most deadly 
force in nature), ridicu le of h is ideas and statements was 
adopted. Images received into the soul, telepathically, or by 
any other means of gaining images, are accompanied by im
pulse to the soul to do the thing described by the images. So. 
perhaps foolish statements, such as 'prosperity is right around



the comer and in a short time a chicken in every dinner pail 
would play upon the people’s sense of levity—for people have 
to he provided by their servants with just what their picturing 
with reference to the service of the servants call for. One who 
ridicules will be ridiculed.

The people provided the pattern to the President’s soul, the 
pattern of the President doing laughable things, which he did. 
/ know the laws of psychology, therefore, / know that what 
people expect in their souls, that they will receive'—it matters 
not whether it is from picturing their servant as fiend, a bungler, 
or ignorant. People’s images will have to be fulfilled whether 
it relates to one form of administrator or another—mind is a 
builder—the soul is a form of mind that is possessed of crea
tive power and it will bring to one s life the quality of his 
thought in fulfillment, when there are laws of nature making 
it impossible to bring the literal thing.

Notwithstanding the natural law described above there is 
almost universal wondering where the present recession came 
from—just as if all the leading mouths and writings were not 
proclaiming the oncoming disaster—interpreting and designing 
destructive pictures of that which most of the people believed 
in their hearts would happen, even if political disappointments 
had inspired the interpretations. There is no expression of 
talent necessary in order to be a faultfinder and a creator of 
fear.

1 he reason the present situation is natural effect from cause 
is that all results to humans are of psychological source.

Did not calamity picturing become emotional conclusion 
before the consummation of the plans that had residence in 
human souls, took form in the W orld W ar? Human privilege 
of choosing, given to each responsible person, provides for each 
one to believe and fear or hope, just as he consents or chooses 
to do. Destructive thought has become predominant and 
calamity in some form is prayed for in the scientific way, and 
theological ways seem to have no constructive value—those 
who pray in the latter manner suspect their God intends calam
ity in war, or, at least, depression:



W hat wrong psychology has caused, right psychology must 
cure—if the people could be permitted to hope for a measure 
of good to come about—hope being innate in every soul, build
ing soon would he the engagement of every mind and soul.

The hoy with his container of wood and the hoy s triumph 
over, even a man’s load, is the fulfillment of natural law, the 
law and power of encouragement.

Making the application personal, maybe one’s unfaith in an 
administration—even hating an administration may not reach a 
single factor in the administration, hut one s own thinking is 
the source of the patterns of that which will take form in the 
thoughts emotions, health, wealth, friendship of the person, 
himself. One is one’s own maker—one gets what he gives— 
these are not just sayings, natural lau: is law of cause and 
effects—causes are psychological, effects are spiritual or they 
may he also in physical, material manifestations.

The years 1 spent at the side of the afllicled were in every 
moment a demonstration that voluntary choosing or consenting 
to images, provided for those images to become registered in 
the subconscious (the soul); and that the soul has the power 
to create whatever the plans call for, to happen in the body. 
The soul innately has the knowledge through wh ich it can im- 
press the voluntary mind to perform for perfect security; to 
build ideal character; develop the innate ideal art; to control 
the chemistry, nutrition, cell building, all nervous states and 
action; all that is body may be rightly controlled for harmony.

Build ye more stately mansions, O  my Soul.



MIND THE BUILDER-SLOGAN

M IND the BU ILD ER M A G A Z IN E ” were the words that
accompanied the art creation on the cover of the exponent of 
scientific practical psychology, that brought from the bright 
little eight-year-old girl the exclamatory question: PA PA ,
what does it mean, mind the builder? She was quite familiar 
with the teaching to mind father and mother, hut the beautiful 
design and words impressed her with the idea that something 
else should be obeyed too.

T he parents were very happy to he situated to explain from 
a new and original angle about that something, her innate self, 
that she would learn to obey. Quickly she realized it was not 
a stranger to her for she had been taught concerning that which 
had made her conscious of what is right and what is wrong. 
1 he parents easily went on from that point and taught her that 
that phase of her mind knows all about what has happened in 
her life, but knows just as perfectly all that is going to happen 
in her life, therefore, could tell her conscious mind what to do. 
They had no difficulty in conveying to her an understanding 
that intuition is the name of that teacher, Mind the Builder.

f  hose people could interest the child in her Builder, for they 
went right on from that point where they exhibited the inherent 
knowledge upon those certain subjects, to the Builder’s knowl
edge of the body that it had built, beginning with one little 
particle of matter, hut also has the power to continue to build 
her a body as complete as the body of father or mother, 
know that when they closed that lesson, that little girl believed 
that her own soul is an intelligence that is omniscient for her 
needs and possibilities and omnipotent, all powerful, so far as 
she has occasion to he budded and rehuilded.

I find that the chief reason that it is more difficult to teach 
adults that their own soids are their builders, is that they have 
been taught that the human is built by some outside power and 
that safe guidance and instruction must come from that same 
extraneous source. For it is very hard to retrain humans with 
their preconceived ideas and beliefs. A t first, one wonders how
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anyone could raise the question: W here is the mind that is
the builder of a live individual form, human or any other live 
subject? 1 have been counted really sacriligious in showing 
that a fertilized egg has the potentiality of a chicle. This is 
proved when the terms of temperature are met. T he material 
part of that speck, chemically is acted upon so that the soul of 
the cell can use the material part to apply material food to 
satisfy the hunger of that mind.

I he matter of that cell could not be hungry—in three weeks 
time that hungry mind has used the cells it has created, com
pletely to consume the contents of the shell. 1 he vigorous 
individual hursts its shell and the same mind that was present 
in its body, when only the primary cell was in existence, con
tinues to require material food that it may build the fully 
developed body.

I here is no difference in the natural principle when it is the 
fertilized human ovum that is in the normal environment to 
receive its food supply—mind that builds a subject is present 
within the subject and builds for itself a material body to be 
used by that mind in the physical world.

I he chicken form of body is created because the instrument 
through which its original cell, mind and body, arrived were 
chicken parents. The human body is accounted for under the 
same natural law.

The soul, in either instance had the image that was an 
architectural plan that the mind used in arranging the cells.

Our slogan. MIND I HE BUILD ER, suggests in different 
forms of meaning according to the emphasis given. 1 he little 
girl emphasized the word, m ind, meaning to obey. W hen you 
read my booklet; Scientific Prayer, you will understand that 
we teach that the objective, voluntary, finite (accessory) phase 
of mind, which, of itself has only the senses as the source of 
its knowledge, and every sense, so easily deceived, may furnish 
so much error for the reasoning faculty to work with that the 
conclusions, based upon senses, may he wrong. Then the 
child is right, the finite, sense mind needs to obey the impellings
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that it receives direct from the innate self that inherently 
knows all that relates to the individual s life.

W ith emphasis upon, the, of course one will know there is 
no other builder than mind. To gain and apply Nature s truths 
we need not confine our subjects to the human, the hig animals 
nor the little, to the big vegetable or the small—-we can just as 
well disclose the little coral animals, each one a sold with a 
material body that the soul built. The soul builds such an 
imperishable body that when the souls move out of multiples 
of them the bodies comprise the jewel coral or, maybe pro
jecting from the sea, an immense island of coral—each tiny 
body built from wi thin.

That universal appointment of Mind as the builder operates 
in the instance of the whale or the elephant but no more than 
it does when we have the demonstration, a mountain of marble, 
limestone or of slate, redstone or gray. The mountain did not 
originate from one egg. hut the myriad particles are left as 
monuments to mind, in each instance, a soul, intelligence that 
was hungry and used matter as food with which to build a 
material body to endure in a material world. There is only 
mind the builder—matter never builds mind—the supremacy 
of mind surely is satisfactorily demonstrated in that it is the 
builder.

Then we come to the emphasis upon the ihird word of our 
title, we have Mind the Builder. Please note that our practical 
psychology shows the various phases of Mind functioning. W e 
come now to the feature that it is innate, inherent in mind to 
build.

Every egg or seed has no creative virtue except there is that 
which possesses the seed, individual life and intelligence, com
prehended as the soul. Development and reproduction de
pend upon the spiritual leature that is under impulse to be 
active in building. Mind, with its creative power builds from 
within the subject—artificial buildings never unfold as growth 
from within there is what we call building, by adding to an 
exterior.



A PPLIED  SO U L  C U L T U R E
Taken from, my

Mind the Builder Magazine, February Issue, 1912

The fundamental fact in human affairs is: that a supreme, 
executive power and intelligence within the individual, a part 
that, plus the objective consciousness and physical body com
prises the human being, creates all of the forms and facts that 
become manifested in one's life.

The experiences of man usually have been assigned, in their 
source, to powers and intelligences outside of himself over 
which he had no direct control and therefore he must he a 
victim to Fate or Whim. This idea has enslaved the majority 
to such an extent that a new, liberating gospel can scarcely he 
conceived of by most of mankind.

However, the New Psychology is the science that teaches 
that the creative power in the individual brings to him his 
experiences, his body, and may even he immediately respon
sible for the involuntary thoughts that spring into the mind. 
Soul Culture is the application of formulas which one may 
practice to provide the creative intelligence with those images 
or thoughts, correctly called designs after which the creative 
power, properly named, the Soul, may build the body, the 
thought and the experiences. Sold Culture practices produce 
the desirable in all departments of human experience whereas 
all other beliefs and practices have created the undesirable, the 
regretable: that which causes so much suffering. Suffering 
exists to a degree that everyone stands greatly in need of a 
comforter. A  comforter is a real savior. The ignorant think 
all improvement is grounded in conviction, in condemnation, 
hut truth teaches that man needs encouragement, the injection 
of hope.

I he comforter, the encourager, the joy giver has as his oppo
site the pain distributor: the paralyzer through discouraging: 
the speaker of evil prophecy. Love absolutely prohibits the 
exercise of all of these destructive attitudes and is the parent 
of comfort, encouragement and joy.



T l  I E  V I N E  A N D  T H E  B R A N C H E S

W hen I see in one’s life the fruitage, noble deeds, bene
factions and happiness 1 am assured instantly that since these 
are gathered from the various branches ol his life, the many 
forms of self-expression, that there is a vine of principles which 
is the source for there can he no virtue in branches nor their 
fruits that do not abide in the parent stem. Every m ans life 
is producing fruit and the fruit is hearing witness to his thought 
life: by their fruits we know them and in no instance do we 
find it more perfectly exhibited that figs are not gathered from 
thistles than in the faithfulness of the product of one s life in 
bearing witness to the quality of thought which alone can be 
the primary source, the cause of the product.

If from any limb of life there is taken the harvest of the 
true and good and beautiful the vine to which the limb is 
attached and in wh ich it has its being must be true and good 
and beautiful. An individual s principles constitute the vine, 
his various forms of self-expression, the branches and life s ex
periences. the fruits and if the results or fruits are constructive 
we may be sure bis foundation principles are of that kind.

A  fruit vine with decaying roots and worm eaten body or 
hidebound” or without sap could never supply the vital qual

ities to a branch so that it could produce luscious and abund
ant fruit and again, with all the arterial connection for sending 
the vital elements, veritable blood, into the branch; if the 
branch were not alive in its every atom to breathe through its 
bark and leaf lungs to aerate the vital fluid, the vine would be 
fruitless and soon become devitalized were tbe branch not cut 
off. The Vine therefore cannot manifest greater than its 
branches permit and no branch exists except as it abides in 
harmony with its source.



D O IN G  BU ILD IN G  W O R K  O N E  BU ILD S S E L F

Taken Jrom Mind the Builder Magazine, February Issue, 1916

I he business man who really is attaining the result after 
w'hich he seeks is applying scientific principles of construction, 
which if applied for the purpose, would result in man build
ing: some realization of that result occurs without the direct 
intention and effort, for a man w'ho plans and executes in a 
happy, sympathetic and optimistic state of mind puts himself 
into his creation and the principles of growth he employs com
pel his individual unfoldment; this is fundamental. To build 
a man there are three phases of him to consider: Character, 
Intellect and Body.

If the leader of a constructive work is, himself, builded, then 
all who co-operate with him to an end, a creation, are also 
being built if they act in the same spirit with their leader.

1 o Dr. A . A . Lindsay

I may never he permitted to present an offering of flowers 
at your obsequies, hut I do wish, now while I have the oppor
tunity. to pay you the tribute of my deep and sincere appre
ciation of your lectures and hooks. To me they are a daily 
inspiration and, to a greater extent than anything else 1 know 
of, they will help make my life more efficient from now on.

I have seen some psychological tniths as through a glass 
darkly, now 1 see them clearly, since 1 have heard your lectures 
and read your hooks. Your great work will continue because 
of its practicability. Many people will he so glad to leam that 
God is in man and not simply beyond the stars and after death 
He may he seen.

'i on have touched my inner life and I shall remember you 
with great appreciation and high esteem.

Yours sincerely,

John B. Wrightsman, M. D.
Denver, Colo.



fiebruary 5, 1958.
Dear friend Dr. Lindsay:—

Just returned from a little vacation and found your welcome 
magazine on my desk. W as mighty glad to hear from you 
and happy to have this copy in my possession. More than 
ever 1 realize the truths stated therein all waiting upon one s 
understanding for application.

I have often wondered why you discontinued publishing this 
magazine years ago and 1 have saved all the old copies and 
prize everyone of them.

I owe you a debt of gratitude and will he glad to he helpful 
in your publishing this magazine so that a great many more 
can he reached and benefited by again publishing it. 1 will 
be glad to subscribe fifty dollars a year to aid in general dis
tribution.

1 am feeling pretty good and am myself again all because 
you were kind enough to show me the way out of the depths 
in which 1 had been submerged. The individual does not 
realize that they make or break themselves ihrough their own 
thought forces, and not only will they find the paths of hap
piness but peace of mind.

1 am planning on coming into New York in the very near 
future and will be glad to visit you.

TH E 111GHEST C O M P E N SA T IO N

Some lives are so lifeless and unimportant they do not count 
for much; but no aspiring and capable life ever came in human 
form but that it has become the center of power as well as a 
target for hate and which, in its normal activity must run 
counter to many forces.

Such a life, when it is right, antagonizes the adverse and 
perverse: when its purposes are wrong it crosses the forces of 
good and suffers in the payment at the hands of evil. The 
true, noble, brave, courageous, live, active one will find the 
parasite, the barnacle, the false and malicious tend to over
burden his life to the extent such evils can, and then when 
his suffering at injustice, which seems to be tbe fruit of his 
good, brings him distress. Nature. Life acts in the capacity of 
paymaster and delivers into the sufferers life that, of which 
neither things, beings, devils nor gods can rob him, the con- 
sumate compensation, Love.



present in all instances where teachers, parents or others hold 
critical and condemning attitudes toward children, students of 
any sort, or persons in any situation, as for that, or who pick 
out the (laws and magnify them; and hold up faults and de
ficiencies to view to the discouragement of another.

A ll such persons, whether they call themselves teachers or 
reformers, are the real destroyers of the lives of the fellow man 
and they stand only for evil.

1 he opposite of this is the real savior, the real teacher be
cause he is an encourager, a comforter. He points to a perfect 
ideal all of the time and stimulates one’s belief in himself, in 
his ability to grow to the fulfillment. A  comforter and savior 
believes in the predominance of good in the individual and he 
encourages one to aspire to express that good; he believes that 
every obstacle can be turned to benefit: be will under all cir- 
cumstances, except in dealing with a bigot, appreciate the dis
couraged one, not depreciate him nor permit him to depreciate 
himself.

Realization of greater personal possibility is the first step 
toward aspiration to express that possibility, while self-depreci
ation is the lirst step toward ruin. Any misguided creature 
who draws a true picture of another when it is bad or who 
draws one worse than he is and thereby causes one to blame 
or depreciate himself is the worst enemy an individual ever 
could possess, for self-depreciation is the beginning mental at
titude, contemplating remorse, regret, misery and complete self- 
consciousness that lead to despair—absolue helplessness.

1 could not feel that the psychology of this subject is com
plete until I show that it is all consistent with the fundamental 
truth stated in the beginning; "man is possessed, within him
self. of a power and intelligence the innate self that is supreme, 
that builds bis body, bis mind and his character.

A  superficial observer might think that I deny that truth 
when I show that it is within the power of a discourager to 
sink another in disease, insanity and moral ruin and of an 
encourager to heal diseases of every' sort; to bring business sue-



cess, sanity and character force and beauty to the comfortless. 
There is no inconsistency however. The soul of the man is 
the building power in the man and the source of its buildings 
is in the images suggested to it. If a disturber s suggestions 
are accepted, they of course comprehend images that are ruin
ous when fulfilled, while an encourager s imagery is construc
tive and holds designs of the desirable, which being accepted 
by the victim of despair or depression, will completely revolu
tionize his being—changing the body chemistry and function 
and inspiring more and more beautiful imagery.

1 trust, my friend, you see the value I place upon having 
some one who possesses that absolute faith in you through 
which he can pour into your soul confident suggestions when 
you would otherwise he discouraged and depressed. Person
ally, 1 put it equal to the value of life itself for thereby 1 have 
been saved. Such a one is the "Comforter” in personal form.

Fortunate is the individual who, if he has no such person 
in his life, knows how to apply the lessons 1 have taught upon 
soul culture so as to obtain actual touch with this "Comforter" 
in the depths of his being. One can believe with all of his 
mind that that creative department of the innate self, can con
vert every seeming evil into good; can restore peace and har
mony and growth and make prosperous and beautiful, all of 
the phases of his being.

Th is whole treatise is a revelation of the law of thinking 
beautiful thoughts; of giving and receiving only good sugges
tions.

Blessed be every word of encouragement and comfort ever 
offered—the opposite is accursed, both words and speaker, 
wi thout my force being directed to act upon it.

You shall receive only good suggestions at my hands—Be 
lifted up for 1 believe in you!

The flighty and idle thoughts waste energy’ and prevent the 
mind from worthy exercise, but it is wise law, by which the

ax



vain and foolish images are made sterile.

Some of these seed thoughts (conclusions of the conscious 
mind) that found lodgment in the soul are developing forms 
in the body by rearrangement of cells; some are carried by 
telepathy to other people’s souls, there to come to full fruition; 
some affect the body to build houses, to build businesses, to 
build an art expression, to teach to serve or to be sluggish or 
villainous. Some thought seeds develop as appetites—all 
habits, good and bad, come from seed images.

ANIMALS HAVE EMOTIONS

A  little girl had occasion daily to go down to the lower 
pasture” to drive the cows home; the distance around was 
long and she determined to cut across the swamp to save time. 
She got lost and then prayed; she became very quiet then and 
heard the familiar tinkle of the bell of the leader among the 
cows.

She rounded up the cattle to drive them toward home but 
every time she had them headed in the direction she wished 
to drive them they would scatter and run back. Finally the 
bell cow turned and looked at her very earnestly, broke out in 
a broad smile, fairly laughing at her, ran, kicking up her heels 
in great glee and went in the opposite direction from the course 
chosen by the little girl and all the cattle followed the leader 
—the little girl followed and they were all home in due time. 
The little girl never forgot the laugh of the cow.

This all seems quite reasonable to me for about this same 
time 1 had the affectionate attention of my cow. I was not 
very good to her for when I discovered 1 could torment her by 
seeming to be in trouble l often got her into a frenzy of anxiety 
by wrestling with my dog. On an occasion we were on the 
opposite side of the fence from the cow and 1 made an outcry 
signifying danger and distress; that cow became frantic but 
could not get through the fence; she moaned and 1 think, 
cried; yes, she just bawled.



INTUITION H O W  Q U A LIFIED

I cannot conceive of a human who believes that all knowledge one 
possesses and can use in his daily life, in practical living, is acquired. 
Surely everyone believes that in the same sense that all forms of life below 
man” have instinctive knowledge, adequate in each individual for its needs, 
that the human has inherent, innate, intuitive knowledge adequate, also.

The idea is made of difficult understanding because the usual person 
knows that the mind wh icli he uses voluntarily gives little index to any 
superb knowledge, however hard he tries to exhibit such knowledge. That 
is why he tries so hard to cram his intellectual self. He seems to believe 
he can bring out what he puts in. This situation proves that in the prac
tical life the soul does not force its knowledge upon the mental phase.

The numerous volumes I have written are so many thousands of words 
demonstrating the psychic phenomenon of innate, intuitive, knowledge pres
ent in the soul of everyone, in degree, adequate to guide the life for health, 
true success, material prosperity, the high attainment in art and invention. 
These proofs also show that each human has a spiritual gift, meaning that 
he is talented in one direction above all other points, although each one 
is versatile.

The chapter in my “ N E W  P SY C H O LO G Y  C O M PLETE, M IND 
TH E BUILD ER, A N D  SCIEN TIFIC M A N  BU ILD IN G ,” three books
in one, entitled, I he Art of Letting Go goes into sufficient detail concerning 
method essential to the bringing into practical application of the innate 
knowledge, through which perfect guidance, the service of intuition would 
become impressive to the essential degree to obtain its recognition and the 
cooperation of the objective mind—the latter standing between the innate 
knowledge of the soul and the objective world and life.



R E V IE W S of New Psychology Complete, Mind the Builder and 

Scientific Man Building, three hooks in one, 450 pages, $3.50. Dr. A. A. 

Lindsay, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.

Dr. Lindsay has been using suggestive therapeutics in his practice as a 
doctor for many years and has worked out a practical method which has 
proven its value in so large a number of cases that only a very prejudiced 
person could ignore the results or doubt that they were produced by these 
methods.

The time is ripe for a better understanding of the basic principles of a 
force that lies within the reach of all who are wise enough to use it. Dr. 
Lindsay’s book is one that places a good working knowledge before the 
reader in plain language and without making any claims that cannot be 
established by experiment.

1 le does away with unnecessary paraphernalia and makes lire suggestions 
to his patients in a simple way, very calmly and persistently and in such a 
manner as to awaken soul expectancy.

Just how all tl. is can be done to best advantage, how to overcome oppo
site auto-suggestions and the principles upon which to work are all made 
quite clear.—Carolyn Hart, N. Y. Post.

•
Dr. Lindsay writes from an exalted moral plane, his aim evidently being 

to make this a better and happier world by acquainting people with the 
nature and powers of their own minds. This book is not only for those who 
intend to take up the regular practice of psycho-therapeutics, but for those 
who desire to help themselves to better health and happier living and perhaps 
to exercise incidentally a beneficial influence among their immediate friends 
and relatives— Telegram, Portland, Ore.

1 his is one of the best books which has reached the table of the editor 
of PO W ER. And it is just as such a book many students desire, for it



gives definitely not only the teaching hut the actual formulas whereby the 
reader learns just how he can treat himself and others for any seeming 
inharmony. Dr. Lindsay is a deep thinker, and his writings are clear and
concise os well as forceful.— Power.

•

Dr. Lindsay has made noteworthy strides in the development of a 
healthy mind in a healthy body among readers of progressive literature, 
hut in this one he has not only surpassed annies of other writers on the 
subject hut even himself. He knows exactly how to unravel the tangle and 
then he glides along, constantly undoing knots and rolls up the silken thread 
smoothly and symmetrically upon the plastic mind of his readers. Mind 
the Builder will and must become the Builder of Mind in America, and 
with that it will leach how to possess and preserve excellent bodies, magnifi
cent intellects and superb characters.— Naturopath," New York.

It is a practical and logical dissertation on the methods of mind-building, 
showing conclusively that it is the greatest thing in the world and that the
subject can be, and is being, treated scientifically.

Dr. Lindsay is exceedingly tolerant of all religious sects, and never makes 
the mistake ol attacking any one’s views upon health or religion, at the same 
time he indirectly shows the fallacy of various cults when it comes in direct 
line with the science he is endeavoring to inculcate. In the pages on "False 
Affirmation, we Find him sounding a warning note against certain methods 
that have taken deep root among a great many people. It is not difficult to 
understand his meaning when he says: A  false affirmation made, such as
a declaration of perfections in physical health, mental or spiritual excellence 
of affluence which does not exist at the time, either in form or degree makes 
it impossible to ever attain, and 1 hope to make it clear that the law of cause 
and effect must always produce in such practice, self-deception, which ex
tends far beyond the subjects upon which affirmation is made. O r e g o n  
journal."



BOOK REVIEW CONTINUED
(Dallas News)

Dr. Lindsay is unique in his interpretation of the application 
of psychology to the healing of physical and social ills, in that 
he entertains no doubt as to the efficacy of the various methods 
of relief that have prevailed during all the history of mankind. 
His spirit is sufficiently broad-gauged and liberal to include not 
only all schools, but even those phenomena characterized as 
miraculous. I am confident that had Moses not have erected 
the brazen serpent on the pole and caused his people to look 
toward it for healing that many more would have died from 
the bites of serpents,” he says. I know full well that the 
bones of the saints and the laying on of hands and the ashes 
or dust of the bones of the saints and the holy oils and the 
springs have thousands of genuine cures to their credit. The 
various schools of medicine, although extreme opposites in their 
methods, are all successful in that they give their treatment 
and cure often follows; and one school is just as successful as 
the other when one has an equal opportunity with the other. 
I wish to bear witness positively that thousands of cures have 
taken place in recent years when a theological formula was 
used in the treatment.

Dr. Lindsay s explanation is that none of these agencies in 
themselves possess healing power, but through them access to 
the soul is frequently found for healing suggestion. Soul ex
pectancy is created and in such cases healing takes place. “The 
power that built the body, the soul, must heal it. *  *  *
The conclusion of the psychologist or any one else who ex
amines the history of healing is this: The power that heals is 
within the individual who needs to be healed. On this theory 
as his predicate he treats interestingly such subjects as Domes
tic Psychology, “Business Psychology, Social Psychology, 
"A  Quiet Mind.” "Joyousness. "Thought Effects, How to 
Reach the Hundred Per Cent,” "Ideal Economy, Having a 
Vision, etc.
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V O L  1. No. Ill—C opyright by Arthur A . Lindsay

Mind the Builder, a real magazine will be a monthly of 24 to 
32 pages, the April number, 52 pages, practically solid matter, 
and subscriptions for a year are solicited at $1.00, single copies 
twenty-five cents. There can be no higher quality of philan
thropy than to contribute a sum per month for general distribu
tion—Dr. Lindsay can hardly conduct such distribution alone.

P LE A SE SE N D  N A M ES O F  YO U R FR IEN D S W H O  
M IGHT BEC O M E IN TERESTED  IN TH E L A W S  A N D  
FO R M U LA S O F  T R U E PR A C TIC A L PSY C H O LO G Y . 
W H ICH  W ILL BE IN EV ERY ISSU E O F  M IND TH E 
BU ILD ER M A G A ZIN E.

The above title to this booklet, it is desired, shall become 
an established monthly magazine of twenty to thirty-two pages 
of appropriate practical psychology literature edited or written 
hy the author of the 450 page book, “ New Psychology Com
plete. Mind the Builder and Scientific Man Building” , three 
hooks in one. Dr. A . A . Lindsay.

Other books in print by same author, “ Life’s High W ay 
and How to Travel it’ and Scientific Prayer” .

It should he noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial advertisements, 
chiefly.

A t one dollar a year a gift is comprehended in every issue 
—it cannot be produced and delivered for that sum.

Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay is 
glad to give his personal attention to replies to all psychological 
interrogations—readers may address, for all purposes,

DR. A. A. LIN D SA Y , PUBLISHING 
Hotel Ansonia, New York City

Books—Big Book, Three in O n e..................................$3.50
Life’s High W ay .......................................... 1.00
Scientific P ra y e r .................................................... 25
Special the set. at price of big book . . . .$3.50



VIEW’S AND REVIEW'S BEFORE GOING TO SEEEP

W hile I write there never can be any basic influence that 
can. in any degree, cause my departure from the scientific 
truth that in my own life and career has been incessantly dem
onstrated—I cannot he otherwise than faithful to the funda
mental, briefly stated: the soul is a phase of intelligence that 
in the human has omniscience so far as the individual is con
cerned, and equally omnipotent so far as the instrument, the 
body of the individual is involved—the knowledge and power 
that created the body and can regenerate it under the same 
laws of first generating its own body: also 1 shall be loyal 
to the fact that the soul is under the law, that it is controlled 
by the images (suggestions) it possesses or becomes possessed 
of.

A s strange as it may seem, we must as yet continue to de
clare that the mental and psychical of the human are as fixed
ly under laws (now known laws which 1 have worked under 
for more than a quarter of a century) that govern as any law 
of matter ever disclosed or ever will be discovered governs in 
the material elements. All that I ever shall write will be in 
strict accord with the above statements. It is not very volumin
ous and it would justify anyone to meditate upon tbe above 
golden text, and maybe, would repay more profitably than 
anything else one ever completely mastered.

W'hen one is going to pass into a subjective state or a state 
of unconsciousness in sleep, sleep, natural or forced, that which 
one immediately preceding the entrance into the state in 
any degree subjective, has visualized (thought) tends to be 
a perfectly scientific prayer which the soul registers and treats 
as a working plan. The conscious mind can formulate a pic
ture. but of itself, cannot fulfill, but the law is that the soul 
M U ST  use the plan in principle if not in exactness—a des
tructive line of thought will determine for destructive fulfill
ment—a constructive view or a review that becomes closed 
constructively, will provide for constructive realizations.

1 wish 1 could declare that the numerical practice in think
ing constructively before becoming passive or asleep would 
pertain to the people one hundred per cent. The George 
Washington spirit cannot be discarded to make such a declar

er :



ation possible. Acknowledgements of the individuals would 
seem to justify tbe conclusion that no one bas very often dealt 
only in happy thoughts before passing into that state that 
places the subconscious in the ascendency. Then, results in 
predominant manifestation, show that almost everyone has 
given his soul orders to perpetuate worry, fear, anticipation of 
disappointments, creating the fulfillments of the illnesses called 
for in diagnoses, correct or erroneous and many other forms 
of unhappy pictures—placed in the soul under the scientific 
situation, prepassivity.

Occasionally there is a news account of a parent talking to 
the child while it is going to sleep, which was followed by 
healing, the correction of some habit or fault, and sometimes 
where a parent has encouraged the child with reference to 
becoming freed from self-consciousness or other obstacle to 
its progress, in a subject of its study. An interpretation that 
the parent had on the occasion used the formula, that actual
ly fulfills a soul law, has been entirely remote from the inter
pretations of any humans who are teachers, ministers or physi
cians. medical or psychiatric.

My life s work would be wholly or adequately repaid could 
1 impress just one parent to consent to the scientific laws and 
formulas that would be fulfilled in such a practice and so im
press that parent that he would give faithful attention to the 
mode in the instance of the one child throughout the period 
of the child s development. There would he one person whose 
life had been built on a foundation such as that where a 
parent had interpreted the ideals possessed innately by the 
child had been liberated from inherited or otherwise acquired 
destructive images and their effects. An individual liberated 
to personify, objectify, express his innate self would he in his 
happiness and usefulness a superhuman being.

Truly I would be supremely happy could I impress a de
gree of appreciation of the above law and formula that that 
would lead to the application even in one life.

Do you ask w'hat relationship has the practice of a parent 
presenting encouragement to a child when it is going to sleep, 
to that subject, what one thinks about and manner of think
ing before he goes to sleep or into a passive state? The answ'er
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is—the parent directs happy, hopeful registration of images 
that immediately and directly are placed in the soul of the 
child as working plans—when anyone thinks only constructive 
plans (suggestions) into his soul before becoming passive 
he is using the same law that the parent and child apply.

I know many of the answers the average reader would give 
to the proposal that everyone should crown the day—declare 
it to unfold into better days, by suggesting to his soul con
structively.

Now, if you will be sincere in desiring and aspiring to 
know, through my familiarity with the probable replies to 
tbe above declarations, 1 can help you since 1 can anticipate 
your problem that you feel would make it impossible for you 
to become at rest or in equilibrium in thinking over experiences 
and conditions.

A  conclusion or two that you can form voluntarily will be 
vitally helpful. First, decide that the thoughts of your con
scious mind are subject to your own choosing. Second, worry, 
as you know, never helps and always is destructive.

In your review of the day’s experiences you probably must 
admit that many were not pleasant—really, very unhappy. 
You need at this very point to seek your souls aid that you 
may avoid deciding that the unhappy experiences must bear 
bitter fruit—counting on the destructive side. In an attitude of 
trust while asking your soul to save you from letting the un
happy experiences, their pictures which have gone into mem
ory, count destructively, immediately you will know that you 
do not have to let them count for further pain.

That decision will mean a real triumph and will provide for 
perfect rest while sleeping and such wonderful uplift upon 
waking up.

You may state that there is a real occasion for grieving — 
an occasion of anything is not the main point but what you 
make it do to you when you decide before you go to sleep 
that it must register on the side of distress. If you decide 
that your sold can take over the problem and through its per
fect knowledge of past, present and future, through its all



knowledge and completeness of power will save its body from 
becoming of wrong chemistry and its accessory mind from 
becoming confused and sad.

If instead of suggesting that constructive trust for good, 
one determines that the situation is awful and must continue 
ruinous, that decision is a scientific command to one s own 
deific power to destroy tbe harmonies in the chemistry of its 
body, create nervous tension and make its weakest points in 
its body weaker and establish all sorts of destructive condi
tions—even to order more emphatic sensitiveness to fear and 
other harmful emotions.

Every conceiva hie inharmony in the form of disease of 
body; inefficiency of mind and even its derangement, erron
eous inspiration as an echo of the destructive orders given to 
the soul under the scientific situation of experiencing what 
one pictures before going to sleep, any or all may he caused 
by the picturing before sleep. Yet, beyond ones possible con
ception of blessing in building to perfect health in mind body 
and emotions; guidance by intuition that would provide for 
the perfect plans to be formed by the voluntary mind—even 
the inspirations that come to the conscious mind from the 
IN N A TE SE L F  all must be approved by that objective, 
choosing phase of mind if fulfillment is to take place. The in- 
nate self impels hut will not force its intuitions to be ful
filled—the freedom of the objective will he absolute. AH in
voluntary acts and conditions were first voluntary—all auto
matism, he it constructive or destructive, a harmony or in
harmony, was first consented to or chosen by the voluntary' 
self. Perhaps the strongest influence in creating that automa
tism was in the decisions impressed upon the acquired phase 
of the soul by the thoughts before one lost consciousness in 
sleep.

Believe with me: you do not have to view or review the 
pictures of experiences or conditions and close that exercise 
with discouragement—you can entrust problems and their sol
ution to your innate, intuitive self'-since you can be sure that 
a phase of your own being is qualified under natural laws 
with power and disposition to meet the needs and guide the 
steps constructive conclusions and encouragement—peace will 
be established before going to sleep.



DR. A . A . LIN D SA Y
B R O A D C A ST IN G  O V E R  ST A T IO N  K SL 

S A L T  LA K E CITY. U T A H

P SY C H O LO G Y  O F  G O O D  C H E E R

My Friends:'-! he glory of Zion would seem to rebuke tbe 
situation in whicb a New York man would come to tbis region 
to deliver a lesson on good cheer—-all the art, gathered Irom 
the whole world has taken form in New York while Nature 
has assembled her choicest torms of beauty, and every element 
of her designs as expressed in the Salt Lake environment sug
gests perfection and provides completest supply of food for 
the soul in the marvelous beauty.

Perhaps 1 am here to try to tell you something of your 
blessings that, maybe, are not as apparent to you as they are 
to one who has had occasion to reside in the midst of the 
artificial.

Our first impression, upon entering here leads us to ex
claim: Here is everything that Mind, Soul and Body, M A N  
could wish for in the ideal, surely spontaneous good cheer 
must characterize every human residing in the midst of all of 
Nature’s glories!”

However, one does become disillusioned; one soon discloses 
that pain of disease; distress because of the individual not 
possessing satisfying amount ol perishable material; unhap
piness due to jealousy; wrecked minds because of dissipations 
due to such persons having formed artificial appetites, which 
they try to satisfy; overwhelming worry because the anticipat
ed future may not afford complete release from inharmonies; 
and the general succumbing to fear, all these finite factors 
with their condemning influence, right here where infinite joys 
are to be had for the taking.

I am to interpret psychologically with regard to good cheer, 
therefore, let us look to what the soul has to do with the 
situation—psychology meaning the science of the soul. The



soul is that phase of intelligence which creates for itself a 
body through which to express here in this physical world. 1 he 
word, soul, signifies life and intelligence and in the human 
there is that accessory phase of mind, known as the objective, 
voluntary mind. The soul appoints that temporal mind to in
terpret through senses and reasoning and so equips it with the 
privilege of choosing.

It is not the Innate phase of the human that has discounted 
truth and beauty, it is the finite voluntary phase of his mind 
that has told the Innate that there is no beauty, there is no 
health, there is no music, there is no harmony, no security.

1 he Innate, the intuitive (the instinctive) inherent knowl
edge offers its impellings, usually named the still small voice’ 
that would direct for all good cheer and would prompt the 
true relationships therefore give true estimates of TH IN GS.

Nature gives the human the privilege of choosing, and it 
would seem that in the main he chooses to doubt. W hat one 
chooses to believe, or consents to, he registers in his soul as a 
scientific prayer. His soul is under nature s laws which re
quire the situation as if the soul says to the conscious, volun
tary mind: "1 impel you out of my Innate perfect knowledge— 
you have the privilege of free will, so if you do not choose 
to go my way, 1 will go yours and will create what you sug
gest to me.

T R U ST  is the biggest word in human vocabulary and tbe 
degree of spontaneous trust will measure tbe good cheer — 
perfect trust given to the Innate Self by the voluntary, con
scious mind, will provide for the spontaneous good cheer to 
be perfect also. All things desirable answer to trust and good 
cheer. All healing has to occur through the powers of the 
soul; all dependable instruction and guidance must come from 
the soul-G ood CH EER mut be due to faith in the soul s 
attributes and that faith based upon knowledge of the soul’s 
powers, and one must not stop at faith; H E M U ST  E N 
TR U ST. HE M U ST T R U ST  HIS O W N  SO U L  for all
healing and guidance.

This explains why we have that interpretation under our 
true psychology that one must find O N E ’S  SELF.

_________



P S Y C H I C A L  C O N D I T I O N S  D E F I N E D

. Psychical conditions and obsessions could be discussed in 
tbe same moment—in a measure I may be more helpful, treat
ing with distinction although, maybe, will not find a mania or 
obsession except as a psychical condition.

A  psychical condition is where one suffers from a picture 
of a sensation and there may he no involvement of structural 
departure from the normal and yet the symptoms seem so 
convincing that a large percentage of operations disclose per
fectly healthy state in all the region from which distress of 
pain or other suffering radiates.

It may be true that it is difficult to understand how one 
can suffer so much "with nothing the matter-.’ 1 use no such 
language-one may suffer more from a picture of pain than 
ever would he produced under organic change. So many per 
sons of good intelligence have testified to suffering different 
kinds of unpleasant sensations in a foot although he had no 
foot—amputation of a leg being the situation. After less than 
another century it will he usual to realize one suffers in the 
intelligence part and not in the meat that the mind suffers 
in reference to. I his does not preclude one suffering when 
there is a departure from the normal, structurally.

One may dislike to have his body mutilated, however, 
when he has only the more painful situation, a picture of a 
sensation as the situation. I he man informed me that he knew 
perfectly w'ell that he had neither a bannana nor other ob
ject in his shoe yet often he would take off his shoe because 
with each step he felt as if he were rolling over an object 
of that form. O f course he was not insane—he was a success
ful member of the Chicago Board of Trade—maybe working 
under such high tension—going on nerve—could have prepared 
for the susceptibility to some sort of psychical condition—a 
peculiar sensation of which he had a picture, not of pain. 
Another person might take the image, a numbness, anaesthesia 
or hyperaesthesia—I admit I do not know how to select a con
dition—! know most perfectly that it is a psychical condition 
that never will disappear until a counter suggestion cancels the 
image.



A  woman suffered most terrible pain in her toe — even 
cramping to such a degree that the toe would turn under her 
foot and she would have to remove her shoe and straighten 
the toe mechanically. She had suffered so long and so much 
that she had decided to have the toe removed surgically. I 
assured her that might not impress her picture of pain (and 
of course it would not have removed it unless she interpreted 
with such expectancy that she would have canceled the sug
gestion, the picture of pain through which she had suffered) 
there being nothing the matter with the foot. A  great deal 
of surgery is done for its psychological effect. If no one in 
connection with such a case does not know how to use 
counter-suggestion and they all think that if one has not the 
organ through which to su ffer he could not suffer they may 
cut with disaster. I am writing chiefly to inform people about 
practical psychology that they may have more resistance 
against taking on conditions hut also that if they have a psychi
cal condition involving whatever sense through which they 
have a picture of an inharmony-sensation one may have 
through whatever form the picture takes.

A  man that declared he was being driven to insanity by an 
incessant diabolical taste, had heen examined in all physical 
aspects, with the result, every evidence of perfect health. That 
was a picture of flavor. A  nurse had been associated with a 
case for some time, a case involving most terrible and contin
uous odor. She remained conscious of the odor, day and night.
She assured me that it radiated from e\Vry part of her body 
and that all of her friends were only generous with her en
deavoring to comfort her when they declared there was no 
such odor about her. There is quick and complete relief from 
any such psychical condition when there is an operator who 
intelligently would cancel, counter suggest the picture that 
has been impressed upon the individual s soul. Oh. you do 
not like the word soul in such connection? Every word, psychic, 
psychical, psychology comes from the word, psyche that means 
soul. Mental science does not mean soul nor is it psychology 
except in the sense that it is an accessory phase of intelli
gence. an instrument of the soul. Physiology is not soul, it 
is the material instrument the soul uses and certainly controls 
when it destroys a body or builds it. The soul can create a 
picture controlling any sense one is possessed of.



A  psychical sense may impress one to see as, if with the 
eyes, an abhorrent picture all the time, as may one have a 
psychic picture of a repulsive voice or noise, incessantly im
pressing the hearing.

It would be unfortunate to operate on the olfactories—it 
would he criminal to treat the auditory department, (crime 
often performed) or any other structure, organ or system when 
the individual is suffering from a picture of a sensation that 
would he more persistent perhaps if the sense, physical organ, 
were removed.

W hen one comes to consider the sense of feeling, under 
control of a picture, we enter a field, perhaps almost univer
sally experienced by humans—some to degree of terrible suf
fering of pain or other distressing sensation—some only in a 
passing moment.

Probably psychical picture of sensation of feeling relates to 
every illness—a factor often very misleading in chronic con
ditions and often the largest factor in insomnia.

It will he well now, in view of psychic picture I will here 
describe, to return to the chapter herein on Views and Re
views showing the possibilities of lasting impressions being 
recorded when one is entering a state of unconsciousness.

An actual case where the woman was beginning to question 
her own sanity, based on her beholding constantly an image 
and also the image a part of every thought. She stated that 
it was the picture of a man. Proceeding with the history of 
her suffering more than two years she stated that in surgical 
connection the doctor who administered the anaesthetic 
brought his fare right down over hers—her last conscious pic
turing was this man s face, that made it seem immediately 
upon restoration, that his face was still that intimate.

She had fought the picture by all will power she had— 
she had talked wi th h im and both expressed the assurance 
there was no attraction between them. Nothing helped.

This lady knew right where and when this impression was 
made.



The theory of psychol-analysis, that if f>y looking up dreams 
from infancy on. through wh ich ( it is a lleged) that in one to 
three months the analyst can tell one where the item came 
from and in that information there would he P E R FE C T  rem- 
edy, would seem to be quite well annihilated in the instance 
of and by this experience. She knew where and when the 
picture was impressed—no one seems to realize that while, 
maybe we cannot say that in the soul was the place we can 
he absolutely sure that the soul ( involuntary phase of in
telligence) registered the image and, against all the objective 
will, forced the picture before ber consciousness, all of her 
hours of consciousness. Is there a remedy? Only where some 
one knows that a psychic picture is a registration in the 
acquired phase of the soul (the subconscious) and knows how 
to get an effect upon the seat of the image—with that 
knowledge it is a very simple matter. Some have hoped their 
God would take especial interest in such a terrible situation, 
suspend natural law and take tbe accursed thing away. All 
sorts of nostrums have been tried in all the forms of suffering 
herein partially described—the suffering is too great to describe 
( people have said if they could have any sort of physical 
trouble it would be welcomed, in the place of this psychical 
condition.

In a period exceeding an average’s man’s lifetime 1 have 
dealt with this science, of psychology and, therefore, with 
soul pictures. (I have been happier when considering those 
innate in the soul, they are all ideal, call for and create only 
the perfect). I never met with an instance where a driving 
thought, a persistent picture of a sensation, that was happy 
or delightful.

O f course in dreams individuals have had delightful sen
sations of flavors—enjoying even a whole meal. O f course have 
seen delightful scenery and gloriously beautiful human faces 
and have beard tbe music grander than ever experienced in 
consciousness and there have been wonderful gardens of flowers 
and as for sensation involving feeling, one may have wished 
one could even recall the exquisite feeling during the dream. 
W e easily contrast an incessant driving sensation of a' pain
ful psychic picture with pictures in a dream—both kinds are 
registations in the soul—the painful kind are always acquired.

X



dream pictures sometimes are innate and ideal and are beyond 
the consciousness to conceive of in conscious recalling. Like 
all inharmonies manifested upon mind, body or acquired self, 
images in the soul are their source and the power and intelli
gence that has become possessed of the cause, a picture, is 
appointed by nature to use its potentialities to make the cor
rections whether in its mental part, physical instrument or sub
conscious acquired phase. I o make corrections, that cause 
M U ST  become canceled, and when an inharmony plan has 
been deprived of all of its working value, the innate self offers 
for the conscious m ind s approval the perfect plan after wh ich 
the soul will build.

T our spiritual attitude is the determinative force in your 
life—may you, then, adopt the attitude of conscious TRUST , 
incessantly praying with your conscious self, directing your 
petitions toward that omnipotence that created your body from 
one cell (to become the most complex organization in the uni
verse) for its healing and all of its harmonies and with ab
solute trust seeking its intuitive impellings. One can apply the 
intuitions for prosperity in all features of human attainments 
and obtainments.



N A T U R A L  L A W '  O F  R E S U R R E C T I O N

A  lover of marvels and beauty in nature called me recently 
to aslc me to express some of my perceptions based upon ber 
views of the situation at tbe moment when she was driving 
along the boulevard, looking at the trees in all of their outward 
barrenness and necessarily drawing upon her memory to con
ceive of what that environment would be like in a very short 
time—for, already new bodies were becoming somewhat visible 
and giving prophecy of beautiful adornment in the entire land
scape. She was particularly occupied in her thought with the 
supreme exhibit of trust manifested in all the subjects along 
that street margin.

I feel much inclined to look back to consider the situation, 
the seeming evidence of death to all that had manifested such 
life and beauty. Not a subject seemed afraid—although terrific 
cold temperature must be approaching. Each form of life was 
intelligent and acted almost as if it were also conscious—1 
know it acted with reference to knowledge, although it might 
not reason—innately possessed and some forms went into com
pletely frozen state and were preserved to continue its same 
body—but with accumulated force in the season of retirement. 
Some gave up their bodies that they had lived in for the past 
months of exhibit—yet, as if they knew they were souls that 
needed no longer the formerly used body because there would 
be the resurrection in a new body, although they might be 
preserved in a germinal, vital part, through which the tempera
ture and moisture in their action would burst that cover and 
that cell with its hungry soul soon would multiply in its mate
rial part and show that in its soul was the picture of the subject 
of the same species that had glorified its kind in seasons before.

A  casualist might interpret that out of death is unfolding 
life—life did not perish—it used only the materials surrounding 
to preserve the germinal part that the life would be protected 
and provided with an instrument through which the same soul 
could build for itself a new body and a body adapted to ele
ments of the environment in which it finds itself.

The most delicate flower has that to meet with that in the



human, in same ratio of obstacles, becomes afraid and doubt
ing or because of doubting becomes afraid, our tiny subject 
keeps its poise and moves on in trust and expresses itself 
through the new body it has built. Or if it is not the kind 
that comes from root or bulb, in the previous season s closing 
process it has placed the seeds with souls with pictures like 
those in the original plant’s soul, each seed showing the pre
dominant element in nature, T R U ST , rests dormant and 
innately knowing that temperatures and moisture will prepare 
for the bursting of the shell that hems it in and that out of 
that death (seemingly) will rise the new body.

Scientific resurrection is liberation. The resting (exteriorly, 
as to exhibit of life) trees have the assurance of their new 
bodies with all adornment through what they, themselves shall 
grow, first the budding, then the unfoldment of the leaves. 
Before that has taken form there have been many things going 
on—W H Y ? Because the soul in the original seed of the tree 
bad an image as a plan for the whole career of the tree as 
manifested in its expression.

"God,” yours or mine, does not have to recall what picture 
He put into a seed’s soul—Nature having placed the image 
can depend, as we should, upon the loyalty to that innate 
picture in the soul—innate because Nature placed the life 
intelligence subject forever to the image therein. T R U ST  is 
fundamental in nature—it requires the human with his finite, 
sometimes conceited, mind to develop all sorts of fears, but 
when he has taken them on he seldom learns the T R U ST  
through which he would be guided in experiences that would 
keep him in poise and TRU ST.

The trees of the forest undergo processes by which the 
structure, which elements have destroyed, part from the live 
part and in that sense there is newness with some appearance 
of resurrection of the new out of the old—it is all a process 
through which the soul (meaning life and intelligence) is 
equipped by Nature to keep or create a body adapted to its 
environment—perish as may the physical part—the sold never 
dies—cremation is the most sane and sanitary way to deal with 
a body when the soul has moved out—we even aid in carrying 
out natural order in raking our fields and forests to gather the



Resurrection is a process in nature, in principle going on all 
the time, with that interpretation life and intelligence is rising 
out of the death and decay.

A s the trees and all their kin manifest T R U ST  because all 
things and lives are under law, so, concerning what becomes 
of soul, what form of body nor where located it shall he when 
it is resurrected, as it will be in the instance of the human 
(death and resurrection taking place in the same moment) 
one should T R U ST  natural law that will govern them. All 
that is in heaven and all that is in earth is under that natural 
law, which does not change—we can afford to T R U ST  and 
he at peace—mav YO U  SA V E  Y O U R SE L F  FRO M  A LL 
TH A T C O M E S THROUC.H LA CK  O F  TRU ST.

d e a d  p a r t  t o  d e s t r o y  i t  t h a t  i t  m a y  n o t  o b s t r u c t  l i f e .



Some Thoughts That Have Comforted Me 
- Along The W ay -

W e, millers grind visible wheat and corn into flour and 
meal, while the Invisible Miller (The Innate Self) turns the 
images, invisible thought held during the objective grind, into 
Man. The thing with which we deal is the occasion ot our 
thought; the thing is transitory, the thought is Eternal.

$ ij:

No one. at any time, has been satisfied with the result 
when he expected things, of themselves, to become a bless
ing; no objective thing ever meets its promises. Let one gain 
everything that he wills to obtain, there is still that elusive 
thing, satisfaction, still unmet and something more or some
thing different is required.

$c ijc :J:

W e have reached now the destination of Practical Psy
chology. It is the study which has as its end. the valuation 
of things, not at all for themselves hut for their service in 
C haracter bu ild ing.

*  *  3:

TH IN G S, of themselves rlo not, never did and never will
satisfy; things regarded as a means to a spiritual end do satisfy, 
and we cease to weigh and measure the size, count the num
ber and consider the rarity of things and we do come to esteem 
each item of matter, as we do each item of experience, ac
cording to its effect upon the invisible Man. who, although 
being impressed by things wh \ch are the occasion of his imag
ery is becoming wealthy in Invisible Riches.

^ *  *

W hen we have any units of measurement in which to name
the value of a M A N  then I will tell you how much it is worth 
to cease altogether to value things, though they are worlds; 
people, though they are gods; knowledge, though it is food; 
intellect, though it is reasoning and designing; body, though it 
is the instrument of the soul—I will tell you then how much 
it is worth to he capable of valuing any of them or all of 
them only for their effects upon Character, the made man— 
the permanent, the immortal Self.



I won Id that I could tell you how much it is worth to esteem 
the universe, life and all things and experiences at their full 
value as means to the end. self expression, individuality.

It is worth while to aspire to gain the whole world and use 
it to shape one s Self, hut all the realities are lost to the sold 
when one would seek to gain the whole w orld for possession s 
sake.

%  if:

1 o express the individuality is the purpose of th is mundane 
life and we should regard people, things, education and ex
periences as the technic through which to unfold the perman
ent Self.

*  *  *
A  week of destruction in mental and emotional attitudes and 

a day of joy will create a great deal of the undesirable and a 
little blessing—even one joy picture is a working pattern that 
is creative and is used by the soul to add beauty, but it can
not overcome six patterns which become working plans of in- 
harmonie s structures—both kinds of plans are used by the 
same Deity, the Soul, to create that which the patterns call for.

••}: *  %

Tak ing a perfectly scientific view’, a day s sowing ol wheat 
covering a ten acre field, would produce a splendid harvest ol 
all wheat—instead, let one day’s sowing of rye follow in the 
same field, there must be a mixed result, and if there is six 
times as much rye sown as there is of wheat, the harvest must 
show very little wheat.

W heat is the constructive thought of each life—rye the 
destructive—there is nothing more truly a seed than is a thought, 
and no one has a warrant for an expectancy of a better harvest 
than he provides for in his sowing.

# % *

If one sows only constructive emotional thought, he is auth
orized scientifically to he an optimist; if one has mixed his seed 
be should expect the field—life—to give him a medley in the 
result.

*  !$! *

1 w’ish all mankind to become optimistic, justifiably. 1 here- 
fore, I must show the virility of a thought, and I must, il I



am to teach the truth, demonstrate that one accomplishes no 
gain hy deceiving himself into a belief that he can reap only 
construction when destruction has predominated in the images 
he has entertained in his conscious m ind.

*  *  *
The thoughts of the conscious m ind are dropped into the 

subconscious, the involuntary mind, and there they become 
the working plans used hy that deity that creates the lorms 
with precision after the thought-plans formulated by the vol
untary mind.

*  *  *
It is the office of Practical Psychology to supply the basis 

of true optimism and any life organized upon the science, our 
T R U E  P SY C H O LO G Y  will become constructive, therefore, 
optimistic, justifiably.

tf: t*c

1 1BFRATION IS T H E  B A SIS  O F  P O IS F -T H F  LIBER
TY O F  BEIN G  O N E ’S  SE LF.

*  *  *
That Healing and Culture should be under a standard of 

the perfect seems most reasonable; if they are. then attainment 
is through growth—the ideal will become reached through 
evolution.

# *  *

Aesculapius was the god of medicine—he had two sons, 
who were doctors. Aesculapius trespassed upon medical auth
ority by raising the dead, so Jupiter slew him, however, re
maining the god of medicine he connected heaven and healing, 
and to this day, mystically, theology and healing, continue 
associated, making it difficult to associate psychology, growth, 
evolution as the basis of ideal attainment.

*  if: %

TH E SU B -C O N SC IO U S A CH ILD —Not everyone is re
quired to rear a child as one who trains, rears, one’s offspring, 
but everyone has a subconscious or involuntary phase of mind 
to cultivate and in its relationships to the voluntary or objec
tive phase is perfectly parallel with the relationships between 
parent and child.

*  *  *

Pain is friendly; it would give one notice that he should



choose and will to do that which will remove the cause ol 
the pain—narcotics do not remove causes, they deaden sen
sibilities—theologies often are as narcotics. Psychology would 
advise, thus—pain is actual, a need is actual and there is a 
power within the sufferer or needy one that, und er proper sug- 
gestions, can and will remove pain s cause and fulfill the need.

ij: JJ:

1 have written in all my strength, endeavoring to cause people 
who read our books to use suggestion scientifically, upon chil
dren and all others who have needs—speaking the words and 
thinking the thoughts immediately into the soul ( that life ancl 
intelligence that creates for itself a body) that controls the 
body in all of its involuntary, subjective, states, manifestations 
and activities, scientifically meeting all corrections.

^ *}* jfi

Ideal leadership into all that is good, the establishment ol 
right desires, habits and disposition can be brought about 
through the scientific use of suggestion and when one would 
use the best discipline upon one’s self, auto-suggestion used 
under the scientific formula will prove helpful.

*  *  *

In training children. 1 am not much for punishment but as 
a practical psychologist I pay all tribute to discipline, leader
ship into the right. I, who have seen the chief disaster of human 
life occur from lack of discipline should speak with authority.

:}: %

Every friend and everything that is friendly endeavors to 
assist one to gain and maintain one s equilibrium; every sort 
of enemy or antagonist, or even a competitor conspires to des
troy poise.

*  *  *

With all respect for the learning” of those, who have said 
that every image of the mind makes special lines or dents in 
the brain pulp , I am required to state the scientific truth 
—that the brain is purely the instrument of the mind—the 
surgeon s brain is, materially no more impressed by what he is 
cutting any more than the knife with which he comes in direct 
contact with flesh.



One cannot pay too high a tribute to poise—it is the asset 
wo rth more than all others—when poise is lost, nothing counts 
for much—it is vital because of its effect upon the instrument, 
the body.

*  *  *

In my writings upon self-consciousness 1 have shown that 
when one recalls the picture of his failure when he was mak
ing an effort sim ilar to the one in which he is engaged, through 
this visualization of defeat, and because of such visualizing, 
fails again. I his is due to the upset of his poise—he loses his 
head. Knowing the truth of this so well, l have made every 
effort to impress parents and all other teachers ( SU G G EST  - 
E R S) to use encouraging pictures that declare the ability to 
succeed and calling for success; incessantly, I have taught that 
fact, that criticism in the form of reminding the subject of his 
errors and sins of the past, his weaknesses and his defeats 
destroys, the poise, undermines self confidence, thereby sup
plying an architectural pattern that the recipient of such images 
must create after — and FAIL. T is all under the law of sug
gestion. No one obtains a Letter view of the perfect through 
visualizing distortions of the thing he would create or the virtue 
he would express.

%

The loss of poise will cause the paralysis of all superior 
powers.

*  *  *
No one is created to live with nor harmonize with every

one; neither does one have to HAITI those with whom he 
never could blend—one can and should adopt an attitude of 
letting alone—I know that it is possible to cease even to recall 
persons and incidents related to the most unjust treatments— 
one can let them alone from the thought, completely. All 
through my life 1 have recalled an experience I had when I 
was a small boy; it was with some skunks—I recall with amuse
ment, only.

*  *  *

Linder the guise of love there is glad reception everywhere 
—love appears in company with sympathy and the doors are 
opened wide, as to a welcome guest.

sf:

Triumph and Disaster are both impostors; they offer, or



promise that which they never deliver and one is lortunate il 
he is grounded in the truth and understanding that only by his 
own consenting or choosing can anything reach his soul to 
harm him; that he must open his soul to a thing if that thing 
is to act upon him.

*  :f: If:

1 here is no warrant in great elation because any or many 
praise one and surely there is no occasion ol despair in the 
world s discount of one. One may build for twenty years and 
gain a good reputation then lose it in an hour through an 
announcement against him. and, what is more, the report may 
not have a grain of truth in it—yet his reputation become lost.

sjc sfc

One would be foolish to do anything particularly tor repu
tation s sake when he cannot depend upon it any more than 
is indicated in the acknowledgement that a phonograph or any 
sort of mouthpiece can pronounce words descriptive of acts 
that never were committed, through which reputation may be 
lost.

5J: Sfc

W ho has not over-estimated what he has interpreted as 
disaster? Seeming disappointment is far more often possessed 
of the potency of blessing than loss and if correctly inter
preted, the experience usually may he converted into asset.

* * *
I affirm that one can gain a True Psychology that will en

able one to endure under every supreme test. I believe the 
severest test is when you hear the truth you have spoken 
twisted by knaves to make traps for fools, in the words of 
Kipling, and 1 believe you are far on the way in mastery ol 
self through a perfect psychology if you stand the test of your 
poise, hut even that mastery is attainable.

*  $  If:

If one does not lose his poise in fear of what his enemies 
might do to his injury, he still has a greater test of his resist
ance when his friends misjudge him, criticise him and prophecy 
unfortunate outcome for him.

if: $  $

Notwithstanding any history and all history in which human 
beings have lost their heads and taken destructive courses on



account thereof it remains true that one can hear to let his 
noblest ideals and grandest work he twisted by those at enmity 
with all that is true and good and beautiful—one may see all 
that was conceived of him to be constructive turned into the 
channel of destruction and still not lose his poise.

The San Francisco fire swept destruction before it but San 
Francisco lost not its poise—the city was not destroyed because 
its equilibrium was maintained. T he city, a spiritual thing was 
not burned, the buildings after old patterns were burned but 
the way was cleared for the glorious architectural plans to be
come objectified. Any human being could have a parallel ex
perience relative to all the forms that have made up his life, 
and, not losing his head, go on to the destiniation, a M A N . 

*  *  *
W hen we become too regardful of what others may think 

of us we work for an unprofitable purpose. The good opinion 
of others should be purely incidental to our normal course of 
action. *  *  *

Fortunate is the individual and as rare as he is fortunate, 
who has not lost his head over someone. He tries to make one 
count for more or a place that nature has not created as a 
possibility. 1 have known this extreme of having one count 
too much so that life was lost, the individual actually perish
ing because the outcome of another was not what was desired. 

*  *  *
W e begin to wonder if it is possible for any to keep poise 

when there are the myriad ways in whi ch it can be lost. All 
destructive things have one common point of attack—first, it 
would upset the equilibrium.

*  *  *
If I were going to leave a parting injunction to one 1 loved, 

it would not be to caution him against this person or that thing 
—it would be to beseech him to see to it that he did not be
come a slave to ideas which he deliberately created.

Therefore, we have this to record, the law of tyranny, that 
the soul that would limit, repress, tryannize in the life of an
other, turns upon itself as a tyrant with supreme power. It



not only inspires the mind with ideas that are not correct, but 
distorts, limits and ruins the life of the one enslaved because 
he or she would tyrannize over another.

Applied knowledge is the individual s saviour—let it be 
True Psychology. *  *  *

Psychology, (the science of the soul) brings peace because 
it discloses the truth about things as they are and supplies a 
basis of correction.

*  *  *

W hen a complete conception is had of our psychology one
realizes that the only mastery over an individual is one s own 
ideas. *  *  *

Auto-suggestions determine one’s standards—standards may 
determine him to he master in one direction and enslaved in 
another. Principles consented to or chosen by one make the 
individual therefore, one may voluntarily change ones prin
ciples and become a liberated individual.

*  *  *
Man chooses and may have what he chooses. He may

use all of his love to enthrall that which he loves. Again one 
may be in accord with his innate self, then he liberates all 
that he loves—then he causes growth to flourish in everything 
he loves. ^ jj.

Indeed Love is the only power that has the courage to 
liberate—Love is sure of itself.

Love, the Liberator says, "1 am true love, for 1 liberate. Be
cause 1 am love I wish everything to he free to express all of 
itself- *  *  *

No hand is more blessed than the hand of the liberator.
i*C tfc %

How beautiful it is accurately to know where one stands— 
whether he is to he a free man or a slave in the future. Anyone 
may know this at any moment, for to the extent that one 
liberates, he, himself is free and to the extent one loves he 
liberates.



R E V IE W S of "New  Psychology Complete, Mind the Builder and 

Scientific Man Building,” three books in one, 450 pages, $3.50. Dr. A. A. 

Lindsay, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
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Dr. Lindsay has been using suggestive therapeutics in his practice as a 
doctor for many years and has worked out a practical method which has 
proven its value in so large a number of cases that only a very prejudiced 
person could ignore the results or doubt that they were produced by these 
methods.

The time is ripe for a better understanding of the basic principles of a 
force that lies within the reach of all who are wise enough to use it. Dr. 
Lindsay’s book is one that places a good working knowledge before the 
reader in plain language and without making any claims that cannot he 
established by experiment.

He does away with unnecessary paraphernalia and makes the suggestions 
to his patients in a simple way, very calmly and persistently and in such a 
manner as to awaken soul expectancy.

Just how all this can be done to best advantage, how to overcome oppo
site auto-suggestions and the principles upon which to work are all made 
quite clear.—Carolyn Hart, N. Y. Post.

•
Dr. Lindsay writes from an exalted moral plane, his aim evidently being 

to make this a better and happier world by acquainting people with the 
nature and powers of their own minds. This book is not only for those who 
intend to take up the regular practice of psycho-therapeutics, but for those 
who desire to help themselves to better health and happier living and perhaps 
to exercise incidentally a beneficial influence among their immediate friends 
and relatives— Telegram, Portland, Ore.

Th is is one of the test books which has reached the table of the editor 
of PO W ER. And it is just as such a hook many students desire, for it



gives definitely not only the teaching but the actual formulas whereby the 
reader learns just how he can treat himself and others for any seeming 
inharmony. Dr. Lindsay is a deep thinker, and his writings are clear and 
concise as well as forceful.— Power.

Dr. Lindsay has made noteworthy strides in the development of a 
healthy mind in a healthy body among readers of progressive literature, 
but in this one he has not only surpassed armies of other writers on the 
subject but even himself. He knows exactly how to unravel the tangle and 
then he glides along, constantly undoing knots and rolls up the silken thread 
smoothly and symmetrically upon the plastic mind of his readers. Mind 
the Builder will and must become the Builder of Mind in America, and 
with that it will teach how to possess and preserve excellent bodies, magnifi
cent intellects and superb characters.—’ Naturopath, New York.

•

It is a practical and logical dissertation on the methods of mind-building, 
showing conclusively that it is the greatest thing in the world and that the 
subject can he, and is being, treated scientifically.

Dr. Lindsay is exceedingly tolerant of all religious sects, and never makes 
the mistake of attacking any one’s views upon health or religion, at the same 
time he indirectly shows the fallacy of various cults when it comes in direct 
line with the science he is endeavoring to inculcate. In the pages on False 
Affirmation, we find him sounding a warning note against certain methods 
that have taken deep root among a great many people. It is not difficult to 
understand his meaning when he says: A  false affirmation made, such as 
a declaration of perfections in physical health, mental or spiritual excellence 
of affluence which does not exist at the time, either in form or degree makes 
it impossible to ever attain, and 1 hope to make it clear that the law of cause 
and effect must always produce in such practice, self-deception, which ex
tends far beyond the subjects upon which affirmation is made.’’—"Oregon 
journal."



BO O K  R E V IE W  C O N T IN U E D
(D allas News)

Dr. Lindsay is unique in His interpretation of tKe application 
of psychology to the healing of physical and social ills, in that 
he entertains no douht as to the efficacy of the various methods 
of relief that have prevailed during all the history of mankind. 
His spirit is sufficiently hroad-gauged and liberal to include not 
only all schools, but even those phenomena characterized as 
miraculous. I am confident that had Moses not have erected 
the brazen serpent on the pole and caused his people to look 
toward it for healing that many more would have died from 
the bites of serpents, he says. I know full well that the 
bones of the saints and the laying on of hands and the ashes 
or dust of the bones of the saints and the holy oils and the 
springs have thousands of genuine cures to their credit. The 
various schools of medicine, although extreme opposites in their 
methods, are all successful in that they give their treatment 
and cure often follows; and one school is just as successful as 
the other when one has an equal opportunity with the other. 
I wish to bear witness positively that thousands of cures have 
taken place in recent years when a theological formula was 
used in the treatment.

Dr. Lindsay’s explanation is that none of these agencies in 
themselves possess healing power, but through them access to 
the soul is frequently found for healing suggestion. Soul ex
pectancy is created and in such cases healing takes place. "The 
power that built the body, the soul, must heal it. *  *  *
The conclusion of the psychologist or any one else who ex
amines the history of healing is this: The power that heals is 
within the individual who needs to be healed. On this theory 
as his predicate he treats interestingly such subjects as "Domes
tic Psychology," "Business Psychology.” Social Psychology," 

A  Quiet Mind. .Joyousness.’ Thought Effects, How to 
Reach the Hundred Per Cent," Ideal Economy,’’ "Having a 
Vision, etc.
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consciousness which is constantly active, there are very few 
mature thoughts, very few conclusions formed, because many 
ideas that come are swept away in the same instant by a 
counter idea. The flighty and idle thoughts waste energy and 
prevent the mind from worthy exercise, but it is a wise law 
by which the vain and foolish images are made sterile.

W hen we dissect and analyze one s subconscious mind we 
lind it stored with the conclusions of the objective mind; all 
of the individual’s auto-suggestions or chosen standards are 
there. W e find these conclusions as seeds in different stages 
of development. (This is the acquired phase of the subcon
scious.)

Some are germinating like a grain of wheat that has fallen 
into warm, moist earth, where it has been for four or five days. 
Some of these seed thoughts ( conclusions of the conscious 
mind) that found lodgment in the soul are developing forms 
in the body by rearrangement of cells; some are carried by 
telepathy to other people’s souls, there to come to full fru
ition; some aflcct the body to build houses, to build businesses, 
to build an art expression, to teach, to serve or to he sluggish, 
or villainous. Some thought seeds develop as appetites—-all 
habits, good and hod, come from seed images.

However, only the thought which has developed as a con
clusion is a fertile egg and we need have no concern about 
any other kind. All fertile seeds of thought have found their 
way to the productive soil, the soul, which is in every way 
naturally adapted to feed and nourish and bring forth every
thing after its kind.

1 he greatest effect of a thought is manifested upon the 
individual because his soul is the immediate field that gives 
form to the thought. Character and habit are made of nourished 
thought conclusions.

I he human mind is a sower of seeds; the positive conclu
sion is seed that unfolds into a form to reproduce more seed 
just like the original. The human mind has sown broadcast, 
not knowing of the virility of the seed nor of the fertile soil, 
nor of the law of multiplication of its kind.

This hap-hazard sowing and sowing indiscriminately as to 
quality or kind is like the old way of the farmer sowing his



grain broadcast. In those days he strode across his field and 
with every other step he made a broad swing with his arm, 
scattering to the winds his handful of seeds. Sometimes the 
grains would fall to the ground in a neighbor s field to adul
terate his growth. He had to allow for a loss of one-fourth and 
there was no evenness when spreading the grass or grain by 
a wild swing of the arm.

This unscientific sowing has been replaced by the modern 
methods that enable a farmer to calculate exactly how many 
grains to sow when be has estimated the producing capacity 
of his land (and he knows how much yield he wishes to the 
acre). The science of psychology is placing man as a thought 
sower on the same accurate basis.

One bas an ideal of what his life should yield; he knows 
just the thought seeds as to quality and kind that are essen- 
tial to yield the desired results; he knows how he can sow 
conclusion seeds that will crowd out, neutralize and destroy 
the sowings of the past; that he can make the desirable grow. 
He knows that life itself is a science; it is the harvest from 
seeds which produce their kind faithfully, therefore he will 
be a scientific sower. One thought comes to us over and over 
again: Is it really true one is sure to reap just what he sows? 
I was perplexed over this for a time because I knew the law 
but at tbe same time 1 saw in my own life where I centered 
tbe most thought with deed consistent to produce results of 
blessing to others that I received the harshest, most ungrateful 
response. 1 sowed in their lives sympathy, love, magnanimity 
and praise. 1 received from them ingratitude, deception, ma
licious and hateful treatment.

1 also observed some who mistreated in every mean and 
ungrateful manner those who- blessed them with everything 
that love and care and sweetness could give. It was the hard
est of all the problems for me to understand bow one could 
sow tbe most wicked in thought and action and yet receive 
from life the harvest of blessing of supply at the hands of 
those they cursed.

My reader, you feel that if my psychology can solve this, 
nothing remains that is of difficult solution.



The objective mind may obtain its matter for thought from 
the exterior world through the senses, or ideas may he pushed 
up before it from the realm of the sub-conscious. The objective 
mind has no data in stock; it is not a storehouse of knowledge; 
it therefore deals exclusively with that which is not its own; 
it is as a machine.

Using the word, thinking, with just the same meaning when 
considering the soul’s function that we do when we refer to 
the objective mind, we become desirous of knowing the sub
jects of the soul's thought.

The soul is a storehouse of knowledge which is made up of 
the conclusions of the conscious mind; it is possessed of innate 
knowledge, that which is inherent in spirit; it receives tele
pathic data. The soul, therefore, thinks of its own—works upon 
its own imagery. The cells of the body are affected to take on 
states and activities consistent with the kind of imagery the 
soul is using. With every change of imagery in the soul there 
occurs a change in the cells of the body.

The conscious mind can suggest to the soul. It frequently 
determines the quality of the soul s thoughts. The conscious 
mind’s attitudes and conclusions are laws of command over 
the soul. A  violent, destructive thought or one of depression 
in the conscious mind, sets the soul to destructive action and 
it affects the cells to inharmonious states and movements.

The soul s thinking, we call the soul’s emotions.

Emotions may he the destructive violence of the soul think
ing or they may he the sweetest, most calm and peaceful con
structive thought bathed in love.

1 have now shown that emotions are expressed directly by 
the subconscious—they are the soul s thought motions.

W e are familiar with the fact that the soul is man’s cre
ative department.

Just as one may call the carpenters to repair or build a 
house, the soul commands its cell instruments to perform its
will.

Creative power is an attribute of spirit; man is spirit.



Out of the realms of the subconscious flow the highest ex
pressions of spirit, both in power and intelligence, and yet not 
knowing how to prepare a laboratory with equipment to dis
close laws and test the formulas, men have been very slow in 
learning about the subjective realm. It has been known for a 
long time that man has the creative power wh ich inheres in 
spirit hut perfect personal knowledge, fore-knowledge, perfect 
memory and the power through telepathy of acquiring knowl
edge lrom the souls of men, animals, insects, flowers and 
every other form in which spirit manifests itself, has not been 
shown scientifically previously.

Memory, the part of the plastic self whi ch is impressed by 
that which passes through the conscious mind, is perfect, los
ing no item whatsoever. Recollection is a faculty of the objec
tive m ind which one exercises to reach down into memory to 
bring forth its holdings. This situation leads one to know that 
there is an outward or objective mind faculty through which 
telepathy, intuition, inspiration and prophecy of the sub-con
scious could become applied in the outer life.



P SY C H O LO G Y  O F  H A BIT A N D  A PPETITE

There are some people looking on, who are asking why we 
must find a psychological side to every subject? My reply is;

every subject that relates to a human is a psychological one. 
Man is a soul with a body; psychology is the science of the 
soul, states the dictionary—psychology, is the science of man.

There is no feature that more clearly exhibits the founda
tion of all of our teachings than does a habit. That funda
mental is: the soul controls the body and all that relates to 
the body—the soul is directed by tbe images (suggestions) it 
receives—a conclusion of tbe conscious mind becomes regis
tered in tbe acquired phase of the soul, therefore, choosing or 
consenting to execute alter any pattern is a prayer to the soul 
to answer the prayer as formed by the copy involved in a thing 
voluntarily performed, and compel the continuation of the 
performance.

Recently a patron of mine came in with an incessant blink
ing of tbe eyes. There was a time when he deliberately com
forted bis eyes by spasmodically batting them. Ibis became 
an established habit but, since it, in no respect was pleasur
able it was as compulsory as a habit that may be accompanied 
with appetite that one has artificially developed and devotes 
his life to the endeavor to satisfy. Since the soul does control 
the body, all senses must be under that same control.

TH E CIG A R ETTE H ABIT

Many men, of late have applied to me for the removal of 
the desire to smoke, and since they have received the complete 
release from the desire and they were very seriously in need of 
such release, possibly I can render large service by analyzing 
such an enslaving, and largely injurious, habit. Note tbe un- 
foldment of proofs of our scientific interpretation, psychologi
cally.

First, and seemingly above all in nature, is the human’s free
will agency—one must choose or consent to whatever be ex
periences. One does not innately desire, nor never does he 
need tobacco. To use it be must always choose to do so—no 
one chews it like they used to but mostly humans take it in a



more destructive form—-they like to aerate their Hood with it, 
so take it in form of smoke, for quick effect.

There never is a spontaneous desire, nor other form of force 
by which one is compelled to smoke. One chooses his ciga
rette and lighting it proceeds to draw the smoke into his mouth 
—later spreads it over all accessible areas of membranes, fol
lowing that, offering the cigarette to every cell of the b o d y -
offers it? H E C O M P E L S EV E R Y  C E L L  T O  T A K E  IT, the
cells are intelligent and never choose the cigarette hut cannot 
exercise their choice.

There is resistance to some degree shown in the soul in its 
symptoms as manifested in all of its body. The life and intel
ligence that created its own body had not comprehended the 
exercise by the voluntary mind, with its privilege of choosing, 
involved in forcing so unnatural a thing into systems of its 
body.

Persistent use for a few days will have required that toler
ance be developed else serious illness would attend smoking. 
The next situation after tolerance is the demand that the in
dividual shall smoke—changing his mind, deciding he does not 
wish to smoke, then he finds how quickly his prayer to have 
appetite, an overwhelming desire, rule him. has become ful
filled—one soon discovers that he lost his freedom when he 
chose to smoke. He may try to quit, but the conflict of wills— 
conscious (voluntary) subconscious (involuntary) in wh ich 
the subconscious is thousands of times stronger in its will than 
is the will of the objective phase of mind is disclosed. The 
result almost invariably is, he keeps on smoking and discovers 
that an artificial appetite has charge of him—he has given his 
life over to a very inferior cause.

1 do not know of a more gratifying work than to cure one 
of the desire. Many abstain, hut all have told me they con
tinued to desire the cigarette during all the time of abstinence, 
and they finally resume smoking.

I was glad when a man who could not sit in a public place 
because his cigarette cough disturbed the people, applied to 
me to he freed from the desire to smoke. Mr. McMahon of 
Detroit, would consider it a pleasure to tell you about our ex
perience in taking him out of the practice and desire in three



days time. He smoked forty or fifty cigarettes a day over many 
years—his cough was alarming. Cough ceased immediately 
upon his leaving off the smoking—he received a session at my 
hands each day for three days and never smoked nor even 
wished to smoke thereafter.

He never will have the desire again unless he retrains to it 
as he did in the original instance. 1 was analyzing the experi
ence to my class when Mr. McMahon arose to announce: "1 
am the party referred to and 1 wish to verify the statements.
1 never have permitted public testimonials to be given and was 
completely surprised and yet it happened so spontaneously and 
he was so delighted at being helpful to those who might desire 
to enjoy the liberation be, himself has, that there is no regret. 
He wishes those who desire to do so to address him. Mr. B. H. 
McMahon, 5049 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit.

There is nothing unique in this instance, except quickness 
of result—anyone who wishes to cooperate may become free, 
not likely in three days, but most probably in a week. Women 
are more difficult to cure than are men.

This lesson is given because it is typical psychology in
volved in acquiring habits—good ones or destructive ones.



TH E C O M FO R T E R

Th is is fundamental in human affairs: that a supreme, execu
tive power and intelligence within the individual creates all of 
the forms and facts that become manifested in one’s life.

The experiences of man have usually been assigned, in their 
source, to powers and intelligences outside of himself, over 
which he had no direct control and therefore he must he a 
victim to Fate or Whim. This idea has enslaved mankind to 
such an extent that a new, liberating gospel can scarcely be 
conceived of by most humans.

However, Practical Psychology is the science that teaches 
that the creative power and intelligence in the individual 
brings to him his experiences and may be immediately re
sponsible for the voluntary thoughts that spring into the mind. 
Soul Culture is the application of formulas which one may 
practice to provide the creative intelligence with those images 
or thoughts, correctly called designs after which the creative 
power, properly named the Soul, may build the body, the 
thought and the experiences. Soul Culture practices produce 
the desirable in all departments of human experience whereas 
many other bel iefs and practices have created the undesirable, 
and regrettable; that which causes so much suffering. Suffering 
exists to a degree that everyone stands greatly in need of a 
comforter. A  comforter is a real savior. The ignorant ones 
think all improvement is grounded in conviction, in condem
nation; hut truth teaches that man needs encouragement, the 
injection of hope.

The comforter, the encourager, the joy giver has as his op
posite. the pain distributor, the paralyzer through discourage
ment. the speaker of evil prophecy. Love absolutely prohibits 
the exercise of these destructive attitudes and is the parent of 
comfort, encouragement and joy.

From infancy, through childhood, youth and old age, every 
one needs encouragement upon all subjects. It is always a 
misapplication of a good force and conversion of that benefi- 
cient power into an evil expression to condemn, criticize and 
dishearten. Seeking to convict is an effort to destroy: and in
variably destroys the one who would convict another whether 
it reaches the object of judgment or not. Many thousands wish



me to write upon the literal forms of thought-designs one must 
create to make money out of his specialty, how to apply psy
chology in especial unfoldment, how to use telepathy, how to 
cultivate the psychic powers, and they wish me to describe 
hundreds of cases I have successfully treated by soul culture 
methods. 1 cannot serve the whole human family as well, if 1 
write upon any one of those, as 1 can by helping every man 
and woman to become a savior through the eradication of 
criticism, condemnation and judgments and become suggestors 
of constructive thought—encouragers of the fellow being.

It is sometimes possible, but very rarely, that material aid 
will encourage a suffering one, but it is always true that a hope 
inspiring word will help him.

Fellowship and sympathy and a degree of companionship
lind.are comprehended in an effort to inject hope into one s mine

When you find one sad and depressed, give him a helpful 
word; seeing him happy, make him more happy or permanently 
happy by an encouraging speech. There is nothing written in 
heaven but that a happy individual, supported by attitudes of 
faith of others, may accomplish. There is nothing in the deep
est. darkest pit that a discouraged one may not become. He 
realizes he is sinking and so grasps anything at hand and in
variably leans upon something that plunges him all the deeper.

There are certain psychological laws that apply here. Some 
might call them laws of attraction but they really come under 
the department of Rapport, the law by which things upon a 
common plane of thought blend with each other. It is the law 
of being sent.

Every misfortune may come to a discouraged person because 
depressed emotion is a destructive kind wh ich is common with 
all other destructive thoughts. People with similar grades of 
thought are in communication with each other under laws of 
telepathy and rapport.

The most awful, low grade thought is on the destructive 
side; so is the predominating thought of one who is discour
aged although he may have better qualities in other respects 
than has the degenerate: The common quality of destructive 
thought brings them into psychical communion and so you find 
a man failing in business, taking up companionships with evil

V



associates all at the same time.
Failing in business is only an illustration, for grief from

bereavement or any other thing, could just as well produce 
discouragement that would cause one s blending with the low 
grade of thought in the universe. All thoughts have their per
sonification so that one brought to despair by his acts and 
motives being constantly impugned; will, while suffering from 
mental depression from such a cause, lind sympathy at hand 
in pretenses of the deceitful, those entirely out of his class.

The literal fall of any individual begins with the lowering 
of his mental states and if he remains in that mental attitude 
a little while he will receive offers of friendly interest from 
those whose best thought is no higher than the lowest thought 
of the discouraged man. Compromises and complications that 
degrade the whole being and tie up the whole life may take 
place quickly and the sufferer’s former friends are astonished 
at his rapid descent. They avoid him, denounce him and other
wise do all in their power to make his degraded classification 
permanent, although there is not one of them but might be
come discouraged, and receiving no uplift of encouragement 
from another, w'ould in a little while he in consort with all 
kinds of vicious companionships.

One readily sees w'here psychology places the self-righteous 
and all others who delight in convicting their fellow man of 
sin, and who go about as scavengers. The same convicting of 
sin” principle is present in all instances where teachers, par
ents or others hold critical or condemning attitudes toward 
children, students of any sort or persons in any situation, as 
for that, or who pick out the flaw's and magnify them and hold 
up faults and deficiencies to view to the discouragement of 
another.

All such persons, whether they call themselves teachers or 
reformers, are the real destroyers of the lives of the fellow man 
and they stand only for evil.

The opposite of this is the real savior, the real teacher be
cause he is an encourager, a comforter. Fie points to a perfect 
ideal all the time and stimulates one’s belief in himself, in his 
ability to grow to the fulfillment. A  comforter and savior be- 
lieves in the predominance of good in the individual and he 
encourages one to aspire to express that good; he believes that



EN TH U SIA ST IC  IN T E R E ST

It is a problem no one else bas solved so it is the Happy 
privilege of the psychologist to reveal the means that mankind 
can adopt, never, to permit enthusiasm to decline.

There must be something wrong when so many men inter
pret life in a way that makes them sour on the world before 
they have even reached middle life. They tell us that nothing 
interests them and they prove their words by an indifference 
to anything that is really life giving. I do not refer to people 
who shirk their duty; I favor at this moment a consideration of 
just that class who boast of doing only their duty. However, 
there is a great deal that proves duty and sacrifice to be about 
the lowest in the scale of impulses to doing. Until one can 
regard the program of his life as a privilege he is in no fair 
way to enthusiasm. It requires joyous service to produce en
thusiasm.

There are those who have no enthusiasm upon any subject, 
apparently, for the reason that they are not required to care 
lor any one, not even themselves, and they have not sufficient 
character voluntarily to reach out a helpful hand to humanity. 
W e find these embittered with greater acidity than almost 
any others and we find them largely among the women who 
have their every need met by others. This one, who is a most 
generous provider, is often the victim of the most awful venom 
ol the non-enthusiast.

If the psychologist is required to diagnose the cases and give 
the cause for men being without enthusiasm, and women who 
have their every need anticipated and met, he will say that the 
first named sour on the world and lose enthusiastic interest 
because they have sense standards; they have tested and worn 
out every sensation and consider that there is nothing more to 
look for; and that the women referred to, being egotists in 
reality (though they imagine themselves very meek because 
so serious and sad) are very selfish and very self-conscious.

Any member of these classes is always ready to blame some 
one else for everything he or she is or is not. They are very 
difficult individuals to whom to impart our psychology lessons, 
for those lessons show that every one, whether happy or un
happy, enthusiastic or a 'dead one, is tVie result of his own



thought or thoughts which he made his ow'd , by permitting 
them to remain within him and thus design his life-building. 
They are the seed for his harvest.

1 insist that this view is rational and has the most data on 
its side. W ant of live interest in things is because of something 
that is within the individual which he hmself put there or per
mitted to be there. In other words it is something proceeding 
from the man. Now, if this be true, where else, then, than to 
the inner man shall we look for the source from which can 
How an eternal and constant enthusiasm? Every one receives 
life and uplift from another who is enthusiastic, therefore, this 
enthusiasm is a very desirable possession. One who is slow or 
short in enthusiasm, is at least on the border of pessimism— 
he is not on the constructive side; his influence is destructive.

To keep up an interest in life one must believe in incessant 
and endless growth; he must believe additional revelations of 
knowledge and more power can present themselves to his con
sciousness. He must not think all is known, or that achieve
ment could not be possible for him.

Hope is dying in the individual whom nothing will intensely 
interest. Hope dies most frequently in those who look for 
everything they have to come to them from the outside. If 
they accomplish anything they say that it is because an out
side power temporarily favored them or did it through them.

You never saw a man who had discovered himself who had 
no enthusiasm. Each day holds new promise. He knows new 
disclosures will be made from his sold to his consciousness be
tween the rising and the setting and the setting and the rising 
of the sun and every hour of the day and night holds newness 
and freshness for him. Curiosity may have been the chief im
pulse when Pandora opened the box, yet it was really a desire 
to know. The enthusiastic man is the one who is constantly 
finding out, but his perpetual enthusiasm comes from his valu
ing his discoveries because they represent growth and equip
ment for larger service.

Many people, when they have certain experiences feel as 
though they had been along that way before, yet know that 
such could not have been. This is perfectly accounted for by 
the fact that one subconsciously prepares the way and subcon
sciously knows in advance all that is before him. Forehnowl-



edge and advance subconscious preparation are functions that 
the modem psychologist knows about and through this teach
ing will give every one cause for an enthusiastic looking ahead, 
objectively, as well as feeling an interest in the present.

One who lives a life of objective trust in the powers and 
knowledge of his soul, as we know the soul s provinces and 
providences to warrant, feels as though he had subjectively 
and subconsciously gone before and prepared the program and 
then subsequently came along objectively and became con
scious of each item. Living in spirit, then in objective fact, is 
the order.

An enthusiastic interest in life and everything in it may 
come from another source. I he informed man knows that 
through harbored images his world has been made with the 
same precision that the harvest is the product of the seed. Life 
is what he ordered it, he it smooth or rough. Knowing that the 
thoughts of life have more recently become filled with desires 
and emotions that are ideal, he has to observe only his perfect 
world take form.

I
1 hought is the spiritual prototype of all the facts and forms 

that are in the individual s life, and this establishes the law 
upon which we may depend and enthusiastically prepare the 
image of the desirable—the ideal.



...itUmh SUnucius...

"TH E N E W  PSY C H O LO G Y  CO M PLETE, M IND TH E 
BU ILD ER, SCIEN TIFIC  M A N  BU ILD IN G " 

TH R EE B O O K S IN O N E

Book of 450 Pages, Cream-tinted Paper, Better 1 Kan Leather 
Bound, $3.50.

Written by DR. A. A. LIN D SA Y  after a quarter of century 
specializing in practical psychology (Soul Culture)

Order from A . A . Lindsay, Publishing, Hotel Ansonia, N. Y. 
City.

W ho could treat a hook of seventy chapters, hook nine and 
a half by six and a half inches, averaging six pages to the 
chapter, with any justice in a limited space? Every page relates 
to the practical life—the mind, soul and body of the human, 
all the way from the individual’s primary cell becoming cre
ated, through the embryonic, infant, childhood, adult and 
maturing stage of self-expression—the book for scientific prepa
ration, correction and ideal attainment.

To every reader who wants competent guidance in helping 
to solve his or her personal life problems, the G O L D E N  R U LE  
M A G A Z IN E unqualifiedly recommends this hook. There is 
no other book quite like it. It is the most complete, the most 
inspiring and the most practical of a thousand or more hooks 
of which we know, on how to use the powers of the mind and 
the soul to change or direct one s physical, personal, mental, 
spiritual and financial affairs for efficiency, happiness, and suc
cess. It is a veritable guide to a successful life.

This big book not only explains clearly the laws and prin
ciples of psychology, hut it shows just H O W  to apply them. 
Above all it is practical—not just a hook to he read, hut life 
lessons to be applied and used. It is written out of the author s 
ripe experience of twenty-nine active years in personally heal
ing, teaching and helping all kinds of people with all kinds of 
troubles and problems.



BOOK REVIEW CONTINUED
(D allas News)

Dr. Lindsay is unique in his interpretation of the application 
of psychology to the healing of physical and social ills, in that 
he entertains no doubt as to the efficacy of the various methods 
of relief that have prevailed during all the history of mankind. 
His spirit is sufficiently broad-gauged and liberal to include not 
only all schools, but even those phenomena characterized as 
miraculous. "I am confident that had Moses not have erected 
the brazen serpent on the pole and caused his people to look 
toward it for healing that many more would have died from 
the bites of serpents,” he says. 1 know full well that the 
bones of the saints and the laying on of hands and the ashes 
or dust of the bones of the saints and the holy oils and the 
springs have thousands of genuine cures to their credit. The 
various schools of medicine, although extreme opposites in their 
methods, are all successful in that they give their treatment 
and cure often follows; and one school is just as successful as 
the other when one has an equal opportunity with the other.
1 wish to bear witness positively that thousands of cures have 
taken place in recent years when a theological formula was 
used in the treatment.

Dr. Lindsay’s explanation is that none of these agencies in 
themselves possess healing power, hut through them access to 
the soul is frequently found for healing suggestion. Soul ex
pectancy is created and in such cases healing takes place. The 
power that built the body, the soul, must heal it. *  *  *
The conclusion of the psychologist or any one else who ex
amines the history of healing is this; The power that heals is 
within the individual who needs to be healed.” On this theory 
as his predicate he treats interestingly such subjects as "Domes
tic Psychology,” 'Business Psychology,” "Social Psychology, 
"A  Quiet Mind,” "Joyousness,” “Thought Effects,” “ How to 
Reach the Hundred Per Cent,” "Ideal Economy,” “ Having a 
Vision,” etc.

J v ,
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1 here are the hundreds of interesting and instructive reading \ 
pages in the BIG BO O K—it even inspires the author every 
time he looks into it. 1 he first chapter, Psychology for Prac
tice, next, Healing and Culture—followed by Scientific Healing 
Formula, all accurate, based upon so many years demonstra
tion that one need not make any mistake. Auto Suggestion 
or what one may do for self—Telepathy—Chemistry of Emo
tions- CHEMISTRY A N D  PSY C H O LO G Y  O F  L O V E -
Diseases as Habits—Soul Culture—1 houghts that Lead and 
1 houghts that Drive— The Art of Letting ( jo—1 yranny of 
Love— Keeping O nes I lead—Great Lesson on Poise and over 
fifty other chapters in applied psychology. Do not delay or
dering all three books, temporarily at price of the one book, 
Three Books in One and two other books $3.50.

Order from A. A. LINDSAY, Publishing, Hotel Ansonia,
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PLE A SE SE N D  N A M E S O F  Y O U R  FR IE N D S W H O  
M IGHT BEC O M E IN T ER E ST ED  IN TH E L A W S  A N D  
FO R M U LA S O F  T R U E  P R A C T IC A L P SY C H O LO G Y . 
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Author also of New Psychology Complete, Mind the 
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bow to Travel It, 140 pages, 6x9, 50 cents, and "Scientific 
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It should be noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial advertisements, 
chiefly.
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Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay is 
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interrogations—readers may address, for all purposes,
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______

. . .  fHmit the iUmlher . . .
Only four months ago the author of dependable, demon

strated and practical psychology for scientific life and building 
of the better man, began teaching again under the title of his 
magazine. Mind the Builder. A  great many thousands have, 
for the first time, seen stated, the actual definition of psy
chology. Many of them thought the varied forms of representa
tion of psychology told them of something that, although the 
teachers promised much in healing, and more in prosperity, 
proved to be altogether a deception. The experience with so 
called (but fraudulent) psychology prevented their search for 
a scientific teaching under that title. T he science of the soul 
is as definite as any material science ever was. A s a gift from 
their friends, many have found the messenger of practical truth 
in their hands—'it would require an entire issue of the maga
zine to quote the commendations expressed in these four 
months.

How could it be otherwise? the actual laws and formulas 
of healing, culture, progress, prosperity and growth have been 
given under titles some of which we here enroll.

Those who subscribe at present will receive the four months 
beginning with Feb., back numbers and total of 12 months, 
each subscription $1.00. Many people subscribe as gifts to 
their friends.

Some of the titles: My (Dr. Lindsay s) 1938 letter to the 
friends of the true psychology; Daily Life Psychology; Spon
taneous Happiness; Your Problem—Its Solution: Business Psy
chology; Ideal Home Psychology; Practical Psychology in Sell
ing; Telepathy in Selling; Demonstrations in Telepathy; Intui
tion and How Qualified; Telepathy Natural Mode of Commu
nication; Four pages Book Reviews of Papers and Magaz.ines; 
Your Soul Controls your Body; Paid in Best Coin; A  Basket 
of Cord W ood; Applied Soul Culture; The Vine and the 
Branches; Doing Building Work One Builds Self; The High
est Compensation; Seed Thoughts; Animals Have Emotions; 
Views and Reviews Before Going to Sleep; Psychology of 
Good Cheer—Dr. Lindsay s Broadcast; Psychical Conditions 
Defined; Natural Law of Resurrection; Some Thoughts (8  

ages of them) That have Comforted Me Along the W ay; 
e Work at Home; The Work in Detroit; The Seed the Soil<n,‘



and the Harvest; Realms of the Subconscious; Psychology of 
Habit and Appetite; The Cigarette Habit—Its Cure; The 
Comforter; Enthusiastic Interest; The New Psychology Com
plete. Mind the Builder and Scientific Man Building; Seattle 
Sunday Times Book Review.

Oh MY! I am astonished myself when I have written the 
list of titles—think: only Feb., Mar., Apr., May in the above 
list—June is written, as you note and is a set of articles that 
I have prepared with a concentrated attention on the subject 
of the power for the individual and where to place it—I never 
will write a more important set of truths than that comprising 
the June Mind the Builder Magazine.

However in the four months, each month 28 or 32 pages 
practically all solid matter—no space sold to advertisers—wish 
I might sell some for 1 would like for the book to pay its own 
cost of production—and distribution. 1 am grateful for every 
line of appreciation sent in.

“Two numbers of your magazine received and they ought 
to bring good results to the minds of their readers. The work
manship is attractive too, which no doubt helps to introduce 
the interest in seeing what is inside the covers, where real value 
exists, 't ou make your ideas very clear. Some writers cover up 
thoughts by ambiguous words and some hide meaning in a 
smother of flowery language so the reader finds little that is 
alive to quicken his spirit” . I liked that in a letter to ME.

My copy of Mind the Builder came when I was in great 
physical and mental distress. It has been a help to me and 1 
think I will he free from tobacco ***E ncIosed  $3.50—please 
send the books I liked that one too.

I hank you for remembering us; please send your Mind the 
Builder. W e do need your assistance” . From old patrons in 
Calif, not heard from for years until March Magazine reached 
them. 1 am glad to help them as requested in their statement 
of form of need.

I want to thank you for the little booklet which brought 
me so much remembered benefit and great pleasure. The lines 
from your creative mind are a great joy. It is thoughtful and 
dear of you to give to your friends this token which brings 
happiness and uplift.



Several of my acquaintances have mentioned your maga
zine, were very much interested and pleased to receive a copy. 
People need just w'hat you teach and it is being accepted and 
doing more good than you, yourself prohahly realize. 1 am dis
tributing extra copies where 1 believe they will do the most 
good.

No doubt many readers of the April issue will have writ
ten you how much they needed, Views and Reviews Before 
Going to Sleep. 1 confess to being one of them. Maybe 1 
help by quoting that from a patron of 20 years ago, who adds 
that she knew the value of the practice of peaceful adjust
ments before going to sleep, hut has neglected it and to her 
loss.

1 hank you for your literature, the wonderful magazine. It 
fills a deep need that we all feel for your help and guidance. 
W  hen 1 read your words 1 hear your voice speaking through 
them, and 1 am led up higher. Your article "Spontaneous 
Happiness is so fine. It has helped me a great deal."



[ 10T EL A N SO N IA  LE C T U R E  A N N O U N C E M E N T
75-74 Street and Broadway

DR. A. A . LIN D SA Y , Book and Magazine Author 

Every Tuesday. 8:15 P. M .—Collection only

Maybe not from every state in the union, nor from foreign 
countries would we expect readers of Mind the Builder M aga
zine to attend our every Tuesday, 8:15, meetings—not every 
Tuesday can they come from every region hut when they are 
in New York they will accept this invitation. W E  D O
W A N T  M O RE PEO PLE FRO M  N E W  JE R SE Y , P A „ 
LO N G  ISLA N D  CITIES A N D  T O W N S, BRO O KLY N . 
W H ITE PLAIN S. M O U N T  V E R N O N , N E W  R O 
CH ELLE, YO N K ER S and points in C O N N . W E  W A N T  
THEM, I invite especially from those points and EX P EC T
THEM  FO R  TH E E X P E N SE  O F  T R A V E L  IS LITTLE 
M O RE T H A N  N. Y. CITY W O U L D  REQ UIRE.

L E C T U R E  SU B JE C T S

Over a period of time, whenever one would begin, there 
would be the total of all of practical psychology taught—the 
lesson-lectures are not dependent, for understanding, one upon 
another, each is complete in. itself. Many more than the sub
jects in the magazine are taught—but in the lecture much more 
complete development of the subject is given than could be 
written—and practical demonstrations are frequent at the meet
ings. A t every meeting a treatment—soul culture session, is 
given with great helpfulness to all. Everyone, who aspires prop
erly to use his thought force should attend—many travel long 
distances to attend all of Dr. Lindsay’s lectures.

STU D IO S and L E C T U R E  Q U A R T E R S 
Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
Lectures—Tuesdays, 8:15 P. M.



EKuman Innate Inherent. K now ledge andCpower

A SP IR A T IO N  ultimately intellectually to believe in one’s 
own innate, inherent possessions should he at the foundation 
of educational efforts, dating from the earliest instruction of
fered the child. To begin a child s information that would 
lead the child to look without for the source of all knowledge 
and power for its personal development will invariably lead 
him to depend upon and pray to some erroneous conception to 
which he ascribes attributes to create him or destroy him. One 
result is sure to follow this interpretation; he becomes ruled by 
fear.

Endeavor to stand in the favor of that which has power to 
injure one, leads to efforts to appease, placate or buy off'—■ 
sacrificial offerings are always for bribery purposes and sub
mitted with the hope of gaining indulgences, regardless of 
where one places the powers.

When the Eskimo believes that spirits control everything, 
and he interprets their disposition is to hurt him, while of 
course he qualifies them with power and disposition, it is with 
his own power that he injures himself in the form that he in
terprets the spirits would act against him; when he has done 
the thing of propitiation he becomes healed or comfortable, 
again it is his own innate power that has acted upon him. 
Usual modes of education mislead the child into ascribing to 
things or beings the ability to rule over bim and so to all these 
conceptions he gives his own powers to heal or destroy. The 
principles involved are the same as those practiced by the 
Eskimo or the Koreans who believe that the evil spirits are 
everywhere and in everything, filling the earth, the rooms, the 
shelves and utensils—they placate these spirits to keep away 
disease and disasters but when disease is on. then extraordinary 
sacrifices must be made that would cause the spirits to release 
the human from his illness.

There is no difference in principle involved when one 
ascribes the power to be present in the skin of the rabbit s 
stomach, tied around the baby’s neck to give it painless cut
ting of its teeth, or dangling a frog leg back of one’s ear to 
stop a haemorrhage, or carrying a potato in the pocket to 
escape rheumatism, or to carry a chestnut for that same pur
pose; all are situations where one is placing power where we



surely do not believe power belongs. Perhaps you are inclined 
to ask me. why do I go to ancient history to illustrate how 
humans misplace power, are there no modern situations per
fectly parallel? Therewith you answer for yourself when you 
have read the following minor instance of my personal experi
ence.

A  man, perhaps about sixty years of age. came in to inter
view me regarding the repeated attack of crop after crop of 
boils. At the moment he had five in an active stage. He had 
lost weight and seemed near exhaustion. Home treatment was 
unappreciated by the strictly modern physician so hepersuaded 
the man to accept the modes of the present day. The poison 
that nature had gone to such an expense to throw off was 
drawn from the boil and taken to the laboratory and prepared 
so that it might be injected directly into the blood stream of 
the boiled man. Anyone would have to admit that humans 
ascribed healing power to he present in that serum. 1 cannot 
see any difference in principles involved as we review the 
Eskimo, the Korean, the Babylonian attitudes and modes, or 
the frog leg. live duck, potato, chestnut, or the prayers directed 
to any source other than to one's innate, inherent potentialities 
in one s own soul, as the healing power and intelligence.

To ascribe the powers to heal to the poisons that disease 
creates and that innate intelligence and powers try to throw 
off belongs in the category of healing methods or preserving 
and protecting modes of the primitive man.

The man with the boils received one shot of his own ex
cretion but he and his serum failed in meeting their appoint
ments for a week and at the end of that period of time, in 
which, each day, we entrusted the correcting process to the 
man’s own soul, as the healing power and intelligence, the 
healing process was so far along that he had no disposition to 
entmst to the idea that the poison of the excretion would heal 
the boils. A t the end of 12 days all troubles were past, he 
could sit in any position he wished, or run if Vie wished— 
healing was complete and no new crops followed. Incidentally 
1 asked him what he would say to the man who had prepared 
the serums, from whom he received one injection? W ell 
he is quite a friend of the family, he delivered daughter’s 
babies—socially, he is very intimate with my son and we all 
live in the same town—1 think I will tell Kim he did me so 
much good with one shot that it was not necessary to see him



again. It would Have been a fine opportunity to Have issued 
a linal testimonial for His innate power, His soul, that created 
His body. W e prayed, prayed in tbe manner that excluded a 
conception of any other source of power involved in controlling 
the body His soul built, from one cell—Hut How about you? 
W ould you admit that your innate self is the source of all 
that you are; that under wrong imagery your own soul Has 
created disease but. if prayed to, will graciously cancel the 
images of disease and take on Health; or would you pretend to 
believe that other than your own power can Heal? To be with 
the crowd, one should be as the primitive man—the Eskimo, the 
1 lindu, the vegetarian fadist or a cultist that concocts a theo
logical formula.

To be right, one will Have to believe that knowledge and 
power, for His purposes, are in His own innnate self in which 
His voluntary mind must believe and to which He must volun
tarily entrust all of His problems.

Beliefs In Witches Entities and Devils

In olden times it w'as the misfortune of many people (later 
date not so many) to He interpreted by the community to He 
witches. All sorts of occult powers to rule in destructive ways 
were assigned to them. Powers directly to act upon people to 
bring them disease and death and loss of their livestock; to dry 
up the milk cows; and to Have working for them, armies of 
evil spirits to set Houses on fire and to bring storms and floods. 
When a person was thus denominated a witch, then all 
classes of people were busy with their imaginations which they 
worked to their fullest to conceive of evils perpetrated by the 
witch. Each person working like that according to the quality 
of His thought provided the wide range of accusations. Good 
people as well as the bad people thought the worst picturings 
they could formulate, and all classes were really afraid of the 
"witch.

All I have written about the disaster of one’s beliefs placing, 
in their interpretation, powers in things that actually are mate
rial, appointing the things to help or harm, which could occur 
only through the inherent power in the individual himself, is 
of little importance compared to that situation where one con
ceives of discarnate intelligences taking interest in one, or one’s 
affairs.

m



The witch, it was alleged, would leave her body or occupy it 
at will.

The situation would lead to the most ignorant and uncouth 
statements. Most fabulous claims were used as proofs of the 
visitations between the devil and the witches, who held their 
meetings at midnight.

With the introduction of the devil the whole subject became 
a theological problem. There never has been a theological 
creed that did not incorporate a devil, under some title. 
Witches may have become less and maybe in some countries 
faded out of human heliefs, but the conception of the devil 
with some sort of mystical power has lasted in every com
munity.

Those are ignorant or vicious or ignorant and vicious clubs, 
societies or cults that teach that human souls that were of too 
low a grade to he received elsewhere have continued earth- 
bound and are of the same sensual nature and that they use 
live humans through whom the spirit gets its sense satisfactions.

Very recently I met a man whose intelligence is above the 
average and of course has not accepted as true statements of 
an interpreter, w’ho assured him he was not drinking his beer 
and smoking for and of himself but that a spirit had taken 
possession of and was using his body. The victims of the 
leader of the cult actually believed the statement.

All humans are subject to emotional upsets in fear, worry, 
jealousy and griefs, therefore any human might form a driving 
impulse that would constitute an obsession. Many individuals 
think in a circle—elways they come back to the mania idea. 
Aside from that they may be of average mentality. Many 
obsessions include an impidse of revenge, hate or some halluci
nation that would tend to compel the individual to do some 
sort of wrong. O f course all of that is due to pictures that 
one has provided lodgment for in his subconscious, which is 
an involuntary form of mind, and the feelings may pass beyond 
the control of the volition. An obsession is easily corrected 
while the individual realizes that the feelings are of his own 
creation.

W hen one has been told, and is made to believe the state
ment, that another soul has taken possession of his soul and 
is the source of the impulses, that means that the individual



has put the controlling power (in his conception) away from 
himself (usually herself) we have a very different problem 
to deal with in healing the afflicted one.

Such an individual usually is psychical and any of the 
senses may provide the sense evidence supporting the decep
tion. O ne may have heard a description of the spirit or entity 
and then, through a psychic picture of some horrible form, 
become thoroughly convinced by the evil suggester that de
clared she. or he, is being compelled, overpowered, to commit 
even a serious crime, the individual may become overwhelmed 
in fear that he or she will commit the crime. Then in addi
tion to the psychic picture in seeing the form of the entity 
there may be psychic voices which she is told are spoken by 
that spirit, with the distorted human form or part human and 
part animal shape. Then there may be the involvement of the 
sense of feeling and that to a degree of feeling as if being 
assaulted and a real fight become an exhibit in which the vic
tim may scream out a prayer to the "G R E A T  B L U E  LIGHT 
to help her outdo the entity. For there are those of the present 
day who first provide the interpretation of the obsession being 
an EN T IT Y  then teach their victim to entrust the needs to 
a conception of that blue light, with a hope that the entity 
will be overcome at every attack.

The cure is not to be hoped for if an operator would begin 
with the suggestion that would cancel the images in the sub
conscious that constitute the ordinary obsession. Tbe hope of 
cure will depend upon correcting the individual s belief in 
there being such a thing as an entity or that he or she is 
possessed of an evil spirit. This is a difficult proposition 
for the belief has usually been fixed by scientific suggestion- 
meaning that the suggestion of the discarnate intelligence has 
been placed in tbe soul of tbe victim when that individual was 
in an emotional state—and perhaps religious emotion, at the 
beginning, at that. If there is a fundamental high quality of 
character and intelligence in the victim I have succeeded in 
gaining a credulous attention and the poor sufferer has become 
saved from the destructive idea that had been planted under 
such scientific circumstances—for suggestions that one accepts 
while in an emotional state may be much more tenaciously 
held on to than if a most susceptible subject receiving the 
suggestion in a state of hypnosis.



W hat is it worth save a human life? Answer wi th any 
value you can conceive of—1 will reply: “That is not to he 
compared with the value of saving a mind. Yet, with no 
possible calculation as to the value of sanity there are those 
who are crossing the country instructing the multitude to believe 
in that which when accepted tends toward insanity. All me
diums of advertising are used to create immense and emotional 
meetings in which vicious, malicious psychology has its multi
tude of victims.

Visit the asylums, if you must, and you will have occasion 
to note the larger percentage of the inmates are muttering or 
audibly talking, usually with cursing and obscene words, or 
fighting, as we say, the air; but to all of them, there is a form 
or are forms, that are their enemies. They all began with 
psychical experiences—and where can you find a teaching that 
a picture in the subconscious, whatever sense it involves may 
convey as perfect a meaning (sensation) without an organic 
source as with it? The psychical experiences account for most 
of the insanities? Yes, and that can happen because of the 
absence of instruction being given as to what a psychical ex
perience involves. This leaves the perfectly clear field for 
those who instruct that ENTITY, or SPIRIT control is over the 
individual. Where is there being given the true and complete 
teachings on psychical subjects?

The cluster of my present writing is wholly devoted to ex
horting everyone to place the working powers, interpret the 
innate knowledge and power withn the innate self as the source 
of their experiences, conditions and their ultimate realizations. 
This is my most constructive prayer in behalf of every life I 
can reach.

Recently a Rabbi in speaking over the radio stated that 
which encourages me a great deal. He taught that when one 
makes a program and follows it he ought not to blame God 
for the result. The principle involved such as one calculating 
erroneously but with seemingly perfect justification would move 
to region where dust storms and floods never had been knfltvn— 
a rich farming country, for a good farmer. After he had every
thing improved even to perfection and the hurricane came and 
destroyed it all, one had no right to blame God for it, for 
according to his teachings God had nothing to do with it.



1 hat is a grand improvement over a recent statement made 
hy other teachers that claimed that floods along the river 
valleys that swept away homes and destroyed lives were espe
cial acts of God to punish wicked people. If one places power 
that works in human individuals, within the individual, he 
surely will not blame God nor other power and knowledge than 
that of himself. Probably one cannot make a mistake without 
intuition telling him what would he best. But he has the 
privilege of voluntary choosing, just as the Rabbi taught and 
he can always reject intuition if he requires reasons to satisfy 
his mental phase-one can go contrary to intuitive impelling. 
Surely it is as the speaker said, a situation in which God had 
nothinp to do with it—if one follow his innate that speaks 
through intuition and meets with great blessing—1 ask you 
where is the knowledge and power that should receive the 
credit, the thanks of the volition?

1 may not have opportunity to teach you the laws of the 
psychical self, natural in everyone, which would he saving, 
hut 1 can, with all the powers of mind and soul beseech you 
to let alone the most dangerous force in the individual’s world, 
the psyhic force, that you do not understand, hut usually is 
manipulated by the ignorant and vicious, who may never know, 
and seem not to care, how many lives and minds they destroy 
of all usefulness and happiness. A  saving truth: There is no 
intelligence outside of you that can have any influence over 
you except through the soul of you and that by the voluntary 
consent of you—may that truth register with positive conviction, 
in your conscious mind and in your soul!



f in d in g  the (pow er ^3hat (H eals or- 
iH ealing (Abodes o f  the Gfuture

Evolution, although untrue as a step from a lower to a higher 
species, is true as a law of trend of each thing to grow or unfold 
into the highest of its hind; nature seems to possess a picture 
of the perfect and places an image in the depths of the being 
and also the impulse to express in the perfect. Man has been 
taught so many things that are contrary to this innate impulse 
and has set his outside self at such variance with his inner self 
that h is highest possibilities in self -expression are defeated and 
he is, consequently, in a state of unrest. All the world is 
seeking self-expression yet does not know for what it is seeking 
nor why it never finds poise. Liberation is the basis of poise— 
the liberty of being one’s self.

That healing and culture should be under a standard of the 
law of the perfect seems most reasonable; if they are, then 
attainment is through growth—the ideal will be reached through 
evolution.

There has been a tendency throughout almost all of the his
tory of man upon the subject of healing, to connect restoration 
from illness with some religious, and mostly a theological con
ception.

Aesculapius was the god of medicine in the Greek and 
Roman mythology; he was supposed to have had two sons 
who were directly engaged in healing so we have here the 
bridging over between the mortal and immortal—it connects 
doctoring and heaven. Aesculapius trespassed the medical 
authority in raising the dead and Jupiter slew him. However, 
in dying for his cause he advertised the power he was alleged 
to have manifested so he remained the god of medicine and 
when disease was present the god was to be invoked and many 
times placated.

The same principle of superstition, the same myth has existed 
in all periods and instances in which an outside power (out
side of the patient) was interpreted as a god of healing or 
where healing has been made a part in a theological concept 
and to depend upon a theological fonnula.

It was very consistent for the Hebrew healing to be placed 
in the hands of the priests as the same general scheme in all



matters was followed and continues to be followed, relative to 
religions, tbe same principles and basis of practice that were 

tbe rules of tbe ancients wbo bad a god for each thing. Tbe 
rabbi was tbe teacher and bad charge of all matters of health; 
he stood between the individual who was sick and the Diety 
that healed and it was a part of the house of worship to look 
after the hygienic matters. The idolators applied the same 
principles and theological healing of the present day, while 
upon a modified plan, is after the pattern of the ancients.

Jesus came and endeavored to wrest the practice of healing 
from the priesthood and from theology and at the same time 
tried to rescue religion from the church. He taught that heal
ing occurred through the application of the power present in 
the Kingdom of Heaven—it was an expression of the King 
ruling over the Kingdom of Heaven which is within the indi
vidual; he taught that man should worship, give praise, without 
reference to an assemblage of people or location; to worship in 
spirit and in truth. His idea defeated the ancients and the 
rabbinical church standards and he was crucified because he 
taught that which would liberate the people upon the subject 
of religion and healing.

To follow, even casually, the evolution of healing modes 
we are required to note that Jesus, throughout all of his prac
tice made no connection between the individual s theology and 
his cure; he asked only if the patient had faith to believe that 
Jesus could cure him; he sought only the 'Soul Expectancy 
of the patient. There is no history of his telling anyone after 
he was healed (and certainly not before) that he must go and 
become informed upon a theological subject. He did advise, in 
instances, the individual to go and keep the laws of health. 
The modern theological modes of healing go hack to the an
cients for their copy of principles~they are not in any manner 
after the formulas Jesus used for Jesus used the formula that 
would cause the patient to expect to become healed.

It is true that very soon after Jesus was crucified because 
he antagonized church and government there arose a ruler who 
made a compound of the ancient religions, the Hebrew and 
Greek religions, some of the teachings and practices of Jesus 
(the latter, for the most part, distorted) and to this mixture 
added his own spirit of tyranny and organized religion and 
healing in the hands of the priesthood. Healing was con



ducted in such a manner as to impress the ordinary mind 
that it was a miracle thereby seeming to prove that divinity was 
mechanical with the priest. 1 lealing has been the phenomenon 
upon which religions, and medical standards have been based 
and yet healing has occurred in response to the application of 
every sort of a charm and would just as strongly prove the merit 
of the charm under those circumstances as were the theologies 
and medial bases proved by cures. They all have proved that 
there is a possible evolution that will establish the true mode 
of healing.

It seems reasonable for us to look somewhat to a power that 
could cause disease. There may he mechanical causes hut 
aside from those there is the force which is seldom, if ever, 
properly taken into account. There is one supreme force, su
preme in its constructive power but when misapplied is as 
complete in its power to destroy harmonies. W hy the world 
got to consider this power two forces instead of two forms of 
application of the one force is a great study which wotdd lead 
us hack to those whom we count ignorant and uncivilized al
though we have perpetuated the main elements of their super
stitions.

The Eskimos believe that spirits control everything: that the 
spirit of the sea, the sky, the winds, the clouds, each in its 
appropriate manner controls all things in nature. All the 
malignant types of spirits are to be propitiated by acceptable 
offerings when the individual would enter their respective 
regions.

The Koreans go beyond the Eskimos, numbering their de
mons by thousands of millions, filling the earth, the rooms, the 
shelves and the jars; and when they would perform any act 
they must first placate the spirits and failing to do so they 
would attribute the disease or disaster to displeased spirits. 
This would require extraordinary sacrifices in order to recover.

The Babylonians believed that all annoyances of life, a sud
den fall, a headache, a quarrel, all the strong emotions—love, 
hate, jealousy, all of these things were regulated by demons; 
they believed in special fiends for different regions of the body. 
ITiese people went through performances which were supposed 

to placate the angered spirits and healing resulted. W e would 
feel foolish if we went into detailed explanation to show that
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both cause and cure were through soul expectancy—that the 
same force was at the bottom of all changes.

Dependable agents of healing in the past seem somewhat 
ridiculous to us; about as many of our present ones will seem 
to those who will come after US. for in the main, healing of the 
present is upon as superstitious basis as it was in the past:

The shin of a rabbits stomach tied around a baby’s nech 
to give it painless cutting of the teeth; put a live toad in the 
mouth to cure whooping cough; dangle frog legs hack of the 
ears to cure any form of excessive bleeding; fasten your clothes 
with pins that h ave been stuck into a frog, to cure rheumatism; 
carry a potato in the pocket to cure rheumatism: a wife who 
has a cold should sneeze in her husband s shoe; one with a 
colic should hold a live duck to the parts—the colic will cease 
and the duck will die.

The foregoing are all undignified in our present estimation, 
yet they had as large a percentage of cures to their credit, and 
those who believed spirits caused disease and did the things 
tf> placate the demons have successful cures, in as large a 
degree as have medical and theological methods of the present 
day. 1 have been greatly lauded for my generous assurance 
that every charm, every theology, every drug, every element 
or any other form of conception that claimed to he healing 
has cures to its credit; that in the absence of the alleged 
remedy healing might not have occurred.

It is not tolerable for a moment that all of these things had 
merit in healing—of themselves, they could not have thera
peutic value. These things have not and are not the healing 
power. You are sure to disclose the healing power and the 
key to its action if you give fair examination to the data; you 
will deride that each thing has led to the healing power. 
A  few words now upon the evolution of healing practice that 
will cause the healing mode of the future to become scientific.

The regular school of medicine, the eclectic and old Thomp
sonian ah used heavy dosage in all forms of diseases; the first 
step in the evolution came with the homeopathic mode which 
gave only a semblance of medicine and the high potency ITind 
of homeopathic virtually dropped the semblance and sugar of 
milk had cures to its credit as had the modes of other schools.

A



Theological forms, excluding all pretensions of drugs came in 
and well have served their part in the evolution toward the 
perfect conception and their followers are becoming broad 
enough to permit an explanation of their hundreds of thou
sands of cures even if the explanation shows that there is no 
virtue in their theologies for healing purposes; they are related 
to healing in the same sense that ch arms, drugs, spirits, and 
sacrifices have been. They should retain their church beliefs 
if they help people to live a better thought life. But the fabri
cation that the theological prescription has merit in it differing 
in any way from the virtue in a drug prescription or that for
mula Moses used when he advised the erection of the pole 
with the brazen serpent, toward which the people looked and 
were saved from death by snake bite, that mistake, present 
day enlightenment is correcting.

There is one power lhal has healed in all instances in all 
limes where healing has taken place-*one power only, and that 
power o presence as a supreme intelligence within the patient— 
this power is the soul of the patient and whatsoever it expects 
it creates (it creates disease when it is supplied with a picture 
and expectancy) —it cures when it is made expectant. There is 
a perfect way of creating soul expectancy and that is the 
method resulting from the evolution indicated. This perfect 
system of creating soul expectancy will become the exclusive 
method of healing except in mechanical conditions which call 
for mechanical means. Acute diseases need only proper nurse 
care and hygiene—Common Sense.



S a n  l o s e .  C a l i f . .  May 2 0 .  1 0 3 8 .

My dear Friend:
A  few days ago while in need of guidance to retain poise 

1 walked about the streets of this city and my steps were im
pelled toward the Metaphysical Book Shop. I entered and 
soon was engaged in conversation with Miss Weniger. the 
owner. W e talked of this and that when suddenly my eyes 
m'-frd r," a beautiful booklet entitled "M IN D  the BUILDER 
M A G A ZIN E. W ell my prayer was answered. It was like 
reaching out for your never failing sympathetic handclasp. 
Naturally I refreshed our friendship in a joyous hour at the 
beautiful San Jose Municipal Rose Garden to which I repaired 
with the booklet and heard again the gentle, restful, healing 
voice that has come to me again and again through the years 
since our first meeting, to help me when my own objective 
miscalculation has brought me to unhappiness.

But I returned to town sustained and soothed by a trust in 
your priceless teachings and the faith that my trust would, as 
always, be rewarded.

Miss Weniger has a fine exhibit of literature on spiritual 
subjects. She is a great admirer of yours, having been recom
mended by vour good friend. Dr. D. C . Williams of the San 
Francisco Chronicle. *  *  *

1 know we will meet again in the not too distant future and 
that we will have much to tell each other.

Thanks again and again for the support you are giving me 
and which 1 know has brought me through some trying experi
ences. Affectionately,

G. W . B— .

This gentleman, a prominent New York attorney, a faithful 
friend over more than 16 years, went to California and we thus 
became separated for past four years—he, very dear friend 
always seemed so appreciative of our teachings but his busi
ness had carried him away from all our contacts over this 
unusually long period and 1 can realize that this contact with 
our magazine was like an oasis indeed. Dr. Williams, editor 
of department of the leading paper in San Francisco, will he 
pleased to have been the aid to Miss Weniger in bringing 
me in contact with my beloved friend.

I print this letter for the pleasure of our supporters of this 
magazine, Mind the Builder.



R ecogn izing  an d  (p lac in g  (pow er

EV ER Y O N E knows that he gets action upon and uses only 
a small fraction of his powers—especially one s mental poten
tialities are ever so much greater than he gets action upon. 
Maybe he would state in terms that would include the same 
lack as to his spiritual ability, except for the usual education 
that has included the spiritual with the mental .

That which is latent in the innate self cannot be measured 
in the terms of the mental. The mental, properly speaking, 
would pertain to the intellectual phase, usually scientifically 
comprehended as the objective phase of mind, that endeavors 
to gain knowledge and power through senses and express 
through the same instruments.

If it were understood that the mental power does not include 
healing, one would not concentrate the conscious mind upon 
the disease, in the endeavor to cure it—tf one has the knowl
edge that the innate self, the soul, has the knowledge and 
power to heal its own body, one will use his voluntary, men
tal, ph ase of mind, directing it aspiringly, asking ike soul lo 
make ike corrections. Few people do any good for themselves 
by visualizing their troubles as one does in trying to heal him
self with a phase of his mind that does not control the proc
esses in his body. If one would use a small fraction of his 
voluntary thought, trusting his soul to take the suggestion and 
remove the symptom, the soul would answer that prayer, get
ting action on the cause of the symptom and of course, heal
ing follows.

W hile one is endeavoring to use his acquired intellectual, 
mental, knowledge, even his thinking will get action upon a 
small fraction of his knowledge, whereas, thinking, but holding 
the attitude that he will receive the cooperation of the intui
tive, innate phase, then that voluntary aspiration will receive 
supreme aid from the storehouse of knowledge. Finally, one 
realizes that his conscious mind holds no knowledge—it may 
seem to he a storehouse of knowledge hut that is because mem
ory gives up some of its holdings. Memory is a subjective fac
ulty and sometimes one in thinking expects to recall—that is 
again equal to an attitude of aspiration to bring knowledge 
from the soul, which has the acquired attribute, the perfect 
record of images of all that one has experienced—the attribute,



memory. Elsewhere in my writings you will find the analysis 
that will exhibit memory as an eternal and perfect record. 
Naturally, one should have access to the record to gain its 
service 100% and one does gain added service by having the 
attitude that he is using his mental faculty, recollection, aspir
ing to reach into memory, that possesses all the acquired copies.

W e do hope to have your favorable attention through which 
you may know that knowledge and power, the unused fraction 
thereof, may become accessible and responsive to your volun
tary aspiration to bring their completeness into practical appli
cation.

There Are Laws and FormulaS'-Knowable
As an operator in this subject, Practical Psychology, that has 

kept me in relationship to humans in all the different phases of 
their needs and possibilities 1 feel qualified to state why as to 
the limitations in the different directions of human expression.
1 he disaster in the individual life, has been in placing, in 
human beings, their conceptions, of controlling-power and su
perior knowledge erroneously. Any sort of storehouse, it would 
seem, has been preferable to the natural one. This has led to 
looking and asking in the wrong direction.

1 have just now been reading about a man whom 1 treated 
many years ago. 1 he account is in my book, ■ 'LIFE’S  HIGH 
\V A \  . and HOW' TO  T R A V E L IT” , under the title, The 
Scientific Use of Curative Suggestion The illustration of how 
there was much disaster because of interpreting the powers er
roneously. Then the blessing attendant upon interpreting them 
correctly—results prove, both good and bad, to have been due 
to the interpretation of where the creative and healing power 
reside—and the results surely would convince anyone that it 
is the same power in both instances.

lhis doctor of dentistry was demanded almost constantly in 
the specialty, surgery. Endeavoring to answer the demand, he 
overworked until he was going under tension—on nerve. He 
was well aware of that fact but kept at it although he was 
warned by the drooping of eyelids. He continued this high 
tension even after having to lift an eyelid with his fingers, in 
order to see how to operate. Ultimately, even with his deter
mination, he had to give up. That which belonged to his 
voluntary control had gone over completely to the involuntary. 
11 anyone in his then acquaintance knew of an involuntary



phase of mind, no one knew how to get action upon it for 
corrective purposes—although anyone could realize that he 
had overworked and thereby lost the voluntary control of the 
eyelids.

Why would not underwork, rest, restore voluntary control?

I will make the brief answer here for hundreds of places in 
my writings you will find the analysis of the statement. A n
swer: in his persistently overworking he was scientifically plac
ing a prayer in his soul for the eyelids to become transfixed so 
that he could not open them—the picture or plan would re
main in his soul, keeping them locked until the picture became 
canceled of all value. The picture in the soul, the cause, the 
power in the soul to keep the picture in force for all time. 1 
could not change that law but 1 did cancel the plan and re- 
instated his natural ability to open his eyes at will.

However, faithful to conventions, (he was elder in orthodox 
church) he started on the rounds of hospitals, specialists, clin
ics and for most part no treatment was tried and no agree
ment as to cause of the condition—all called it a nervous 
trouble, maybe cborea, said some. W e can truthfully state 
that all interpreted that disease maintained the condition—in 
other words the P O W E R  was in some form of disease. Sup
pose anyone had known that TH E P O W E R  was in the mind, 
who would have known what phase of mind and how to get 
action on it to release the sufferer from the condition? The
answer to that is: E V ER Y O N E T O  W H O M  H E APPLIED
should have known. 1 wonder if you are able to believe that a 
power in an image, image possessed by the subconscious, in
voluntary phase of mind could be the cause? The Elder had 
his prayers joined by all the church, prayers directed to the 
Universal Mind to take the individual interest to cancel an 
image that the Universal seemed supposed to hold, punishing 
a faithful follower.

All those good people placed the P O W ER , in their con
ception, of God. They really asked God to suspend all natural 
laws and in a supernatural way heal the good man.

Yet the man was healed by prayer, but I knew the healing 
power was in the individual himself, in that subjective phase 
of him. 1 never deny the power of the Universal for its pur
poses, neither will I perpetrate the sacrilege of denying that the 
Universal placed the law over every form of life and that in



that life is innate intelligence and power for its purposes and 
has given each individual an innate impulse to use its own 
innate power and quit begging for miracle or special provi
dence in the individual s behalf.

A  surgeon in his city told him that if he could obtain ap
pointments with me that 1 would cure him in a week. In less 
than a week he was not lacking in voluntary control, opening 
and closing his eyes, but there were sensations at times, from 
impulses, involuntary to close. This would show that mind 
(spirit) was being trained, and surely no one would think of 
matter being trained. T hat intelligence that used the material 
instrument was becoming cultivated to express the harmony 
in the function of control over the eyelids, that, one easily can 
perceive.

You may ask: Suppose there were structural, organic de
parture from the normal, where and what would be the power 
that could answer then? The soul created its entire body from 
the point where it had one cell, only. It shows the power to 
generate as needs are defined and every surgeon declares he 
cannot heal the wound he created but that new structure will 
become created, if he keeps the parts clean. Mind the Builder 
is the intelligent, innate self, a phase of the soul.

I he surgeon that sent the dentist to me in that city knew 
that 1 used prayer only. He also knew that I prayed to a sub
conscious phase of intelligence, present in the dentist: that 
the intelligence I prayed to possessed the power; that 1 was 
the instrument that placed a counter picture and approved of 
the innate, ideal picture, present in the man s soul, the ideal 
control over the material body and in answer to prayer the 
dentist became perfectly well. My reader, friend, never in all 
your life will there come to you a greater blessing than is in
volved in it becoming your conviction that for all purposes the 
power and knowledge too, for your purposes, are within your
self and in your soul-self, inherently present at that. Let the 
world act as if the body controls and runs itself, but as for 
yourself, you will know that an intelligence within yourself 
rules the body, even if it is true that with your voluntary mind 
you may accept or form wrong patterns concerning the body 
and develop disease. That only proves that one can choose his 
own patterns and make himself, for the patterns voluntarily 
formed, are, by natural law taken as ordered plans that the 
soul must use.
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"TH E N E W  P SY C H O LO G Y  C O M PLETE, M IN D T1 IE 
BUILDER, SCIEN TIFIC  M A N  B U ILD IN G ” 

TH REE B O O K S IN O N E

Book of 450 Pages, Cream-tinted Paper, Better Than Leather 
Bound, S3.50.

Written by DR. A. A. LIN D SA Y  aft er a quarter of century 
specializing in practical psychology (Soul Culture)

Order from A. A . Lindsay, Publishing, Hotel Ansonia, N. Y. 
City.

W ho could treat a book of seventy chapters, hook nine and 
a half by six and a half inches, averaging six pages to the 
chapter, with any justice in a limited space? Every page relates 
to the practical life—-the mind, soul and body of the human, 
all the way from the individual s primary cell becoming cre
ated, through the embryonic, infant, childhood, adult and 
maturing stage of self-expression—the book for scientific prepa
ration, correction and ideal attainment.

To every reader who wants competent guidance in helping 
to solve his or her personal life problems, the G O L D E N  R U LE  
M A G A ZIN E unqualifiedly recommends this book. There is 
no other book quite like it. It is the most complete, the most 
inspiring and the most practical of a thousand or more books 
of which we know, on how to use the powers of the mind and 
the soul to change or direct one’s physical, personal, mental, 
spiritual and financial affairs for efficiency, happiness, and suc
cess, It is a veritable guide to a successful life.

This big book not only explains clearly the laws and prin
ciples of psychology, but it shows just H O W  to apply them. 
Above all it is practical—not just a book to be read, but life 
lessons to be applied and used. It is written out of the author’s 
ripe experience of twenty-nine active years in personally heal
ing. teaching and helping all kinds of people with all kinds of 
troubles and problems.



Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human body; 
blit he has gone farther, by specializing in the mind’s action 
tipon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, but has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one s best self through selj-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.
— ■ ■»- ̂ -w w m w w w w w w  v  v  *  v  v  v

SEA T T LE  SU N D A Y  TIM ES BO O K  R EV IEW  
"N E W  P SY C H O LO G Y  C O M P L E T E "

By A. A . LIN D SA Y . M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, hut simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book. New Psychology Complete, we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose, hut he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no



more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind linds its place in The New 
Psychology.

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. I he body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making tor good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
ol strength into the lives of others. The “ suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
lor the health of the individual and the race.—Seattle Sunday 
7 imes.

Selections Casually Taken from the Big Book

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a (orm of 
lorce to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—1 have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.

By same Author
“ L1FF:S HIGH W A Y ,” 140-Page Book, $1.00. 

“ SCIEN TIFIC PR A Y ER ,” 46-Page Booklet, 25 Cents.

All the books now $3.50. Obtain at lectures or 
Order from A. A. LIN D SA Y . Publishing,

Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
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There are the hundreds of interesting and instructive reading I 
pages in the BIG BO O K—it even inspires ihe author every 
time he looks into it. I he first chapter, Psychology for Prac
tice, next, Healing and Cull ure—followed by Scientific Healing 
Formula, all accurate, based upon so many years demonstra
tion that one need not make any mistake. Auto Suggestion 
or what one may do for self—Telepathy-Chemistry of Emo
tions-  CHEMISTRY A N D  PSY C H O LO G Y  O F  L O V E -
Diseases as Habits—Sold Culture—Thoughts that Lead and 
I houghls that Drive—7 he Art of Letting G o—7 yranny of 
Love— Keeping One s H ead-Great Lesson on Poise and over 
fifty other chapters in applied psychology. Do not delay or
dering all three hooks, temporarily at price of the one book. 
Three Books in One and two other books $3.50.

Order from A. A. LINDSAY, Publish ing. I lotel Ansonia, 
* \  ■ York City.
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FO R M U LA S O F  T R U E P R A C T IC A L P SY C H O LO G Y . 
W HICH W ILL BE IN EV ER Y  ISSU E  O F  M IND TH E 
BUILDER M A G A ZIN E.

Author also of New Psychology Complete, Mind the 
Builder and Scientific Man Building.” Three hooks in bound 
volume of 450 pages, $3.50. Also "L ife ’s High W ay, and 
how to Travel It," 140 pages, 6x9, 50 cents, and "Scientific 
Prayer and W ayside and the Goal,” 25 cents. A ll hooks, at 
price of Big Book, $3.50, now.

It should he noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial advertisements, 
chiefly.

At one dollar a year a gift is comprehended in every issue 
—it cannot be produced and delivered for that sum.

Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay is 
glad to give his personal attention to replies to all psychological 
interrogations—readers may address, for all purposes,
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Knowledge aith and  ?nrust
C en tral t h o u g h t  in ^ ju ly  3 Y(ind the Builder

yy[agazine

SH O U LD  1 state tliat there are times when the salvation 
of your Vermiform Appendix may depend upon it becoming 
wrapped in fat, ( that emergency may arise when the appen
dix becomes inflamed) the statement must not lead to the 
inference that I would Leg you, quickly to grab a piece of 
fat and wrap around the offending organ. Yet it is true that 
it is a helpless attachment and as ordinary matter it could 
not recognize the need. Fat is also ordinary matter; then how 
are these two material elements that are ordinarily remote 
from each other to get together if one cannot voluntarily con
nect them, even to prolong one s life?

The surgeon declares that he finds the phenomenon exist
ing. He does not announce the evident recognition of a need 
and that because of that disclosure the neeed becomes met. 
He does publish the apparent fact, that the product of in
flammation, pus, is prevented from infecting the structures be
cause the omentum is brought into the service and separates 
the appendix from contact with the peritoneum.

Another marvel that is noted by the surgeon: there is speedy 
assembling and intensified multiplication of white blood cells 
(they arrive from everywhere in the body) in response to the 
vital need for some destroyer of the accumulating infectious 
virus. All observers have agreed that the white blood cells, 
phagocytes, devour such substances as the products of in
flammation. These scavengers consume such food as if their 
appetites and hunger ravenously drive them. A t a point where 
there is an abundance of food as in appendicitis, the white 
blood cells multiply at such a rate that it would appear as a 
great race and conflict between the scavengers and the units 
of the virulent elements. W e. who discern the symptoms of the 
conflirt do not dally, usually. Perhaps the conflict has been 
a triumph manv times, of the white blood cells, hut conscious 
man intelligently provides aid as quickly as possible although 
he pays every tribute to the faithful fighters that have given 
first aid.



Mind the Builder Magazine is wholly devoted to the serv
ice of humans, it is an exponent of practical psychology (the 
science of the soul) and, although everything in the universe 
demonstrates and proves our teachings, there are multitudes 
of high points that so practically demonstrate them that one 
can gain the knowledge that will lead to faith, that will lead 
to TRU ST, in the manner that one can and will use the laws 
and the formulas for higher attainments, that belong to the 
normal human individual.

IS ‘'N A T U R E ” A  PR O PER  TITLE?

All of my students know very well that 1 have the high 
regard for surgery and the sincere surgeon. 1 have placed 
under their care many cases and in every instance of my 
selection of surgeon and patron the results were perfectly 
satisfactory. O f course 1 have observed a multitude of dis
astrous results following surgical operations, hut this is not a 
publication devoted to criticism. It is devoted to teachings 
through leading to desirable building.

The surgeons describe their observations and the marvels 
are performed by N A T U R E ” , thus the surgeons declare. 
The wayfarer, though a fool, would hardly declare that any
thing occurs except under the law of the thing involved —- 
however, there are laws of matter and there are laws of mind 
(spirit).

Should it not be defined: if nature wraps fat around the 
three or four inch worm form of tube, called the appendix, 
with purpose, are we to understand that the surgeon, who 
looks on. interprets the phenomenon to be an occurrence under 
a law of matter? And when there are products of inflammation 
forming in the body and the multitudes of phagocytes travel 
to the point; is that occuring under the law of matter?

If this were a problem that holds important interest only to 
the surgeon, or to less than every human, 1 would not take 
the pains to write or endeavor to publish what my lifetime 
has taught in specializing in our vital subject. Then may you, 
my reader friend, consider the subject as that which relates 
to you, personally, vitally.



tures, microscopic, and are named, chromosomes. Please do 
not abandon reading this essay b e c a u s e  it no longer is talking 
sense—1 am explaining why the student o f  medicine and surg
ery cannot become a normal human being'—to be true to his 
adopted profession he must be a materialist to the degree 
100%. Should you desire to test my statements as to physical 
source of our mentality and our spirituality, get the book "The 
Biological Basis of Human Nature’ . In that you will disclose 
why it is utterly impossible that spiritual sources of knowledge 
and power can become hoped for in the appreciation of 
authorities ’, who would be our teachers and our saviours. 

H. S. Jennings, author of above book.



JX (ind the G u ild e r  SY (agazine J ia y m a n  
Instructor

Perhaps I would have continued in the medical work ex
clusively were it not innate in me to be a helpful instructor.
1 could not have been counted ethical had 1 lectured even 
upon hygiene, or written, for that matter, if 1 carried my in
structions to the laity. Therefore, more than forty years ago 
I adopted the independent mode and have been enabled to 
form my own laboratory and study therein. Anyone, regard
less of his form of program, using common sense, can under
stand the teachings for 1 have made them plain and simple. 
Demonstrated truth must impress one and become his real 
conviction—convince one that liberation from the enslave
ment to ideas is attainable under definite laws and practical 
formulas.

The magazine copies, February, March, April, May, June, 
1958, are wholly given to the exhibition of basic modes, 
usable, through whi ch one may help himself and others in 
the perfectly natural ways for attainments in ideal develop
ment, including healing, of course. The present issue, July, 
devoted to extension of knowledge relating to the human that 
will enable one to have faith in the actual natural sources 
of power and resources that one may control in order to 
apply the power in meeting all needs.

This is an opportune time to publish an exhortation to 
everyone not to stop at faith. Knowledge does lead to faith, 
faith in one s own innate self, but if knowledge and faith do 
not lead to TRUST and to the activity necessary to entrust
ing (one must use one’s free will, voluntarily choose) every 
item of the life in order for normal developments and correc
tions to receive the attention and service of the phase of one s 
being, the INNATE SELF, knowledge and believing will 
he of little avail. I he multitude stops at believing—the per
centage of people who do the voluntary part of using and liv
ing the formula of TRUST and entrusting is vexy small. These 
are the ones who disclaim the value in the teachings,, never 
those who in some degree practice in accordance with knowl
edge and belief.

1 have information concerning many hanks, knowledge that
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me feel so sorry for them. 1 can be sorry mostly that they 
are so sorry for themselves that they spoil their own lives, 
and their chief influence in every life is, spoiling happiness.

So you reprimand my heartlessness!—I am not heartless for 
1 do realize that they, hy the time they come to me, cannot 
help their dispositions. They are driven to feel as they do-'
] can regret that they did not know our scientific teachings 
which would have kept them from suggesting to their souls 
to make them so destructive in their emotions. All things that 
one becomes automatic and uncontrolable in was originally 
started hy choice or consent—repetition that followed com
pelled the involuntary manifestation. Of course the use of 
our formula, as given in Scientific Prayer would provide for 
healing of such a disposition, the same as if. used incorrectly, 
it provides for the curse of diseases manifested upon the body. 
Kleptomania, cigarette habit and desire, all sorts of obsessions 
and neuroses are correctable by the application of the formula 
that gets action upon, and may counter, in the subconscious, 
any picture, working plan, that has been held by that in
voluntary mind, the picture remaining in force having been 
the cause of the condition or manifestation. One is the maker 
of all that one is and if he does not change, it is because 
he maintains self under the same subconscious images.



EHow to Cpray to Receive  ̂ Answer
USUALLY, there is evident strain upon human credulity 

when it is suggested that anything of a spiritual nature is 
under known laws.

Scientific prayer, that is, prayer issued in such a manner 
that one can he as certain that his answer will he as depend
able as every other happening in the universe is—everything 
else happens under the natural law of cause and effect, why 
must prayer he haphazard? Well, it is not uncertain. The 
scientific mode of offering the prayers is essential if one would 
experience desirable answers—ignorantly, humans pray scien
tifically for the undesirable results.

There Is One Great Little Book
SCIENTIFIC PRAYER is the title of a booklet of about 

fifteen thousand words that describe the mode, the formula, 
the HOW to pray in order to receive the welcome answer. 
There never has been an actual healing in all history, what
ever the alleged mode, that has not been equaled under the 
application of the scientific formula shown in every detail in
the book. "SCIENTIFIC PRAYER”. At the height of my
So u l Culture work I wrote this book that everyone could un
derstand and follow that one might do the most for self, also 
become instructed so that one could become an efficient oper
ator in helping others.

Please note the subjects taught in the "SCIENTIFIC 
PRAYER . Controlling Power of Intelligence — Planting a 
Prayer — Appreciation and Gratitude — Destructive Prayers
— lesus Taught a Scientific Prayer, and it Analyzed — HOW 
TO PRAY — Scientific Silence — Liberation Through Thought
-  GOSPEL OF LIBERATION -  HOW TO GROW OLD 
BEAUTIFULLY. One may never find guidance equally help
ful in literary rendition in a thousand times the space.

"SCIENTIFIC PRAYER” , at the moment, to you — 25 
cents, reduced from 50 cents — It, also LIFE S HIGH 
WAY” , — Book of 1-40 pages. Gift, with the Big Book the 
author is reading, photo on cover of this magazine.



£)oyousness

There are not words, no, nor imagination that overestimates 
the value to any life, the state of perpetual joyousness; if it 
were realized how essential it is to the human being (essen
tial to growth, health and every other form of progress) that 
he be joyous, better provision would he made for the child 
to come in contact with nothing else, and developing youth 
and adult would become filled with that principle so complete
ly that a dominating destructive principle would never find 
attachment.

A  visitor after an absence of two weeks said to her neigh
bor; "Isn’t it wonderful how fast those little puppies grow; that 
is, three of them must have doubled their size since I saw 
them last—what is the matter with the other one that it doesn t 
keep up? ’ The questions accumulated for the neighbor en
deavored to talk as rapidly as her observations developed.

The reply according to the owner s intuition was, The three 
are simply bundles of joyousness; they never seem to know 
what it is to be tired, they are always ready to take a lively 
interest in and enjoy everything that comes along; the largest 
of the three is the leader in all the sports and when the others 
seem to become a little indifferent he will lie down and roll 
himself up like a football just to tempt them to pounce upon 
him, roll him, drag him, punch him and chew him. That other 
one was peevish and never seemed to enjoy anything as the 
others did; at first they included him in their play but he acted 
as if he had been slighted or mistreated and should have an 
apology from all of them for their lack of consideration of his 
feelings—he had a chip on his shoulder which each one tried 
to take off; after this he would play in a half-h earted way for 
a little while but the trio seemed to realize that they had to 
coax him up all the time and that there was no permanent 
pleasure from their effort. They let him mope and he is be- 
coming thin and. although he was as nice as any of them 
when he was bom, we call h im the runt now.”

Prolonged absence of joyousness from any life, human, 
animal or vegetable will cause the individual to become stunt
ed, stultified—a runt. Forced hilarity or forced anything is



not joyousness; joyousness is a spontaneous good feeling, glad
ness of uplift and it is always constructive; its absence testifies 
to misspent forces, misapplied good, tbe reverse of all natural
ness.

The cells of tbe human body are intelligent (as is all cell 
life,) and therefore, with their minds, feel. There is no proper
ty of matter, as such, to feel and the cell bodies are of the 
common chemical substance that may be found anywhere, 
so. when we say the cells are capable of feeling, we mean 
that with their minds they realize and in the same sense, the 
aggregate of the cells which comprise the human body con
stitute a mass of chemical substance which has no power of 
itself to feel or constitute life; the mind present in that mass 
can perceive and feel and is using the chemical body as an 
instrument. Each cell is an entity, an intelligence with a body 
and is an integral part which serves the whole—each is a 
servant of all and the spirit in which they serve determines 
the degree of harmony or inharmony in the chemistry and 
function of the entire organization. Cells must serve joyously 
or the health of the body becomes impaired—they must enjoy 
their work, they must express themselves freely in their offices 
or there can be no joy—they cannot dominate nor be domi- 
nated and he joyous.

Cells that deal with taste find pleasure in the flavors of 
food and their joyous performance in selecting and tasting 
pleasant flavors imparts a delight to cells of glands in which 
salivary cells multiply. This process is carried on joyously and 
the same spirit is imparted to the various kinds of cells in the 
stomach and all other organs that have a part in the digestion 
and elimination and the blood making processes. All of the 
performances in the body should he with delight upon the 
part of the cells the same as that which is felt in those cells 
that taste and report to their nerve center which controls them 
and to which they convey a stimulation because they are 
joyous in their work.

The man with a grouch carries an order to every cell of 
his body hatefully and sluggishly to go through with its work, 
one with gloom and depression commands his cells to do less 
than they should do and feel that they are overburdened in 
doing even as much as they execute; one who hates, com
mands his cells to work together to create incompatihles in his



body. The individual who is stingy stamps upon every cell of 
his body a false view of self-interest, that view that says: “Do 
for yourself only, wh ich reverses all innate magnanimity and 
generosity, without which man or cell must perish of all joy
ousness and joyousness is life.

Hypocrisy has been the destroyer that is above all destroy
ers, perhaps; it is so deadly because it creates such confusion.
It really makes no difference which situation my reader under
stands me to he speaking of, confusion among one’s fellows 
or discomfiture among one’s cells; it applies to both for that 
acme of self-deception that exists when one parades falsely 
before others, destroys all possible harmony in the elements of 
the body and all the elements of harmonious friendships or 
loves among mankind. For policy or from some other un
warrantable interpretation, many members of the human fam
ily decide that it is best to yield to that which seems to he 
compulsory hypocrisy, but nature never sees fit to suspend her 
laws; at present I am discussing the law of joyousness with
out whose existence in every cell and in every phase of the 
life there can be no permanence of health or growth; there 
can be no joyousness perpetuated in the presence of duplicity. 
One cannot buy off these laws with the wealth of bonds and 
lands nor can he or she attain exemption from this law; you 
must be joyous, spontaneously.

In the soul of each is a picture of the perfection of each 
thing that one should possess and attain; the office filled by 
Practical Psychology is in teaching one how to get in touch 
with this the innate self, and 1 believe that every human being 
would prefer to get into harmony with the laws of his being 
rather than try to dominate those laws; I am convinced that 
one would prefer to take the course which would give him 
the real privileges and pleasures that belong to him rather than 
to try to obtain through force that which he falsely imagines 
would bring him satisfaction. It dawns upon one and finally 
becomes a positively proven conviction that he is his own 
maker, then he sets out to disclose the law's which have been 
operated by him whi c\\ have creaated in him an unhappy 
result that he may direct the process through which his divine 
possibilities may be reclaimed.

\



A  C O R R E S P O N D E N T  W R I T E S

_Apply ing  the yY(agazine t e a c h in g s

"Regarding the magazine article (June article. Recogniz
ing and Placing the Power), in this case I have noted how 
much the article fits me. 1 have just read into it something 
1 would like to broadcast. In the beginning, whatever spiritual 
ability I may have had was dormant until you started to get 
action upon it. A  great deal of value was put on rest, by the 
medics, hut nothing corrective. It was just to rest as a require
ment with the disease. Others with the same condition will 
rest the balance of their lives as invalids. I do not believe 
there was the good healing trend until the corrective picture 
was presented to my soul for action. *  *  *  The soul is ever 
ready to take hold when the least encouragement is given. 
I know this is true.

It is true, the whole chapter. I have taken it to myself as 
il written for me—I keep returning to it with pleasure.

The gentleman in casual correspondence writes the above. 
He is an earnest student of three and a half years who could 
truthfully relate the history ( and would do so if I were to 
consent) of healing through the application of actual laws of 
the soul (practical psychology) equal in the marvelous, to any 
true instance of healing, by any method, in all history of 
human illness and recovery. I refer now to him because he 
has proved the value of endeavoring to live the life that our 
teachings champion. He has sought to correct elements of 
character and disposition—he does not consider that all the 
values in Soul Culture are confined to healing and develop
ments relative to the body.

I never am quite content when there woidd seem an appre
ciation and practice for manifestations only in the physical 
and material as if thev are all that is comprehended in our 
scientific spiritual teachings—I must know that the life in its 
ideal phases is impressed, if I am to he satisfied.

In the article my friend, from whose letter 1 qoute, 1 made 
some statements about rest not of itself being a power to 
restore when overwork had been an inharmony cause. His 
remarks are entirely justified and inspire me to state that R E ST  
and PO ISE are states in which unlimited good can be created



and extended. W hen you read my treatise on “ Scientific 
Prayer” you will disclose the fact that the passive, resting state 
is required in my formula, was the situation when the marvels 
of cultivation were fulfilled in the myriad forms of liberation 
that my patrons experienced.

1 interpret the heights to which my friend has ascended to 
justify my conviction that he will continue in ideal self ex
pression that will make of him the triumphant, successful man 
of which he possesses completest potentialities. His innermost 
life is touched and has responded, his business developments 
have been consistent with the other forms of growth, bis borne 
life more glorious and his leadership of his son, fourteen vears 
of age—all results bear witness to the fact: N ATU RE IS 
L A W —IS C A U S E  A N D  E F F E C T  and that our modes are 
N A T U R E ’S  modes applied in construction.

May you be the student and may you endeavor to the 
utmost of your ability, as be has, to LIV E TH E LIFE 
inspired under the laws of spirit and matter!

as



(power o f  <§motions
There are no depths of disease nor disaster to whi ch emo- 

tions cannot carry one; especially if the emotion be that of 
worry, fear, anger, grief, jealousy or hate; there are no heights 
attainable that may not be reached when the wholesome emo
tion of joyousness, generosity, sympathy, optimism, hope, for
giveness or love, predominates.

A  brief period of daily life given to worry or any other of 
the destructive emotions will establish a trend and carry one 
far on the way to disease and a prolonged surrender or oft 
repeated yielding will create established disease and shorten the 
life. From whatsoever cause disease may be present, construc
tive emotions will turn the tide toward health; these statements 
are home out whether any mode of treatment is used or not, 
and health may be restored when constructive emotions pre
vail, even despite treatment.

There are very few persons who can experience either one 
of the untoward emotions without feeling almost ill afterwards 
and many are compelled to rest a period after such an attach. 
While all of these are observations so common that they 
hardly need mentioning, seldom do those who have the care 
of the health of the community, therefore, of the individual, 
give warning and instruction upon this, the largest cause of any 
single cause that originates in the individual. It is the simplest 
thing in practical psychology to explain why destructive emo
tions cause disease and constructive ones create the upward 
trend. The body is comprised of cells and every cell is an 
intelligence. The cell body in each instance is comprised of 
chemical elements whose composition is in perfect accord with 
the state of mind of the cell; the soul is the seat of the emo
tions and the soul presides over the states of mind in the cells; 
therefore an untoward emotion reverses the chemistry of the 
bodies of the cells as compared with their state when in the 
calm of health.

To have an emotion of a joyous sort stimulates the cells to 
their highest state and function. These are not conjectures but 
are the scientific results of chemical analysis made in each case. 
It is utterly impossible to experience mental depression without 
creating wrong chemical states in the body. Nature is tolerant



and attempts to readjust to the normal promptly, but it may 
not succeed in fully establishing that bigb state until another 
wave of destructive emotion sweeps over the entire being, then 
another, until the whole body is in turbulence.

After all, there is never an emotion that stirs the depths 
of the being without the consent of the volition—there is always 
an opportunity for one to choose and decide whether or not he 
will permit the emotion to possess him or master it and if need 
he throttle it. This is particularly the office of one’s volition, 
this sentinelship or censorship to determine what influence shall 
be permitted to excite the soul. No one is ever at a loss to 
know whether or not a matter is destructive or constructive in 
its tendency. If an idea is not an image of a fact or form that 
one would welcome in his life it is destructive; if the opposite 
of this, then it is constructive and desirable; emotions are con
stituted of ideas, images. 1 know of no proofs that are more 
convincing that the mind in its sub-conscious form controls 
the body in its chemistry and all other states and functions 
than the fact that a paroxysm of emotion changes every atom 
of the body with every emotional change. Every physician 
pays tribute to the destructive power of unhappy emotions— 
he often refuses to treat with his drugs: I can do nothing for
you unless you cease this worry, this grief, this jealousy,” or 
other destructive emotion. Practical psychology comes now to 
explain whv ruin must attend upon had emotions but just as 
perfectly fills its office in scientific portrayal of the constructive 
power of the soul and its emotions; it teaches the formulas for 
scientifically using the soul powers for all attainments, and 
especially for the attainment of health.

There are many phases of daily life psychology to be taught, 
hut I know of none more important than those 1 have set forth 
herein.

The physician who practices scientifically gives his patient 
suggestions, literally suggesting the disappearance of the unde
sirable conditions and the occurrence of desirable ones.

i '
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^jhe Invisible Quiches
The paucity of rich men attaining heaven (the highest state) 

does not signify that the opposite situation, being poor, guaran
tees such an attainment. Heaven is not a consequence of 
either poverty or riches as the world counts those things hut 
is of scientific source and the rich man is eligible as a candidate 
and is sure of the end, heaven, if he provides the causes that 
have that high state as their effect. I do consent: There are 
few rich people who create the causes whose consequences 
would necessarily be heavenly. The height of their wrong 
principles is often exhibited in their willingness to use the scape
goat, another s suffering, to advance their interests.

Jesus exhibited his insight into the facts when he indicated 
that the rich man was disposed to depend upon the purchase 
power of his possessions and since the Kingdom of Heaven 
(which is within you) cannot be bought, but is an effect after 
a cause which the rich will seldom create, it would be as possible 
for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle as for the rich 
man. with his principles, to make his character after the patterns 
prompted by tbe innate self, the God within, the King that rules 
and abides in the Heaven the Kingdom of the Highest, within.

I have no intention to condemn the rich man. 1 desire to 
present a strong plea for a principle which is suggested in the 
above for there is no difference between a rich man who has a 
mistaken estimate of things and the poor man who would give 
all, even envy, to possess things.

Proper Values

That one shall become capable of forming correct estimates 
is a matter of supreme importance. The life in any instance 
will be perfect in one who esteems each thing and all things at 
their true value. 1 suppose every aspiration really calls for a 
true valuation although in many instances there is not an exhi
bition of proper estimates. There are those features that pertain 
to one’s life for which he could not pay too much, but since they 
are not purchasable, and, since human beings have been trained 
to pay a price as the only certain terms of achievement, posses
sion or attainment, tbe superlative in blessing comes to very few. 
more Love in the character?



Ambition, industry, obtainment and ownership are all to be 
commended and perhaps the first step for all of us is to deter* 
mine what these are worth in reality—learn their place in life. 
Houses, lands, gems, stocks, all wealth is of such avail as to war
rant our endeavor to know what part it should take in one’s 
esteem—one’s life. To renounce these, including fame, the 
power that authority bestows (such as holding an important 
office), friends and knowledge as do the ascetics would he the 
opposite of our constructive teachings and yet we know there is 
a great lesson to he learned concerning how to place all of these 
which the doer of penance claims to have erased from his 
department of image and impulse.

No one, at any time, has been satisfied with the result when 
he expected things, of themselves, to become a blessing; no 
objective thing ever meets its promises. Let one gain everything 
that he wills to obtain, there is still that elusive thing, satisfac
tion, still unmet and something more or something different is 
required. 1 here are those who have gone on. one score of years 
after another, acquiring the things in varied form which held 
out promise which they never met. The man of largest acquisi
tion declares that his whole interest centered in the game of 
getting for he cared for nothing after he possessed it: he learned 
very soon that nothing came up to its promise to satisfy.

Everyone has had the opportunity to observe in his own 
personal wav the facts that I have exhibited under the titles, 
“The Invisible Sculptor. The Invisible W eaver, and "The 
Invisible Miller, essays that 1 am publishing for the especial 
guidance of one’s thought in perceiving that each thing done 
and the spirit in which each thing is performed determine or fix 
certain principles which are either constructive or destructive, 
upon character, the spiritual self wh ich is plastic; principles 
which are either constructive or destructive, depending upon 
the quality of creation and the thought held in relation to its 
making. Permanent record is made in spiritual form—Man 
himself becomes the record, the result of the images he has 
held, images of things. W e are led to exclaim, all in the 
same moment: "What value has anything except for its effect 
upon Character—how could anything he esteemed good, de
sirable or worth while if its effect is to destroy Man/ ’ W e 
find the other thought is pressed forward: How can one over
estimate anything which becomes the occasion of more strength,



W e now have reached the destination of Practical Psychol
ogy. It is a study which has as its end, the valuation of things, 
not at all for themselves hut for their service in Character build
ing. 1 am somewhat aware of the revolution in the attitudes 
and standards of mankind that is comprehended in this teach
ing hut we all have experience and inspiration (science and 
innate knowledge) to support the proposition. Things of them
selves do not, never did and never will satisfy; things regarded 
as a means to a spiritual end do satisfy and we cease to weigh 
and measure the size, count the number and consider the rarity 
of things and we do come to esteem each item of matter, as we 
do each item of experience, according to its effect upon Invisible 
Man who, although being impressed by things w hich are the 
occasion of his imagery is becoming wealthy in Invisible Riches. 
When we have any units of measurement in which to name 
the value of a man then I will tell you how much it is worth to 
cease altogether to value things, though they are worlds; people, 
though they are gods; knowledge, though it is food; intellect, 
though it is reasoning and designing; body, though it is the instru
ment of soul'—I will tell you how much it is worth to be capable 
of valuing any of them or all only for their effects on Character. 
I would consider experience, which is the basis of wisdom, valu
able only for its effect on Character. I would that I could tell 
you how m uch it is worth to esteem the universe, life and all 
things and experiences at their full value as means to the end, 
self-expression, individuality. It is worth while to aspire to gain 
the whole world and use it to shape one s Self but all the 
realities are lost to the soul when one would seek to gain the 
whole world for possession s sake.

To express the individuality is the purpose of this mundane 
life and we should regard people, things, education and expe
riences as the technic through which we unfold the permanent
Self.

New valuations are coming; we are enriching our souls; we are 
becoming strong in our characters; we are growing to esteem 
the visible for its relationships to the invisible; we are turning 
the perishable to serve the imperishable; we are perceiving the 
true wealth in matter—interpreting and appropriating all of life 
to create the Invisible Riches.



more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in “ The New 
Psychology.”

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, hut the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness. is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seattle Sunday 
Times.

Selections Casually Taken from the Big Book”_____

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to he expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

■ ^t any moment an individual is tha t which images 
f^houghts) have made him—I have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.
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O ne’s (predom in atin g  jX (e n ta l ^Attitude

M ENTA L attitudes in every one are variable—one has a 
variety of thoughts in every twenty-four hours. W e  are all 
living in an objective world and each one must meet with many 
objects, a variety of conditions and so one is impressed with 
one’s own individual thoughts that those contacts inspire.

The above is true and we write much about the varied inter
pretations that people form concerning the objects and condi
tions. One feature, however, is well exhibited—there is a 
highly distinguished exhibit which is, above all, shown a pre
dominating (maybe a dominating) thought running throughout 
the entire category of daily life contacts.

Since my own life always has been devoted to helping 
people out of their inharmonies; when I recall what it means to 
consider the predominating thou ght in many people s lives 1 am 
required to think of F E A R  that continually runs in human 
thoughts in multitudes of instances. To such persons, maybe 
there is not a single contact nor thought in an average day 
(24 hours) but that in some degree suggests or contains some
thing of fear. This is a good point at which to examine your
self. Do you take, spontaneously, a hopeful view of each 
item as you come in contact with it, or do you adopt some 
destructive attitude toward the subject?

1 know of two people who must live together—it is supposed 
to be to the best interest of each that they do. W hatever 
subject that arises in the life of one, in some measure affects 
the other, perhaps. The elder one may begin to express a 
view; the other positively, and often violently, assails that view, 
not even awaiting information upon the matter upon which to 
base an opinion. You are wrong, whatever is the subject and 
whatever you think, is the predominating thought and attitude 
and acts that follow. The one thus assailed may not under
stand the psychology, the science of the situation, but with a 
degree of patience interprets the opposing one to be compelled 
to take the attitude of disagreement. O f course the situation is 
one of helplessly being driven by one’s thought. But it is not 
beautiful, it is not conducive to harmony—it is a situation ruin
ous to the couple and injurious to many lives and vitally im
portant matters are erroneously decided.



I know of the practical situation that confronts the architect 
when he must consider many builders and their qualifications 
and attributes—builders, who often are chosen for their lower 
hid.

The finite in our objective lives incessantly is confronting us 
and we have the requirement to contrast it with the infinite for 
our lives and activities show the products of human hands are 
artificial buildings built by adding from the outside while the 
natural are created from within, always as unfoldment, as 
growth.

Nature (our G O D ) has given to each human the infinite 
phase or quality with deific knowledge and power adequate 
for the individual s needs and possibilities. Omnipotent 
potentialities are present in the innate phase of every soul.

The mental, intellectual, voluntary, objective, temporal 
phase of mind is not a retainer, not a storehouse of its images 
and yet we know that one keeps the pictures he makes. One s 
body is of ordinary material and chemistry so could not he a 
storehouse ol the spiritual—it is the instrument in material form 
made by and used by the spiritual phases of the individual.

Excluding the voluntary mind and the body as possible keep
ing department of the individual’s designs (thoughts) there 
remains the soul only, to serve in the immortal capacity of 
receiver and retainer ol those results of the individual’s volun
tary thinking, his conclusions.

In the universe there are only two elements, spirit and matter, 
so, of course all that is not matter is spirit. One may under
stand that intelligence may he appointed or organized to fulfill 
different offices and become denominated accordingly under 
different titles—hut all intelligence deals with images, the key 
to all functioning of spirit is the image.

A  thought, idea, conclusion not retained hv its maker is 
taken possession of by the subjective, subconscious phase of 
one. Nature presumes that the conclusion is a voluntary selec
tion of a pattern to he registered in the soul with command to 
that infinite builder to create a result consistent with the plan. 
Perhaps 1 need not emphasize the negative idea at this point— 
any degree of intelligence would know that omnipotence of 
one’s self is not to he passed over, and some other conceived of
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power become the executor of the thought—thinking is praying 
to one’s own within deity.

Any casual glance at anything I have written would show 
the proofs that the soul controls its own physical instrument 
(of course using the laws of matter, defying none). Having 
used its potentiality as a creative power in building its body, 
that life and intelligence, the soul, continuing the presence in 
every cell of its creation, one spontaneously interprets the soul 
as the potential omnipotence over its creation.

If the registered conclusion relates to the hody, of course it is 
a prayer to the soul to destroy or build consistent wi th the 
picture. The soul does not ask the conscious mind whether or 
not it is joking about the order—the image is the key that 
unlocks the soul, the elements in the plan direct the soul's 
power.

It is true that a conscious mind’s conclusion may he so excit
ing that the registering is placed, accompanied with emotion— 
an emotional state makes the order more emphatic and may be 
the beginning of fulfillment attends in the instant of registering.

It has been of frequent examination and demonstration that 
a destructive emotion reverses from the normal all the tissues 
of the body in their chemistry.

It is noted above that a direct thought relative to the body ‘ 
becomes an order to the soul to act upon its body and the order 
tends to become expressed in bodily changes, however, the 
quality of thought upon any subject has an effect upon the 
body—we should keep in our recognition at all times, the fact 
that the body is the material instrument through which the soul 
manifests in this objective world, manifesting through it and 
over it. An image in the soul is a suggestion, a scientilic prayer 
or order with impulse to fulfill. There are two kinds of thought, 
two only. There is no neutral kind of thought, when we are 
considering a voluntary conclusion becoming registered in the 
soul, the quality is either destructive or constructive. Destruc
tive emotional picturing, whatever the subject, will tend to 
destroy harmonies in the body. Read the chapter in July, 
Mind the Builder Magazine, on Joyousness. It illustrates the 
tendency of all constructive picturing in its effect.



One who is impressed to think consistently, with these teach
ings before him, on the subject of the course of a thought, 
naturally will conclude that any and all destructive thought, 
indeed all thought, must have a direct effect upon the manu
facturing phase of one, where ideas are formed. One source 
of the effect from a soul registration would he from the im
pression upon the material substance, the brain which the 
voluntary mind must use with which to think. 1 cannot con
ceive of a reader of mine continuing to think it s the brain that 
thinks-one may as well think that the eye sees—the legs walk 
—'that all that one experiences is the power of material. Long 
ago one would have grasped the fact that only intelligence 
experiences anything of any sense.

All good or happy picturings of the voluntary mind become 
registered in the soul—what the soul acquires, whatever the 
quality, constructive or destructive, the strongest manifestation 
of effect is upon the conscious mind, the picture maker. The 
reaction may be paralizing of all ability to think correctly, 
clearly, or form any right conclusions.

The other situation, a constructive. loving, happy picturing 
dropped from the voluntary mind into the subconscious, in
voluntary, where all conclusions must go, may clear the con
scious mind for perfect thinking, as if it really had become 
illuminated.

O f course a thought is a seed—a thought of the conscious 
mind is a virile seed and it is compelled to become planted in 
the productive soil—fall into the hands of the creative power 
that nature requires shall create each result that the seed 
calls for.

Voluntary planting and involuntary reaping, except one 
accepts the interpretation that he intended to reap voluntarily 
what he had voluntarily planted, whether seeds were of weeds 
or wheat, of destruction or harmony.



c(p/ie R aw  o f  R ed em ption

I would wish the reader first to read—I assume he has read— 
the essay, "The Value and Destination of a Thought,’’ in order 
to gain the most from this scientific portrayal.

For the most part every human would have a dismal outlook 
if everyone were eternally fixed by his thoughts as usually he 
has made them. Instinctive recognition of an imperative need 
of remedy for the condition one finds himself in has provided 
for the largest commercialism that has ever existed in the world. 
Salvation has been in the market always—'sometimes including 
being saved from eternal damnation or for future eternal bliss.

The only human need for salvation is to be saved from him
self and at that, really what he has made of himself. Self- 
made, he will be self remade if redemption ever happens. 
Scape-goats never will improve a human, for one reason: any 
subterfuge prevents aspiration—prevents growth.

1 have brought to you scientific man-building—1 have shown 
that everything one is has developed under the law of cause 
and effect—the image in one’s soul the cause—the effect, what
ever the image he has formulated or consented to describe and 
he has dropped from his own conscious mind into his soul.

Inherited images or telepathic images may have become 
present and remained in effect or are there to come into effect 
—for those are sources of effects as much if chosen. The 
source does not determine the efficacy, nature fixes that. One 
is presumed to know how to cancel of value any inharmony 
pattern, regardless of where it may have come from, not how 
did the image arrive, but has it been countered? is the signified 
question.

From the above paragraph one begins to perceive that to 
change the self one must know of a form through which to 
impress an image that has been placed in the subconscious 
self, where power to fulfill resides.

Do you suppose there ever was a human who did not wish 
he was freed or to become free from something that he suffers 
from? Have you any idea what percentage of instances where 
even most intense voluntary wishing produced the result wished 
for? Do you know by what accident that the wish was fulfilled 
on occasion?



Are you not sufficiently informed now to know that the 
manifestation which one does not like is beyond the voluntary 
mind with which one may he wishing to destroy an effect, the 
thing he suffers through? Beyond the voluntary and in the 
involuntary is the image that is the source of the manifestation 
of inharmony, is the situation. Then wishing to get action upon 
the item itself instead of upon its cause, the image in the sub
conscious, surely is of little promise and is going to continue to 
be a failure unless it just happens that the involuntary' is im
pressed, due to some peculiar situation or state in which one 
is aspiring for liberation from an undesirable effect.

If one is suffering from some habit that is usually called a 
sinful habit, since one made it himself by using his own in
herent power, surely he built the habit, the manifestation with
in himself—then how is any intelligent human going to feel 
justified in praying to any external power he could conceive of. 
under any name, to forgive the sin-—cure the habit? I know 
you know the scientific answer.

Also, knowing that an image, as an architectural plan, resi
dent in one’s own soul, is the cause, is it natural that the effect, 
the manifestation, especially if it is upon the body the mani
festation in illness or any other inharmony, should be treated 
materially than that one should seem to accuse some other 
power than himself as the creator and holder of his “ SIN”?

You may ponder somewhat over the above and maybe some 
who do will quit blaming and praying to heaven to cure the 
sinful condition or habit—and maybe some will quit assaulting 
the body as if it were the cause of the effects manifested in the 
body. Common sense would lead almost anyone to know that 
1 am no fanatic therefore would advise mechanics for me
chanical conditions—the soul does not set bones nor usually 
remove tumors.

Reader: please pardon all digressions, or seeming ones, and 
in that peace that comes when you hp''e generously pardoned, 
kindly let us tell you exactly, the law of redemption, the law 
of liberation and if you would like to live the life and use the 
scientific formula for helping others to health and freedom, do 
not overlook the simplest statement in the simplest w’ords 1 can 
write although they describe a scientific formula.



Surely, when one has used the mode that was sought for the 
purpose of scientifically getting action, the action that would 
modify or cancel of all value the images, thoughts, working 
plans that had become placed in the subconscious phase of 
the individual and interpreted to be the cause of whatever 
form of inharmony the person manifested and the operator, 
thousands upon thousands of times got the results sought, one 
must declare the mode applies a natural law in the formula.

W e believe we have made clear that by some means an 
accepted working plan has become placed in the involuntary 
phase of mind, sometimes called the subconscious, which 1 
know, correctly speaking is the acquired phase of the soul; 
that all inharmony manifestations in the individual are due to 
the fulfillment of what the picture-plan calls for.

Extending over more than a quarter of a century, 1 used the 
one mode of getting action upon such registrations, and to the 
exclusion of every other factor, yet obtained the changed mani
festations, harmonies taking the place of the inharmonies.

The FO RM U LA : the only preparation of the patron, his 
voluntary entry into a silent, relaxed, resting state in which his 
conscious mind, it is desired, shall drift in its thinking, not con
centrated, thinking, recalling or anticipating pleasurable ex
periences, preferably. Tbis preparation involves little, very 
little time for almost immediately the person has become in 
poise and passivity sufficient for the audible picturing (the 
scientific prayer) upon the part of the operator to begin. The 
individual hears every word but makes no reply, neither does 
he analyze or conscentrate regarding the statements; the opera
tor comprehends that he is directly addressing the enthroned 
soul, although there is not an unconscious state of the patron. 
1 cannot give you any copy of wording the operator should use 
—common sense would impress anyone to state that the unde
sirable plan (mentioning tbe features) "W IL L  T E N D  T O  
D ISA PPEA R—U LTIM A TELY W ILL D ISA PP EA R  C O M 
PLETELY".

When using the formula, during the half hour session one 
should suggest that the inharmony images will become can
celed of all their working value and this line should be accom
panied always with the suggestion that the harmony plan shall 
become adopted by the soul—'that perfect pattern for each 
expression is in the innate phase of the soul—the prayer endors



ing the picture of the perfect will place that plan in the ac
quired phase and will tend to become used—and of course 
ultimately bring the consistent manifestation, harmony.

It is supposed that every picture one suggests to another is 
a description of that which the individual is aspiring to have 
fulfilled—there would be no virtue in the prayer if that were 
not the situation. If the patron has an autosuggestion against 
an item, the operator can make no impression upon the feature 
—the human privilege of choosing (free will agency) is not 
subject to any defeat.

W hy may not one suggest successfully for all correction, 
directing his own prayer to his own soul? W hen an automa
tism is established, seldom will one cancel the images calling 
for the habit, disease or any other chronic situation. 1 have 
known individuals who abstained from an addiction, cigarette 
smoking, liquor and even morphine for a period of months, 
maybe a year, this accomplished by power of objective will, 
but everyone of them declared they continued to desire the 
thing and almost invariably returned lo it. You may find in a 
recent number of Mind the Builder Magazine an instance 
where, using the formula described a man was freed from 
the desire for the cigarette in three sessions.

The same principle is involved in disease—automatism or any 
other situation involving time and repetition.

Any earnest seeker after the highest degree of understanding 
and preparation to he the most helpful to himself and his fel- 
lowman will apply the teachings and history he will find in all 
my writings.

My student quickly will understand why and how 1 went 
from healing bodies to Soul Culture. 1 disclosed the merit of 
our formula for the correction of mental conditions or liberation 
from obstacles and lacks; in the same disclosure 1 enabled in
ventors to get action upon the innate knowle dge, gain the 
vision—the same also has enabled me to help the development 
and correction—to meet all forms of needs possessed by stu
dents and artists. Public speakers have been made successful- 
self confidence developed—self consciousness and that foolish
ness in teminology INFERIORITY CO M PLEX  . whatever it 
is supposed to stand for completely annihilated.



Therefore, should an aspirant after the highest and best seek 
the knowledge of the natural mode to gain equipment, even to 
live, he can know the values in the kingdom of heaven in each 
human and in himself, through knowing the true psychology, 
the psychology that puts one’s expressions upon the construc
tive basis. Our modes will do all that is claimed for them.

£.oosen up the e n s io n - lig h te n  up the c)7 ac&

Peace and Power Come Through Loosening Up the Tension 
and Tightening Up the Slack

While life continues to be made up primarily of tying and 
untying knots, seemingly tying that untying may follow and 
untying knots that others may become tied, so long will the 
physician and educator continue to be required to devote his 
attention mostly to loosening up the tension and tightening up 
the slack.

If everything were retained in its poise, in its equilibrium, 
harmony and growth would be steadfast and there would be
no disease; there could be only ease.

It will be well if we learn to view every need and every 
inharmonv from the standpoint of the situation calling for 
either the loosening up of tension or the tightening up of slack.

In cultivating individuals back to health 1 have, these many 
years, interpreted the similarity between my work and that of 
the tuner of the piano or violin.

Some time ago a gentleman came to my office to tell me his 
story, with a remote idea that I might aid him if he could make 
himself understood. He had no conception of the percentage of 
the people in New York, and, in some degree, elsewhere, that 
used his same pattern.

Unable to Sit Still

He sat down to begin his story, but soon arose to take steps 
across the room. Then he sat and spoke a few sentences, when 
he again made the round trip to the opposite side of the room. 
In the course of time he made the essential number of trips



around the room and. incidentally, described the remarkable 
pictures of nervousness with wh ich he was afflicted.

That much of that gentlemans exhibit reminds me of a 
much younger man, who said:

You must excuse me if, during our conversation, 1 shall 
arise almost to erect posture and immediately rest down in the 
chair, never taking a step. That is my affliction. 1 cannot pos
sibly sit more than a moment, then 1 must rise, else 1 cease to 
think and 1 fear some dreadful thing would happen if l do not 
rise from my seat.

The gentleman, who must walk across the floor frequently, 
even in a brief consultation period, was simply so tense that 
tendons, muscles and nerves would really knot up, unless 
voluntary activity were resumed at brief intervals. One who 
would help him may determine instantly what to do if the 
patient is viewed by the light of loosening up the tension. 1 
have had such persons reply to me if 1 used the word, relaxa
tion, in their hearing:

Relax, why 1 do not know the meaning of the word—1 
would give half of my fortune if 1 could relax; 1 do not relax 
even when 1 sleep. \Vhen 1 become entirely exhausted 1 may 
become unconscious, except 1 remain aware of the tension 
whi c\\ never quits.

1 have never known an instance where 1 have applied our 
formula that one failed to become relaxed during the treatment 
and ultimately free from tension altogether, for suggestions are 
given during the period (post-passive suggestions) that cause 
the soul to keep its body from becoming tense in nerves and 
nerve centers.

One who is going under such tension physically is necessar
ily hypersensitive in all the phases, physical, mental and emo
tional—all of one’s being is under the same principle. Therein 
is the joy in our modes; we correct the physical through the 
soul as the controlling power, and when the instrument through 
which the soul is manifesting shows tension we know that the 
mind is out of poise, and. therefore, is suggesting destructive 
pictures and impulses to the soul.

One cannot gain in his conscious mind from his soul, the 
true and dependable intuition while the mental strain con



tinues; anti if this tension and lack of poise become apparent 
to others through the nervous” action of one, then from all 
sources he is receiving the suggestion of how nervous —and 
this suggestion adds to the tension.

Many persons have experienced the result—involuntary de
pletion. exhaustion, looseness—following the extreme tension. 
Overwhelming relaxation usually follows abnormal tension ulti
mately, and this is often hastened by one endeavoring to keep 
up the tension, using intoxicating liquors intemperately or some 
other form of drugging.

There is the rule: over-stimulation, in its reaction, must be
come abnormal relaxation. There is no neutral situation in 
this matter where one is in a state of inharmony—for if there 
were the neutral situation in which there is no excess of tight
ness, neither looseness, there is the equilibrium of health; there 
is harmony. Diagnosis of the case becomes quite simple when 
examined in this light.

Also the principle may extend to the very cell as well as to 
the structures comprised of cells. Mind tension of the individual 
will become the mind tension of the cell and the cell s body 
follows under the principle governing in the mind. In active 
inflammations we have the state of excessive tension. W e must 
relax the part so that the blood may pass through freely. Con
gestion is the opposite condition; the structures have become 
loose, the blood vessels dilated, so stimulation, toning or 
astringent effect is required.

Probably all pain is signilicant of a need either for tightening 
up the slack or loosening up the tension.

Again, my student realizes that the vital need can be met 
only through the appeal to the soul that controls all the being 
through the suggestions that it becomes possessed of.

The image that calls for adaptation, adjustment to the nor
mal is the only possible source of correction.

To swallow’ the relaxant that makes tension impossible will 
call for a stimulant to neutralize the relaxant. To keep the drug 
balanced is an impossibility, therefore it is not a scientific 
means of tightening up the slack nor loosening up the tension.

There are many depressants that make tension impossible,



just as there are those things that act upon nerve centers so as 
lo make it impossible to sense through the nerves; but all things 
that act in a manner to force the condition of relaxation or ten
sion fail to create equilibrium. Nature alone is capable of 
doing that, and rewards the aspirant who looks directly to that 
controlling intelligence for the correction, by giving him the 
poise, the equilibrium or the natural pitch.

One gets no true tone from the piano or violin when the 
strings are either too tight or too slack, neither will one possess 
or express health harmonies while out of poise. The tuner of 
the instrument releases all strings, sets one at the ideal, natural 
pitch, then adjusts all the rest to the same, with the result: an 
instrument of harmony—and it is like that in treating mind, 
body or character in the human; in both instances it is loosen
ing up the tension and tightening up the slack.

In the world of machinery we find our title fulfilled as liter
ally as in the human himself. In the present day many devices 
are attached to main parts to cause the automatic adjustment 
relative to tightness and looseness. A  belt too tight or too loose 
may cause the loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars, or of 
human lives in an instant of time. The heating and cooling 
and oiling mechanical aids connected with parts in motion are 
all adapted to the needs from the standpoint of tension.

All human unrest signifies the need of adjustment under the 
principle with which I am dealing in this article. The wrought 
up individual is one whose mental and emotional tension has 
become so terrific that an outlet in some sort of explosion is the 
only hope he seems to depend upon.

In one it is to fight, in another it may he to have a tantrum 
in which all the words that express hate must have pronuncia
tion before the loosening up is completed so that the individual 
can go on again. In another it may he that a period of weeping 
suffices.

Others may run or take long walks or play games—whatever 
is selected, of this character, it is catering to nerves, it is a 
process of becoming enslaved just as much as is the man who 
must have a period of liquor debauch or some other kind of 
dissipation—and some people have to attend a religious meeting 
and shout or roll on the floor; must have a religious debauch in 
order to get up and go again.



One may be deceived by the marvelous poise of one of either 
kind of persons described, just after recovery from the spell 
has taken place. 1 must say that there seems to be a miraculous 
effect when anything has resulted in taking off the tension or 
tightening up the slack.

But 1 would not choose any mode for you except the natural 
one. All other modes ultimately fail altogether and at any 
stage the result is quite transitory.

Nothing artificial ever lasts.

To place the soul under suggestions calling for ease, equilib
rium, poise, mastery and evenness is by natural law appointed, 
and by nature rewarded in the form of spontaneous harmony of 
health, keenness of mind for thinking and the faithful service 
to the mind of the soul in its intuition.

In all the hig cities we have opportunity to observe the sor- 
row and the tragedy of rush, of going on tension. "American- 
itis is the word that explains the lack of thought for others in 
ones haste to outdo the world in the race for the destination, 
which sometimes is money or one of many other forms of 
things.

Spiritual attainment for the sake of serving others in the 
most helpful manner, and at the same time to express one s 
own innate ideals, never develops the disease Americanitis.

This proves that constructive imagery preserves the poise 
and removes the necessity to loosen up the tension or tighten 
up the slack, while the destructive imagery in the competitive 
life devoted to striving for things does cause the disease that is 
well comprehended in the inflammation mentioned.

Some months ago a man who devoted his days to work on 
the floor of the stock exchange called to tell me about his vari
cose veins. These blood vessels of his legs stood out like ropes 
along both of his legs below the knees.

1 le said sometimes he was a bear and sometimes he was a 
bull, but whichever it was he must keep up to the highest ten
sion. He also declared that if he found a remedy he could 
assure its application would be thankfully received by the ma
jority of the men in his form of activity. A  few days ago 1 
was in a broker’s office and I had occasion to step aside and let



a woman precede me. She remarked that courtesy was a sur
prising thing for a woman to receive in places of the sort.

1 could gain my reader’s attention in giving my thought, 
under my title, wholly to various diseases, organic, nervous and 
psychical; all being conditions that must be met through loosen
ing up the tension, mentally, physically and spiritually. Since 
the mentioned character, habits and principles possessed or 
practiced by those human beings are really states of over-ten
sion (or where, as in all such situations of excessive tension, 
they become followed by the other extreme, excessive slack) 1 
include those causes and conditions as features for cure under 
the modes we use to loosen up the tension and tighten up 
the slack.
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W ho could treat a hook of seventy chapters, hook nine and 
a half Ly six and a half inches, averaging six pages to the 
chapter, with any justice in a limited space? Every page relates 
to the practical file-the mind, soul and body of the human, 
all the way from the individual’s primary cell becoming cre
ated, through the embryonic, infant, childhood, adult and 
maturing stage of self-expression—the book for scientific prepa-

• ration, correction and ideal attainment.

To every reader who wants competent guidance in helping 
to solve his or her personal life problems, the G O L D E N  R U LE  
M AG A ZIN E unqualifiedly recommends this book. There is 
no other book quite like it. It is the most complete, the most 
inspiring and the most practical of a thousand or more books 
of which we know, on how to use the powers of the mind and 
the soul to change or direct one’s physical, personal, mental, 
spiritual and financial affairs for efficiency, happiness, and suc
cess. It is a veritable guide to a successful life.

Th is big book not only explains clearly the laws and prin
ciples of psychology, but it shows just H O W  to apply them. 
Above all it is practical—not just a book to be rea d, but life 
lessons to be applied and used. It is written out of the author’s 
ripe experience of twenty-nine active years in personally heal
ing, teaching and helping all kinds of people with all kinds of 
troubles and problems.



Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human Jjody; 
hut he has gone farther, hy specializing in the mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, but has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one's best self through self-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.

SE A T T LE  SU N D A Y  TIM ES BO O K  REV IEW  
"N E W  P SY C H O L O G Y  C O M P L E T E ”

By A . A. LIN D SA Y , M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed hy his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his hook, "New Psychology Complete, we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con- * 
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose, hut he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step hy step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very laintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no
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more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in “ The New 
Psychology.”

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor hanks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seattle Sunday 
Times.-

______Selections Casually Taken from the “Big Book”______

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—I have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.
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&special £etter - V arious Subjects
SEPTEM BER, M IND T H E  BU ILD ER  M A G A Z IN E , like

each of the seven preceding monthly issues contains much that 
is individual and, I have no doubt, will be tbe occasion of 
letters informing me: You must have known my need and
wrote this issue especially for me. I have on different occa
sions commenced to prepare a resume of some of tbe subjects I 
have written, to emphasive some vital features, then desisted 
for there is such vital purpose and importance in every feature.

In August I prepared the list of subjects 1 bad written upon 
from February to August, 1938—1 am reprinting that in 
September for annual subscribers will begin with February and 
receive all back numbers and forward until they have received 
twelve monthly copies. A s one may see at a glance, the sum 
total will have provided an education in the practical use of 
the thought force for all healing and building that one may do 
for self and also can follow tbe instructions in tbe use of tbe 
formula for healing and all other forms of helpfulness in ad- 
ministering to others. Read carefully the contents of eight 
months of Mind the Builder Magazine and subscribe now, for 
very soon one cannot get an unbroken set, and tbe loss may be 
permanent, the subjects becoming out of print.

Notify us if any failure of delivery, monthly, by the tenth,
happens.

W hy Not Include Other Writers
The pages of Mind the Builder Magazine are strictly devoted 

to laws and formulas that have been proved true by thousands 
of demonstrations, by the writer. The myriad forms of teach
ings as offered by the multitude are primarily guesses and 
opinions, mostly arbitrary declarations. Every instance of heal
ing, whether occurring under the intelligent scientific use of our 
formida or coincident with use of charm, theological method, 
medicine, diet or outright superstition has proved that the in
telligence inherent in the individual was caused to express its 
healing power through soul expectancy but no formula is scien
tifically right as a mode of creating that soul expectancy except 
the formula of the T R U E PSYCH O LO G Y. This is true, re
gardless of how many healings have taken place when some 
other formula was used. One should choose the scientific



mode, for most of the time some other thing may seemingly 
succeed once, hut positively fail on next person or even same 
person with similar need returning.

A  woman at my lecture recently, stated that she wore rings 
on the upper part of her arm and all arthritis disappeared from 
the various regions of her body—and since there could have 
been no actual merit in the method, we must state that there 
could he only a credulous opinion on the subject. And that, 
we regret to say, is the situation of writers—and 1 will not pro
vide a basis of confusion by letting our pages become occupied 
other than by the experienced individual who abides by dem
onstrated laws and formulas. Everyone is using psychology— 
all psychology that is not right is entirely wrong—all that is not 
constructive is destructive and nothing has been ruinous to 
human welfare, to human lives, in any degree comparable to 
erroneous teachings that have led to wrong psychology.

Hay Fever Height of Fashion Now

Pollen has no merit to create hay fever except psychologi
cally—for more than ten years a young man had been assured 
by authorities whose opinion was that pollen caused him to 
have hay fever every year. They claimed especially, ragweed 
had been proven the specific cause in his instance. He noted 
with profound responsiveness the meanings in my lecture an
alysis of the situation. He may have been much impressed by 
my notation that with all the millions of people having the 
annual offer of pollen from the multitude of sources, yet such 
a very few persons, percentage surely is slight, responding to 
the irritant should he sufficient proof that, speaking from the 
standpoint of material, there is no hay fever value in pollen. 
O f course 1 did state with all the positiveness that my heartfelt 
sympathy for sufferers, who believe with all their souls that 
their attacks began, not as an ordinary cold, co-incident with 
season. but that an actual organic value in something they are 
compelled to inhale, has brought the annual attacks, are victims 
of their own psychological conclusions—that they really have 
commanded their subconscious phase to keep the record of date 
and provide the symptoms. The young man formed the auto
suggestion based upon the above influences. TH IS SEASON 
HE H A S N O T A N Y HAY FEV ER. All previous years he 
received inocculations, with no relief—this year he has no in- 
occulations, he has a changed psychology—he mischievously
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seeks patches of ragweed, to wade through them and defy 
them. W hat could you think of me if 1 stated, as opinion, 
that cause of the disease and cause of cure were in soul ex
pectancy-others who have not enough experience to K N O W  
can have OPINION or even indulge a guess—whatever you 
are. whatever you do, whatever you will become, good or evil, 
health or disease will have source in images (suggestions) that 
hy some means have become registered in your subconscious— 
if one does not like some of his results, let him change his 
images.

About Our Psychology Literature
1 have given the list of subjects that 1 have written in Feb

ruary, including September Mind tbe Builder Magazine and 
have advised that you would not procrastinate in subscribing, 
dating from February 38, including January, 1939, twelve 
monthly issues, 28 to 32 pages, $1.00, although they do cost 
more than that sum, delivered to you—Now about tbe books.

For several months we printed reviews of magazines and 
newspapers in good standing, who generously and fairly have 
approved of our books—this September issue, 1 am giving our 
readers the titles of chapters in the Big Book. Three tn One, 
450 pages, in the place of the reviews. Every chapter is faith
fully written, either as scientific laws and formulas or conclu
sions, living the life, based upon those scientific features. The 
value of the literature never can be estimated in dollars al
though we have modestly and sanely announced the merits.

While 1 know that, right along in the ordinary program of 
life, people have profited by having the instruction and the 
sustaining values in our literature, when troubles arrive, we are 
assured, the saving values of our teachings become all-sufficient 
and individuals are grateful. How can trouble come, if one 
has tbe good books and follow them? Do you not recall that 
in our closing sessions at our meetings, so frequently tbe prayer 
was spoken: That we would become adapted to tbe inevitable
-th a t which, because of our lives being so related to others 
that they could bring us occasion of pain.

Life’s problems are not wholly in what one brings about, 
personally, it is as much what others bring to us. W e do need 
all of our good psychology to know bow to meet their demands 
upon us.



cl5he (psychology  o f  Cprocrastination
Learning to Live in the D ay Is a Basic Factor in AH True

Success.

She had nothing else to do, yet never could she arrive at my 
office on time; always late. I gave her a morning hour, I gave 
her an afternoon hour and I tried the noon hour and the closing 
of the day was tested. Her exclamation always was:

1 just cannot get here on time.’

W hat a wonderful situation when one has established 
automatism of the constructive kind-yes, that is true upon 
every point, but when one is under the established suggestion 
of promptness he is under a principle that will work for him in 
a health-creating way that will bring him more spontaneous 
good health than could ever he, created through strict dietetics, 
exercises or any other formal mode of acting for the health 
purposes.

1 have written over and over again that the standards which 
one voluntarily chooses or consents to. when they become 
established, also are the working plans and principles of the 
cells of his body. Each cell is an intelligent individual and has 
a copy for its own states and activities in the modes of the 
individual in whose hody it supplies an integral part.

The slow moving man has slow moving organs in his body 
and the cells of those organs are slow and when the man is 
tardy the cells will work tardily. The quick moving individual 
will show in his pulse the key to the working principles govern
ing in his life as well as any feature of cell processes.

In re-establishing normal, 1 have had to cultivate, by sug
gestion, deliberate motions physically and temperate activities 
mentally—the heart heating so fast sometimes that in the adult 
the pulse could not he counted and the circulation in serious 
danger of working itself to ruin.

1 o force a heart action with digitalis and not change the 
governing principle in an individual is a fashionable thing and 
is a practice entirely upon a wrong principle. Gain the patient's 
co-operation and use suggestion under the scientific formula 
and change his disposition, then you will never have to ruin bis 
heart nor other organs by adopting a force method.

Force used in one direction is invariably to require it to be



used in many other directions, and when it comes to balancing 
medicines there has never been any adept in that form of prac
tice that could maintain equilibrium in the systems of the body. 
Correct the disposition and by proper suggestion tone the physi
cal organs, then automatically the physical and spiritual work 
together in the building and supportive way.

The woman who could arrive only late had all of the charac
teristic difficulties of the procrastinator. Intestinal system so 
sluggish it had become irresponsive to any modes in vogue. 
Food remained in an inactive stomach and after the stomach 
motions forced the contents on, untreated, the digestive secre
tions flowed in—delayed their arrival until there was nothing 
to act upon.

But chemical tests would prove to the physician that they 
were all there and. he becoming confused, wonders why the 
faulty digestion persists. W ould he think of this person’s dis
position having the least thing to do with the bodily functions? 
No one would think of that unless he knows our teachings.

She Disliked Being Late
My patron did not plan to be late; she disliked being late. 

However she always had made excuses to herself and to every
one else. She would not confess to an actual fault—it is funda
mental under the natural law that acknowledgment of the in- 
harmony must precede correction—blaming another or anything 
is not the right sort of confession that is so vital.

You ask why acknowledgment, instead of blaming another 
or a denial of the inhannony, must be the first step?

Because the psychological law governing realizations in the 
physical changes, mental changes or the spiritual is: that aspira
tion must go before realization.

Denial of a need and aspiration to have that need satisfied 
would seem too foolish to require our attention, but in view of 
the fact that the omission of the vital acknowledgment feature 
has prevented many healings and other corrections, 1 feel justi
fied in emphasizing the law—there must be aspiration for a con
structive result before it can become realized.

O f course, one can fear a destructive result and get that, 
proving that the sotd. the creative power—when directed into a 
destructive channel—answers to.fear as completely as it answers 
to aspiration when the expectancy is in the constructive form.



Making excuse for jealousy, the tantrum, blaming someone 
or something else or adopting any other mode justifying the 
disease of mind or hody will continue to he the greatest cause 
of perpetuation of one s inharmonies.

I was easily convinced that my patient was called on the 
telephone just as she was ready to start. I believed her when 
she said that collision had taken place between cars that 
blocked traffic and she could not pass. Again some one asks:

“ Do you think she had anything to do with causing the colli
sion of other people s cars, or that she caused telephone calls 
to detain her?”

W ith this patient s character element of proscrastination she 
would he incessantly under impulses to be on the road where 
things would occur that would detain her; she would be im
pelled to make the program containing the obstructing, misfit 
feature.

I must teach principles through my knowledge of the basic 
principles, using ihe illustrations and demonstrations that have 
come through my unlimited experience in clinics. It is most 
prominently exhibited that one’s suggestions determine all of 
his results in health and in prosperity—-his successes or failures 
are spontaneous—they occur under the law of the subconscious.

When one has repeatedly failed in his undertakings he gains 
inspiration to do the things that will constitute failure again— 
and this will be perpetuated until the soul receives the counter
suggestion against the destructive impulses, and in the place 
of those wrong working plans the success plans have become 
fixed. Grieving over the mistakes will not remove the standard 
any more than does the regret felt by a dipsomaniac prevent 
the overwhelming desire for liquor arising periodically, even if, >
while he is intoxicated, he commits all sorts of degrading acts.

When one realizes that his child is habitually late in arriv
ing at school or any other appointment, punishment may he the 
attempted remedy that will mark the individual for chronic 
procrastination, a veritable disease.

That which is stamped upon the subconscious is a fixation 
upon the involuntary mind. Being beyond the objective will, it 
is really a crime to punish the individual for not controlling 
through the will of his objective directed against the item.

The parent, if he knew our teachings, would suggest the 
correction of the child s disposition to he late, or make any
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other correction, suggesting to the child, that the item of 
spontaneous wrongdoing (mentioning the item) would tend to 
disappear and presently would become entirely removed from 
his practice or condition. Suggestions should be given when 
the child is going to sleep and telepathically thought toward 
him after he is asleep.

1 deal with every sort of disorder under no other than this 
scientific prayer—this mode of suggesting to the individual 
while he is in a resting state. Every conceivable trait of char
acter, habit, mania, and almost every form, if not degree, of 
disease have responded to the direct, definite suggestions 1 have 
reiterated on occasion comprising a series of formal audible 
and telepathic sittings.

Informed parents can make the lives of their children happy, 
their habits become perfectly orderly and prevent eye difficul
ties as well as prevent or correct the multitude of unhappy and 
even disastrous inharmonies that attach in the life of an 
average child.

O f course, if all sorts of unscientific study and practice are 
adopted instead of reading and studying and following the 
teachings of the New Psychology Complete.” none of the 
constructive results are under any promise. Nature has pro
vided that there shall be used the law and formula relative 
to every result.

1 he life of trust that we prescribe has as its very foundation 
immediate and complete fulfillment, in each moment, that 
which is due to be done in that moment—that is what we mean 
by learning to live in the day.

Do each day all that inspiration, intuition and the vision call 
for for that day. That is the scientific provision for the future.

The calculator looks ahead, trying to figure out what he 
thinks will occur or will be the situation in the future, and he 
moves according to his conclusion—and the conclusion of the 
calculating mind is nearly always wrong. The life of one who 
can become a hundred per cent guided by intuition will be per
fectly adapted and adjusted to every form of success. This 
defines the direction in which we must develop and increase 
our ratio of intuitive responses and successes.

The principle of spontaneous promptness will tend to correct 
the health and provide for greater success in all constructive 
results.



g a in in g  c(Dpie V is io n
There was a time when man had no clock and when a clock 

began to he known it was very crude and was a luxury, only 
the wealthy persons could own one.

It is recorded that a man had become very old, all of his 
life he had made one handed clocks.

He had an apprentice, a boy, who had become restless, work
ing in a shop that never varied its routine. He determined 
that he must gain more knowledge and he set out to learn the 
world.

In his tramp he arrived at a monastery and as he looked at 
the buildings he was thinking: Here is a place where one can
learn; these men have nothing to do hut study—they probably 
know everything.”

Promptly he decided to take up residence there for the pur
pose of learning from the industrious students, who had nothing 
to distract their minds from research.

Anthony, the seeker after learning, soon showed them that 
he knew how to use tools and he was put to work to carve an 
inscription for the altar which would complete that feature and 
the inscription consisted in the words: Having No Vision, My
People Perish.” Before Anthony had carved very long, shap
ing those words in the wood, he became deeply interested in 
the meaning of the declaration. He could not understand nor 
interpret them so he sought out the learned man who gave him 
the order, to ask him the significance. The good man did not 
wish to be bothered and he did not like to try to think so he 
would take the simplest way to get rid of the boy, he told him 
the words had no particular meaning, that they were just the 
right length to fill the space and that it did not matter about 
what they meant anyway.

Anthony was persistent. The monk then told him ' having 
a Vision meant that a man was sometimes favored of God 
who gave him a new instruction or command or prophecy but 
that it was very seldom that one was on those favorable terms 
to obtain the word.

The clockmaker apprentice was silenced but not satisfied



because something inside of him would not consent to the 
definition hut continued to impress him that the truth was not 
in the monk’s answer. He completed his work and by that 
time became convinced that the institution was not devoted to 
search after knowledge and that many of the inmates were 
sluggish, having no ambition in any direction.

W hen the youth had started on his tramp he could think of 
no place to which he could go to find the meaning of the 
inscription he had carved. Before that he had felt only a want 
for knowledge but now he was overwhelmed with desire for a 
certain information; he knew what he wished to know about. 
The result of his silence was a strong impulse to return to the 
old clockmaker, saying to himself: I never could think of a
question to ask him which he did not answer for me so 1 could 
understand it, and now that 1 know of something to ask him he 
can tell me; 1 will go back to him now.

"I have come to ask you what mean these words, "Having a 
V ision? W hy, that means something inside of you telling 
you what you can do, what you can become—-a picture of that 
which you can do,” was the old man’s reply.

Please tell me where 1 can go to get that picture,”  was 
Anthony’s request after meditating upon the reply which he 
knew, in some way, was true.

You can get that right at your own work-bench, my son. 
The standard of few words characterized both of them and the 
boy of serious thought felt that he ought to work out the rest 
for himself so looked about to see what he would do next. In 
his absence bis work had been neglected and the first thing to 
be done was to clean up and rearrange the shop and while he 
was doing this, which he could do automatically and in a state 
of abstraction, be was reaching under his work-bench drawing 
out debris and scraps of lumber when he saw, as if suspended 
in space, a two-handed clock. In the same flash of time he 
also felt that he was to make a clock like that and place it in 
the tower of the public market building where everyone could 
have the privilege of a timepiece.

Anthony’s next thought was: How  can 1 make the clock,
where can 1 obtain the materials? 1 have not anything out of 
which to make the parts. T h at very moment he held in his



hands a scrap of wood and looking it over, realized at once 
that it would make one portion, an item that must enter into 
the clock. It mattered not to Anthony that ihe part was rather 
insignificant compared with all that would he needed; he was 
happy because he was taking one step toward that result, a 
step that would be essential.

W hen this part was completed he found something to work 
into form for another part and thus it continued until he had a 
working clock with two hands and he arranged with the com
missioners to place it in the tower. A t certain seasons of the 
year the roads were impassible and improvement was made so 
that people could come from the country at all. seasons to see 
and have the privileges of the free timepiece, the fulfillment of 
Anthony’s vision.

Having a vision, a human being lives, as truly as, having no 
vision, one perishes; there is life in the Vision for out of the 
Source of Life flows this stream. It is not nearly so marvelous 
that one should receive a Vision as it is that it is so seldom 
that one’s consciousness is made impressible from the Within.
I am sure the reason this comes so seldom is that man has fixed 
his standard at Vision from the outside and consequently has 
only listened, indefinitely wishing he might obtain a word from 
that direction; and he even determines that he has not lived 
the life that would be rewarded by such a favor from the 
extraneous source, therefore, he does remain absent from all 
true guidance.

The clockmaker caused Anthony to turn his mind with 
aspiration toward the Within and the youth in his simplicity 
was capable of surrendering in absolute trust (became as a 
little child), and there was that within him that needed no 
urging, it was under the impulse to give its ideals, its pictures 
to the consciousness of the boy for guidance and reassurance. 
The boy had a typical psychic picture, just that which every 
properly equipped individual has and all could become 
possessed of for true inspiration.

All of my writings upon the Silence contain the instructions 
for proper aspiration and letting go to the innate Self in order 
to obtain the Vision. The vision is there with its perfect 
picturing upon every subject that can pertain to one’s life but 
there are many points in Anthony’s situation that one needs to 
note and follow.



The usual attitude of one is, not here, not now,” hut he has 
the standard that he is not in the present time and place 
situated to begin to carry into execution the best that is within 
him. One’s standard is to procrastinate, waiting for all the 
materials and all the people and all the money to be subject to 
command before one would begin. W ith this the standard, 
the Source from which the Vision could come withholds the 
pattern. Anthony was willing to begin with a fragment and 
trust that in some way he would obtain the materials as be 
needed them. W e all heed the faith to begin with what we 
have, for if we wait until all elements that enter into a per
fected thing are in stock, we never will begin on the great 
possibilities, not the greatest that we possess at least, for growth 
is nature’s standard and claims to have done sufficient when it 
has shown one a destination and supplied a place of beginning.
1 hat much is possessed by everyone and we need only a per
ception of what is at hand right where we are, to realize the 
point of beginning and when one consents that he is ready, his 
soul gives his consciousness the Vision and constructive life 
becomes an incessant unfoldment; his guiding star is never 
absent.

In out ignorance of the psychic laws we have often rejected 
the Vision because it did not show us all the parts; we saw a 
thing in its completeness and we interpreted only confusion 
because we did not see each item entering into the result. The 
perfected result is a prophecy; it is a guarantee that we can 
start and that the way will open as we place each step. This 
is a wise provision for the conscious mind or outer phase of one 
can only deal with an item at a time. If Anthony had seen 
that mass of elements required in his clock he could not have 
understood them but be could accept the picture of a result 
and that he had something out of which to make one part and 
when he had that, when the Innate Self gives the completed 
thing, it does not in the same moment picture the elements 
comprising the result but if the volition approves and chooses 
to begin and chooses to live in an attitude of trust, each selec
tion, each movement or'plan is inspired of the same source. 
Anthony was inspired after he had a period of aspiration; one 
can aspire and trust but he must wait for the Self’s good time 
for the answer. One cannot dictate the moment when the 
V ision shall come—one may depend upon its coming if he com
plies with the terms.

,



The Vision is not alone for the sculptor, painter, musician 
and inventor—-it is for the writer, the farmer and everyone else 
and for all for every purpose. The soul inherently knows 
prophetically and the fanner may receive the Vision that would 
picture for him what he should plant and this impression be 
given him with reference to (he seasons of that year; the 
merchant may he guided in his advance orders dependably 
because the soul knows what the demands will he. The manu
facturer can have the Vision and all mankind can become 
adjusted to all things that will he because he can receive in 
his consciousness the Vision, supplied from the same source 
(hat inherently knows the future.

All of my writings are faithful to the conception that in 
every individual is a possibility of greatness and since the ideal 
or picture of the possibility is always present even if repressed 
one may begin and build into the outer life the fulfillment of 
(he innate possibility.

Apply the formulas of the Silence in seeking the Vision; 
take the Vision as the picture of the destination, have faith to 
do the slight thing that may he at hand and trust that you will 
he situated to take each succeeding step to that end, a perfect 
result.

A
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3-Cab it an d  (Character

It is somewhat startling at first to realize that we do the great 
majority of things that we do under no other excuse than that 
we have done them before; that we perform them in the man
ner we do because we continue to act unconsciously according 
to the way we originally practiced consciously.

Man in every respect that he is spontaneous, is an automaton 
and his automatism is fixed when he voluntarily chooses the 
thing (or permits it) and goes through its performance in detail.
It would impress us at once, upon realizing this fact, that the 
spontaneous, involuntary, automatic, objectively unconscious 
performance becomes permanently established by repetition of 
the thing chosen and its manner of performance becomes 
attuned at its introduction. How important to choose to do 
only that which one would desire to continue and voluntarily 
to do that thing perfectlvl

In every course of action or thought the standards of the 
voluntary become those of the involuntary. The thing chosen 
and the manner of its performance while in the phase of voli
tion will determine how expression shall continue when the 
sub-conscious or psychical phase takes possession of the sub
ject. After that period one need give no more voluntary 
thought to the subject; it will go on without being directed by 
the consciousness.

Th is is the most fortunate principle in man when one has 
chosen the desirable and practiced expressing it perfectly. 
Nothing could be a greater calamity than to have done the 
undesirable and set that copy indelibly as tbe design over the 
soul to be automatically, spontaneously carried on from within.

W hat is this called wh ich one does in thought or action 
automatically, spontaneously, involuntarily, even consciously so 
far as the outer will is concerned? Habit.

1 labits are those things that continue because they were first 
chosen or permitted. W hat is it that causes habit? Tbe prac
tice or permission of tbe conscious or outer will mind. Why 
do tbe practices of tbe will mind create babit? Because tbe 
images created by tbe objective mind, while treating an action 
or thought, are impressed upon the soul; that which is im
pressed as image upon tbe soul becomes the design whose copy



it follows in building conditions or prompting thought and 
actions.

Again what is habit? Habit is the spontaneous expression 
of that which the volition chooses or permits. Practically, what 
are these repeated practices involving, thought or action, or 
both? They are auto-suggestions, and auto-suggestions must 
go to the soul and after that they constitute the soul standards 
and they come up in form and action spontaneously the same 
in kind; the soul is the field in wh ich our seed thoughts are 
sown and life is the harvest.

Standards of beliefs and practices are auto-suggestions; auto
suggestions are expressed as habits; habits are the spontaneous 
expression of the soul; spontaneous expressions of the soul may 
be expressions of the individual, out of his acquired self; the 
possessions of the acquired self constitute character; habits are 
character expressions.

Thus man builds his own character out of the things he has 
chosen; his character is his spontaneous life, therefore, man is 
his own builder. Literally, he is his own designer in his con
scious, volitionary department and through auto-suggestion, he 
passes these designs over to his soul or sub-conscious depart
ment to have his design built into permanent expression.

Man s virtues or vices, his health or disease, his disposition 
toward happiness or misery, his temperance, intemperance or 
abstinence, his desires and appetites, his standards upon all 
subjects, have been, first, auto-suggestions.

You may readily see why it is so easy to put on habit and 
w by it is so difficult to dismiss it.

It is a law that an auto-suggestion shall promptly take form 
in the soul. That which is built by the soul is presumably for 
the permanent man and one’s soul deals with things chosen by 
the will just as if it were building the man after his own idea. 
Anyway the soul takes charge of the design and one must use 
the formula and principles of our Perfect System of Healing 
and Culture’ in order to remove from his soul that which auto
suggestion has made a part of himself, has made into character.

1 labits, like clothes, may be put on at will; but they can only 
be taken off by that process which will remove the design, the 
images, from the soul that are involved in the habit and place 
there the desirable plans.



Analysis of this subject of habit is equivalent to analysis of 
the acquired phase of the individual. Analysis of the in
dividual has been given in many places. W e disclosed the 
fact of the innate ideal within him, in his soul; we described 
that exterior mind where sense, reason, intellect and volition 
reside and now we are studying that middle stratum, the 
acquired self, the phase of character, the seat of desires and 
habits , the controlling power over the body. This middle 
stratum or acquired self is in the sub-conscious phase of mind, 
subject to being treated by the outer mind through auto-sug
gestion; it is the veritable dump ground for the conscious mind’s 
conclusions; that outer finite self that assumes at times to be 
capable, of itself, to form the plans of the desirable. This 
middle stratum is also subject to the images in the phase of the 
innate ideal and from it could obtain the designs and push 
them up into the conscious or volitionary department, there to 
he performed and become the basis of character and habit. 
The acquired self is made predominantly of the errors of choice 
by tbe conscious mind under the dictates of sense—sensation. 
Man s character usually exhibits, therefore, sense, sensuous, 
sensual habits, things to be enjoyed chiefly for their play upon 
the sensation. To have in the department of the in n a te  se If the 
potency of the perfect is of no consequence unless character 
partakes of the elements in that department. It is only that 
which one makes into character that counts for anything.

You can easily understand me now when 1 say that only tbe 
spontaneous man is estimated. You do not consider that one 
has any asset in good manners when only by his observing 
thought and care can he exhibit them. If he is in a state of 
abstraction and has occasion of test and he is discourteous, all 
of his formal thought exhibited in your presence after that 
would be considered something he has put on—whereas spon
taneous courtesy comes from within and you esteem him ac
cordingly. If you find one is compelled to watch himself all the 
time in order to tell the truth, you have no respect for him for 
truthfulness. You say, the right sort of man is spontaneously 
truthful.

W hy enumerate illustrations! You already realize that we 
classify the individual according to his spontaneity.

Lvery demonstration in music or other art is judged upon 
this same basis. Until proper art is the character of the individ-



ual His most perfect imitation will curse Him. He must live it 
until His spontaneous expression is tHe beautiful art. so tHat He 
will not He a mecHanical, an objective, an imitating performer.
It is quite impossible to create a profound conviction in anotber 
of being that wbicb one is not in His character.

THe very best performance, tbe most perfect rendition of 
tHat wHicH sHouId be in tbe character but is not, will always 
fall short of the blessing and pleasure to others. W hy cannot 
one be deceived; why can one not receive as much blessing 
from a well performed thing, which has not its source in char
acter. as He can from one who speaks or acts genuinely? Be
cause soul looks to soul for life; one who only mechanically 
performs, not having lived it, conveys no life through it. He 
must first live life into it. One cannot be deceived because the 
pretender telepathically conveys the truth to others the fact 
that he is pretending.

With all we say about character which clears up our under
standing, the world some way has believed that one's character 
is what be is; which is true, and that some way one is bom 
with it; God made it and its possessor must abide by it—-regret 
it if it causes Him pain and be thankful if he can manifest good 
to a passible extent. This is refuted.

The New Psychology showing so definitely how character is 
built of the thought conclusions and the things one chooses, 
must supply comfort and reassurance to all who would care to 
build character scientifically, for one is bom with the potential
ity if ideal character, the power to build it, but unused power 
does not bless.

Practice makes one perfect in tbe way he practices but one 
would best see that the practiced item is ideal.



S ocia l (psychology

N o one lives to himself nor for himself; he is so created that 
he must be social—he must be a part of a company; an integral 
member in an assemblage whose total of integral members shall 
constitute a unit. A n individual, and society typifies the uni
verse of wodds with each wodd in a vital relationship to the 
unit that the total constitutes. If a wodd should become out of 
harmony with the interests of the universe both the universe 
and the world must suffer from disorder; so it is with any 
human being for when he is out of accord with his fellowman 
there cannot be a harmony of mankind and the individual, 
himself, must suffer the most.

It is. perhaps, the most difficult lesson of life to learn ones 
proper relationship to his kind and one unlawfully selfish never 
can learn the lesson, therefore, he is constantly out of harmony 
with the rest of humanity, a situation wherein he neither can 
serve nor be served in any high degree. Each one has to adapt 
himself to the whole—he is not under the control of some 
supervening power that compels him into the normal relation
ships nor is there that force which would thrust him out of 
accord with his own; he must use his volitionary powers and 
place himself, hut when he knows not a point of view from 
which to examine his relationships correctly he is not ade
quately prepared to make the right choice.

One s personal gain in either the form of obtainment (things 
of a material kind added) or attainment (something as an 
unfoldment from within) must be spontaneous, must be an 
automatic result for no one with a consecration to self-gain, 
who therefore makes the intense effort with that selfish end 
the first consideration, obtains the real blessings that the social 
principle may afford. There is a requirement of self-forgetful
ness, a self -unconsciousness, which grows out of a devotion to 
service to others or the whole, in order to obtain the gifts which 
the unit has to bestow. T here is a lawful selfishness, a selfish
ness that may appear to be the highest degree of that, bound 
up in this truth which is that one will obtain and attain the 
largest, the greatest and truest there is to be received if he 
chooses the fullest measure of service which is within his power 
to render to this social creation, humanity, this unit of which



he is an integral member. H e must grasp the idea also that to 
serve the unit means be must serve other individuals and 
co-operate with them in their service to individuals. For in
stance, to serve the nation one needs to serve individuals who 
are a part of the nation.

There can be no law that is more dependable than that law 
whi ch compels disappointment to come to any one who takes 
the attitude and undertakes the effort accordingly: T hat he 
shall get the most out of the people for himself and that he will 
give no more than he is forced to render.

There is a law that is just as certain as the above, which is 
this—to him who fixes his standard that he will become the 
interpreter ol the highest degree of everyone’s need and possi
bility and help everyone to his utmost ability, to obtain and 
attain the fulfillments that would supply his life with the most 
blessing, he, himself, will be the most enriched in all that is 
worthy; he even has a basis of contentment, the synonym for 
success.

There are two forms of illustrations that will help us to 
understand our normal social relationships.

A  hive of bees is a very high order of social unity and man 
could afford to take a lesson from its modes. The members 
here work together to create things—a home, a store-house and 
stores. 1 here are many kinds of work to do and the builders 
best adapted to the different kinds take their places and un
complainingly and enthusiastically execute in them. The 
queen bee is their interpreter and appoints each to its work 
for which it is qualified; there is a destination for which every 
one works hut the end is for the benefit and enjoyment of the 
unit comprised by all the members of all the departments. If 
any bee departed from the principle of working with regard to 
the interest of the community it would soon he annihilated 
because its existence depends upon the integrity of the institu
tion in connection with which it is supposed to work. It would 
not he destroyed by other bees, it would perish through separa
tion. N o bee can express itself working alone and for itself nor 
cian it live if it undertakes to do so and upon this point man is 
subject to the same law that prevents the bee from coming 
up to the ideal of a bee.

In the above the intelligent bees use their bodies with which



to work to create something; they are to he contrasted with the 
coral animals or the sponge animals whose bodies comprise 
something of form, a form whose plan is carefully maintained 
by the tiny animals moving among each other hut always 
maintaining the situation to preserve that plan.

These animals whose bodies constitute the sponge and those 
that constitute the coral supply us with the highest social ideal 
and I so much wish to cause every student of practical 
psychology to remember that the cells constitute the human 
body and move about and carry on their work always with 
reference to the preservation of the form or plan of the body 
which they comprise.

In the household sponge we have the sponge animal bodies 
as they remain, or become from treatment, after the animal 
dies; in the jewel coral we have the bodies of the coral animal 
as they remain or become after the life has gone out and we 
can say this of great mountains of granite, all are monuments 
to an ideal social life of tiny individuals, with minds that lived 
their full expression.

Each form of work in the life of the community of bees and 
of the sponge animals and coral animals and cell life in the 
human body as vital—there are no grades, one vital, more, 
another less, nor is there any sense in which the individuals 
producing one form of work are degraded and another because 
of their work exalted—each is vital to the whole, this signifies 
equality of importance, therefore an equality of service. There 
is one point that is most evident in all of these subjects, it is 
that each one is doing the part for which it is adapted and so, 
finds complete expression in doing its part.

In the human body the cell of nerve never tries to overthrow 
the muscle cell to take its work away from it; bone cell does 
not envy the brain cell because brain cell is the organ of mind 
nor become dissatisfied and demand that because it cannot be 
brain cell neither shall the brain cell be permitted to do its 
work. Mankind cannot find any example in nature for its 
destructive attitudes among its members.

An ideal social result can occur only when individuals have 
different offices to fill and they fill those offices in the perfect 
way. All offices and all forms of work are vital in human 
affairs and the grading of things below and above when all are



vital is only a form of speecfi; it is not a possible demonstra
tion and when it has been attempted nature has always re
belled and ruin is the social result; disintegration of the unit 
occurred where integration would he possible if everyone re
garded his work vital and the work of all others essential to the 
whole. If the office of each is essential then the individual 
filling the office is likewise and if each filling that for which he 
is adapted he is finding self-expression therein whi ch pi aces his

Eroduct on a basis equally high with any other. All men are 
orn equal; they would remain equal if they all took their 

places in departments of service permitting their self-expression; 
this is a fact regardless of what may be declared to the con
trary for one man’s result is of just as high class as another 
man’s if his innate self has found an outlet in his execution.
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Yes, Mr. Wolkoff. you are right, there could he no depres
sions, no recessions, if all business were conducted upon the basis 
that you and I are applying. The absolute trust that we are 
demonstrating casts out all fear therefore no suspicion can inter
vene, whatever might occur, and we naturally feel like strong 
men because we can live up to the sentiment in business. There 
is a joy in living since we prove that the ideal can he made real 
even between individuals in business. 1 suppose the commer
cial world will go on much as usual—no change occurs except 
with changed psychology and it may be some time before com
petition becomes replaced with cooperation. Maybe in our 
situation we may encourage others to become exceptional and 
better.

A  number of years ago 1 had placed in the hands of a 
Detroit bookbinder two books at the same time and the covers 
for both were completed up to stamping the titles. 1 received 
a shipment of one of the gold stamped, completed books. Some
one had stamped on the wrong title since it was not consistent 
with the contents of the book. Feeling that the binder would 
experience shock should he discover the mistake 1 wired him 
not to worry about it and that if he did not think how the cor
rection could be made that 1 would be glad to suggest the 
way out.

Years passed and he still had my comforting message on 
his desk—he said he had read it at the commercial cluh and 
advertising club and had shown it to many business callers. 
He and 1 were very grateful for the mistake that happened 
in his plant. ! do love those who exhibit their innate beauty, 
even if it is under the title, business—and no human can dis
associate with another more quickly nor let alone more com
pletely anyone that cannot be appealed to by a lover of the 
ideal than ran I. 1 would like for my life to count helpfully in 
inspiring others in business life, social life—indeed in every form 
of devotion in the daily program, to dare to he their natural 
selves, after their own innate ideals.

If the sorriest reflection upon a human being and his life is 
that, finally he has no friends, then the greatest tribute to a 
human and his life is in that wholeness of surrender to friend
ship given to one by faithful ones who have known him. 1 
have the absolute faith and trust of others—many times 1 have 
given those but never more completely than to the author of the 
letter herein.



S ac r ific e  a n d  ^Duty
There are two motives to action that have been considered 

the highest, that, since being analyzed by one who has the 
courage to follow the truth wherever it leads, rank low. These 
things that have directed our practices so vitally are repre
sented by two words that carry such an effect that placing 
them at the head of my essay may discourage some from 
further reading. Sacrifice’ and D u ty ’ are altogether wrong 
as a basis of living.

Sacrifice and duty have been revolting to the true in every 
one s nature and it has taken the severest and most unnatural 
schooling to bring us to accept the principle of sacrifice and 
duty. It is positively wrong.

To whatever extent one has executed and accompl ished 
for himself, he rejoices, feeling great satisfaction.

No one ever felt really self-exalted who copied another’s 
answers in his school examinations even if he received a high 
mark. Every one, from the least to the greatest, has felt an 
uplift for having accomplished for himself.

No one can feel happy at the thought of having acquired 
or attained anything at the expense of another. N o one 
can he found with so little spirit that he likes to have another 
tell at what a great expense and personal disadvantage things 
have been obtained for him. Any normal person would feel 
disposed to reply to such information: 1 would that 1 never
possessed so much as the knowledge of the multiplication 
table nor had a dollar if you have sacrificed to give it to me. 
Possibly a sensitive and misguided individual would feel the 
obligation to try to repay and thus he diverted from the 
natural field to serve elsewhere to cancel the obligation.

So duty, obligation or non-constructive driving fills his mind 
and maps out his course of life; trying to make one wrong, 
right, by doing another wrong, perpetuates a wrong principle 
and binds one generation after another to that error which 
has enslaved almost the whole human family. A ny one who 
would deviate from the above course would lie convicted of 
heartless and sinful selfishness and ingratitude to the utmost 
by the usual lest.



Think you that the approval or disapproval of a whole 
world can in any measure or manner take the place of your 
individual unfoldment, the very purpose of your present 
form of existence?

Again I soy, let him who would be right convert every 
office and attitude into choice and privilege. If he cannot 
do that, he should quit the service or the attitude, whatever 
it is, for he is carrying ruin and destruction to everything and 
every one involved.

I am sure there are a thousand things that we can do and 
will do spontaneously and hy choice, tow'ard whi ch we have 
held attitudes of duty, now that we see the situation—things 
that we have done or home from a sense of duty, thinking 
that to he the highest virtue.

To find pleasure in the noblest life is the only life that is 
noble. No man ever despises himself for being happy when 
acting nobly. He feels degraded when he knows that he is 
doing even a virtuous thing under compulsion though inter-

Here is my hand to every man and woman who has the 
courage to rise above Sacrifice and Duty and be really great— 
constructive.



°(Q)hy ^Does SWistory (Continue R e p e a t
HISTORY has repealed in your life, in your prominent expe

riences, in the prominent events and conditions, has it not? O f 
course 1 refer to spontaneous repetition, not to your conscious 
intention of trying to have the same situations developing over 
and over again.

Some pf us could reply, prohahly: 'W ell, I have noticed 
more particularly the recurrence of the unhappy, the disappoint
ing features. ’

O f course one does take more account of pain than he does of 
pleasure--humans do not accuse each other of emphasizing, 
appreciating, blessings in greater degree than they do the un
happy things. The fact that one is more profoundly impressed 
by his disappointments than he is by his successes would prove 
that the inharmonies never should have happened. The law 
of cause and effect never is suspended and since everything that 
happens in the world is an effect from a cause, the cause re- 
maining in force the effects must he repeated.

Immediately upon giving any thought to our subject, history 
repeating, we should turn back to the beginning of the experi
ence—disclose why the thing happened in the first instance.

I had a patron some years ago, a woman who married three 
husbands, each one of whom was a drunkard and mistreated her 
to the degree to spoil her whole life. Human judges looking on 
declare that she should have profited by her first experience 
and avoided even one repetition. W e will continue to be 
critics of that sort until we really seek and find the natural 
causes involved in the first experience and its repetition. Per
sonally, 1 must have read the declaration, maybe hundreds of 
times: "History keeps repeating,” then they cite the instance.
1 N EV ER H A V E  SE E N  W RITTEN . 1 N E V E R  H A V E  
H EA RD  EV EN  A N  A TTEM PTED  E X P LA N A T IO N  E X 
CEPT A T  TH E H A N D S O F  O N E  C O N V E R SA N T  W ITH  
O U R TEA C H IN G S.

W e do wish to keep our lives repeating every constructive 
experience and we do most heartily desire to he freed from 
living over the second, third to the tenth time, the unhappy 
events or conditions. There would be no disagreement with



this statement: There could not be a more important dis
closure than to become informed upon the cause of history 
repeating in human experiences.

The W oman W ho Married Three Liquor Addicts

1 He domestic life, one s own Home, one’s own state, country 
or naMon, always must be tHe most determinative influence - 
really make one s life. It is tHe same natural law tHat deter
mines tbe repetition of History, wHetHer it pertains to tHe life 
of an individual, a state or nation, and tHe same law of ending 
tHe repetition applies in all tHe above.

There can be no Higher impulse governing in the soul than 
that of being a saviour—it is innate in everyone to be that in 
human lives—I hope to bold attention of readers, sometime, 
while I exhibit tbe perfection of fitting together, complement
ing each other, of all the innate units.

I his good woman interpreted Her ability to save the man. 
in the instance of Her first marriage, f le made such eloquent 
appeals to her, probably, in their emotional states He made 
Her such positive promises, used suggestion so scientifically 
that she most spontaneously accepted the office of reformer, 
saviour. THe appeal was directed to the best in her, out of 
the best in Her she undertook the duty. It would be well for 
one to turn to my analysis of SA C R IFIC E  A N D  DUT'l 
now in print. After reading that, one may understand that 
although an appeal is made to the best that is in one, one 
must not sacrifice one’s own innate ideal in self-expression. 
However intense an appeal to the Highest in one may He. 
Nature never approves of the individual sacrificing innate 
self -expression, whatever may seem to be a justification.

A t this point I am sure 1 sboidd allude to a fact that is 
more extensively treated under title. The Psychology of 
Love in my New Psychology Complete. Tbe fact there 
is not in marriage a feature that leads to one s reformation- 
only definite and persistent aspiration to be different and bel
ter is promising of realization of improvement. If a woman 
cannot lead a man to aspiration and see His realization, 
through Her educating Him. and maybe loving Him. she will 
perceive How she Has deceived Herself in marrying Him, Hop
ing to make Him become a man.



Surely anyone reading the above must see that the woman, 
picturing voluntarily, and in her soul also, was building up 
images connected with the subject of marriage-associated 
with that picture was a man possessed of the driving appetite 
for liquor. She registered in her subconscious self in regard 
to becoming married the sort of man she was going to marry. 
Much emotion was involved: of course, much conviction of 
married happiness and the situation in which she was saving 
a man, in reference to whom she also pictured the expression 
of love.

The horrible suffering and humiliations that attended various 
forms of mistreatment at the hands of the man, who lived 
almost continuously intoxicated added to her great hatred of 
intoxication, hatred she had always possessed. If one is not 
informed somewhat as to the power of an uncanceled image 
in one s subconscious there might he an attitude that would 
dictate the idea that! if she hated intoxication so terribly 
should that have kept it out of her life? Have you, my 
reader, been so fortunate, thus far, that you have not met 
with the fulfillment of something you have hated? Have 
you not expressed something yourself that you hated in an
other? Have you escaped the realization of the literal fear, 
or something its equal? You either have postponed the ful
fillment or defeated natural law if those hated or feared 
pictures have not been objectified, U N L E SS  Y O U  H A V E  
CO U N TER -SU G G ESTED . C A N C E L E D  O F  A LL  
W O RKING V A LU E. TH E IM A G ES O F  T H O SE  ITEM S  
OR EXPERIEN CES.

A confession: several things 1 was taught, as a child and 
youth, to hate and even preach against, and prayed to my 
conception of a God to stamp out of human life, such terrible 
things—only to find them on my own doorstep later. In the 
usual life if what one loves the most is as faithful to happen 
as are the things one fears and hates, one may be learning 
many values. To keep those features, construction and de
struction. on an equal basis one needs to become as emotional 
over loves and hopes as he does over their opposites.

The WOman Marries the Second Time
The husband and drunkard number one died. The wife 

wih her two children to support must continue to teach school.



convince the infinite—Nature says if you d o  not like heartfelt 
suffering, then cancel in your acquired self the images of the 
subjects of grief. If you do not like excess sugar in your 
blood, then cancel the plan, the image, by which your soul 
is using its body to create the excess; if you do not like 
arthritis that has become chronic, then cancel the working 
plan by which the rheumatic factors are created—if you do 
not like tuberculosis, then cancel the pattern by which the 
perpetuation of the virulent elements can happen, and also 
place in all these instances an approval of the ideal pattern 
for health and healing. You declare: 1 cannot do that. 1
know you are not likely to do the above of yourself but join
ing with another and using our formula for healing, which is 
in everything 1 write, you can accomplish the healing and 
other liberation you seek.

The W oman Through Marrying

The woman is through with marriage—is she through with 
the thing, liquor, that she had such intense hatred for/ No. 
The son even at his age of fifty, although he had married, 
was periodically on his mother s hand to be nursed through 
another attack of dipsomania, and this attention she had to 
give him until he died. Then, does the daughter repay in 
excellent service the mother for having sacrificed her own 
self-expression in order to educate the children?

The mother provided, through enduring deprivation of all 
that really belonged to her life, for the college education, then 
for the daughter, high education in musical art by which the 
daughter became noted and paid large income. 1 he daughter 
left the mother to live in poverty but decorated herself with 
elaborate jewels and lived in luxury—Nature never wrote a 
more emphatic condemnation of sacrifice of one s innate po
tentialities in whatever direction those potentialities point— 
there is no index to anything whatsoever that could justify 
that unnatural surrender. The good mother repeated, auto
matically the program that put her further away from that 
which inherently belonged to her. At the age of seventy she 
came in contact with my course of lectures. She was mentally 
alert and had greatness of spirit with which she was endeavor
ing to encourage others. She completely was wrecked in



body so that I thought, to myself. If she asks me to take her 
surely there is nothing to work on and I must dissuade her.

She did not ask me to take her case—she simply stated: '
am placing myself in your hands—you can do for me what 1 
have tried for forty years to do for myself. It was her faith 
and trust that led to much rebuilding for her. 1 will state 
the fact—never was there one who has brought to me more 
gratitude for the equipment with wh icfi 1 could be helpful 
to humans. 1 suppose it was her gratitude for whatever 1 
could bring her that satisfied my soul and made it overflow 
in appreciation of her qualities that enab led me to count in 
ber few remaining years. She tried to assure me that I made 
up. in her life, for a multitude of disappointments she had 
met with in exhibits of ingratitude.

Still Y ou W onder About This W oman

READ ER, you can grow to an understanding of this teach
ing. which shows that taking things out of the life and even 
hating them before their removal and afterward may pot keep 
their kind out of the life, but the more deeply one is affected 
by the images of the elements, persons, experiences or condi
tions, the more quickly they tend to return.

You may have felt that the woman should not have had 
more than one experience of the sort and surely not three 
of the same kind.

Let us try in another direction to show how images become 
the plans that involuntarily become fulfilled. In my own 
matchless experience 1 certainly have observed the fulfillment 
of the law’ of the image enough hundreds of times to know 
that uncanceled images in the involuntary self—the storehouse 
of the thoughts—cause history to repeat and those images also 
placed as fears demand objectification—and it is not what you 
wish, only, that becomes builded.

A  woman saw a dog run over by the car—she was horrified. 
Soon, she was often wondering if that shock would have an 
effect upon her unborn child. The child was paralyzed when 
horn, from region in its back, corresponding with the location 
of injury to the back of the dog. The child died, fortunately. 
A  mother, upon bringing her ten-year-old daughter for me to 
see the cracks between her toes, and some of her fingers affect



ed the same way—a fungus growth. The mother stated that'be- 
fore the child was horn she, herself, had suffered very greatly 
during that period, with the fungi affecting her hands. Also, 
she added that she was afraid the child would be afflicted tbe 
same way. Prenatal impression, planted by the mother tele- 
pathically. Surely the image, the cause of the history, was 
carried into the life of the daughter. A  woman and her hus
band came to me years ago and stated their grief. Each of 
their children was horn dead. The first death, they thought 
they could account for—expectancy accounted for the other 
two. They accepted the teaching as shown in this lesson and 
in due time 1 had a namesake from these students—a fine 
woman now.

1 could go into W all Street and gather the thousands of 
present speculators, who thought they had plenty of loss in 
’29—they were and are yet just as responsive to tips as 
they were before meeting with loss time after time—they need 
to have cancellation of the susceptibility to being driven to ac
cept tips'—they accept against intuition, usually. The suc
cessful gamblers follow their own intuition as do all persons 
who are successful in anything.

History of Nations Repeats

I coidd write a hook upon this feature alone and show that 
with unchanged standards, images, nations must repeat in the 
objectifications. So literal are these repetitions they are 
startling, and yet, under the same law, of course, the law of 
image control, the masses of people, led by some suggestionist, 
who maybe sometimes believes there is merit therein, auto
matically prays for war not to come and after it is happening 
keeps on begging God to stop that which humans plan and 
execute. Humans plan and execute because past images, 
not canceled, drive them to do the same thing that, as person 
or nations, they did before.

President Wilson was terribly involved in Mexico just be
fore America became involved in the war in Europe—the war 
that had the parallel forerunner that is to be dealt with now. 
Education against war and although in a depleted financial 
situation, neither learning nor obstacle in material form has 
canceled the same w»ar emotion-pictures that drive the nations



into conflict. 1 take a kleptomaniac and cancel his driving 
images and impulses and he no longer wilt steal—knowing 
the dangers attendant upon stealing made no impression upon 
the images calling for the repetition of his thefts—so he would 
he more cunning on account of the danger hut he would 
repeat his history. Throw away all hut this last paragraph, if 
you will take the lesson that is in the last paragraph—lor first 
and last and all the way through 1 prove H ISTO RY R E 
PEATS ONLY B E C A U SE  THE IM A G ES IN TH E A C 
QUIRED PH A SE O F THE SO U L  H A V E  R EM A IN ED  
ACTIVE. I H A V E C A N C E L E D  IM A GES, using the
scientific formula, and history was changed consistently in 
thousands of patrons.



g ra t itu d e  - I t ’s (psychology

All who are earnestly training their minds and bodies and 
spontaneous attitudes into accord with the innate standards 
should cultivate the disposition of gratitude and appreciation.

The one who renders you a service can go on successfully, 
although not quite so buoyantly, whether you feel and 
acknowledge appreciation or not, but you can he neither pros
perous nor happy in such an omission.

It is well to keep constantly in mind that the soul of the 
individual is just like a child. You may not see instantly 
what effect a thing has upon the soul and its various expres
sions. as you do when you discourage a child, nevertheless, 
day by day and forever unless a counter-suggestion reaches it, 
it goes on less efficiently. Its office is to preside over all of 
the cell creating and cell functioning; the chemical states and 
activities; the circulation and all of the processes of nutrition 
and elimination.

The soul has a phase of innate perfect knowledge out of 
w hich it can prompt, guide and teach the conscious mind 
upon all subjects.

When the soul is discouraged by an act of the free will 
phase, which it is if the choice is not in accord with its innate 
laws, neither the physical processes nor the spiritual are well 
carried on—they are all paralyzed or repressed, just as you. 
have seen the child, under depreciation, fail who lly to do 
mental or physical feats of which it is really capable.

Lack of voluntary gratitude—ingratitude—is the most dis
couraging condition by which the inner self can ever he par- 
alyzed. W hy, all that is God within the man goes out in 
praise and gratitude incessantly if the man’s will permits it. 
If he is so selfish and self-conscious that he represses this by 
his objective acts and attributes, then the discouraged soul 
closes up its spontaneous expressions in the body functioning, 
and inspiration.

No ungrateful individual can be well nor happy. His 
life is destructive, not creative. The classification on the de



structive side may be made by bis not appreciating tbe beneli- 
cence in nature no?: bis fellow man.

When one shows bis valuation of tbe least to tbe greatest 
blessings another brings him, that other receives a j'oybtis, 
bounding feeling, a real body topig and;,mental bouyancy, 
which reacts in a most uplifting way upon the one who shows 
gratitude.

The one who is grateful to all men who send him kind 
thoughts has just so many springs that pour refreshing and 
healing waters into his life—all of which he can dry up in
stantly by a mean, ungrateful attitude. The ingrale has no 
song in his heart; he is,not loved by children; they fear and 
avoid him. I his irritates him, and no chemistry remains por- 
mal in a man’s body if he is irritated; all sorts of diseases 
devel op from wrong chemical states. No harmonious thought 
runs where irritability is and the confused thought leads to 
erroneous plans and mistakes in action, so that one s business, 
social and domestic life is wrecked by outgrowths from in
gratitude.

Cultivation of gratitude must begin by one taking thought 
to value and express his appreciation of everything—volun
tarily choosing an attitude of praise of everything in nature 
and in people until he lives in a state of constant thanks
giving.

t
Appreciation

There is something vitally important about appreciation. 
There is no good thing owned or possessed by the individual, 
whether it is something of mind, character or body, but may 
be lost if it is not appreciated. Houses and lands and money, 
friendships, loves and conlidences all fall away from lack 
of appreciation. 1 here is no form of evil, slight nor great, but 
that being over-estimated becomes many times multiplied in 
a disastrous way.

Underestimate a blessing and lose it; overestimate an evil 
and increase it, is the law of appreciation.

The proper definition of appreciation is advancement. W e 
use the term concerning stocks, real estate and other proper
ties, signifying enhancement.



millstone tied about bis neck and be cast into the sea than to 
offend one of these little ones. W hile bolding the little 

child in his arms, explaining that one must be as the little 
child to enter the kingdom of heaven, be showed that conli- 
dence is that essential quality if one attain the highest and 
that the superlative sin is in destroying confidence.

It is worthy of remark that faith built up by the child s 
objective information and reason, could not be very large or 
strong, therefore the beautiful element that Jesus saw in the 
child is its nature to confide.

Probably the most evil habit in any human being is that 
which he exhibits when upon beholding a beautiful confi
dence he sets out to destroy it. Hell is not a place created in 
which to deposit such creatures; hell is the natural result 
following such a cause.

Misguiding little children is not the primary concept Jesus 
held, but the broad principle with its wide scope, including 
all forms in which a portion of humanity endeavors to destroy 
beliefs in truths.

Ju d as did all that he coidd to cause the downfall of 
Jesus; to cause all of those who believed in him to become 
doubters.

Ju d as literally fulfilled the description Jesus gave; he of
fended the little ones,’ he destroyed confidence. But no 
m an’s soul can live with a mind and body so corrupt as the 
destroyer of confidence and we find Ju das immediately en
deavoring to hang himself. Breaking the rope, he is killed 
in the fall. H e would better have had a millstone about his 
neck and been cast into the sea than to have offended a con
fiding one.
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...feeding 'Your 'doapeworm...
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF HUNGER_________

DYSPEPTIC he was, sitting there eating the machine-made 
pie so rich in hog fat in which its crust had been immersed 
seemingly just to satisfy a dyspeptic, the satisfaction partly in 
having the indigestion fulfilled that was in prophecy when he 
began on the pie. W hat a disappointment to indigestion had 
not that pie been forthcoming!

No, my friend, I am not becoming facetious—-I interpret that 
I am entering upon most helpful disclosures, and they are based 
upon what I know about the tapewrorm in the myriad forms 
that my long career has disclosed.

Your tapeworm, in no probability, is in the chain form of 
sections or links curled up nor stretched out in your abdominal 
parts, hoping to enjoy life dining with you and going wherever 
you go. That form of life certainly wants nothing to do with 
a dyspeptic, it enjoys best the best food, best according to the 
high-liver on choice, mixed dietary, neither of fad-vegetarian, 
raw foods nor excessive meats. M aybe a temperate fellow but 
he knows good eatables and if he does not receive that kind 
he will make a rough time for his host—what he wants he 
wants. 1 have sought but found not any distinction in principle 
among peoples’ tapeworms, and sometimes varied forms of 
tapeworms in the same person are present.

There was the young man whose tapeworm w as the cigar
ette fiend that would apply three packages of that mixture 
every day and call for more for he never got enough, and the 
fiend would make the host cough to the danger line of bursting 
a blood vessel. M aybe this tapeworm was the evil spirit of 
Bible times—at least we commanded with three prayers and the 
young man no longer had within him any guest with insatiable 
appetite.

Another m an’s tapeworm demanded that fulling objects must 
be incessantly falling on his head—the man would be at the 
right place at the right time for rusted wires and hinges to 
provide for a sign to crash down upon the previously un
crowned head. However, what the inharmony picture (the 
tapeworm) calls for, that is the food it must have.



I looked up at the box in the theatre and there sat an obese 
woman she seemed to be holding on to the railing lest she 
would roll out—but she had her box of candy on the chair by 
her side and she and her tapeworm, which she was trying to 
feed to its satisfaction were apparently perfectly satisfied with 
the play. She had to feed her fat, she could not afford to 
starve her tapeworm (fa t).

There may he a lot of good sense and truth in the idea that 
every disease, every hahit, every STANDARD the individual 
possesses, is as the literal tapeworm, the disease synonymous 
with the foreign life that overrules its host and compels the 
food supply consistent with its taste and what the life of the 
foreigner depends upon. The chronic rheumatic certainly is 
a difficult person to guide into dietary and other features of 
right program, and to all appearances he is governed hy this 
hungry tapeworm. A t least when he quits feeding according 
to the impulse that the disease calls for he loses his rheuma
tism. A s a medical operator (a  system I was following at that 
time). 1 insulted a man’s tapeworm with the pumpkin seed 
product. The worm, twenty feet long, lost his head and 
changed his residence forthwith.

A  mania for eating, drinking or inhaling (smoking) the thing 
that feeds the disease almost completely controls the individual 
who has some chronic disorder, any chronic disorder.

A  man has just left my office whose leading impulse is 
kindness—not a mania for doing kindnesses but a constructive 
leading in his disposition. ! have heard, at times, an expres
sion: "I would love to go about doing good, hut I sec no field 
in which to work at that. Not so with this man—he dem
onstrates that constantly there is at hand that which he sees 
as opportunity to satisfy his hunger for rendering aid, encour
agement. There is no parallelism between the leading quality 
in his disposition and that parasitic situation 1 have given the 
descriptions of above. I am sure that one who hungers and 
thirsts after righteousness will lind an abundance in food supply 
for that character trait and the difference in result between sat
isfying a normal impulse and feeding the parasite tapeworm 
or its symbol in disease or destructive habit, the blessing in one 
and the curse in the other, certainly makes it easy to make the 
choice. But, upon every hand is the abundance of food supply 
with which to feed to satiation what one has established an 
appetite for.



There was a girl in our school who had a tapeworm that 
must have a steady dietary of slate pencils. If she did not 
have the pennies to supply the essential she would steal from 
any of us—many individuals I could use in this analogy become 
as much driven as the morphine addict and become criminals 
against others as they are destroyers of themselves.

A  young woman had a desire that she tried to satisfy by 
swallowing small nails, tacks and staples used in fastening the 
wires on the fence posts. Finally the surgeons opened her 
stomach and removed hundreds of those iron subjects. No, her 
tapeworm was not affected, with all the suffering involved in 
the surgery. O f course any situation of inharmony 1 have 
described or can describe is curable but not through withdraw
ing that which feeds the disease or habit—the image in the 
soul, remaining in force, everyone, just as did the girl who ate 
nails, will return to the former state. Periodic headaches will 
repeat regardless of what one does if there is not the cancella
tion of the images in the subconscious that are the source of 
the attacks. Insomnia is not cured through compelling sleep— 
that mode makes the indelible picture—at least it is harder to 
cancel when the drug has been used awhile.

A  man presented his case to me. his selfconsciousness was 
so terrible that when a numerologist told him that if he would 
change his name to one that woidd vibrate as she would 
have vibrating, be would be relieved. He complied, but with 
no success. Just to show you that one s tapeworm will have 
its food, what it calls for; he was an actor and was given a 
part in the play in which every time be would return to tbc 
stage some member would begin to assail him with some sort of 
criticism that would overwhelm him to make him appear awk
ward—he would not have to play the part for his conscious
ness of his voice, his hands and his body seemed to require his 
constant watching. One’s subconscious pictures determine 
what be must be. what he shall be and do, so this man would 
be under the impulse to get into the connection that would 
feed his selfconsciousness.

One must feed bis loves or his hates, his faults or his merits.

One with chronic catarrh usually finds the current of air in 
which to rest—how else could be satify the demand for tbc per
petuation of his hated trouble—bis tapeworm must live.



One may have chronic congestion in the sinus and surgery 
is decided upon. Usually one operation must he followed by 
another else there is no hope of relief and this may continue, 
repeating surgical processes perhaps the rest of the life. Usu
ally in other surgical directions one operation may not call for 
more than two more—surgery that is not attended by cancelling 
—suggestions seldom accomplishes what it seemed to promise 
—the sequela may discount the entire value of the operation, 
yet the normal use of psychology usually coidd provide for 
complete success in warranted surgery. Many inharmonies that 
may he called reflex or sympathetic associates with or coinci
dental with tumor or nerve pressure, displacements, etc., often 
continue after the operation is performed. Sometimes the oper
ations are performed to relieve such distresses as those 1 refer 
to but they may continue. The psychological factor of pain 
habit or other sense habits may not respond to the surgery vet 
counter suggestion easily cancel the image-cause invoiv ed. Tbe 
operation habit would he one of the worst sort of tapeworm 
for one to have to feed even if sometimes it affords chosen topic 
of conversation and qualifies one to outdo another in number 
enjoyed or extent of incision made.

W hen one has the mania of fear or even the disposition to 
fear there is always that at hand to keep it active—we ran 
declare the same regarding worry. However, if poise is real 
strong in one there are always at hand so many features to 
support it. If depression is a persistent element there is no lack 
of people and conditions to feed it.

The kleptomaniac will easily disclose objects to steal—but 
no mania ever is content—it is always a hungry tapeworm— 
neither is there ever a time that the parasite tapeworm is not 
demanding more food.

A  long time ago the Atchison Globe had a very witty edi
tor. 1 le liked to show his dislike for conceit or snobbishness. 
He thought if one were expressing himself he should say 1. 
so he stated that when he was stating his opinion he said "1.” 
but if he said we he meant himself and his tapeworm. Any
way 1 find chronic disease, a mania, an element of destructive 
sort in disposition, religious fanaticism or morbidness each and 
all indicating a hunger for that which will feed and perpetuate 
the condition.



Jealousy when in control has its companion, cruelty, always 
with it and out of imagination can create the food that it 
feasts on and the morbidity and the tyranny that attend jeal
ousy and cruelty have no parallel in this world of ravaging 
parasites and we will not slander the tapeworm as we would if 
we were to represent it as the symbol.

Finally, there are souls that are true—there are really people 
whose goodness and true greatness so abound in love, kindness, 
sweetness and beauty that we may wonder that God marked 
the other sort as humans. The same power and privilege of 
choosing is possessed by all humans and how they use that 
privilege determines the difference. It is all waste and loss to 
feed the destructive appetite-habits—it is ruinously destructive 
to provide a disease with what the morbid appetite calls for— 
meanness would depart from the earth if human choice were 
for the food of helpfulness—of course the idea of placating a 
vengeful God or even interpreting that there is a murderous 
hating God will continue to populate the.world with all those 
similar to the destructive humans who must he fed on destruc
tion. Faithful belief in the God of ideals will, under the law 
(the psychology) of hunger place God or ITS SYN O N Y M , 
LOVE, wherever 1 have used the symbol, the tapeworm. 
Everyone will make himself after his God—the opposites in 
humans show the opposites in the conception of the man-made
GOD.

If one would become healed of his diseases, let him quit feed
ing the disease with the perpetuating elements the disease calls 
for. That feeding is in answer to the wrong desires—desires 
are registrations of pictures, plans (suggestions) in the acquired 
phase of one s soul—any wrong pattern can be canceled, using 
the formula advised by the True Psychology —every wrong 
pattern can become replaced by the ideal (the picture that 
pertains to the subject) which is in the IN N A TE SELF. The 
picture of the perfect upon everything that relates to the human 
is present in the phase of each human known as the innate 
self, the DEITY within. I would that you would have all 
disease images canceled and the perfect, the ideal of health 
in mind, body and character become realized and you liberated 
to completest self-expression.



Every voluntary practice is for the purpose of establishing 
principles or precedents for performance—to conform to or estab- 
lish a law of the life. The objective man should live constantly 
in the attitude toward the soul recognizing the soul as the 
superior intelligence and being guarded by its intuition, taught 
by its inspiration, warned and comforted" by its prophecy and 
ever to he renewed by its memory. The waiting, expectant, 
ashing attitude of the child is essential. Arrogance, objective 
self-sufficiency, the opposite of soul humility and love do not 
lead into the kingdom of heaven which is within you.

Paul had this principle in view when he said, When 1 am 
weak, then am 1 strong.’ He taught that the objective sub
missiveness brought out the subjective expression, constituting 
the strong man.

All things are added to those who seek the kingdom of 
heaven under the laws we have elucidated.

One has no right to expect to accomplish that for which he 
has made no adequate preparation. W hat a magnificent 
change 1 would create in human affairs if I caused my readers 
to succeed up to their natural and acquired ability!

The percentage of individuals who execute to perfection 
that for which they have educated and trained themselves is 
very, very small.

Such a small number of men and women succeed that we 
may go through life and not see one truly successful man or 
woman.

A  student of the situation who endeavors to disclose the 
cause begins under the preconceived idea that men fail through 
either the inability or the lack of preparation for the thing 
they wish to do, or lack of opportunity.

To the contrary, however, he finds men well prepared, 
equipped and possessed of ample innate possibilities using a 
small fraction of their powers, serving indifferently and living 
unprosperously.

Something must be fundamentally wrong with failing- 
mankind. under the circumstances. W e find that which de-

________ °Va-lue o f  C onfidence In S e lf



feats the majority of those who have inherent ability and prep
aration is the lack of self-confidence. Furthermore, observation 
of the few successful men and women discloses a superb, justi
fied confidence in themselves which they exhibit in fearlessly 
undertaking things that test their individual powers.

Cutivation of self-confidence should begin with the child, 
but formerly so little attention was paid to the psychology of 
any subject that we may be sure that few of us received any 
such cultivation, for it is wholly psychological. 1 will present 
this subject, showing how to cultivate self-confidence in the 
child and reclaim it in the adult.

( onsciousness of having failed in undertakings makes it im
possible to undertake anything confidently; that is, the con
scious mind, recalling pictures of past failures renders it impos
sible for one to have the essential self-confidence to put all 
of his being unconsciously into the subsequent undertaking. 
From this we are compelled to see that a self-consciousness is 
the real present state in the absence of the self-confidence that 
is vital to every attainment.

Self-consciousness and absence of self-confidence will ac
count for our falling short of the measure of our possibilities 
in almost all instances. Let us define self-consciousness.

1 he undesirable self-consciousncss is a consciousnes, a pic
ture ol the objective self that comes between one and that 
which he would perform.

No one expresses superiority in anything except he forgets 
his own body, loses sight of his personality: and if through 
past failure he recalls a picture of himself in that failure he 
can act with no confidence and soon develops a confirmed 
inefficiency, with self-consciousness the cause.

Anything that makes it difficult for one to lose the conscious
ness of self renders proper execution impossible. D isease im
pediment in the body or bad habits (lack of control of the 
body) may cause a self-consciousness that reduces self-confi
dence to the minimum.

I he historv of the development of self-consciousness and 
destruction of relf-confidencc is in the experience of the indi
vidual as he realizes he does not control his body, that world



nearest to him, that instrument that is supposed to answer 
to the m ind, the will, in all obedience and skill and plasticity.

Failing to m aster the instrument, his own body, disarms him 
o f his self-confidence and with habits that govern his action, 
an d  d iseases that he does not remove, he must remain possessed 
o f a  picture o f him self that stands between him and all that 
he w ould execute.

Fu n dam en tal child culture requires that the child be taught 
that there is a  power within him that controls his body and 
that he is responsible for the manner in which that power 
operates. There should be a constant demonstration to the 
child m ind of the relationship o f his will to that involuntary 
controlling power.

Self-control is the first mastery without which there can not 
be m astery o f external worlds.

A  m an with inclinations that arise in and pertain to his 
body, primarily, which he discovers should be guided and re
strained but have m astered him, has not a self-confidence and 
self-respect that would command confidence and respect from 
those intimately associated with him. He must face the w orld 
a discouraged, a self-depreciated man, a man of doubts. If he 
really undertook any important thing it would be pure audacity 
which is not a basis o f building a business, a borne or any 
other phase o f a world and surely is not a correct basis of 
character.

O nly that self-confidence growing out of an objective self
unconsciousness. a state o f complete self-mastery, can enable 
a man to claim bis kingship.

You will not find an individual with sound body and 
sound habits, in other words, one of perfect equilibrium, who 
is disastrously self-conscious. You will find him with that 
degree o f confidence in himself which is in perfect balance 
with bis innate ability and preparation.

H is equipment is not destroyed by his lack of self-confidence 
but is completed by his self-confidence.

W hile  the self consciousness described defeats the majority 
o f b uman beings in their attainments of the desirable, there is 
a  consciousness o f a self that removes all obstacles of every 
sort.



There is only one thing essential to a man and that is to 
know his sub-conscious self and to be loyal to it.

Not knowing of his own soul, its knowledge, its powers, its 
methods, though one have the intellectual possession of all 
history, science, arts and philosophies, he is a veritable spiritual 
beggar, more helpless than the infant, more to be regretted 
that the idiot and more to be avoided than the branded crim
inal; the more extensive his knowledge the more disastrous 
his influence.

A  correct interpretation of the soul can add the crowning 
glory to all other knowledge because knowledge objectified 
serves the purpose of soul according to the principles of the 
God in man.

I have shown in another part of this essay that all excellence 
of expression depends upon a self -confidence, also that holding 
a vivid picture of the objective self renders self-conlidence 
impossible. 1 have also shown that in the absence of a con
sciousness of the innate self, one has no basis of confidence 
in self.

It is of no practical avail to believe in the integrity, the 
harmony, the beauty, tbe knowledge, the power in the Uni
verse; it is of no importance that one concedes and admires 
the beauty and perfection of a master’s production:

The one vital conception is that within one s self is a su
preme power and knowledge which is for the individual s 
purposes equal to that in the Universe for its purposes or a 
master musician s for his.

No man finds evidence of this supreme presence who studies 
his objective self, only.

He must enlarge his conception, extending beyond the shell 
to the kernel, beyond tbe mental man to the spiritual, beyond 
the instrument to its master, beyond tbe finite to tbe infinite; 
all witbin himself. Let him learn our psychology formulas for 
laying hold upon the innate perfect knowledge and power, 
then, but not until tben, can he know himself in a manner to 
warrant his confidence in himself.

The final simple fact is this: Every man has within him a 
phase of his soul in which there are perfect ideals and a



potency of power to express tfiose; those ideals pertain to all 
that he could ever become, hut these attributes do not serve 
him until he chooses to recognize these attributes and that they 
are within him and subjective. Being subjective or beneath or 
within, one must adopt objectively the principles of the sub
jective to bring these faculties into outward expression.

Any one who forgets the finite of the objective self and 
remembers at all times the infinite of his own soul will have 
the absolute self-confidence to undertake and to execute equal 
to his inherent powers and preparations; he will be a Master 
who knows no defeat.



... ^3he Science o f  f o r g e t t in g ...

The science of forgetting is not taught in schools which is 
only one more evidence that the schools are deficient of the 
true knowledge of psychology. Our education is not complete 
in the New Psychology, the practical laws of mind, until we 
know the part of forgetting. Many reply to the suggestion 
that forgetting is a desirable attainment, that they have had 
the greatest difficulty in not retaining what they learn. Their 
answer informs me that they neither know how to learn nor 
forget. A  thing properly learned is forgotten and yet remains 
accessible at any moment; 1 will not add to your confusion but 
rather clear up the misunderstanding.

The people whom you meet and instantly know are suffer
ing from overwork, are tired, because they try to carry too much 
in their minds. There are remarkably few people legitimately 
suffering from too much work—they are all suffering either 
from worry, excesses, or they are mistakenly carrying too much 
upon their minds.

Brain fag, brain fog and brain storm all have their souice 
in not knowing how to forget and carrying too much in that 
phase of the mind that uses the brain as its organ. The more 
a man stores away in his soul, if it is truth, the greater and 
stronger he is—the man on the ragged edge in danger of falling 
over into insanity, is the mind crammer who thinks his mind 
with which he becomes conscious of things is also the store
house.

You need the leading fact in the New Psychology, which is, 
that there are two phases of mind—one with which to sense, 
learn, or become conscious of things, called the objective or 
sense mind phase; the other, the sub-conscious, subjective 
phase, preferably called the soul. Things that pass through 
the conscious mind should he stored with such an attitude 
upon the part of the conscious mind that it can recall at will 
that which it places there.

Stop a moment and think how useless a thing is while it 
remains wholly voluntary. Then think how beauty, natural
ness and value enter when it comes involuntarily; and a still 
better thought is, how delightful when the desirable has be
come spontaneous.

Until a thing is properly learned by the conscious mind’s 
exercise and as properly forgotten by that same phase, it is not,



nor can it become wholly spontaneous.

If 1 ask one the result of three times three and he is com
pelled to ad d  three and three and three before he can answer 
me, he betrays the fact that he has not properly learned to 
multiply.

D o you realize that you are not a mathematician until all 
of the fundam ental in addition, multiplication and division is 
thoroughly learned and forgotten and yet capable of being 
thought over in detail if you desire to do so? A  thousand 
times a day you might unconsciously use the multiplication 
table. W h y  take a drilling in orthography if you are to forget 
it? Sim ply because you are not a speller until you spell auto
matically, spontaneously. I wish to assure you it is not yours 
until you have learned it, forgotten it and do express it spon
taneously. This applies to every subject. 1 he youth stands on 
the platform grasping for words and gasping for them because 
he is trying to think what should he the next word. The 
speaker has learned a whole encyclopedia of words hut he 
thinks not of words—he is conscious only that he has some 
information that he wishes to impart to his audience. If he 
had not learned the words and then forgotten them he would 
become so self-conscious in trying to recall words that he 
would not disclose the information. Yet should he desire to 
recall any word that would serve a purpose, he could call it 
up to his consciousness. Perhaps he has used the word hun
dreds of times and had long ago ceased to note the fact that 
it was a part of his vocabulary.

The musician has great difficulty because there is an intri
cate technic to forget. I wish to he understood here to say 
just what I mean in those words. I declare to you that the 
hardest part for an artist is in this feature of forgetting. The 
pupil by care and observation, can play the whole thing as it 
is written, he and all who hear know that music is not pro
duced. Perhaps he is even playing from memory as we say 
and while there are no mistakes, still there is no music. Ordi
narily one would say: Me is self-conscious, he has to think
before he makes each movement. I answer by saying he has 
learned it hut has not made it his and forgotten it—he is an 
objective player (a  vocalist would not he unlike this): he has 
not placed it in his sold from which he must play if he is to he 
natural, spontaneous, an artist.

A



I know of many people who are afraid to risk attempting 
anything unless they are sure that everything is before their 
consciousness and can he held there. Such persons look ahead 
and try to think what the words are. or the notes, the third 
line of the fourth verse, for instance, and if they cannot recall 
the matter they are frightened at once. 1 have seen music 
teachers who have had to memorize, as they called it, each time 
they had occasion to use a number. The psychology of this 
is in the auto-suggestion, that when a thing passes from before 
the consicous mind it is lost from the individual and with that 
suggestion one seals up the subconscious so that it will not 
express itself spontaneously nor give back to the conscious mind 
that which was formerly learned.

I think 1 will make this lesson clear, that you can lix your 
standard at removing your conscious thought from a thing and 
thereby place it in your soul; and that your soul or involuntary' 
mind will fit it in and use it when it has occasion. W e have 
been taught to think that to forget means that the thing has 
completely gone from us, whereas it is a veritable truth that 
nothing can he lost from that perfect memory. The memory 
is the subjective faculty in which all acquired or objectilied 
thought is stored. It is a faculty of the soul and the soul itself 
is controllable by suggestion. A  conclusion of the objective 
mind is a suggestion. Therefore, if one learns a thing per
fectly then later thinks, that not having reviewed it for some 
time, the matter is gone, one places that suggestion ever the 
soul that seals up memory upon that point. W ith these 
standards it is about the same as if one had never learned a 
thing. How very little does one know after all who uses or 
knows only that which his objective mind holds.

Hereafter, if you have my lesson, you will feel that you are 
putting away in memory all of the things you desire to learn 
and that your soul is an intelligent keeper and user of that 
stock in store; that you have not lost touch with it; that should 
you wish to review it consciously, it is accessible, or if you have 
occasion to express it. it will come forth spontaneously. That 
is the science of forgetting that completes the process of making 
ready for perfect execution and as the soul can not be over
burdened. it matters not how much truth is placed in it, there 
will not he any overstrain such as one feels when he tries to 
make a storehouse of his objective mind.



O f all things erroneously taught, nothing has been as disas
trous as the rules of concentration some have endeavored to 
enforce. Concentration if it is complete, is sufficiently exer
cised in an instant of time. It is the distinct separation of one 
idea from all others and if you can make a clear picture in 
a Hash of time, that is concentration to which you can add 
nothing even if you keep it before your mental vision an hour. 
Make a clear design, have intense aspiration all in less than a 
minute, including the delivery of the subject to the soul and 
forgetting it, is the standard for the best results. The main 
purpose of the passivity in this connection is that in a state 
of objective abstraction the mind lets go of the image of the 
thing that has been prayed for and the soul takes possession 
of it. If you pray again, forget again—always see to it that 
you forget it as frequently as you think of it, persistently leav
ing your affairs for the soul to answer.

The chief reason that the suggestions from another are better 
than to pray alone and for yourself, is this: In formulating your 
own picture in the concentration, you at the same instant make 
a more vivid impression of the symptoms upon your conscious
ness from which you suffer more afterwards. Auto-suggestion 
will be of more avail to you after you realize the importance 
ol my teachings upon this subject of forgetting, simply because 
you will find it easier to withdraw your mind from things of 
which you lend to be too conscious. Whatever you forget 
with your mind is taken up by the soul just in the attitude 
you deal with it in your mind. You shoidd know this prin
ciple by experience when you have known your soul to fulfill 
your fears—literally creating that which you have mentally 
feared.

It should now be clear to anyone that there are two kinds 
of forgetting, each good in its place but ruinous when used as 
they usually are. the reverse of the proper manner. I am sure 
it is apparent to the discerning reader that there is a dual func
tion and dual action throughout all intelligent activities. 
7 here are not dual minds in the individual hut dual functioning 
o I the one mind.

'1 here is a reference herein to the fact that many take to 
themselves the suggestion that when a thing is out of the con
scious mind it is forgotten in the sense that it is in no way 
known any longer to him. This is the attitude toward subjects



that have been memorized, formulas that have been learned 
and technic that has not been used in a long time. Some have 
the standard that without frequent review, a thing passes away 
from the individual. I have shown that this attitude seals up 
the soul in the department of memory and thereby cuts one out 
of all access to it, even preventing its expression automatically.
I wish my reader to hear this fact in mind; that there is a 
mental process by which a thing can he sealed up so securely 
that it has no part in the life at all, for there are things that 
need to he forgotten in that sense that they become as if they 
were expunged. A  mental attitude is required that will make 
the thing remain dormant forever, so dormant that it cannot be 
impressed even upon heredity.

1 wish to assure you that your chronic disorder (by disorder,
1 mean not only disease but every other form of inharmony 
or thing that is on the destructive side) if it becomes forgotten 
in the complete sense that you decide that it is sealed up for
ever and cannot touch any phase of your life again, it will cease 
to exist. In other words, even diseease will perish from neglect.

\o u  have to recollect the symptoms to keep them, cancel 
their images and lose them.

Anything, good or bad, desirable or otherwise, will part 
from you if it is not appreciated to the extent to be retained 
active in the soul.

How well I should know this and how well 1 do know this 
when in hundreds of instances I have saved patients from their 
disease and distress, by suggesting to them when they were 
passive that they never would call back the literal symptoms, 
that they would forget it all as completely as if it were ex
punged from them.

You realize from this how we usually misuse our psychology. 
It is one’s psychology that determines his health or his happi
ness; it determines all that he is. It is his psychology that 
makes him, himself, right or wrong, good or bad. Scientific 
use of mind power will bring an individual up to his possibili
ties. a misused psychology will take the life out of a man s 
body and all growth from his character.

1 have known people who possessed such distorted ideas of 
faithfulness to some departed loved one that they kept all sorts



... ^H indsight an d  f o r e s i g h t ...

Almost every one says when ke reviews tke past, that if he 
had possessed foresight to have seen that which hindsight dis
plays, he would not now have that which present sight exhibits 
in the undesirable.

Remorse and regret are among the most corroding of de
structive mental attitudes, therefore, they have no right to 
exist. They do exist and we blame our sight because the 
occasion of them arises.

One seems to crave the benefits of experience without first 
having had the experience and still no one avails himself of 
another s experience. I am positive from my own observation 
and experience, that certain things that persons are doing, 
will bring disappointment and suffering, but how few there 
are who will use the wisdom I have purchased—even when 
by definite examples and best reasoning 1 show that one week 
of idleness must be creative and since everything reproduces 
its hind, industry cannot be hatched out of any such egg, but 
that more idleness and habits of being improvident, follow.

I know there is a psychological law that any line of think
ing, any fonnulated sayings and any class of actions repeated 
voluntarily a few times will fix habits which are expressed 
involuntarily. 1 may give this law most clearly and forcefully 
only to see the youth smoking just this once, speaking jest
ingly of sacred things only for the moment, putting off the 
important work until next week, acting irreverently as a 

passing incident.

Each one imagines temporary indulgence is possible and that 
there is no after effect.

The harvest comes with the multiplied quantity and awful 
consequence in kind, then the individual blames his loresight 
for not showing him the effect wh ich would follow such causes. 
1 his is not honest for he looked squarely into the results that 
must scientifically follow such causes, but he decided to lake 
chances for the sense satisfaction he may have felt for a 
moment. T here is sufficient wisdom in just plain common 
sense to meet such a condition and prevent it and it is not a 
question to be solved by foresight nor hindsight.



I believe a view taken of tbe various uses and misuses 
of tbe terms at tbe bead of this essay will help us a great 
deal.

1 have shown that wbicb proves that if we saw tbe results 
that come from experience before we bad tbe experience, that 
sort of foreview would not modify our program.

This will remain true as long as one is less than perfectly 
true to himself, for not until one is wholly true to himself will 
he do the best he knows.

This regret of the past always reflects on the present; it 
condemns one; it is a criticism upon one as a result. N o one 
advances while under self-blame and condemnation, there
fore there must he some attitude towards the past, even its 
mistakes, which will free one from that self-consciousness that 
grows out of self-conviction.

W e have discovered that every form has its source in an 
image. Th is law continues, therefore, that looking back at the 
details of experience supplies an image which is creative or 
perpetuative.

History must repeat itself until the imagery is changed. W e  
do not change an image hy holding it in mind hut rather 
each time we revisualize a thing we command the soul, the 
builder, to proceed to put the image into form.

W ill you permit me to assure you that there is an essence 
in every experience which we should draw out and preserve 
hut permit the details to be completely obliterated from our 
being? This essence of experience is W isdom . You are out 
of the law of harmony if you recall your literal detailed experi
ence, even with a hope of benefiting another. Show him by 
your results that you have gathered W isdom  from experience 
and share with him your W isdom . I his is possible and is 
demonstrated by hundreds of people who accept and apply the 
wisdom of my laboratory and clinical experiences, thus saving 
years of mind and body wrecking and soul agonizing work. 
Perhaps many a youth will yet avail himself of this essence 
gathered from life’s grain field and save himself the bitterness 
of many sorrows. N o one else is as far removed from the 
possible reception of W isdom ’s essence as he who has not 
industry. M ind, body and soul at work will escape the hard
est experiences at least.
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(7 e a r  an d  (Caution

At last fear has become such a terror that many people are 
so afraid of it that they do not dare to exercise sane caution 
lest they recognize and exhibit that which others pronounce 
fear.

It seems incumbent upon me to portray the line on one side 
of which is destructive, disastrous fear and the other that saving 
and wholesome caution. One may overdraw caution, creating 
fear.

Some species of fear is present in all instances of non-success 
—the occasion of more unhappiness than all other human 
attitudes combined. There is no evil which fear cannot pro
duce and still there is not a more unwarranted factor present 
in human consciousness and sub-consciousness.

It is well for my student to bear in mind that fear always 
involves a forecast of the future—invariably signifies that one 
is looking ahead to some undesirable thing that might occur. 
When one looks ahead mentally to picture a thing he lives 
that thing in spirit while holding such an attitude. I he law 
of creating facts and forms is to begin with imagery. If that 
image should produce emotional states and physical feelings, 
then the creative powers are all thrown into the proper channel 
to produce that which is first lived in imagery, then in feeling. 
Now since fear is of that nature that one must imagine in 
advance of occurrence it must be apparent that we are using 
all of our powers to fulfill our own fears.

Sometimes there are dangers right at hand wh ich cause 
alarm but with the arrival of alarm there is nearly always a 
way shown us by which we may escape, provi ded we do not 
become overwhelmed by fear of that which might follow the 
present danger.

\es, fear always comprehends that one is looking ahead to 
create something that is undesirable.

When one fears he is Idled with an expectancy of injury 
or failure and the soul is faithful to the law of expectancy. 
The emotion of fear has taken deeper hold upon individuals 
than has hope. Hope seldom amounts to an emotion; there



is so much doubt that one can hardly become enthusiastic 
over the prospect of receiving the desirable. Not so with tear, 
for one is so certain that the thing feared will come upon him 
that he can feel quite sure that if it is contrary to all law, 
therefore impossible for the literal thing feared to take place 
that bis soul will bring something equally as bad. He may 
be certain upon this subject for fear is a destructive force 
which must always create inharmonies.

I have had many instances in which disease owed its source 
to fear, wholly.

The fear depressed the powers and functions in the body 
so much that resistance became lowered; besides, the tissues 
became chemically constituted to supply the elements of dis
ease or be subject to its invasion.

In some cases the fears were of the actual disease and in 
others a dreadful fear of disaster. Fear is always destructive 
and it shows its effects upon the entire body; it also limits and 
distorts the mental faculties and when it becomes fixed in 
the character it is a principle which renders the best execution 
impossible in art and it destroys all hope.

The methods of home life and of schools, theological stand
ards, state laws, all with rebukings and intimidations have 
been conducive to fear and scarcely any one has escaped the 
fear basis. The child is made to fear to be alone in the dark, 
he is taught to fear his own thought because he has been told 
that God knows and condemns his thoughts and will punish 
him for them.

From Deity down to the tiny things, visible and invisible, 
the child is caused to fear them all. As he grows up he 
ceases to fear many things which be feared when a child but 
be only transfers his fears to other things to which he ascribes 
even greater power to injure or defeat him than he conceived of 
as a child.

Moral courage is lacking in the average man and woman. It is 
seldom that we find one who will dare to be true to self upon 
any point. Conventions or usual precedents extending to all 
the items of one’s life rule him completely.

One feels that should he assert himself dire consequences



would follow. Appropriate dress is individual yet one would 
fear to run counter to fashion to he himself even upon the 
subject of his own wearing apparel. One fears to dine where 
he prefers or upon the food he wishes, he fears to he friendly 
with those to whom he is attracted and he fears to avoid 
those who are not congenial. Man fears to he true. When 
that is said there remains nothing more awful to be confessed. 
The recognition of error is the first step toward its correction.

To the individual to whom high reward appeals, I would say 
no other attitude and practice in this life has such high reward 
and myriad forms of it, as that situation where one dares to 
he himself, to live up to his convictions. To that one who is 
in a more ideal state than the seeker of reward, he who would 
choose that reward to he incidental to a proper thought and 
noble course of action, I would say that all which blocks indi
vidual unfoldment of the ideal falls away when one rises above 
fear.

He who has no fear does not endeavor to wield human 
beliefs, control children, nor manage his subjects, even convicts 
through arousing fear. Persuasion, kindness and education will 
solve all the problems of how best to deal with our fellow 
man.

l.et us now examine the side of fear, that which we may 
call non-fear, which is only a so-called state of freedom from 
fear. 1 have alluded to it as a situation in which one is under 
the fear that he might fear, therefore does not exercise com
mon sense caution.

1 have in mind instances in which individuals in loving de
votion were constantly in contact with dangerous forms of con
tagious disease, who never for an instant thought of danger, 
nor would they have cared for it if they had seen it. Not the 
slightest contagion affected them. This shows that an exalted 
state of the soul maintains the body in sucb a resistant and 
pure state that disease may find no lodgement.

Again 1 have known instances in which one with foolhardy 
defiance and with denial of fear has entered the place of in
fection. a case where there was neither an exalted state of the 
soul, nor caution, and disease was contracted, followed by 
fatal results. Normal caution would have warranted the proper



estimate of conditions and avoidance of exposure. 1 he soul 
does not take care of one when he assumes unwarranted and 
unnecessary risks.

One does not properly keep his mind dwelling upon the 
imagery of disease that he must avoid, neither will he throw 
aside caution concerning his contact with them.

One would not he wise who would continually fear small
pox, at the same time he is unwise to go into a place where 
there is smallpox. Caution, not fear, would keep him away.

There are those who do all their work in a state of fear—an 
uneasiness lest they make a serious mistake. The chemist or 
prescriptionist in that state of fear has made sad mistakes, 
fear under such circumstances or in any other occupation is 
a disaster.

If one is afraid that caution is fear and he cannot dare 
admit fear then he rushes heedlessly on. His results kill 
as many people as the one who lives in lear. However, we 
know there are ideal custodians of our culinary departments, 
or of commerce and finance. They are all to he trusted because 
they are cautious.

An accountant with fear and trembling goes on with his 
work. A calamitous mistake is made which so increases his 
fear that he loses all of his efficiency. The sensible account
ant is painstaking and fixes his standard at perfection, he fears 
no errors hut he knows he avoids them because he uses cau
tion. He can dismiss his work from his mind when he leaves 
the office because he has used care in all of his work. The 
non-fear fanatic would make figures indiscriminately and reap 
confusion. No one should carry fear in his m ind upon any 
subject, especially of accidents, even amidst the thousand dan
gers on every hand. One is not sane who would not exercise 
the precaution to look to see if approaching vehicles would 
interfere with his crossing a street.

People in non-fear fanaticism have sometimes ceased to 
bathe or follow any reasonable course to preserve themselves 
from inclement elements; they have such distorted conceptions 
that they pronounce all natural care, fear-thought. Probably 
there is not one of these individuals but would go in to spasms 
if a gun were suddenly fired near, and this evidence shows that



he has not attained poise, although he claims the state of non
fearing.

Fear will predominate in the individual and in humanity as 
a mass until it has been shown that there is a power acting 
in human affairs which is entitled to faith and confidence, 
hears have been the outcome of superstitious beliefs in which 
man discovered himself the victim of a whimsical force and 
intelligence. It is only in modern times that a few have 
realized that the power was a man-created God and that in 
reality man cursed himself, created his own disasters or under 
some optimism sometimes brought blessing.

The conception of terrors in the invisible, with anger and 
revenge as a probability and power to punish possessed by the 
unknown and absent, caused man to he fearful. This 
heritage has lost none of its force from generation to generation, 
and only here and there has there been one who could fear 
no evil.”

Education can now he attained by which one discloses the 
attributes of the intelligence that governs in each human being; 
he will then have a basis of faith that casts out fear. I his 
education sufbceth whereas fighting fear answers nothing. 
Fighting it only gives it emphasis and our last state is worse 
than our frst. Humanity is more secure in having an excess 
of fear than when it loses its normal caution.



clo)hat 'You K now  In Y our rJIeart

W H AT you know in your heart is not sufficient—why does 
that which is conveyed to you telepathically not suffice? 
When one lives toward you incessant gratitude, endeavoring 
to appreciate all that you count in his life, why may that 
bring to him and to you less than the fullest measure of bless
ing that the situation comprehends?

1 must keep before you at all times the high estimate one 
must maintain of the presences in one’s subconscious self. 
Those images, from whatever source they may have come, are 
the soul’s working plans—the soul creates what those patterns 
guide to.

It is absolutely true that the individual holding certain 
appreciations of directions in w'hich you count in his life will 
create expressions accordingly, also he will bless with those 
influences in your life according to those appreciative atti
tudes. Interpreting you as a blessing in his life he applies you 
as a blessing and he blesses you—his results will show in bene
fits in his life and just as surely in yours. Making this clearer, 
one may call upon me telepathically for absent healing and 
my soul receives the call and makes response; heal ing results 
may take form all because the telepathic impulse is given the 
caller’s soul by which his builder corrects conditions compre
hended in the appeal for aid.

A  debater may make the point: if it is joy to me to render 
aid in that form which is my self -expression and the recipient 
is blessed with healing, what more is there to be desired? 1 
have used the hundreds of different angles of approach to this 
situation, the fact that we not only are living the incessant 
state of subconscious carrying on but also an objective life and 
the full measure of influence in either is so related to the other 
that each must participate w'ith the other in all things if LIFE 
is to have the completeness that Nature predicts. 1 never seem 
to learn so well by any other means, so 1 like a concrete repre
sentation—maybe these mental and spiritual lessons may best 
be conveyed to you by that method too. W ell, I have an 
abundance of those examples and I am eager to help us all to 
gain the fullest values involved in the correct understanding 
of the relationships between the mental and the spiritual



phases of our lives and how those two are related to our 
bodies.

My friend related the following: The last time we were
together. Doctor, was about 1926, when 1 had received at 
your hands private sessions and attended your lessons in class. 
Since then 1 went into business and I have prospered well in 
almost every undertaking—this includes a great many unfold- 
ments, business, marriage, social life and forming friendships. 
In all these items I have known of your helpfulness, not only 
in your teachings which I was applying hut your aid because 
of our soul rapport. Then he emphasized his conviction that 
I aided him in making best decisions. He added that he be
lieved he owed his prosperity and the various forms of his 
successes to my spiritual aid.

1 am not very well qualified to scold, but 1 do believe my 
consecration to be most helpful may inspire corrective state
ments—my reply to him: And all this you have enjoyed over
all these 12 years and never a word to tell me about your 
experiences! \Y H \  ;

Maybe be sensed a gentle rebuke in the tones in wh ich 1 
spoke yet be exhibited the extreme modesty in his nature the 
modesty that had governed even in his attitude toward me, 
an honoring attitude.

He explained that he probably thought that 1 must be receiv
ing so many communications from people 1 was helping, or 
requests that encumbered my time and attention that he would 
not like to add to my burden. Now you, my friendly reader, 
let me impress you with what, maybe, you are missing, that 
may be very precious to you. and of that of which you may 
be depriving me that is as life to me. Perhaps to a degree (or 
is it over a period of one's life?) one may be occupied by and 
living in business-building, in enterprises of the present and 
planning for the future—be that true or not, I know that one 
devoted as 1 have been and am, he lives in his people, in his 
loves. The welfare of those in whose lives he serves may be 
the only feature that is dear to him. Maybe such a one is en
titled to supremest happiness—then, if you are capable of 
understanding me upon tbe point, resolve that you never will 
withhold the expressed word, the word that describes gratefid 
images, images that 1 need to visualize in my conscious mind, 
even if they are already in my soul. They may be telepathi-



cally there but there is action and reaction between my con
scious mind and my soul, all joyous and so creative in my 
mind, soul and body—and yet the essence of it all is poured 
into your being in that return current—more than tonic to you, 
tis energy itself.

Before we were through, the young business man described 
above was well assured of his importance but also of the value 
that could attach to his word-expression of his gratitude and 
appreciation for the wealth of our fellowship, though the fel
lowship was in spiritual quality it had taken material form and 
given him well rounded out blessing. No it is not enough just 
to know in one s heart, one needs to have confirmed in his 
conscious mind if one is to be as happy in all of one's being 
as one needs to be in order to keep up his stock of joy-giving 
that he wishes to disburse.

V A L U E S  PA RTIA LLY  L O ST

A  woman was in our meeting recently, who was present in 
another public session three years ago. She told a friend that 
she was diagnosed to have chronic appendicitis—anyway she 
experienced discomfort all the time and much pain on occa
sion. The friend stated to her: If you would cancel the limi
tation and decide that you could receive complete healing from 
the scientilic prayer in the Soul Culture treatment at the close 
of the meeting, 1 know you need have no further discomfort, 
whatever may be the source of pain.' On that occasion she 
measured off (accepted) the complete possibility of healing 
and her trouble of long standing entirely disappeared and 
never returned.

Objectively 1 knew nothing about the woman or her trouble, 
yet if I had been informed of the identical occurence at the 
meeting 1 would have directed my conscious gratitude to my 
soul and from mine to hers, greatly to her benefit and to those 
with whom she m ight be in rapport. Endless building-joy may 
have its source in appreciative words having been spoken—and 
that they should be spoken is of importance to the one who 
utters them, perhaps equally so to the recipient. There is 
decisive uplift one feels in one’s heart many times—in the con
scious mind he may not get the impression as to what the 
gladness is based upon—be knows it is some good tbat another 
possesses. Now to become consciously informed concerning



the occasion o f the telepathic registration would lead one 
voluntarily to rejoice with all of his mind and heart. The 
results when one becom es happy like that may cause the soul 
to create the healing chemical reactions in all the cells of the 
body. W e  surely need all the joyous thoughts that construc
tive attitudes m ay spread in this world so overwhelmed with 
destructive suggestions of every sort, offered by every means 
o f comm unication among humans.

M uch of the time the soul gives the conscious mind the 
sensations based  upon the soul’s holdings, in prophetic knowl
edge, or it m ay impel its peacefulness because of successful 
transmission o f healing impulses and the mental phase is 
happy although the soul does not transmit word description.
1 hen a m essage coming over the wire or the air from the aided 
person m ay complete the natural terms of informed happiness- 
unlock, liberate, shout, turn loose all those repressed words of 
gratitude and appreciation—they possess the encouragement 
that might rescue one from overwhelming despair because he 
is telling his soul that he is a failure to his fellow man.



ideal Sconom y

NATURE publishes its disapproval of emptiness in a law 
that compels all space to be occupied—there shall he no 
vacuum—equally positive is its repugnance to stagnation as 
shown in its law that compels incessant motion. If under any 
circumstances laws concur in storage or hoarding, it is with a 
view to disbursement, for expression is fundamental.

Economy has become a thing despised because it was 
preached to us while we were quite young with an interpreta
tion that one must save, he must accumulate and always hold 
to what he gets with all of his possible ability. The result of 
the methods of teaching, many times in the past, has been to 
drive one as far away from the subject as he possibly can go 
when he has the opportunity to choose. There is the word, 
habit —we heard habits condemned so much that it was diffi
cult to learn that the best thing an individual could ever 
become would be through spontaneous expression of the right; 
we thought, as children, that there were only bad habits.

We naturally thought that economy could mean nothing 
except saving—not expending. Now we come with our psycho
logical analysis and disclose the fact that economy pertains to 
expenditure and not to hoarding; that one could hoard. build 
all possible walls about his savings to prevent their circulation 
and thereby manifest the opposite of economy. Ideal econolny 
means the conservation, constructive and wise supervision of 
distribution. Power or any of its symbols responds to the law 
of which I am speaking and we may resort to the physical, 
mental or spiritual departments for our illustrations. Should 
one decide that he would conserve his muscular power in any 
set of muscles and interpret that economy of strength would 
consist in hoarding, therefore, he would, if it were the arm in 
which he wished to possess more lifting power, put it in a sling 
and should he decide he would store his power that way for a 
month then examine his result he would find his stock hank 
rupt in power, that there remained nothing with which to 
economize for economy pertains to the wise expenditure if it 
is ideal economy.

It is evident to anyone that he can begin with a very small 
lifting power in the arm but expend (use) what he has.



judiciously, and in a short time will have multiplied the 
amount he has to give out; he also must continue to use and 
in no sense hoard, to retain his standard and that he may he 
capable of bringing his muscular power in all of his body to a 
wonderful exhibit. It was said that a man determined to lift 
his newly bom calf in his arms each day and that he would 
continue to do so as the little animal developed—it is asserted 
that he did this each day until the creature reached a weight 
of 900 pounds. 1 do not know that one can develop muscular 
power, even through the intelligent expenditure, as rapidly as 
a calf may accumulate weight hut the principle is tme and 
explains the true economy, which is not hoarding but spending.

We have seen those who have treated the intellect upon 
the basis of hoarding knowledge; with any observation at all, 
one perceives that the only way really to possess knowledge is 
to use it and that the more one uses legitimately that which he 
has, the more he grows to control and increase in the thing 
possessed. Everything in human affairs is under this law; en
deavor to hoard by withdrawing from circulation and lose all 
of the real blessing or virtue the thing has; wisely expend that 
which is under the control of the individual and it will multi
ply. He who uses the talents he has will multiply them many 
times over; he who saves the talents will lose the talents he 
has. Jesus presented this principle in his parable and it is now 
seen to mean disbursement.

In the Wayside and the Goal essay, an illusion is made 
to the disaster of taking so little out of life in the wayside for 
the hope of taking so much more at the goal. This is the same 
principle of the old way of keeping so as to have much by 
letting it pile up. Why cannot one see that the harvest comes 
from something planted; that penuriousness will raise more 
penuriousness; that scanty sowing must produce a short har
vest. A bushel of grain planted in good soil is worth more than 
fifty held in the grainery—one is swelling and the other is 
shrinking.

Just because that wh ich is sown is so much more to he 
esteemed than that which is held does not warrant indis
criminate sowing. Ideal economy is frugal disbursement, not 
simply to get the thing out of one s hands. There is one point 
in which one may be unwise and thereby increase disaster to a 
greater extent in that the more he disburses in the manner he



distributes, the greater the curse. There is an ideal economy 
in what one calls charity. To give to all who ask or to give 
to all who need may spread more evil than to keep in the bank 
or in the grainery.

It is only a so-called charity to supply, as a gift that which 
should be the fruits of ideal economy. The absolute poverty, 
in almost all instances, at least in America, is due to improvi
dent expenditure—criminal waste upon the part of charity 
subjects; one who gives outright money or supplies to such 
persons is going contrary to true economy and his injury is to 
himself and a greater harm to the recipient.

Ideal economy confirms this fact—one who uses the fruits 
of his own to take the place in another’s life of that which 
should be the result of that one’s endeavor, contributes to that 
one s delinquency, compels him to become a breaker of natural 
law. He who supplies another with anything that aids him by 
making it more possible for him to sow and reap more abund
antly, is the true helper—genuinely expends for the largest 
benefits to all. To help one to help himself is ideal aid, but 
to give him the result for wh ich he has made no expenditure 
paralyzes him; makes him a dependent, robbing him of effi
ciency because growth comes under the law of ideal economy.

If 1 put this forth as a teaching and it would not be capable 
of demonstration as a law of the cell life and structure as 
exhibited in the man, 1 would know it was not a true teaching. 
If ideal economy, the expenditure, not the hoarding of forces, 
were not the principle of the cells neither would it be correct 
as an interpretation of what an individual’s life should be.

Referring first to the subject above of so-called charity; we 
will not find the precedent anywhere in the body, of cells 
substituting their bodies nor their work for the bodies or work 
or product of other cells. In the presence of health or disease 
we lind cells complementing each other all the time—living 
faithful to the law of co-operation, but not supplanting. If a 
cell should become so defaulting that others must do its w'ork 
that cell is sure to perish quickly. If co-operation and en
couragement and in a measure, adaptation to a situation, upon 
the part of others makes it possible for the cell to do some 
creative work it may be restored to its full power and place, 
but if it must be shelved, as man often shelves his charity 
victims, the cell dies.



We need to avoid swinging from one extreme to another. 
When we realize hoarding is not the way hut expenditure is 
the law of growth or increase we might tend to take the view 
that we must let go of what we have—we must drop it some 
way. 1 hat would he as unintelligent as for one to take the roof 
off of his grainery and let the snow and rain fall immediately 
upon the grain stored there. Sometimes one undergoes a change 
of attitudes w'here he has heen a hoarder and wishes to become 
very charitable so throws his money broadcast. He should be 
the wisest expender of his possessions; he has some knowledge 
of principles involved in the matter of good coming from 
exercise whereas to distribute indiscriminately where people 
have done nothing for that which they receive quickly demon
strates that they know nothing about true economy; whatever 
is given to them is as quickly lost and they are bankrupt and 
made less efficient than before. 1 should say, let everyone who 
becomes acquainted with the true principles of economy pro
ceed at once to help humanity to help itself.

One may put wheels in motion to manufacture needed 
things and employ men—he helps them to help themselves and 
truly blesses them whereas to have given them cash from his 
bank would have destroyed them. Stimulating ideas, causing 
or enabling men to think of ways to advance their interests by 
advancing the interests of others is perhaps the highest form 
of aid to one’s own kind. Place an idea in possession of one, 
who can put the idea to work is a splendid aid and sometimes 
a word of confidence and encouragement is worth more than 
any material form of aid. It is seldom, if ever, best to give 
money outright to those who need.

You will have perceived ere this that Ideal Economy is 
simply another name and application of the Gospel of Libera
tion—the teaching that solves every human problem.

We never do any begging in behalf of the philanthropy we 
are carrying on—1 can tell you, however, that you. who are 
receiving 12 copies of Mind the Builder magazine for one 
dollar, are receiving a gift with every copy—as we give MAY
YOU BE PLEASED ALSO TO GIVE-THE PERFECT
LY who has ever found anything greater than the SCIEN
TIFIC TRUTH—THAT TRUTH, THE LAWS AND 
FORMULAS OF THE ‘TRUE PSYCHOLOGY."



PEA RLS—CH IM ES O F  T H O U G H T
"Some one need come to stir my blood,

And some one to deepen my breath,
It seems you have swelled my life to a flood 

In your thinking me back to health.’ ’

“Now you must have felt what were the needs of the hour 
For a soul that was famished through doubt,

And you have just shown me the wonderful Power 
That is bringing my new birth about.’

*  *  *
And I said. In the world each Ideal 

1 hat shines like a star on life’s wave 
Is wrecked on the shores of the Real 
And sleeps, like a dream in a grave.

And 1 toiled on, heart tired of the Fluman 
And 1 moaned mid the mazes of men 
Till 1 knelt long ago at an altar 

And 1 heard a voice call me. Since then 
I walk down the valley of Silence 
That lies far beyond mortal ken.

In the hush of the valley of Silence 
I dream all the songs that I sing 
And the music floats down the dim Valley 
1 ill each finds a word for a wing.

*  *  *

\  ou want a final crown of glory, significant of power, con
quest and royalty—they are fruits, not rewards. They grow 
from daily exercise of attributes of power in service and 
hannonies of expression. Over all of your individual world 
you must have the regal enthronement of your own soul.

*  *  *

The chief mistake has been our neglect of the wayside—we 
put off our happiness until the tomorrow of our lives, and that 
never coming, we name happiness that elusive thing .

*  *  *

Life would be too short after reaching the goal to go back 
again and pick up the myriad blessings we cast ruthlessly aside, 
or did not see. The true goal is in meeting the daily need.



Procrastination: An outgrowth of our mistaken purpose in 
living with eyes only upon the goal—an outgrowth of the 
teaching upon the subject of heaven being the goal of the 
future for which a man should aim.

tfc #  *
A great Art—the art of attending to one’s own business.

%

No one becomes as a little child (objectively lets go in an 
attitude of trust directed to his Innate Self) without finding 
the Kingdom of Heaven.

*  *  *
Every man, regardless of how great his intellectual develop

ment, whose standard of life is rigidity, self-righteousness, ego
tism, and objective resourcefulness must descend to Heavens 
antithesis where all true values are taken from him-

*  *  *
The world is a harvest field and life is the harvest—if we 

are gatherers of fruit from a field, it is axiomatic that seed pre
ceded the product—nothing ever took dorm that was not first a
seed and that seed, a thought.

*  *  *
The next life, just like the crowning glory of this present life 

—an effect after a cause—it is that to which one grows.
*  *  *

Under the guise of love there is a glad welcome everywhere. 
Love appears in company with sympathy and encouragement 
and the doors are opened wide as to a welcome guest.

*  *  *
Love is the greatest Liberator that ever operated in the life 

of individual, community, state, nation, race, or in the world.
^ ^

There is no tonic like love; there is nothing that can clear 
and stimulate intellectual activity like love; there is nothing 
that prepares the man s soul for uplifting inspiration as does 
the serenity produced by love when it is love for pure love’s 
sake.

*  *  #
o you or narrow vision, selfish thought, why will you not 

he the joy givers that you could he, and why will you not take 
the heaven that is yours just through encouraging another s 
self -expression?

*  Sfc *
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"THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE. MIND THE 
BUILDER. SCIENTIFIC MAN BUILDING" 

THREE BOOKS IN ONE

Book of 450 Pages. Cream-tinted Paper, Better Than Leather 
Bound. S3.50.

Written by DR. A. A . L IN D SA Y  alt er a quarter o] century 
specializing in practical psychology (Soul Culture)

Order from A. A. Lindsay, Publishing, Hotel Ansonia, N. Y. 
City.

Who could treat a hook of seventy chapters, hook nine and 
a half hy six and a half inches, averaging six pages to the 
chapter, with any justice in a limited space? Every page relates 
to the practical life—the mind, soul and hody of the human, 
all the way from the individual s primary cell becoming cre
ated, through the embryonic, infant, childhood, adult and 
maturing stage of self-expression—the hook for scientific prepa
ration, correction and ideal attainment.

To every reader who wants competent guidance in helping 
to solve his or her personal life problems, the GOLDEN RULE 
MAGAZINE unqualifiedly recommends this hook. There is 
no other hook quite like it. It is the most complete, the most 
inspiring and the most practical of a thousand or more hooks 
of which we know, on how to use the powers of the mind and 
the sold to change or direct one’s physical, personal, mental, 
spiritual and financial affairs for efficiency, happiness, and suc
cess. It is a veritable guide to a successful life.

1 his big hook not only explains clearly the laws and prin
ciples of psychology, hut it shows just HOW to apply them. 
Above all it is practical—not just a book to he read, hut life 
lessons to he applied and used. It is written out of the author’s 
ripe experience of twenty-nine active years in personally heal
ing, teaching and helping all kinds of people with all kinds of 
troubles and problems.



Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human body; 
hut he has gone farther, by specializing in tbe mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, but has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one’s best self through self-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.

SEATTLE SUNDAY TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
"NEW PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE”

By A. A. LINDSAY, M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by bis manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of tbe 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to tbe imagination than he would in tbe study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, be denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book, New Psychology Complete,” we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con 
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose. but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, tbe philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In tbe human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become tbe victim of disease and saddle its diseases on tbe 
body; it can become tbe slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, tbe conscious mind diseased can no
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more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in The New 
Psychology.’’

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The suggestion healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.— Seattle  Sunday  
Tim es.

Selections Casually Taken from the Big Book

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—1 have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual’s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.

By same Author
“LIFE’S HIGH WAY.” 140-Page Book, SI.00. 

"SCIENTIFIC PRAYER,” 46-Page Booklet, 25 Cents.
All the books now S3.50. Obtain at lectures or 

Order from A. A. LINDSAY. Publishing,
Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
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N E W  Y E A R  N O T I C E
V E R Y  I M P O R T A N T !

DEAR FR IEN D :— It is essential that we be informed 

now: Do you desire our Mind the Builder Magazine, new 

volume, beginning February, 1939, 12 copies including Ja n 

uary, 1940, price $1.00, and will you send us $1.00 for 

same by March first, 1939?

Your favorable reply may solve a most important problem 

for many people.

Previous volume, February, 1938, including January, 

1939, was provided by our friends contributing to a fund to 

which the author contributed $250.00 cash, his writing, the 
assembling and stitching and mailing out the issues, gratis.

All receipts, including subscriptions, were contributions to 

the CAUSE, of which all of pur literature is exponent.

EVERY RECIPIEN T OF 12 CO PIES AT $1.00 RE

CEIVED THEM AT L E SS  THAN ACTUAL CASH COST.

Every word in the magazine pertains to MIND, SOUL 
and BODY and is scientifically true.

The magazine is not devoted to commercial advertisements.

Please give this your IMMEDIATE ATTENTION by sim
ply stating that you wish the magazine to be delivered to 
your address, beginning February, 1939, for one year— send 
the $1.00 by March first— address for all purposes,

DR. A. A. Lindsay,
Hotel Ansonia, New York City.



Eva, the farm er’s daughter, eighteen years old, educated 
and industrious, had climbed from the attic of the main 
building out onto the kitchen roof, where she was spreading 
sliced apples to dry in the sun. At the same moment that 
Grover was stooping over to draw up the bucket to which a 
rope was attached for drawbng water from the cistern, Eva’s 
foot slipped and she glided rapidly and noiselessly down 
the roof of one-third pitch.

The first perception Grover had of anything extraordi
nary was realized when he said to himself: “ I have not seen 
her face nor heard her voice but she, whose little right foot is 
in my right coat pocket and whose left foot is in my left coat 
pocket, with her arms around my neck, is the rest of myself.”

“ Excuse my back, I did not know you were coming,” he 
said.

“ Please do not apologize; had you not been here I 
would be in that cistern now, drowning perhaps. Will you 
sit down so I can step out of your pockets?”  was her reply.

Their conversation was friendly and quite frank. He 
told her that he was in deep meditation during his drive over 
several miles of his journey; so thoroughly pre-occupied 
that he had almost ruined his machine in letting the water 
become so low in the tank; that he had been thinking it was 
strange that there was no one for whose presence he cared 
enough to wish to have the seat by the side of him occupied.

He said he wondered if he would ever think such 
thoughts again and that he felt now that he would never be 
satisfied to have the seat vacant. It was intended to be an 
insinuated suggestion but from her attitude he could judge 
it was just what she expected him really to feel.

She declared that she must have been in a state of ab
straction also, else she would not have forgotten that she 
was climbing over a sloping roof. When he asked her how 
she could explain his state that caused him to neglect his



machine, she said she could not do so and asked him if he 
could explain why her skidding took place just at the in
stant he was standing over the cistern. He declared that he 
could not explain how it happened like that, but that he was 
beginning to suspect the cause back of it all. And so, hop
ing to disclose this cause, he issued a few more suggestions.

“May I know your name,”  he asked, modestly.

“ My name is Eva.”

“ I might have suspected from the route you came that 
your name would be like that; my name is Grover; let us 
be Eva and Grover from this time.”  He said this drawing 
very near to her and observing that she bent toward him. 
“ Let us not deny this to ourselves nor try to deny it to each 
other; we have not chosen anything connected with this ex
perience; if we had tried to have performed this we could 
not have brought it about. 1 am not on the road I intended 
to travel, I am miles off of the direct course I intended to 
take to the city and when I discovered my mistake I stopped 
to think about returning to the main road. I found no broad 
place in which to turn and kept coming. I drove across 
small streams, but paid no attention to the depleted tank. I 
wonder if you are in the habit of climbing out on that roof 
to place things in the sun.”

“ No, Grover, 1 never do. I used to play up there when 
I was a little girl, but I do not attend to drying fruit and 
corn. Today, after they had all left the house, 1 saw that 
the apples had been forgotten, so I supposed that was why 
I wished to put them out.”

“ Then, Eva, it was no fault of yours that they forgot to 
put the apples to d ry ?”

“ 0 , No! N o !”

“ Well, that proves that we had nothing to do with bring
ing about our meeting; altogether we are shown that some
thing has made us meet, as if it were answer to prayer, don’t



you think s o ? ”  he asked. Continuing he said: “ We know it 
is not necessary for us to go over all that has happened just 
before we met, that is I know it is not. I knew when your 
precious feet were slipping along my sides into my pockets 
that my very own was sent to me from heaven. Before I 
heard your voice or felt your arms around my neck and 
your balmy breath on my cheek, I knew I loved you. Surely 
I could not have had all of this heavenly ecstasy while you 
felt nothing of the sort, Eva, tell me frankly.”

“ I would that I could tell you all,”  she replied. “ I 
never imagined such sweet contentment came to mortals, 
such satisfaction and yet in the same instant feel such hun
ger, such yearning. I felt that we had always known each 
other and when you spoke as if you wished the seat in your 
car would never be vacant again, I did not collect myself 
for some time, did not recall the fact that we had said 
nothing. Perhaps speech between us is not required; I 
trust you implicitly and want to be with you always. If 
you must go away, may it be for a very short time.”

Grover, with all that he had to give, in deep feeling, 
drew the sweet young girl into his arms and at the meeting 
of their lips she breathed the words into him, “ I love you.” 
“ And I will always love you, Dear.”

A LOVING MAGNET

A piece of steel said to a piece of soft iron that it, the 
steel, had been down at the electric plant by the side of the 
river and had rested several minutes close to the whirling 
dynamo, with the result, a much intensified vibratory state 
of its etherial particles; that it felt as if it were overcharged 
with blessing which it wished to impart to anything that 
had a different quality of vibration and especially to any
thing with a slower rate. The piece of iron, it is claimed, 
replied that it had so slow a rate of vibration that it was 
dead and useless and if it were not hammered into activities



or electrified into more rapid vibration it had no purpose 
in its existence; that of itself it had only a yearning to give 
but no qualities through which to give.

The piece of steel drew the iron up close and began to 
impart its thrills (1 som etim es w on der d oes n atu re  im p art  
anim ation to a l l  fo rm s o f m atter an d  d o  they fe e l re a l h a p p y  
sensations in their exchange o f b le ssin g s, fo r  a l l  m atter ac ts, 
each form  upon each other fo rm  that can  enter in to the 
interchange o f v ib ra t io n ?  The v ib ration  m ay  be ch em ical 
or electrical but the p artic le s  a re  so  liv e ly  in rece iv in g  an d  
giving that I have often fe lt that the law  o f jo y o u sn e ss  p re 
vails and  extends to every th ing when it is n o rm a l.)  and the 
iron gratefully responded to the attraction, graciously clung 
to its source of enlivenment.

The little iron body became slightly self-conscious and 
declared a sense of regret because the life-giving steel was 
giving so much and could receive nothing from that to which 
it was extending life and equipping for usefulness. But the 
body of steel responded in reasurance that this was a re
ciprocal relationship; that the need of the iron supplied an 
opportunity for self-expression upon the part of the steel, 
and, besides, it, the steel was receiving from the iron an 
essential quality, adjustment in polarity, so vital to the per
manence of its powers. Iron became contented again— but 
being curious continued the interrogations directed to the 
master steel. Asking if these were love interchanges, iron 
was informed that in the world of matter they were demon
strating love and that no other word could describe their 
attraction and interchange.

“ Then we shall rest together and enjoy each other like 
this forever?”  asked the body of iron.

“ No, to the contrary we will reach the same vibratory- 
rate presently and you will push me away. I will have 
given you all of me you can apply and you will have be-



come created to attract another mass of iron as I have at
tracted you.”

In the above partial personification of the bodies of 
metal I describe that law by which earth, rocks, wood, 
metals, chemistry in form of flesh, air, water or ether or 
any other possible form of matter in each particle or body 
acts upon every form that is in its field of vibration. By 
the same law two human bodies of unlike vibration in their 
chemistry and electricity act upon each other and since or
ganized mind is present in the human beings an interpreted 
sensation becomes possible— sometimes pleasant, perhaps 
more often unpleasant, and sometimes in tensely agreeable  
as it was in the instance of Grover and Eva.

According to the usual writer of fiction, as well the 
poet, Eva and Grover were well warranted in the decision 
that they had been created for each other and were destined 
to be together— married for time and eternity. This is the 
error from which I would save some one— everyone if I 
could present the truth to the whole world. The novelists 
and poets are the general educators upon the subject of 
love and they have described electrical and chemical vibra
tion and masculine and feminine excitement as the form of 
love that should constitute the basis of marriage. That is 
what, heretofore, I have named “ so-called" love and it comes 
and goes, when it is all, just about as do those attractions 
among metals, etc. Since those who are the supposed edu
cators upon the subject describe this, which Grover and Eva 
experienced, as the final evidence upon which the matri
monial step should be based, all who would be lovers are 
looking for those signs. With this attitude of mind the in
dications can be found almost anywhere that a male and a 
female could be thrown together upon the usual terms of 
the novelist. The writers have fixed this meeting upon a 
chance basis, such as, having occasion to rescue Mary Ann 
from a burning ship, William Henry discovered, while hold-



ing her to his breast that she was his and he hers, because 
she nestled there in a homelike way— as if she owed her life 
to him and he should therefore do what he pleased with it.

He, you know, was sitting on a bench in the park when 
she strongly attracted him to her. It was one of those in
stantaneous miracles of love in first contact and he was lav
ishing kisses upon her when the moon shone suddenly but 
brightly upon her greasy, black face. The shock to that 
white man cured him of all belief in the “ so-called”  love; 
that gives me hope that truth will save many individuals in 
the future— this revelation I am making has saved many 
who have heard of my lesson.

The small percentages of happy m arriages is proof 
enough that the forms are entered into mostly under the 
illusion that has been created by our misinformed in
structors.

Many an Eva has called upon me as did this one of 
whom I shall now speak and from whose letter I shall 
actually quote.

M ARRIED IN IGNORANCE.

“ Dr. Lindsay, I am now twenty-seven years old, an age 
w'hen life should mean the most to a woman, but to me it 
has seemed without hope until recently when I heard a 
friend, who has been a pupil of yours, speak of practical 
psychology in a way that made me think that in you I may 
have hope. I have not told anyone about my situation for I 
did not imagine there was any help for me through them.

I married before I was eighteen and without having the 
slightest idea what it meant— that is, no ideas that were 
correct. I have thought of late years that, had the man I 
married courted me awhile after the ceremony was said it 
might have been different. In his ignorance (or was it 
mine?) he treated me most cruelly and shockingly. He de-



d ared  that was what law was for, to give him a right to 
demand what he took. I pity any girl who ever had all of 
her intuitions and finer feelings outraged in any such man
ner. This occurred at the hands of a man, who was re
garded as the kindest of men and the most charitable among 
professing Christians. Regardless of what I would make up 
my mind to endure and never to show my humiliation nor 
my pain, I could not control my body for it contracted and 
writhed in involuntary effort at escape and I had spasms of 
jerking then quivering for hours.

After two years a child was born (he is almost five now) 
and within a few weeks after that the man abandoned us. I 
have managed to support myself and child by my work.

Some time ago I met a man, who has given every pos
sible indication of his love for me and in my soul I feel the 
sincerest love for him; still I have refused to become en
gaged to him for the reasons that I will now give to you and 
this will explain why I have hope in you and why you are 
my only hope.

This man is gentle and wishes to court me in a perfectly 
normal way but as much as I care for him and as much as 
I w’ish to care for him, because he not only loves me but he 
would provide for the best education of my child, who needs 
the home life, I cannot keep my body from passing into the 
most painful condition and even visible quivering. His 
slightest caress throws me into this state and I then live over 
the horrible nightmare of my former married life. I sup
posed one could do as one would with one’s body, by will 
power hut this is entirely beyond my will power. Now, you 
see if I became engaged to him he would wish to caress me 
and, as contradictory as it all seems, I wish so much to he 
caressed by him and yearn to demonstrate my love for him, 
yet with all this, which I declare to you is true, my body is 
outside of my control and will show to the contrary of the 
feelings I really possess.



I believe you will understand me and will also excuse 
me for writing as I felt I must so you would know whether 
you could help me; your book has helped me in many ways 
but this is not anything I can do for myself.”

Is there any human being that doubts the overwhelming 
need of sane teaching on Love? If there is, send him this 
genuine appeal that has come to me in my clinical practice.

Practical psychology was used— I gave her suggestions 
to her complete remaking in all the points she indicates 
herein. She wrote me after a series of treatments had been 
given, a few lines that I could not mistake. “ Please discon
tinue the treatments; I think it is best to let well enough 
alone at the present stage of matters.”

There is not anything in human mind or character, 
neither an atom of the body that cannot be reached by sug
gestions given under scientific circumstances. These cir
cumstances are not states of hypnosis.

This young woman’s shocking experience registered pic
tures in her soul, pictures that were dormant until some
thing stimulated them, something that would suggest or 
cause the re-picturing of those former experiences. The 
soul is the storehouse of the pictures, the soul is controllable 
by suggestion, that is, by the pictures it possesses and since 
the soul must manifest in the body and through it, the 
awakened pictures must cause the same manifestations in 
the body that they did when they were first created. The 
way to neutralize pictures (suggestions) is through other 
pictures, the suggestions given as commands counteracting 
the undesirable ones.

However the above is given at this time to show that the 
bodies of people are wholly controllable by suggestion. Two 
persons, opposite in sex, suggest to themselves and to each 
other that their pleasurable interchange, as experienced in 
the sensations they feel through their bodies, is a guarantee



that they belong to each other; that they should become 
married outwardly, since in their souls they are married by 
heaven’s decree. This has occurred millions of times and is 
perpetuated in fiction, the same old proof and the same old 
suggestion and by everyone who accepts it, the same dis
illusionment after two bodies have become of the same 
vibratory states on the order of the steel magnet and the 
non-magnetized iron.

In the midst of the flam e and frenzy of cells electrically 
and chemically calling for their opposite polarity and their 
chemical affinity, a pair of alleged lovers may not like to be 
informed that they are sensing that which is experienced 
between particles or parcels of matter: that under a law of 
the most ordinary things in the universe they are inter
changing and that any creature that has a mind with which 
to feel probably could and does enjoy the same sensation. 
If they disliked the truth they might desist in disgust. It is 
better if they know’ these things before hand and be saved 
from the disgust and disillusionment that has pertained to 
the “ so-called”  love.

I once had a pet rooster that would come to me and tell 
me through the universal language and by signs that he 
would enjoy my smoothing his feathers and if I would be so 
kind as to scratch his breast he would reward me by “ play
ing dead.”  The cat shows its appreciation of the pleasurable 
sensation produced by the contact with the human hand— 
this is electrical and chemical. The squirrels in the Central 
Park, New York City, kissed my fingers after I had smoothed 
them on the tops of their heads— they said : “ Thank you, 
that was nice.”

It is somewhat difficult to distinguish between one whom 
we have classified as a degenerate and any man who has a 
fetich that I will not try to draw the line. We say one is a 
degenerate when he attains all of his desirable satisfactions 
by standing before a show window of women’s shoes. He



uses pictures or self-suggestions that cause him to experi
ence in his body all that electricity and chemical affinity 
and—minus nothing, are experienced by those who base 
their love and their evidence of “ married in heaven”  upon, 
the love that the novelist has usually compelled his hero 
and heroine to marry upon.

The man with a fetich may fall in love only with a woman 
who has a certain limp in her walk— another requires a cer
tain lisp in her talk. One requires blonds, another curly 
hair, another a nose that is like the pug.

To explain about this excitement, love, dependent upon 
the fetich, I will give the following from actual life (except 
the names).

He was so affected by her voice, which he worshipped, 
that he forgot everything, even her homely face. When they 
were on their honeymoon the moon beamed in upon the 
Pullman pillow and the head which was lying upon it. As 
he looked at her face, the features of which the gods had 
not favored, he was losing his courage, so awoke the bride 
with the exclamation: “ For God’s sake! Mollie, s in g !”

POWER OF PITY

A young woman sought an interview with me recently 
hoping for a solution of her problem. She said her health 
had failed rapidly and she had lost much in her weight. 
She said she could not say that any actual disease was work
ing upon her, yet she had no appetite for food and could 
not sleep. I immediately asked her the occasion of her 
worry. As she had not mentioned worry she seemed sur
prised at the question.

She continued by saying that she supposed love involved 
a great deal of anxiety and that she had brought a man 
suffiently near to trouble her a great deal. I replied that 
love should be a great reconstructive power and that if she



were losing we might be sure that a mistake existed some
where in the matter. She gave me the usual description of 
unrest and the superlative of misery when he was absent 
from her. Although when he returned he would be thor
oughly intoxicated, his presence removed some of the agony 
she felt when he was absent. Her interest in him brought 
them into such rapport that when he was in his delirium 
she would dream the horrible things called for in his pic
turing. Their telepathic communication was so complete 
that she lived all of the depression and remorse he felt when 
the after-drunk period came to him.

He made professions of love for her but he declared the 
unhappiness that drove him to drunkenness was due to the 
fact that his fam ily and their set could not, he was sure, ever 
fellowship the girl, therefore, he must not think of marry
ing her. It appeared that there was no degradation, so far 
as practices were concerned, that could throw him out of his 
set, while to marry a respectable woman would make of him 
an outcast.

It was largely due to that maternal instinct in the woman 
that filled her with the impulse to mother something weak 
that she was so much involved, in her feelings. She had 
made it almost the basis of the continuation of her own life, 
that she should do service for the m an; she had used auto
suggestion and had brought him so close to her life that her 
own existence hinged upon having him where she could keep 
watch over him and know that he was safe.

I could see her perilous situation and I wTas glad when 
she disclosed an interest in herself to seek escape from the 
feelings which were annihilating her, but which were be
yond any will power to control. She said she loved him 
and that surely nothing hut love could cause her to care for 
him when he showed such unfortunate qualities: that only 
love could make her miss him so when he was absent and to 
endure him when he was intoxicated, returning to visit her



after his varied dissipations.

This good woman was ready to complete the sacrifice of 
her life to reform this selfish creature. Thousands of women 
have deceived themselves, believing that removing all lim i
tations to their attendance upon the wishes of an inebriate 
they could make his life so beautiful that he would never 
wish the association of the degraded kind. A man of that 
sort will not be reformed by the sacrifice of the wife, but 
will turn upon her very soon and declare she is the cause 
that drives him into the debaucheries. There is nothing in 
marriage, the usual formal marriage, that more than attracts 
the individual’s attention, either man or woman, for a brief 
period. After that they both settle back to their usual 
standards and dispositions. Nothing except aspiration and 
education have made actual improvements in any phase of 
man or woman -not even legislation, neither punishment 
has made man better. Sacrifice of a life in one’s behalf does 
not cure the habits— aspiration before realization is LAW.

I began by my most intense telepathic and audible sug
gestions to save this woman and in a few days she asked me 
if I could develop in her, through suggestion, an indifference 
where she thought she had loved and also cause her to be 
perfectly indifferent concerning what became of him. I 
assured her that there is no limitation to what one can ac
complish through suggestions properly given if the individ
ual has aspiration, but that everything in the universe has 
to consult the will of the individual in whom a change 
should be made. (1 told a woman on an occasion that 
through suggestion I could cause her to become as strongly 
attached to her husband as she was to another man, whom, 
she told me, was her “ ideal love,”  to which she very quickly 
uttered the exclamation: “ 0 ,  HORRORS! DON’T DO 
THAT. He is the finest man in the world, but I would not 
think of it for a moment to feel that way toward him.” ) In 
the absence of her aspiration I could not, no, not ever



create any change in her that was not preceded by aspira
tion.

My much afflicted patient regained her equilibrium com
pletely and in two weeks’ time was regaining her flesh and 
a ll her body was functioning w ell; her mind completely at 
ease and her dreams sweet, for I had cut her out of rapport 
with the unhappy, self-pitying man that had taken such deep 
hold upon her pity. When it was all over I closed the matter 
with this question: “ Since you were overwhelmingly in love 
where you pictured an ideal, which in no way was personi
fied by the man, with what were you actually in love?”

She quickly replied: “ I must have been in love with an 
idea since the man did not fu lfill my picture.”  I closed my 
association with her at this point, telling her that her reason 
was quite sufficient now since she could see she had loved 
an idea; this she could continue to do and let the man cease 
to be a part in her thought.

LO V E’S M YRIAD M ANIFESTATIONS

A variety of Hindu psychology has declared that there is 
a mind for each thing one does. A mind that directs his 
walking, another that eats and still another that speaks, etc. 
This would require an immense number of minds so his 
brother Hindu has reduced until he accounts for all that a 
man does by showing only thirty-two minds. The Western 
psychologist is situated to supply a better working basis in 
the conception in man there is one mind manifesting in 
varied directions.

There used to be many electricities but in our modern idea 
there is the general term, electricity and we think of it as 
the same thing always but with myriad forms of showing 
itself.

In the same sense that there is one mind in the indiv idual 
and one electricity in the universe there is LOVE. There is



conclusive evidence that everywhere in the universe there is 
mind, also electricity and it is equally as true that there is 
a universal uniting element that attracts and cements objects 
and would tend to mould them into a common sympathy—  
this is LOVE.

There is a bond of union between the art or the occupa
tion that is congenial and the person who is performing. 
One should love his work.

There is a sympathetic tie among those who are engaged 
in the fulfillment of the same sort of work. One should love  
his fellow-laborer.

Various social connections cause mankind to mingle. One 
should love his fellow man.

Homes are organized upon a basis of affection existing 
between brothers and sisters— among a ll  the members of 
the household. Kindred people, if normal, love  each other.

There is a peculiar force by which a mother is held in her 
feelings toward her children. No one would mistake a 
mother’s love.

A father’s care for sons and daughters is different from 
the feelings the mother has, but that which the father feels
is love.

A son or daughter has a different feeling toward father 
from the way he or she feels toward mother and still in both 
instances it is love.

One finds delight in the companionship of friends and 
the interchange of felicities is a spontaneous inclination. 
When one is attracted to friends this is love.

A man has a different feeling toward the feminine friends 
from the way he feels toward his masculine ones, yet it is 
love he feels.

A woman has a different feeling toward the men from her



feeling she has for other women and yet the attraction in all 
the instances is love .

Surely one does not require the conception of a different 
quality or force for these different manifestations— it is love 
in m anifold form s but it is love.

No one would have any difficulty in determining that in 
the above I have not described a basis of sex-mating, nor 
would one suppose we would have to search the universe to 
find or create some new force, quality or attraction, or name 
it some different thing when we are to confront that uniting 
in m arriage. There is that which exists between planets; 
between atoms, between things in the air and the earth and 
between souls. One name can pertain to the varied phe
nomena— the principle of positive and negative (polarity) 
underlies all electrical phenomena and we call all such 
manifestations electricity. We have the precedent in calling 
the uniting element love.

A sex factor causes a brother to feel toward his sister as 
he could not toward a brother; a man does not feel the same 
toward his men friends that he does toward his woman 
friends. The fact of sex should not defeat love  although it 
gives shading to it. I hope to analyze these subjects so as to 
help others greatly and also to prevent the misunderstand
ing concerning the form in which love is being manifested 
when I shall speak further upon the chemistry, electricity 
and psychology of love; then I shall show that there is an 
intensity of passionate attraction w'hich may be created be
tween two persons opposite in sex, which attraction is love, 
which I have heretofore distinguished as the, so-called love, 
as compared with the ideal love, the mating love— love that 
characterizes the complete union, marriage.

I am sure when we understand the phraseology in my 
definitions we shall surely agree. We will find concurrence 
of thought when we show that which is not a mating love



even if all of the world of poetry and fiction indicated to 
the contrary.

I am sure love  is so broad a word that it comprehends 
man’s attachment to each live thing in the universe and he 
will see in every cell of every form of life an individual 
intelligence which calls for his lo v e ; he will see that each 
thing is an expression of SOUL. GOD, SPIR IT , HARMONY, 
innately, therefore, since he does love  every expression of 
the SUPREME, he loves G O D , under all the above 
synonyms.

Love that is to unite, mind, body and soul of a man to 
mind, body and soul of a woman needs to be distinguished 
from the altruistic, the parental, friendship, and all other 
forms of love’s  manifestation.

The term chosen, mating love, is not new nor am I seeking 
to mystify through terminology. The love  that constitutes a 
basis of mating may not be something of former under
standing.

THE REAL HUSBAND AND W IFE LOVE

Perhaps you wonder from whence one can gather a copy 
of the real husband and wife LOVE and will think I have 
an impossible task before me.

It is fruitless to look in the objective world for the m a
terialization and personification of the ideal upon any sub
ject with which legislation and theology have had dealings 
for neither of these manifestations of force nor the force of 
commercialism contains a principle of liberation. It is true 
that I cannot point to any instance of formal m arriage that 
has been subjected to either element mentioned and say that 
in it one can find the true husband and wife LOVE.

If 1 become an interpreter of innate images, pictures, 
ideas- IDEALS I may find in the soul of maid, woman or 
man— in any human soul, the copy that will inform us, will



tell us what is LOVE. In the past we have been told, when 
we wished to know the truth about anything, to ask some 
finite phase of intelligence, that is a form of mind that looks 
outward to learn through the senses and intellect, to inform 
us and that mind, of itself, cannot know truth. If that arro
gant mind would become as a little child in its trust and 
would look within instead of without it could become cap
able of im parting truth which might pertain to mankind or 
any individual, whereas it has assumed to have power to 
calculate and advise through objective means— it cannot 
direct the body nor the soul nor itself in the individual of 
which it is a phase with regard to truth; how much less, 
then, can it teach another human being.

“ Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise 
From  outwmrd things, what’er we make believe,
There is an inmost center in us all,
Where truth abides in fullness; and around.
W all upon wall, the gross flesh hems it in,
The perfect clear perception— which is truth.
A baffling and perverting carnal mesh 
Binds it, and makes all error— and to know 
Rather consists in opening out a way 
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape 
Than effecting an entry for a light 
S u p p o se d  to be w ithout”

I declare again that knowledge of truth is innate in the 
human soul and the Ideal, the Perfect for each item of 
possible individual expression is present and inherent in 
image form in each individual. This is the image of God, 
for spirit is its source, but the objective learning which has 
not been upon a basis of unfoldment but has been some
thing of addition from outside, has cut the individual off 
from his Teacher within.

L pon no subject has mankind departed further from his 
God within than w'ith regard to marriage where he has sub-



stituted every conceivable form of the artificial for the 
natural. Still there is nothing that cannot be reclaimed 
through knowledge and aspiration and the world may be
come regenerated through growth.

When heaven is so dear, so beautiful and so near, I am 
astounded often at the sort of pottage human beings will 
take in its place.

Love offers heaven, offers to establish all of life upon the 
basis of the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, which is within you, 
which would be the highest cause, therefore could bring only 
the highest blessings, but ambitions prim arily earthly pre
clude the possible fulfillments of love.

The physical phases of m arriage unions are voluntary, 
the qualities present in individuals that would make real 
marriage possible are involuntary, they are subjective 
attributes. The individual innate possessions call for cor
responding, complimentary, supplemental (not necessarily 
like) attributes. That which is in the sub-conscious of one 
may become impressed, communicated through telepathy 
to another and they who are adapted to each other and who, 
by the very laws of their being are a unit, in their souls 
recognize this involuntary union. Under the laws of the 
sub-conscious they interchange this communication and it 
would be a natural fulfillment if this came up to their con
scious minds. If they are under natural laws instead of 
artificial standards there will be the conscious recognition 
and acknowledgments of their involuntary citizenship each 
in the other’s world, spontaneous, natural world which is in 
the depths of the being. Intuition will cause them to recog
nize each other as under the psychic or soul law of tele
pathy they have communicated with each other.

The usual so-called marriage has no such source as this 
and when persons have had the forms of assurance herein 
given they set out at once to count the material advantages



or disadvantages and usually there are many things that 
would not seem to warrant forming an outward marriage— 
it would he unprofitable. “ Eyes blinded by the dust of 
things cannot see truth”  nor could an individual, filled with 
the desire to objectify images that call for that which plays 
prim arily to senses, become yielding to the heavenly basis 
of m arriage.

The LOVE of which I am now speaking does not give its 
first evidence in intensities of the body. It is a love that has 
its anchorage in the soul and the soul controls all that the 
body is or could become. All that is of the soul which is to 
become manifested in the body, objectified, reaches its ful
fillment as a growth. That attraction that begins in the body 
manifestation in intense feeling is of mushroom develop
ment and it will prove to be of mushroom existence. LOVE 
builds on the principle of the century growing oak.

LOVE unfolds upon the principle of life or harmony and 
will be, because it is mutually possessed, the power to bring 
the objective lives of the two into attunement. I recall in a 
flash of time three couples that have lived together twenty- 
five to thirty-five years and have had many children. The 
husband in neither instance has lived in harmony with his 
wife; seldom, if ever, has there been a subject intoduced 
upon which they outwardly agreed. In the history of each 
couple they claimed to have the same God and had joined 
the same church, but neither their God nor their church 
could unite them since LOVE did not. Nothing is proved 
in the millions of histories like this except that common 
passion, chemistry and electricity may be satisfied and per
petuation of the race can take place without LOVE. I could 
add that commercial success may also attend upon the po
lite selection of companion from the objective standpoint. 
But to all who would attain heights of self-expression, the 
real unfoldment of life and happiness, I can only say, seek 
first the Kingdom of Heaven, which is within you, the God
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within which knows truth; become as a little child, ob
jectively, looking to that source of dependable instruction 
and guidance and upon being told from within, not by sug
gestions from without, accept, not going about to select, 
but accept your own.

Although united in the heaven of which I speak, that is 
through your Innate Self’s selection you are still, from an 
objective feature two individuals. You will not have looked 
out through the same eyes nor seen subjects from the same 
point of view and, because there is this individual instru
ment through which to come in contact with the objective 
world no two will ever see the same things nor see things 
in precisely the same way. If there were an assumption of 
such a situation it would be at the complete annihilation of 
the individuality and this, nature defines, is the worst dis
ease. There was a post which was observed by two men and 
by each described in their writings. They seemed to differ 
even to contradict each other; each stood by his description, 
although one said it was a white post and the other a black 
one. To settle the dispute without duel there were witnesses 
sent. They declared that one side of the slab was white and 
the other side black. Real husband and wife LOVE may 
exist and allow each to see from his or her particular angle 
and they may see differently and both be right. If each 
sought the self-expression of the other every moment there 
would be neither contention nor quarreling, but there would 
be complete liberation which would result in a musical 
harmony. Musical harmony does not consist in one element 
being overwhelmed by the other nor silenced but each being 
an integral member in expression constitutes the unit.

I would not discourage any one’s Ideal, but I would ask 
to replace the Ideal for the idea, in that which has been 
called love and marriage wThich began as the writer of fic
tion has expressed. It is an idea not an Ideal when sugges
tion, electricity and chemistry have made great impression



on the senses constituting the so-called love. With the satis
fying of these senses all that is between the parties tends to 
separate them. The LOVE, synonymous with Ideal, will con
vert the body of each one into the instrument of Soul’s 
(Love’s) enjoyment, renewable and to be perpetuated as 
LOVE would inspire.

LO VE calls for all and unifies all and presumes mutual 
joy, agreement in everything, repulsion felt by neither.

There are not objective evidences about which I can tell 
you through which one can be sure he has found his own; 
one cannot bring Soul laws of test into the realm of ob
jective laws of test.

That which you should know the best— be most certain 
upon, you may not be able to know in your own reason as 
to why, and yet you know you know. That is the way of 
INTUITIO N, the manner of your GOD WITHIN.
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».»|?ot3flng fHaDe At Home...
ANIMALS are so smart that an observer may envy 

them sometimes. Now there is the mother hog, she is 
one of the most careful observers of chemical laws. 
As a watchful parent I know of no superior, being 
ever alert with her instinctive perception she does not 
have to depend upon any one of the senses to know' 
what especial action she must take to protect her 
young. I have seen her excited into great frenzy in 
the presence of a threatening attack by the dog—the 
dog is aware of the danger he would be in if he got 
within her reach so he takes the threatening attitude 
that gives him assurance that the pig will destroy her
self when he creates in her the fear and anger. The 
hog is wholly controlled by her mother-instinct and 
her watchcare over her young may involve much more 
than physical warfare.

The hungry family will approach her as usual but 
she will not permit her child to touch her and if one 
vigorous little fellow insists upon having his lunch 
she may pitch him across their enclosure and against 
the wall. She requires no chemical test— she acts 
with regard to the law of destructive emotions that 
may cause every cell of her milk to become a deadly 
poison to every pig that feeds upon it. She requires 
the little ones to give her time to gain her poise. With 
time and resumption of peace she creates the anti
poison that neutralizes her lacteal products, then there 
is the happy family again.

It is commendable caution by which a human 
places upon every container of a poisonous substance, 
in large letters and cross-bones besides, perhaps, the 
sufficient label to cause extreme watchcare concern-



ing contact with substances within. And how extreme 
is the attention to avoidance of any form of injurious 
elements, fluids, powders, gases, by any possible 
means entering the body. No corroding chemical per
mitted to touch or enter the body, and no miasma in
haled—all too dangerously destructive to tissues of 
the body and it could be with serious consequences 
that any form of such elements would become present 
in the body.

Probably there is never a human but that in some 
manner becomes instructed concerning the list of 
poisonous substances and their manner of action and 
what would be the normal caution to be used in pro
tection against them.

I would not in the least measure discourage the 
spread of this teaching concerning every known harm
ful substance— to the contrary, I would that everyone 
could become taught more fully concerning every de
structive product, including protective measures and 
antidotes.

That source of poisons, poisons that the humans 
should be taught all about from infancy through 
childhood and maturity, the source being the human 
factory, the human body laboratory, the human sub
conscious phase of mind controlling the processes in
volved in the factory production, that source and the 
products are ruinously neglected.

When one gives thought to the subject, poisons, and 
would become somewhat informed upon their source 
and may make research in literature, medical, chem
ical and include hygiene and disclose the fact that the 
most largely used and the largest producing factory 
in the universe, that is, producing the largest amount



and the most destructive poisons may not be alluded 
to, surely ‘ ‘ASTOUNDED.”  would be a mild word in 
describing the feeling.

Concentrated study of the physical might preclude 
the discovery of this manufacturing plant—certainly, 
specialists in the study of mind and soul have been 
just as far from the disclosures that would tend to 
enlighten the world upon this most important knowl
edge— that is, there can be nothing more vitally im
portant than for every human to know that he, him
self is, in his mind, body and soul, a perfectly 
equipped manufacturing institution with a potential
ity to create the actual poisons that destroy the body.

There is not a possibility of the human experienc
ing any form of emotion without that emotion becom
ing the direct cause of the consistent chemical changes 
in this material phase. Emotions put the factory to 
work— the form of the product is determined hv the 
quality of the emotion.

Happy, harmonious, constructive emotions always 
tend to create the chemical reactions that tend to heal 
or to maintain health-harmonies.

There is not an emotion that stands for inharmony, 
whether anger, irritability, worry, fear, grief, jeal
ousy or hate but that will create poisonous or other 
form of ruinous chemistry in the body. It cannot he 
defeated in that result, whether of lighter form or 
intense, destructive emotions will lower the resistance 
in the body and prepare for the development of or 
cultivation of disease. A virus cannot progress when 
the chemistry of the body is maintained in the normal 
— any form of destructive agent will flourish in body 
tissues when they are wrong in chemistry.



I have called attention to the human tendency to 
extreme care concerning the possible entry of poisons 
—the care to label every container even to use the 
symbol of death to alarm one who would come upon 
it suddenly. The time may come when the human 
body will have attached to it a warning label when a 
destructive emotion has been experienced by mind 
and soul that control the body.

All precautions are taught that one may avoid the 
small dangers of becoming poisoned by external 
things, small as compared with the positive danger of 
becoming poisoned from within through emotional 
upset. Neither the actual dangers relating to the emo
tional upset and certainly nothing taught about how 
to avoid the experience of the emotional state— is 
taught. Some power may be interpreted to exist some
where that may be petitioned to intervene and control 
for poise, or one may turn on his will-power to stop 
the INVOLUNTARY occurrence. No extraneous 
power answers, and the volition having instructed the 
involuntary (subconscious) phase of mind to run the 
whole course of the emotion, poisons are in the 
process of being made— every cell of blood having 
become of wrong chemistry.

VOLITION HOW RELATED TO EMOTION

That the above shall not be confusing: the begin
ning of picturing that may result in an involuntary 
state of emotion is, of course in the conscious mind. 
The conscious mind formulates the excuse for the sub
conscious excitement, called emotion. One interprets 
that he has been offended (for example) and with 
that the conscious mind starts the excited thought. All 
thoughts have to become registered in the subcon-



scious phase, the involuntary phase, which explains 
why the effect of the image is beyond the objective 
will. The conscious, mental, part chooses the degree 
to which the emotional feeling shall affect one—what 
expression the emotion shall manifest.

My reader may see that since the volition measures 
the degree of effect the picture may have, there must 
be a stage in the picturing in which the conscious 
mind could choose that there shall be no stir, no ex
citement, in the subjective self; this would prevent 
any degree of destructive emotion— for it is the sub
conscious, emotional self that contols the body. A 
member of an audience of mine exclaimed: “ POISE 
FOR POISON” ! That essence of truth would assur
edly prevent an emotional development that would 
destroy the equilibrium of any of the forces residing 
in the material body.

There is the beginning, without which there cannot 
become the confirmed state of destructive emotion.

A new or passing emotion provides no occasion of 
any strain upon one’s will to control— to throttle. At 
the stage of beginning of the inharmony thought there 
is no hesitating as if tempted to think there would be 
a lot of satisfaction if one were to let go and with no 
restraint to say the angry words or weep to the heart’s 
content or surrender to overwhelming fear or to go 
down in self pity or other worry.

The power of control since it is not surrendered 
nothing has happened nothing more than would be 
involved in thinking you will and then thinking you 
will not.

However, when the above is not the decision but 
one gives over to a feeling to let the thoughts and



feelings run their course and the false perception 
drives its picturing of how fine one would feel “ just 
to give him a piece of one’s mind”  and one then lets 
go to be driven by the subconscious, emotional self, 
the poise is lost and destructive suggestion is doing 
its work, destroying the harmonies of the body and 
providing for the loss of self control to happen in 
the future, with less provocation. Repetition of these 
culminations in emotional upset clear the way for 
chronic attacks of them in some destructive form. I 
can assure you that whatever is the trend of one as 
to form of disease, destructive emotions scientifically 
provide for its development. Whatever organs or sys
tems are at lower ebb, or whatever destructive habits 
one may have, their expression according to the in
clination will receive the essential impulses for their 
more or less rapid development, either by the chronic 
state of emotions being steadfastly present or frequent 
emotional outlet in destructive form. When one has 
lost control over the emotions he not only is spiritually 
ill hut physically also and there are action and re
action between those phases that may advance rapid 
development of disease.

EMOTIONALISM
Emotionalism is just as much a feature of the dis

position as could any other item become. One is not 
born with a disposition— neither character but one 
can inherit a trend or susceptibility in a direction—  
even inclination to develop destructive emotional 
habits. One may inherit an image that pertains to 
the body and thus will copy an ancestral picture. I 
have known, by contact, a man with six fingers on 
each hand and six toes on each foot. His father and 
one of his grandfathers had the same multiples. An



even of that situation if one aspired to become freed 
and had our formula applied.

There seems to be no limit to the degree of enslave
ment to an idea that one may create by autosuggestion 
— the falsity of the conclusion does not lessen the all
controlling power of the picture. You reasonably ask 
why one cannot release himself as well as bind him
self by autosuggestion, why can one not undo as well 
as tie? Whatever reasoning one may do, practice and 
experience would support the idea that probably not 
one person in a thousand can begin his own cure, 
whether it is symptom habit that is present in sickness 
or an addiction habit where some pleasure is inter
preted. as in an appetite. Self-consciousness as a habit, 
fear, worry, grief, language habit in terms of speech 
or manner of speaking, manner of walking or eating, 
pulling out the eyebrows or lashes or biting the 
nails— probably it would be an overestimate to hope 
that one in a thousand with such automatism, be
gins his own correction. One can begin a new per
formance or attitude by voluntary choosing or con
sent but when he has made the picture of the item 
become a part of himself, changing his mind and 
choosing to quit may produce only the effect to fix 
the item more indelibly. Ask the cigarette fiend 
whether or not he ever tried to quit the desire for the 
performance. He is right at hand for me to point to 
as one, who maybe after smoking for one week 
changed his conscious mind and then tried to quit, 
and proved: WHAT? He demonstrated that he had 
two wills and that in trying to lose the desire, willed 
with his objective mind, to quit but disclosed that he 
was fighting a subjective will, the will of the involun
tary which probably is so much stronger that in the



competition the outer will may as well surrender, 't et 
with all of that being true, one may enter into the pas
sive state and receive at the hands of a properly quali
fied operator, the suggestion that during the following 
24 hours he will be better satisfied with half the num
ber of cigarettes and that before many days he will 
become entirely free from the desire to smoke. From 
three days to two weeks individuals have fulfilled the 
suggestions, received while resting, only, not hypno
tized. Only those who are ignorant of the natural 
mode of getting action upon the subconscious ever 
experiment with hypnosis.

What is true of addiction habits is just as true in 
chronic sickness, the symptoms in all automatism are 
mostly habits—habit is always a situation in which 
there is the image, which is a working plan, possessed 
by the acquired phase of the subconscious self.

And so: POISONS MADE AT HOME ARE CRE
ATED IN THE BODY THROUGH THE ACTIVI
TIES OF SUBCONSCIOUS FUNCTIONING IN DE
STRUCTIVE EMOTIONS— not an item of which 
needs to continue and will not continue except through 
ignorance of a teaching that belongs to the laity to 
know for prevention. Even a layman should know 
how to cure inharmonies in others. May you not be
gin this home exercise, creating poisons, but if you 
do, may you permit someone to sweeten you by sci
entifically praying to your soul to cancel the destruc
tive patterns the soul was required to adopt regarding 
the chemistry of its body. God in heaven holds nothing 
against you.



prepared to apply the lesson in the personal life—all 
of my effort is in behalf of the individual, personal 
psychology.

The soul is the building, the executive power in 
the individual, a sub-conscious phase of intelligence 
which is controllable by the imagery, the thoughts 
held in the outer, sometimes called, objective mind. 
The soul that builds works under the designs chosen 
or consented to by the objective phase therefore de
sires and aspirations are effective in causing the soul 
to build the condition of body and to create the expe
riences of life in fulfillment of the highest choice; but 
it is equally true that anxieties and fears supply the 
working plans with impulses as strong for building 
as do the opposites. A mind in quiet is filled with 
peaceful and constructive thoughts or images—a 
mind in anxiety, being fearful, predominates in de
structive images whose fulfillments must be undesir
able. Perhaps our reader will now look over his life 
and see whether in each day the constructive thought 
predominates or the destructive. The law of cause 
and effect is not more in evidence in any matter than 
in this; the life must be, in each item, an effect whose 
cause is an image which has been created or consented 
to by the will of the individual.

A ll  w ho w o u ld  a c c o m p lish  th ro u g h  v io le n c e  o f  o b 
je c t iv e  fo r c e  a r e  w o rk in g  on  the s id e  o f  d e s tru c tio n ; 
a l l  w ho w o u ld  r e a c h  th e ir  e n d s  th ro u g h  the p a s s iv e  
p r in c ip le  a r e  u s in g  th e c o n stru c tiv e  a n d  the la tte r  is 
b u ild in g  the d e s ir a b le  w h ile  the o th er is  o b ta in in g  an d  
a t ta in in g  th e  u n d e s ir a b le . To hold an image, to de
scribe in thought, or thought and word, that which one 
would not welcome as a blessing is to convert the 
creative power into building inharmonies.

_____



Almost everyone yields to the slightest provocation 
to unrest of mind; the particular shade makes little 
difference, for if anger or jealousy is stimulated there 
is as much unrest in principle as if it were grief, 
worry, depression or intense fear. In the presence 
of either attitude there is not peace and the imagery, 
the pictures in the mind make it impossible for the 
soul to prevail in happy uplift.

Intuitively, mankind has recognized the value of 
peace and there is no human need that has been more 
extensively commercialized than his inherent longing 
for rest. Every effort has been made through force
ful teaching, that he cannot attain peace in his present 
life, therefore he is advised to fix all of his hopes in 
the future— he is taught that he should sell all of this 
life’s holdings for the promise of peace in the next 
life, for he is assured there are agents for the heavenly 
state, who for payment, may give one a title to ever
lasting ease. There is another teaching that one 
should patiently endure whatever comes in the pres
ent life, for it is his portion and if he tolerates it now, 
in his return life here he will have more peace. All 
of these false teachings have had a large acceptance 
because man innately craves rest and intuitively 
knows he should possess it. He has paid every price, 
except one, and has not found release from unrest of 
mind and of heart; that one price unpaid is the price 
of knowledge of that which is true. He has looked in 
every direction for knowledge and power except in 
the direction of his own soul. Any sort of a pretender 
who claims he has redemption and knowledge for 
others can enforce his advice; he becomes a tyrant 
with many subjects who will work to place him in 
authority. The result has never been otherwise than 
disappointing because it is not according to the laws



of a man’s being that he shall be dependent upon ex
traneous source for his personal authority.

Practical psychology comes with its liberation and 
teaches one to choose the thoughts which will, when 
impressed upon his soul, cause spontaneous good 
cheer and hope, which in their reaction create an atti
tude of trust. When at peace one can hear the inner 
voice of guidance and instruction; the moment one 
becomes filled with worry or fear he is impressed to 
choose the erroneous course and will make unfortu
nate plans. One never should lay out his course of 
action nor come to decisions while less than peace and 
quiet rule the mind.

I have given all of this detail to make my lesson 
plain that there is a science of the “ Silence” ; that 
there are forms which one can voluntarily practice 
which will result in obtaining the vision; that will 
produce healing if that is the needed blessing; that 
will afford inspiration in the line of the art which one 
would express. I would assure one there is a science 
of prayer which we call the “ Silence” . Its descrip
tion is of a process that is so simple that it is usually 
neglected; if it were almost impossible of fulfillment 
then there would be much faithful effort. The mir
acles of one’s' life come through the simple methods 
and all that is natural is simple and a thing of uni
versal need is always within the reach of each one; 
there are no attainable heights that are withheld from 
one who would follow faithfully a practical formula 
which shall append.

For any need, let it pertain to something desired of 
the body as health or skill; to the intellect in keenness 
of perception of scope; to the soul as any modifica
tion of habit or disposition; to the art as improvement



in the expression in literature, music, painting, sculp
ture or any other self-expression, th in k  o v e r  a n d  ev en  
write out the d e fin ite  th in g  y o u  w ish , r e a d  it a lo u d  
and thus d e fin ite ly  v i su a liz e  the c h a n g e  y o u  w ish , 
then sit dow n to r e la x  a n d  le t  the c o n sc io u s  m in d  d r i f t  
p assiv e ly  w hile the a s p ir a t io n s  th at h a v e  b e e n  h e ld  in  
the m ind sh a ll f a l l  in to  the su b -c o n sc io u s . Note par
ticularly that you should not continue to hold the pic
ture of the change desired but should let the mind 
drift passively, touching a multitude of thoughts not 
related to the things desired. The soul will make 
answer. One should continue this practice day by 
day and presently a quiet mind, the state of poise, 
an inspired life and the heavenly peace will become 
established.



inclination, Intuition, inspiration
FOLLOWER of inclination? That may mean that 

purely in answer to the call of sense or basing the 
conclusion upon calculation. Follower of intuition? 
That would mean that the better, yes the perfect 
knowledge, is in the ascendency and the basis of con
clusion is innate guidance, and under the inspiration 
of your own spirit, truth will lead, dependably.

One, from the sense of taste may like a flavor and 
through the pleasurable taste obey the inclination to 
take into his body a destructive form of poison. In
tuition will not overwhelm the power to choose, yet it 
does offer its impelling and would lead one to the 
saving avoidance. Intuition is from innate, inherent 
knowledge.

Tea tasters declare that they must cease to try to 
gain the flavor of the tea but must come to a passive 
or neutral state so as to LET the actual properties 
reach their consciousness. We could wisely call that 
an interpreting by inspiration through the service of 
intuition. The honey-bee or the carrier-pigeon may 
get far from home and would be as frail as the aver
age human if it were to fly by calculation or even 
from memory— each subject objectively executes 
(flies) faithful to instinctive, innate, knowledge and 
arrives in safety at its destination. We can allow for 
the possibility of disaster in either instance if the bee 
or bird were to fly the shortest route. But it answers 
to the impulse to take another course. In the human 
answering to such an impulse we would say, correctly, 
that he had an inspiration— was intuitively guided.

Usually humans act as if they would be ashamed



to claim to possess in the depths of their being an 
equal knowledge for their purposes that every form 
of life below the human manifests. Humans seem 
to prefer to lean upon foreign s p e c ia l  p r o v id e n c e  
(that never happens) or their finite calculation, which 
is no better—no worse either.

Under the title, “Thoughts That Lead and Thoughts 
That Drive,” in my “ Scientific Man Building,”  page 
259, there is such an exhibit of what may happen 
when one follows inclination, and beginning at lower 
paragraph on page 365 of that department of the three 
hooks in one, Mind the Builder being another part or 
division, find the clear demonstration of intuition. 
Surely with the merits of each element set forth so 
clearly one would appreciate the finiteness of the 
sense, calculating mind and the infiniteness of the in
nate self w ith its inherent knowledge. Then one would 
seek by every essential means of gaining the scientific 
relationships of the two phases of intelligence within 
the human.

There is not anything, not a detail of one’s life, not 
an item of that which comprises the human but that 
involves both the innate and the acquired— the ac
quired being the result of the individual’s choosing—  
the innate, that which is given by Nature.

We would not be so foolish as to declare that there 
is not anything in the acquired phase of one that is 
right. Everyone has chosen or consented to many 
features of guidance by the intuitive self, the highest 
within him. The ideals manifested as fulfillments in 
almost every life declare the source of much that is 
in the character, art, fine invention, literary, musical 
—indeed every form of creation, having been from 
intuitive inspiration. The VOICE of the Perfect is



fulfilled, maybe mostly unconsciously, but wherever 
there is that which is superior it is an expression that 
is from the innate self’s pattern. One never manifests 
that which is not within the potentiality of the sub
jective self to create. Since there are these occasional 
proofs of perfections that, in potentiality, reside in 
the intuitive phase, our exhortation is that, inasmuch 
as we have now come to KNOW THE LAWS AND 
FORMULAS, through which the individual may not 
be limited to the rare or occasional realization of the 
ideal but that predominantly one’s experiences, crea
tions, helpfulness and states, as in health and happi
ness shall be of that source that has the knowledge 
and the power through which the aspirations may be
come realized in completeness.

There has been no lack of wishing, nor even, pray
ing. Prayer has not been according to praying that 
would gain the desired answer. There is a law of 
scientific prayer which involves praying to the source 
from which fulfillments may occur.

We seldom have seen any dependable guidance to 
free one of worry or fear, as much as we have been 
told to quit all destructive emotions for they may 
make one ill. That advice being just about as helpful 
as it was to the smoker of 40 cigarettes a day to be 
told by the doctor that his serious condition was due 
to smoking and therefore he must quit it.

There was no relief to his suffering in the advice 
for he was not able, by any objective means, no mate
rial aid, to lose the desire. The practical and possible 
application of the laws and formulas comprehended 
in the above removes the driving desires, also the 
destructive emotions and fears and manias. Under 
the same principles, the images involved in instance



of sickness may become canceled. Canceling the sub
jective images involved in the desire to smoke, re
moves the desire, the cancellation of the subconscious 
suggestions that cause and perpetuate the illness pro
vides for healing to occur. One is not at all likely to 
get the action, through his own effort, upon the power 
that is within him that would remove the desire to 
smoke, neither heal his illnesses nor cancel his habit 
of expressing destructive emotions— nevertheless, the 
power is within him and there are modes of getting 
action upon it.
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Above all it is practical—not just a book to be read, but life 
lessons to be applied and used. It is written out of the author’s 
ripe experience of twenty-nine active years in personally heal
ing, teaching and helping all kinds of people with all kinds of 
troubles and problems.
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ALTHOUGH the purposes, healing, culture, body 
and character building and art development, through 
the scientific application of MIND (SPIRITUAL) 
methods, do not depend upon the scientific knowledge 
of how the image reaches every cell of the body and 
may change every material particle of the body, cer
tainly an operator can act more confidently and the 
recipient of the service may respond better too if the 
subject is accurately understood, by both.

Anyone, who accepts the wording as simple state
ments and really studies a little, will become en
thused, will sense the same loving interest in the wel
fare of the student that inspires all my writing, and 
will experience the comfort of knowing and the 
warmth that attends the perception of a proven truth

WARMLY NOT COLDLY SCIENTIFIC



— hence ’tis not cold, this is a warming, scientific 
treatise in biology, physiology and psychology.

I know there are those who wish to help others 
through the application of the spiritual formulas and, 
of course, if one becomes perfectly informed upon 
the laws of the image and the formula through which 
the image (suggestion) becomes placed in the soul, 
one can administer the benefits mentioned in the first 
line of the above. My college study of histology, 
microscopy, anatomy, physiology, biology and dis
secting, surely provided a degree of appreciation of 
an instrument of and for something; a knowledge of 
a machine, but however perfect that knowledge, to me 
it was of no value without that vital disclosure, the 
power and how NATURE APPLIES THE POWER.

My reader should be assured that although one can 
change the image that directs that power without 
knowing the construction of the body, the instrument, 
he knows that his equipment is best completed when 
he has gained the knowledge of when and where spirit 
does lay hold of matter to create each human, mind, 
soul and body.

Mind the Builder Magazine will convey, to every
one who will read, with a little thought, and really 
observe the pictures, sufficient information upon 
mental, physical and spiritual phases (know enough 
of all the ologies, etc.) to give the essential assistance 
to others and also to be most responsive to the Natural 
laws and formulas in receiving the assistance of an
other. I can assure you that my life’s usefulness was 
greatly advanced through the information 1 herein 
offer to every reader—your efficiency will be accent
uated whatever may be your work or your need.

A



PLATE ONE
All bodies are built by the power of the intelligence 

within the germ cell of that seed fully empowered to 
produce the individualization of the thing of which it 
is the kind. There is, therefore, no more occasion for 
a special providence to preside over building a man 
than to create an oak tree.

There is a potency in the soul present in the primary 
egg cell of a human to unfold an embryo, infant and 
adult, the same is true of the seed, acorn germ cell for 
its purposes.

In plate one, we have in the top line the primary 
egg cell of the sponge animal in a series of positions 
and sh a p e s  taken as it develops. The second and 
third lines are different shapes of the one primary 
cell of the parasite crab (louse) and in the fourth 
line is the primary cell of the cat, while in the bottom 
line, left hand corner, is the ovum of a trout and fol
lowing it, the chicken and then that of the human.

If in the place of the ovum of the sponge animal we



had placed that of the elephant and in place of the 
crab, that of the camel the appearance would have 
been just the same or we could replace all of these 
with so many kinds of plants and grains magnified 
and photographed as these are and the appearance 
would he just the same, (in germinal parts).

Follow up the complete individualization of this set 
of primary eggs or any we might substitute, we realize 
the great unlikeliness at the end.

The materialist has exhausted every resource to ex
plain why there are such unlike results from identical 
beginnings, and has failed.

He searched through chemical analysis and his re
searches with the microscope were most painstaking 
with the highest potency of instruments, proved them 
all alike and no distinguishing marks in reactions 
chemically or forms microscopically to give any clas
sification of species.

The different results from primary egg s which have 
similar physical properties are due to the im a g e  which 
is individual, present in each one, in the soul thereof.

The image is a working plan and it is inherent in 
the soul which has the image also to possess the im
pulse to build the appointments of that image, design 
or plan into form.

One surely realizes ere this that mind, not matter, is 
master; that mind, not matter, is the builder; that 
intelligence, not matter, holds all potency. Lest the 
fact go unperceived by some, I will say that since 
image and impulse determine what shall he the man
ner of the thing developing from the egg, this en
thrones soul in the cell a supreme builder. There is 
no property of matter as such to hold image, impulse 
and life; mind is using matter through which to mani
fest these features. Therefore, M in d  is  the B u ild e r .
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CELL STUDIES 

PLATE TWO

We will now consider some of the most important 
features of cells,— cell life, cell structure and cell or
ganization and thereby become informed upon the his
tory of the primary cell.

Plate number two exhibits that lowest form of cell 
animal that is adapted to practical study, the amoeba.

It is not only an example of all animal, simple form 
of life, but is typical in many respects of all cells in
cluding cells of every sort of tissue in the human 
body. In the upper left hand corner of the plate we 
find an adult cell known as an amoeba; an animal 
that lives singly, never becoming a complex organiza
tion, nor a multiple number, except for purposes of 
reproduction, which it does by dividing. This is an 
important cell because our former evolutionists said, 
the amoeba was the parent of every living thing.



The cell, at which you are looking, has a body and 
a nucleus— some cells also exhibit another spot in the 
center which is known as the nucleolus or germinal 
spot. The body of the cell is all of that portion 
around the inner ring, the latter being the nucleus. 
The body is a protoplasmic substance that acts upon 
the food, which the cell accepts, in such a manner as 
to prepare the vital elements of the food for applica
tion in the nucleus, the life center of the cell. I am 
speaking of the amoeba but only in those respects in 
which it is like an individual cell in the human body. 
The amoeba (or cell) wraps its body around the food, 
which it makes into body supply by absorption. The 
cell through nutrition and elimination develops, in
creasing in length; presently it becomes smaller 
around the middle as with elongation it develops two 
nuclei or vital centers. All of these changes are pic
tured in plate two. Ultimately the subject separates 
and we now have two cells where we formerly had 
one. This is cell reproduction by division.

That which is usually called n ew  c e ll is really a 
result of the preceding cell dividing. Cell immor
tality is true as a principle, all cells present date back, 
but dead cells of every sort are being swept from the 
body constantly.

We began in the picture w'ith a single amoeba and 
at the end have two, each living its individual life and 
preparing to divide.

When the human body was discovered to be of cell 
structure it was soon noted that each cell of brain, 
bone, blood, muscle, nerve, membrane, skin, systems 
and organs and the secretions of the body has its 
parallelism with the amoeba— even suggesting that 
any animal body is, physically, a great complex or



ganization of cells, each cell having an individual life 
yet living its life with regard to the interests of the 
community.

For a whole century recognition has been given to 
this fact of the complex organization, the body, being 
made up of an aggregate of physical, individual cells.

Not until your present writer showed the psychic 
equality of any cell of the human body to the intelli
gence of the amoeba was there any understandable 
statement published that every cell of the human 
body is an individual intelligence. Therefore, pre
cisely as the aggregate of the cells, physically, com
prises a physical body so would the aggregate intelli
gence of the cells when organized, comprise the men
tal and psychical result known as the human; also, 
since mind in the cell builds and controls the body of 
the cell, the aggregate mind of the organization of 
cells must control the physical of that organization.

The amoeba chooses its food; it flees from its dan
gerous enemies; it plays and it fights; it creates a 
shield to protect its body if acetic acid is present in 
the water in which it finds itself; creates a gas and in
flates a portion of its body to elevate or lower it.

You are distinctly informed upon the cell intelli
gence; that is, I mention partially its scope when I 
describe the amoeba. I would add that each cell of 
each tissue has as perfect a range of intelligence for 
its purposes as the amoeba has in the fulfillment of its 
life.

We gave some idea of mind present in the primary 
cell, particularly relative to the imagery and impulse 
— and this should be borne in mind now when we dis
cuss the multiplication by division in the primary cell.

I
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PLATE THREE

Plate number three shows the fertilized ovum of 
the human.

In the same manner as other cells divide, this cell 
applies food, develops and becomes two, the two, four 
and the four, eight and so on. When this multiplica
tion has continued for a time, the cells are found tak
ing positions relative to each other, as if some de
sign is being followed and in a few weeks of this mar
velous multiplication, one can recognize that the 
h u m a n  e m b r y o  is the design; that a human being is 
the image in the first cell and each division of that 
cell. Desire for food and impulse to fulfill the image 
are sufficient to provide the multiplication of cells 
and their arrangement in that order of the human 
body. In order to a fulfillment of the image present 
in the first cell, many forms in many kinds of cells 
must be developed. After several series of divisions 
of the first cell have occurred, we find those cells 
working together with a result, the creation of a num
ber of membranes that enclose those working cells. 
Later, in the embryonic development, we find those 
membrane cells being rearranged into various 
systems the skin from a certain membrane, bones from 
another and internal organs from certain others.

The source of all the different kinds of tissue cells 
is of course in the primary egg; that first cell has the 
potency of all other kinds of cells ever found in the



body; it is the parent of all sorts and in its evolution 
we have the evolution of each human being, a discov
ery of practical value whether one understands the 
evolution of Man or not.

This primary egg with a potency of every sort of 
cell found in the body is the only cell which produces 
other than its own kind. Each cell of each tissue is 
definitely appointed to be faithful to its kind; to this 
there is no exception— nerve cell produces nerve cell 
only; bone, muscle, blood and membrane cell, each 
producing its kind, just as the amoeba produces its 
kind and is never anything but an amoeba.

There is no precedent in the amoeba nor any cells 
of human, animal or plant of a cell unfolding from or 
into any species unlike itself. Faithfulness to species 
is the first law in multiplication. That law of itself 
defeats the theory of man’s ancestry being the lower 
animals. However that never passed beyond theory. 
These days we demand knowledge— we must relate 
facts, not theories.

Control of the body to preserve or regain health is 
a definite end of this book. I illustrate cells of the 
enamel of the teeth so as to convey the lesson that to 
the very utmost of the body, the teeth, nails, hair, 
marrow of the bones, the perriostium, blood, white or 
red corpuscles all are cellular and that intelligence, 
the soul, is in all of the cells; and th at p h a se  o f  the  
m in d, w ith  w h ich  on e w ills  a n d  c h o o se s  a n d  fo r m s  
co n c lu sio n s c o n tro ls , d ir e c t s  a n d  c o m p e ls  the so u l .



Plate number seven is a demonstration of the con
scious mind’s power over the soul to cause the latter 
to make organic changes in the cells of the body.

This picture shows that all of the blood cells are de
formed. To be deformed they would have to be ab
normal chemically. They could not become a source 
of food of a wholesome sort for other cells, nor could 
they travel normally in the body.

The normal human blood cells are practically 
round, those in the picture are all sorts of irregular 
shapes. The man from whom these cells were taken 
had pernicious anaemia; worry, which is a state of 
the soul in emotion of depression, caused the change 
in the blood. Worry is, as stated, a soul condition but 
the individual permitting and choosing thoughts; har
boring ideas; interpreting the details of life pessi
mistically; fixed the soul attitude.

One other organic change also on the pathological 
side, is that reversal of the chemistry of all the cells 
of all organs and tissues of the body as when a par-



oxysm of fear, worry, grief, jealousy, anger or hate 
takes possession of the soul; everything in the body 
and its products become poisonous; the tissues, that 
are normally acid, become alkaline in their reaction, 
and those which should be alkaline, become acid; 
there could be no more profound, organic physical 
changes than these, yet they all have their source in 
the will mind that sets the soul to expressing destruc
tively. Practically, all disease has its source in 
wrong emotions, but all emotions are created or per
mitted by the will of the objective mind, and all could 
be prevented by the proper exercise of the conscious, 
directing mind which is placed as a sentinel over the 
soul. There can be no physical change organically 
or in function of a cell without first changing the im
age over the cell.

T he so u l is  th e  c o n tro llin g  p o w e r  o v e r  th e  c e ll s  b e 
c a u se  so u l in te llig e n ce  is  in  the c e ll  a n d  th e  im a g e  in  
the c e ll d e te rm in e s ivhat the c e ll  s h a l l  b e c o m e  a n d  d o ;  
the o b jec tiv e  m in d  c o n tro ls  the im a g e r y  o f  th e  c e ll .

Therefore man’s will, volition, is supreme over 
everything he is or may become, be he an optimist or 
a man of doubt and fear.

We have, commencing at the egg, followed its divi
sion into cells that become so arranged that they form 
the complete body of the infant; we followed this up 
further, showing that all cells more or less rapidly go 
through the process of growing in elongation and di
viding, so that every cell becomes two. We have 
noted, too, that this law is absolute over every cell 
that it divides and therefore its division must result 
in its multiplied self. You could not imagine any
thing possessed of two halves, separating its parts 
thereby becoming something else. Nerve could never



become muscle; bone could never become some other 
tissue. This being a law one must realize the neces
sity to have cells with which to carry on a process of 
repair or restoration. If one is to cure tuberculosis 
of the lungs, there must be lung cells which can be 
stimulated to multiply and it is only a question of 
ratio— can the rate of multiplication become greater 
than the destruction at the hands of disease? We do 
not count tuberculosis incurable, neither do we say 
it is curable in all instances; I should want to know 
that there are enough parent cells, which would, un
der suggestion, increase rapidly enough, to overtake 
destruction.

If all the cells of an organ or tissue are destroyed, 
one cannot cause the part to grow again, if there are 
parent cells they can be caused to multiply and re
place the part or if the parent cells are diseased a new 
image of health can be impressed upon their minds, 
then they choose and apply a normal food and in a 
number of series of their multiplication, will become 
healthy.

We speak of an individual having normal or ab
normal desires for food. Desire must be of the 
mind— matter could not desire. Then if the desires 
for food are erratic the cells become trained to desire 
that which is not wholesome food. Cells often be
come so wrong in their desires that they crave poisons, 
and use the toxins of the body; toxins do not make 
good cell bodies. It is impossible for one to have one 
code of standards in his conscious mind and still 
maintain another in the cells of the body. They all 
seem to be watching the choice that the objective con
sciousness makes so they can follow copy. A man is 
training his cells all of the time. Alcoholic desires,



or food combinations put up particularly to act upon 
the palate which may become very degenerate in its 
standards of satisfaction, are taken as precedents by 
all the cells of the body.

The cells of our bodies have that heritage, perfect 
knowledge, each one for its purposes and possibilities. 
This innate knowledge upon the subject of food and 
enemies accounts for the cell and system rebellion in 
the introduction of poisons into the body which the 
human may choose to take. The intuition of the cells 
or their aggregate intelligence in the soul can only 
rebel and prompt the consciousness— cannot compel 
the volitionary part of the man to obey. The amoeba 
can live up to its intuition but the cells of the human 
body that know just as perfectly as the amoeba, have 
to yield to the standards which the conscious mind 
forces upon them. One chooses wrong standards of 
eating and drinking; receives prompting from within 
that they are erroneous; he can heed intuition or he 
can force it into silence and make his cells accept 
that which is not food and after a time these very 
cells demand the food and drink standard which they 
originally repudiated. The soul is controllable by 
suggestion and by suggestion it can be trained to de
sire, even to compel a destructive practice. The 
bodily processes are automatic they continue to oper
ate as set to motion until an equally great force of 
suggestion shall establish a different basis. Herein 
is our remedy, suggestion. When the automatism of 
the soul is supporting disease, reiterated new sugges
tions involving harmonious conditions of the cells, 
the soul’s servants, must be given.

The body is a great community of intelligent indi
viduals; each cell, indeed possessed of deific knowl-



edge, creating an aggregate, or an individual of in
nate perfect knowledge, for the purposes and possi
bilities of the individual. Yet this innate perfect is 
bound in all of its infinity to respect, even to wait 
upon the approval or direction of the finite form of 
mind, the objective, or exterior form of consciousness.

Why is it so? Because man is living this present 
life to form an individuality. If he could not choose, 
if he could not look out upon the objective life and 
world and he free to interpret it as he chooses, hecould 
not form an individuality; he would be universal for 
his objective experience is forming in a peculiar 
fashion, that plastic self, a spark of the universal. In 
all of his peculiar, personal experiences, he can ex
press perfection if he heeds those promptings of the 
innate self. The purpose of the New Psychology is 
to cause one to hear that inner voice upon all subjects. 
It is a science, which no other teaching has ap
proached for all other teachings have led humanity to 
look without.



THE SOURCE OF BODY AND SOUL

PLATE NUMBER EIGHT

In plate number eight the large ring is the feminine 
egg cell or ovum with its different membranes. This 
should not be thought to be flat but rather spherical.

The human organism functioning through the ovary 
produces or ripens, ordinarily, an ovum about every 
twenty-eight days. Chemical and microscopic analy
sis demonstrates this to be a typical cell with body 
and nucleus. Psychical analysis discloses an intelli
gence for its purposes and an impulse to unite with 
its complement, the masculine cell, which it intelli
gently seeks. In its soul are the impressions that 
species has stamped upon it; and the predominating 
thought emotions of the woman’s ancestors, and those 
of the woman. Not every variety of human cell 
would have occasion to be thus impressed; the egg 
cell has the purpose of perpetuating, not its kind of 
cell but human species, therefore general and specific 
characteristics are present.



The other little bodies in plate eight are masculine 
cells, each one intelligently seeking the ovum, making 
movements with lightning speed, endeavoring to win 
in the race. The first one of these that penetrates the 
inner membrane fertilizes the ovum and blends with 
it so perfectly that it loses its physical identity quickly. 
Chemical and microscopic tests of this cell discloses no 
variations from the typical cell, hut psychically it con
tains the individual impressions of species, ancestry 
and those impressions that the peculiar habits, appe- 
tities, disposition and predominating emotions of the 
man would create.

In this union, we have coming together two similar 
clumps of protoplasms, chemically constituted of the 
same elements; surely there is nothing in the m atter  
of these two tiny bodies to hold a potency of all that is 
known to be in a human being. Yet it has been re
corded that this union of physical cells constitutes 
conception. I  declare to you that there is nothing in 
this bringing together of two bodies of matter, 
whether of similar or unlike elements, to constitute a 
basis of a new individual; and that we must consider 
each of these a spiritual (intelligent) individual and 
their union out of which a man shall unfold, is a soul 
union. That the mind in the cell must have a physi
cal body in order to manifest itself is already taught. 
From the instant of the union of the two souls there is 
to he hut one body. Conception, through which a 
new being is formed, is a spiritual union.

The instant that soul in the vehicle, the masculine 
cell blends with the soul in the vehicle, the feminine 
ovum, individualization begins. A potency of a new 
individual existed in the parents before this occurred 
but their union is essential to the expression of that



fulfillment. This is the law of the beginning of a new 
individual, a law that never had an exception.

The blended soul present in this primary cell is the 
soul that remains present in and constructs or evolves 
the body which is ultimately born as an infant; is the 
soul that continues to abide in, reconstruct and use 
that body until it becomes untenantable, then it moves 
out to go on to live and fulfill its myriad prophecies 
that the mundane life does not make possible.

Immortality of the individual is scientifically 
proved in the New Psychology.

I can go hack the remaining step— we have thus far 
taken the masculine and the feminine cells as we find 
them seeking each other as the masculine and femin
ine elements do in the vegetable world. I have pro
ceeded to speak as freely upon human ovum fertiliza
tion as I would upon botanical fertilization, knowing 
that no true modesty hesitates or blushes at these sub
jects hut only indecency and degenerate thoughts cre
ate a selfconsciousness that causes one to avoid study
ing and teaching this subject.

The question is quite reasonably asked: since man 
and woman bring these two souls of two cells together 
and these two souls become one in one body, did they 
create the mind and the matter, each in the cell he or 
she supplied for this union? The spiritual and physi
cal elements always existed but are brought together 
to constitute a new human being.



PLATE NUMBER NINE

Study plate number nine, a most beautiful piece 
of coral.

The coral is not something built in the manner that 
bees and ants and wasps build their houses; it is com
prised of coral animals’ bodies. Each animal intelli
gently maintaining its relationship to all others in 
such a manner that the result is faithful to the pattern 
which the aggregate of their bodies is to fulfill. Their 
patterns are often taken from the sea vegetation in 
whose midst or near which they live, sometimes copy
ing the bloom.

Moving in and out among each other freely, yet 
always preserving the form of their aggregate is only 
one phase of their social considerations.

They adopt the dietary essential to the product of 
bodies that will possess the characteristics best 
adapted to preserve the individual and communistic 
life. They separate lime from the water to supply a 
quality to their bodies, still they intuitively keep a 
balance in their food, which they make into body sub
stance that is imperishable even as life passes out of it 
and it crystallizes into great fields or masses of coral. 
It is known that marble, limestone and other kinds of 
rock are created upon this same ideal socialistic basis.

v
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PLATE TWELVE
There is reverence for a subject that grows out of 

knowledge concerning another of nature’s wombs, that 
which receives and makes possible the development 
of the seed (the primary egg cell) of the human. I 
choose to call plate twelve the first residence of the 
individual. The botanist may teach pupils of any 
age, concerning nature’s wombs of flowers and their 
fertilization and be approved, whereas, in the past, 
some approved of that yet told untruths to their chil
dren, as long as they could mystify them concerning 
the source of young animals and babies. That knowl
edge most vital to the young is withheld from them 
in many of the sources from which it should he im
parted, and the instruction, in all of its unclean inter
pretations, is passed out by older boys and girls who 
are already addicted to practices consistent with the 
information which they delight to give to credulous 
youth.

Every parent, teacher or custodian of a child 
should take this book, go over all of its pictures and 
history of masculine and feminine cell; the primary 
cell and its multiplication; its evolution in the fifteen 
weeks; then plate number twelve, man in his first 
residence. After this lesson of the man compare his 
unfoldment with that which I have shown in the vari
ous microscopic animals and subsequently, plants and 
grains.



m o r e  a b o u t  t e l e p a t h y

I OLERANCE is so desirable a trait that I have 
aspired to grow in it for more than a quarter of a 
century. A supreme degree of tolerance is demanded 
in regard to our subject because every phase of it has 
been so terribly misrepresented. There was a grow
ing interest in practical psychology for 15 years from 
my beginning, 1894, to teach then talkers with ex
travagant promises and flagrant advertising, who 
commercialized the subject and with large classes, 
carried on their work under the title, psychology. The 
public discovering the deception and never gaining 
any conception of the true science of the soul (the real 
definition of the word, psychology) did not gain re
spect for our educational wrork. Those so-called psy
chologists that taught that what you want, think for 
it, have gone into dietetics and teach now, what you 
want, eat for it.

To gain the essential tolerance to endure that which 
is sacred to me being handled by the ignorant and 
designing persons, who never saw the character build
ing nor health possibilities, nor any other ideal fea
tures that belong to the true psychology, required 
much discipline, but now' that feature,
_________________ TELEPATHY_________________

as it is foolishly and ignorantly presented to the pub
lic, not telepathy hut travesty, perfect burlesque upon 
the subject, would be heart-breaking could I not be
lieve that only those who are selling their false ideas 
are the actually deceived ones.

FROM A LETTER

The next habit I developed was the use of alcohol



in all of its various forms. 1 used a lot of liquor and 
particularly so since I was not doing anything. I 
wrote to you one time when I was extremely discour
aged in that I could not overcome the habit. As soon 
as I wrote to you something happened and I quit the 
use of it in every form, never have had the desire for 
it since. And many are the times when I have felt so 
grateful that I did not have any desire and that I knew 
the way to overcome it.”

This man had received the sessions many years pre
vious to this writing through which he lost all desire 
for tobacco to which he had been addicted. No doubt 
the rapport we built up ten years before made it pos
sible for my subconscious to convey the help he 
needed. The aid through telepathy, the means 
through which I conveyed from my subjective self to 
his subconscious phase the seat of the involuntary 
desire for the liquor. He had proposed to come to 
me to be treated for the alcoholism but before he got 
ready to come I had cured him by the right formula 
in using telepathy. The quotation from his letter 
was written several months after he had become free 
from the desire for liquor.

When this and other vitally important responses 
have been given during my many years of the use of 
telepathy— for which service I made no charge— my 
reader can appreciate how I would tend to feel when 
“ tests of telepathy” continue to be made and meas
ured by what the object of the thought becomes ob
jectively conscious. I know it would be well for every
one to learn the TRUTH ABOUT TELEPATHY, the 
natural mode of being helpful to the absent ones, with 
whom one is in rapport.
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TO OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS

New volume, new year began with February, 1939 
—Renewal and remittance sought. Extension of sub
scription to the magazine fund is necessary— more 
contributors needed. Last year the writer’s financial 
burden was too much.

IT will be heart-breaking to have to cancel anyone’s 
subscription for 1939, 12 issues of Mind the Builder 
Magazine. This feeling is based upon the almost uni
versal emphatic expressions upon the part of each one 
who has renewed the subscription for 1939. Follow
ing are examples taken at random from the letters:

“ Dear Friend, Dr. Lindsay:— I am enclosing ten 
dollars toward the publishing of your monthly maga
zine. I greatly enjoy reading it each month and hope 
that enough readers will be attracted toward it to give 
a wide circulation, so that you will not have to lose 
your own money in sending it out.”

He is rightly impressed.

Contributors to the fund to enable us to distribute 
more widely would share in the blessing of being help
ful to others in the manner that the writer is giving and 
through which he is repaid in the satisfaction of know
ing he receives the highest compensation, richest pay
ment, form, spiritual. Everyone contributes toward 
the support of something— there can be nothing more 
meritorious than the CAUSE, SCIENTIFIC MAN 
BUILDING. Some more quotations from letters fol
low:

“ I suppose you are busy working on your March 
magazine and we do look forward from one month to



the next for your help. I have several subscriptions and 
will attach a list with names and addresses. I have 
collected for these and the enclosed check will cover 
the subscriptions for the year. Maybe I will have an 
opportunity sometime to reciprocate for all the help 
you have been to me over these many years.”

That is an exact copy from a letter from one of the 
largest contributors to the fund in 1938, who repeats 
her act, not waiting to be asked. Nature attends spon
taneous giving with great blessing.

A recent subscriber writes: “ Enclosing money or
der in the amount of one dollar to renew subscription 
for Mind the Builder Magazine. I like your magazine 
very much and feel that I get a great deal of good out 
of it.”  Another writes in renewing: “ Will you kindly 
renew my subscription to the very helpful magazine, 
Mind the Builder, and will you please send a copy to 
M rs.---------.”

The man writes: “ As my condition of health is ever 
on the improving side and those around me are appar
ently needing no help it is, perhaps, the feeling of lone- 
someness that would make me desire to hear from you. 
I was more than pleased to note you will continue to 
publish the magazine— for my part, I also wish to 
continue on as I have in the past, $5.00 a month— it is 
the season of giving and I know of no better gift than my 
pledge for at least this amount. I wish I coidd match 
your cash contribution. The chapter on Fear and Cau
tion is a masterpiece.”

“ Dear Dr. Lindsay: Congratulations and all good 
wishes for ever increasing circulation of Mind the 
Builder Magazine, each copy is an eternal monument 
to Truth and Understanding, to Lighten the Path.”



I could make a book as large as the magazine in 
quotations of appreciations from those who have paid 
promptly for their renewals.

Faithful to the name of the magazine and the slogan 
“Mind the Builder” there will be added values with 
multiplied numbers of months in the production— we 
have placed in the 12 copies of ’38 a foundation upon 
which to build into your understanding the completest 
possibilities in healing, culture and growth.

RECAPITULATIONS

SOMETHING taken from each issue of 1938 would 
call to your mind some stored values or cause you to 
return to view deliberately the most prominently help
ful teachings. One so often hurries through a new 
book to see what is therein, fully intending to read or 
study the subjects later, but maybe never seem to see 
the time that fits in.

The issue, number one, Feb., 1938, contained 1938 
letter to all friends— Daily Life Psychology— Sponta
neous Happiness—Your Problem— Its Solution—  
Practical Psychology in Selling—Telepathy in Sell
ing and other chapters besides “ BUSINESS PSY
CHOLOGY” from which I quote:

“The very worst psychology in business is the men
tal and psychical state of disparagement, self-depre
ciation and depreciation of one’s work. Envy of others 
is not based upon their superiority but upon the ob
server’s erroneous attitude toward himself and his wail 
of unfairness is his annunciation of his own unfitness. 
Still, all wrong attitudes are from ignorance and our 
teachings would not be superior to other teachings if 
we resort to condemning the man for bis error and fail



to show him how he can correct his psychology and 
lead him to the constructive side. It has been sounded 
from the housetops ‘you reap what you sow,’ but gen
erations of the declaration have not made the reaping 
different. I am sure this is because man does not real
ize when, how or what he sows.

“ Few, if any, have realized that the actual seeds sown 
are images or pictures. I agree with him that, usually, 
he has not done the things, he has not necessarily 
planted forms; however, this I will have to declare is a 
scientific fact, he has entertained the thoughts whose 
seeds have materialized the forms. One sows thoughts 
and reaps facts and forms and never is one sowing 
more veritable seeds than when holding disgusted, dis
couraged and despising thoughts with regard to his 
work.”

Under “ Ideal Home Psychology” I find this para
graph— in Feb., 1938, magazine:

“ When each becomes the interpreter of the other the 
husband and wife possess a basis of an ideal home— 
that which so often is a situation of rivalry for rulership 
becomes one of complement that presages complete
ness. A child born of such parents never will have 
occasion to recall any violent treatment, administered 
to him to force him to do anything— he will recall the 
principle and practice of leadership and guidance into 
his best expression.

“ Marriage or pairing, the union of the masculine and 
feminine has the natural purpose of completeness in 
order to create— no high order of creation can result 
where there is variance instead of unity and there can 
be no unity where one rules another. Unity is the result 
of each integral member expressing itself according to 
its nature— being itself. Each seeking to aid the other



to self expression, each seeking to liberate the other 
provides the basis of unity. The product of marriage 
cannot be of the highest order where either masters the 
other. The product of marriage may be in the form of 
ideas or physical offspring or both and either creation 
may be of the highest order when each lives the stand
ard to aid the other in highest self-expression.”

I find this pleasing truth in March issue, 1938, 
“PAID IN THE BEST COIN” :

“The man who handed his book to the needy friend 
served as vital a part as I did in writing the book. His 
profit, he shares with me, or I share mine with him—  
we were and are paid in the most PRECIOUS COIN 
—the worth seems eternal, nothing discounts it, time 
adds to its blessedness for the comfort of memories 
serves vitally— my own life has been sustained be
cause of payments in the indestructible coin, the spir
itual, mental and physical benefits to others.

“You, my reader, probably have frequent oppor
tunities to be situated to gather the BEST COIN, serv
ing so helpfully, maybe in handing to some one the 
booklet, ‘Scientific Prayer,’ or maybe, ‘Mind the 
Builder,’ or ‘Pearls of Ideal Psychology’— I can wish 
you no greater joy than that which attends such a serv
ice— it may transform lives. But you, who are con
tributing financially to make the printing of our litera
ture possible, are providing for thousands of lives to be 
marvelously blessed and I congratulate you upon your 
preparation to gather the Best Coin— I can assure 
you there is genuine everlasting compensation through 
the joy that attends aid given to another, the real help 
that operates through spiritual blessing. The spirit 
includes in its building the intellectual, the healing and 
normal developments in the body and above all, the



soul solace— the peace at the foundation of the human. 
Give for the joy given to another, but Nature commends 
your gladness in having benefited another—may you 
not hesitate to be the beneficiary.”

A pril 38 issue, a wonderful number, from chapter 
“ Views and Reviews Before Going to Sleep” :

“ As strange as it may seem, we must as yet continue 
to declare that the mental and psychical of the human 
are as fixedly under laws (now known laws which I 
have worked under for more than a quarter of a cen
tury) that govern as any law of matter ever disclosed 
or ever will be discovered governs in the material ele
ments. All that I ever shall write will be in strict accord 
with the above statements. It is not very voluminous 
and it would justify anyone to meditate upon the above 
golden text, and maybe, would repay more profitably 
than anything else one ever completely mastered.

“ When one is going to pass into a subjective state or 
a state of unconsciousness in sleep, sleep, natural or 
forced, that which one immediately preceding the en
trance into the state in any degree subjective, has visual
ized (thought) tends to be a perfectly scientific prayer 
which the soul registers and treats as a working plan. 
The conscious mind can formulate a picture, but of 
itself, cannot fulfill, but the law is that the soul MUST 
use the plan in principle if not in exactness— a de
structive line of thought will determine for destructive 
fulfillment— a constructive view or a review that be
comes closed constructively, will provide for construc
tive realizations.

“ 1 wish I could declare that the numerical practice in 
thinking constructively before becoming passive or 
asleep would pertain to the people one hundred per



cent.”
And so it would be if we reviewed any chapter of any 

number beyond April, 1938 to April, 1939, inclusive, 
there would be the gems of practical daily life guid
ance. Anyone having lost any number should ask for 
its replacement— we will replace while any extras 
remain— 12 for $1.00.

Since our friend so emphasizes his estimate of the 
December issue, the chapter on Fear and Caution, I 
will for this issue, end recapitulation with extract from 
December, 1938, believing you will return to the valu
able pages.

“ It is well for my student to bear in mind that fear 
always involves a forecast of the future— invariably 
signifies that one is looking ahead to some undesirable 
thing that might occur. When one looks ahead men
tally to picture a thing he lives the thing in spirit while 
holding such an attitude. The law of creating facts and 
forms is to begin with imagery. If that image should 
produce emotional states and physical feelings, then 
the creative powers are all thrown into the proper chan
nel to produce that which is first lived in imagery, then 
in feeling. Now since fear is of that nature that one 
must imagine in advance of occurrence it must be ap
parent that we are using all of our powers to fulfill 
our own fears.

“ Sometimes there are dangers right at hand which 
cause alarm but with the arrival of alarm there is nearly 
always a way shown us by which we may escape, pro
vided we do not become overwhelmed by fear of that 
which might follow the present danger.

“ Yes, fear always comprehends that one is looking 
ahead to create something that is undesirable.”



PLATE SIXTEEN announces: “ HEALTH! I don’t 
eat for it; I don’t think for it; I soak for it.”

Sixteen is a typical materialist— his surroundings 
need not be noted; his face, form and position adver
tise all the pronouncements essential to his classifica
tion. However, how he got that way might not be 
completely defined nor would it be so apparent that 
instead of being registered as “ spiritual hypochon
driac,”  the appellation should be, “ the spiritual hypo
crite.”  The environment would not be complete with
out the Bible on his lap— with that, one is made to 
know that if faithfulness to any one method would fail 
he will have the other that might give him healing. The 
picture may gain some levity, but it speaks volumes.

A man said of his wife: “ I cannot stand listening 
to her cough any longer; it is almost like a cow bawl
ing. She has taken five bottles of cough medicine 
and is no better than before and she cannot understand 
the cough— and I cannot stand it.”  They seemed to 
think they saw some significance in my remark that 
in swallowing the medicine it must have gone to her



stomach instead of the bronchial tubes.

Someone looking at Sixteen remarked that the man 
does not look like he would have a mind that he could 
be healed by. The speaker had not realized that the 
intellectual phase does not control the body directly 
and that the idiot or an insane person, an infant, the 
intellectual giant, the adult, not one has in his con
scious mind the potentiality that can heal— that nature 
equipped the soul, alone, with that power and that 
everyone is a soul with a body. Even Sixteen shows 
an ability to choose (see the exhibit of what he has 
chosen) therefore could choose to permit his body to 
be healed by the intelligence and power that created 
it and with that exercise of choosing, his soul could heal 
his body.

FROM A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
Written in 1927 

By Guy W. Biisland, Editor

“ USING the resting, passive state in which sugges
tion is conveyed to and received by the individual to 
be healed— he found he was not happy and content 
with repairing bodies only, Dr. Lindsay began more 
and more to devote his attention to that larger phase of 
his work which he calls soul-culture. By soul-culture 
he means using the power of suggestion to awaken faith 
and ambition and to re-build character and personal
ity; to remove all erroneous training in any part or 
other work, to cure self-consciousness, discover and en
courage innate talent, and hasten the rate at which all 
art achievement or other attainment could be reached.

“This has become the central feature of his work. 
All his writings and teachings are built around this



soul-culture principle— the belief in mankind’s innate 
ability to attain its real human and divine possibilities 
through directed scientific cultivation of man’s inner, 
soul powers, through scientific prayer.

“ All this, for more than a quarter of a century, Dr. 
Lindsay has been doing, without opposing theological 
or other established order, and without initiating any 
cult or organized following of his own.

“ He has never formed club, society or church, but, 
instead, has followed the true scientific way of spread
ing his message through the spoken and written word, 
by lectures and writings cultivated by specific methods 
and formulas which he calls scientific prayer.

“ Now, in his thirty-second year of work. Dr. Lindsay 
has lectured from coast to coast, has maintained two 
main home offices, and has always had large attend
ance at his lectures and a wide and satisfied practice.

“ Yet with it all, Dr. Lindsay is a modest man, wholly 
free from bombast and limelight seeking. He has 
never made a sensation of his discoveries, nor adver
tised flagrantly. He is possessed of an evident sin
cerity and genuine love for his fellow man— and, for 
all his rare accomplishments in helping people, he still 
retains the humility of spirit that has always charac
terized him. All his life he has given— financially, as 
well as otherwise— his all to the Cause in which he 
believes, the cause of a better and nobler human kind.”
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PLATE SEVENTEEN 
EXPRESSION VERSUS REPRESSION

THE CONSCIOUS mind of a human being permits, 
consents to, approves of or chooses the thoughts which 
he personifies. He can neutralize (-when he knows 
how) the inharmonious plan involved in the imagery 
of those in most perfect rapport with him; they cannot 
affect him with their word pictures nor telepathy.

A n y  m an  o r  w o m an , w ho is  not p o s s e s s e d  o f  p e r 
so n a l ch arm  b e a r s  i r r e fu ta b le  e v id e n c e  th a t th e  th o u gh t  
l i fe  w ith  its p r e d o m in a t in g  e m o tio n s h a s  n ot b een  tru e  
a n d  g o o d  a n d  b e a u t i fu l ;  a n y  m an  o r  w o m an  b e a u t i fu l  
in  p e r so n a l ity  c a r r ie s  in  th e  p r e se n c e  th a t e v id e n c e ,  
p u re  c a u se  a n d  e f fe c t , th a t a  th o u sa n d  m ill io n  m en  a n d  
w om en ju d g in g  a n d  te s t i fy in g  o p p o s in g ly  c o u ld  not 
s h a k e ; th at ev id e n c e , th e  p o s it iv e  c e r ta in ty  th at the  
th ough t a n d  em o tio n  a n d  a c t, the l i f e ,  p r e d o m in a te s  in 
the h a rm o n ie s— the tru e  a n d  th e g o o d  a n d  th e  b e a u 
t ifu l.

This could not be true if man were built of beef-



steak and potatoes— in that event he must make matter 
of first importance and look after the quality of his 
food— he would live a chemical life, a material stand
ard, a drug standard.

In plate seventeen we have the two standards (the 
builder is the same in both instances) side by side. 
Florence Nightingale, the grand character of history 
who loved; and Bridget the Bruiser who has many 
descendants with their standards similar to hers, that 
is, that man is his body. Those who hate and lie and 
steal and dissipate, because their thought must take 
form and action, develop personalities similar to that 
of Bridget the Bruiser.

No one has any difficulty in perceiving that not the 
innate ideal inherent images are personified in Bridget 
the Bruiser— surely no one doubts that ideals persist
ently remained present in her soul, the innate phase of 
her spiritual self. What does it prove to one who de
sires to think? The manifestation certainly shows that 
there is an acquired phase of the human. Observe then 
that one chooses or consents to images, plans and that 
after fulfilling them a few times one finds that he is so 
driven that he involuntarily obeys the inclination and 
in a brief period of time one is expressing according 
to acquired patterns and through that expression the 
instrument, the body from its depths to the outer in
tegument and facial features, countenance and all bod
ily functions publish those patterns. Just as faithfully 
and consistently the character exhibits the destructive 
ruling of the acquired self that is made of pictures, 
thoughts that are inspired of artificial, sense inclina
tions, not having source in intuition. Free will to 
choose provides for the repression of the innate self, 
and since one must express something the manifesta



tion and personification as the effect after the cause, 
the cause being the repression of the ideal, Bridget the 
Bruiser in some degree must be in the individualiza
tion.

Not a unit of the above consequences but that may 
be equaled in the individual results that constitute a 
glorious human when one chooses to gain his practical 
working plans direct from the highest— his kingdom 
of heaven within— as the basis of ideal self-expression.

The false teaching, source well known, has led the 
usual person to devote his efforts to annihilating (or 
hiding) his driving impulses that have their source in 
the chosen destructive inclinations. He sometimes 
thinks that if he can get them forgiven he would like 
the fun they seem to afford rather than have them 
cancelled of all their force. That the impossibility 
to express the ideal that would make one become a 
superior being while following driven impulses, is not 
emphasized by teachers who have presumed to save 
human souls through other than scientific man build
ing. They appeal to the lowest that can be developed 
in one through acquired inclinations, rather than to 
appeal to the true manhood and womanhood and pro
nounce the values that attend the expression of the 
ideal.

The innate, the ideal in one is so very unlike the 
forces that may be developed in the acquired self, 
when sense inclination of the destructive sort rules, 
one needs the disclosures of the true psychology so that 
one may perceive the modes of each.

I must re-impress this standard— reiteration some
times succeeds in teaching us: O n e is  a lw a y s  b e in g  e r 
ro n e o u s ly  in flu e n c e d  i f  h e  fe e ls  d r iv e n . The innate



self does not drive, it always offers the intuitive guid
ance, it would lead one in all things that one should 
form conclusions upon or would perform. Tyranny 
never is in the phase, the ideal in the human— one can 
always choose. Every “ mistake” one ever made has 
been in not obeying innate impellings based upon intui
tion that offers its dependable guidance but never will 
force obedience; one’s volition should choose inces
santly to gain responsiveness to intuitive impellings.

Florence Nightingale, contrasted with Bridget the 
Bruiser, provides the proof of this conception in our 
teachings. She did interpret her individual spiritual 
gift (everyone has something that is the individual 
ideal that Nature would have one express) and she 
found happiness in expressing. All the arguments of 
loving friends did not silence that instruction she had 
from within. An ability upon her part to trust to the 
degree that although the whole course was not revealed 
at once she could see a step to take— next step was 
shown and she moved to its fulfillment. The price of 
her fulfillment was, to the world, the most terrible 
hardship, to her, the road to her destination, ideal 
self-expression. Reared in environment of highest re
finements and fullest protection yet her ideal, like 
everyone’s ideal, was to be in its expression the great
est service to human beings. To the field of battle to 
administer as nurse, she was guided because she was 
dedicated to her ideal self-expression.

Why should anyone continue to wonder why I have 
devoted this long term of years to the exhibit to as 
many as I can reach, who will be susceptible to a scien
tific teaching that proves that there is in everyone the 
innate, inherent images of the perfect and that there is 
in the teachings the demonstration of the laws and for



mulas for getting action upon that phase that holds the 
plans and the powers, that phase that would guide one 
in the steps for one’s liberation and growth, even to 
the high attainment. My innate self, unquestionably 
has shown to my conscious mind what my work must 
he if I am to find outlet for what my spirit calls for. 
Your soul has endeavored to impress your conscious 
mind concerning what is your work. The kinds, or 
shadings of innate ideals are as numerous as the needs 
of humans to receive, as there are individual qualities 
and abilities to give.

The innate ideals cannot he lost, the images of the 
perfect always will remain within one’s soul, they can
not he lost— repression is possible— the purpose of 
the human existence in his present form is to objectify 
according to the innate plans, build character after 
them, personify them.

NATURE COMMENDS INDIVIDUALITY

INDIVIDUALITY is the highest right, the first right 
of a human being. In discussing individuality I am 
required to consider that which one demands for self 
from others and that which one must grant to others. 
The problem would be in a fair way to solution if each 
allowed to all others that which he would wish from 
them.

Nature is faithful to the law of individuality and 
provides for each subject to be its peculiar self, all the 
way from amoeba to man. Man being the highest indi
vidual organization is possessed of volition— he has 
the free will to choose— he may he true to individuality 
or he may follow the inclinations and drift into the 
shapes, gravitate to the manifestations that haphazard



would produce; again, he may permit his will to be
come so paralyzed that any passing voice may lead him 
to imitation.

The mass of humanity is comprised of such results 
— we all find in ourselves evidence of our having been 
shaped at the hands of many creators, until each has 
become the expression of the inharmonies of the multi
tude, instead of the peculiar indivisible self of con
sistencies and harmonies.

Observers of many members of the human family 
declare that multiple personalities control every life; 
this is not true, but our opposites have their source in 
the destruction of our individuality and the enforce
ment of false and foreign copies.

Under normal conditions, to be one’s self would be 
the easiest, for it would be the most natural thing to be. 
but to prove whether or not one is normal in his condi
tions, let him undertake to he himself upon any point; 
he will quickly disclose the tyranny of that of w'hich he 
has become the victim.

However, I trust I have demonstrated that it is a law 
of our being; each to be an individual and that no 
other law is more transgressed nor with so much ruin; 
let us turn to history, analysis and remedy. This is 
surely a question of psychology; certainly it is not one 
of theology, at least not in the remedy. The standards 
that have robbed each one of his highest rights will not 
be championed as remedy for their own effects. Be
cause a true psychology holds the possibility of the 
corrections of all the disasters brought to man by tyr
anny of false theologies, psychology, its laws and for
mulas are sometimes opposed. Practical psychology 
is a liberating gospel, the opposite of all so-called



gospels.
t

To create, liberate and enthrone individuality, is 
the purpose, the heaven of practical psychology. To 
attain that, in any instance, the ideal would require us 
to go back to ancestry and correct its thought life, but 
we will be practical and define home, school, society, 
business and perhaps economics, in their psychologi
cal possibilities relative to individuality.

Individuality and every element of the individual, 
his tastes, principles, probably expression and repres
sions are so much affected by the psychology of the 
home that it becomes of first importance that his psy
chology shall he the right kind.

So much attention has been given to obedience that 
control through violent force of tyranny has become

I the rule. The violence of speech is just as much an en
forcement of destructive tyranny as is the use of the 
club or switch; the child yields to superior force that 
compels him into a mold which he does not fit. It may 
be right for all the children of a family to come up to 
the harmony, hut not by being just alike— we can say 
the same of the children of the community of families. 
One child might, if its innate disposition were inter
preted, he vivacious in all of its manifestations; an
other might be slow and serious, yet both fulfill perfect 
harmonies. It would not be the bending of dignity 
if the parent allowed the activity, levity and seeming 
thoughtlessness of one and the serene calm of the other 
to have full outlet. There are many parents who would 
declare the home lawless when run on such a basis; 
perhaps many a man and woman-made law would be 
shattered by this, I hope so, at least, hut not the actual 

I law of individuality. That law, to be observed, re-

,_________ .



quires parents to become interpreters of the special, 
the peculiar in the child in his spiritual trend, that is, 
the innate in the child; then the parent seeks by all the 
means to aid the expression of that in the child. This 
is the manner of guidance that will develop its indi
viduality— a normal parent is a guide, not a tyrant. To 
interpret and lead is a loving constructive process that 
builds one into the expression of the ideal self.

In my practice I have had more men and women 
to treat for their liberation from some limitations 
stamped upon them through the methods of their child
hood homes than for conditions created by all other 
causes combined. Timidity and self-consciousness 
making it impossible to perform before others, al
though possessed of talent and objective education, 
have remained because reprimand or threat or scolding 
was the mode of parent or teacher.

The standards of home, regarding the children, are 
consistent with the attitudes and actions of parents 
toward each other. Maybe one attempts to rule or each 
attempts to rule over the other— this is the situation 
in all homes where tyranny over the children is the 
practice. Modes of forceful control may he adopted 
where there are no children in the home— this is a 
rulership which converts the possible highest state into 
the lowest— to dominate a life means to destroy indi
viduality— yet the expression of individuality is the 
purpose of human existence— the innate, ideal indi
viduality.

To annihilate others is to annihilate self— indeed, 
the tyrant becomes the certain victim of his own prin
ciples. Yet how beautiful life can become when each 
seeks to be the interpreter of the other so as to cooper



ate in the self-expression, each of the other. Neither 
desiring to become ruler over the other— each to lead 
the other into the glories of individuality becoming 
the chief aspiration.

The child dominated by parent will become consti
tuted to dominate husband or wife and child in its turn.

The proper psychology of the school and the teacher 
of anything is not in any principle different from that 
in the home. The teacher should be an interpreter, a 
guide, a leader. If you perceive my meaning you do 
not understand me to imply that there is no true sense 
of control; you will know that psychology teaches 
that to attain to true individuality involves the highest 
discipline.

An inclination based upon sensation is not the thing 
I mean when I use the words self-expression and indi
viduality. No greater contrasts exist than are found 
in inclination versus ideal impulse. The lack of self- 
mastery in parents will bear the fruit of undisciplined 
children. The child will have such violent inclinations 
that parents will be compelled to gratify them.

Inclinations consist in sense tendencies; the indi
viduality is a trend of the soul and the whole schooling 
of life for most of us is to create a unit between our 
senses and our innate individual self, the ideal, that 
our inclinations may harmonize with our soul’s innate 
impulses.

Fill a child’s life full of activities consistent with its 
spiritual gift and trend, its sense department is then 
fully disciplined.

The solution of all problems of business, society and 
government, is in this scientific, psychological concep-



Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human hody; 
hut he has gone farther, hy specializing in the mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, hut has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied  in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one’s best self through self-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.

SE A T T L E  SU N D A Y  TIM ES BO O K REVIEW  
"N E W  P SY C H O L O G Y  C O M PLETE”

By A . A . LIN D SA Y , M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed hy his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. Elis method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply s'ays they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book, New Psychology Complete, we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con 
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose. but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up bis own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy- 
chi cal force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It. too. 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body: it ran become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no



more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in "The New 
Psychology."

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The "suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.-—Seattle Sunday 
Times.
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Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—1 have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect a r e  

present in each individual’s soul. I have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.
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Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human body; 
but he has gone farther, by specializing in the mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, but has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied  in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one’s best self through self-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.
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his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book. New Psychology Complete, we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose, but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psv- 
chi cal force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body: it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no
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HOTEL WOLVERINE, DETROIT

Always among friends! Maybe I should have ex
pected to feel that I would be among strangers when a 
letter reached me in New York that the management of 
the Hotel Wolverine, Detroit, had changed in per
sonnel.

If I had any such expectancy before hand I soon 
would have been disillusioned. Upon being admitted 
into the lobby I did feel that wonderful transformation 
had taken place, leaving littlei resemblance to the 
former Wolverine and it suggested some beautiful New 
York hostelry, so beautiful and with its appointments 
of convenience I immediately felt that a place so attrac
tive must he in the hands that were devoted to giving 
pleasure. I promptly was greeted by the genial assist
ant manager, Mr. Rhodes, but before long was with 
Mr. Hall, the manager indeed, but soon realized I had 
a friend indeed. Perfectly fine and taking the personal 
interest in every tiny detail that might relate to my 
comfort and interest, he cancelled any conclusion that 
“ business first and all the time’ was uppermost, hut 
rather, the pleasure and comfort of the guest took all of 
his attention. He inspired in me the deepest desire to 
he of service and pleasure to him. The kindliest thought 
and best will and wish may he all that I can ever extend 
to him hut he innately is so appreciative that he may 
place some value even upon my attitude. His house is 
booming with the spaces, private and public rooms all 
filled. I can do no better for my friends, who go 
abroad, than to have them become the guests of the 
modern Hotel Wolverine. I hope I will not disappoint 
our subscribers too much if I am late getting Mind the 
Builder Magazine into their hands, the May issue, be-



cause of my engagements in this pleasant place—-it 
really has been difficult to prepare it since being here.

A LETTER AND REPLY 

‘‘My Dear Mr. Lindsay:

You may recall that I purchased a copy of your ‘New 
Psychology Complete’, etc.— also that 1 wrote to you

Enclosed is a donation. I know that you can free 
me from the tobacco habit. I know I am slowly being 
healed; I know that the power of mind is working. But 
I do need help with the tobacco habit. I feel that it is 
a defilement.

I do certainly need to break with all negative heredi
tary tendencies. I could write at length regarding this. 
What you say in your books regarding this seems like 
the breath of the Holy Spirit and I know the spirit has 
revealed the gift to you. I note what you say regard
ing p o ss ib ili t ie s , being needs. I believe that. I know 
that you can help me by telepathy. I believe I need to 
express the Self, I do so aspire. I believe that you can 
hasten my healing, mentally, physically; to liberation 
from tobacco and the needs. God bless you and your 
work.

Respectfully and sincerely,

New7 York State."

Copy of my reply follows:

Dear Friend:

Your faith and trust shall not go unrewarded any 
more than would Nature allow any other instance of



proper cause being put forth for the certain effect that 
follows that proper cause.

Your faith and trust are fine and I think I can guide 
* you in their application.

In treating for the tobacco habit I have my patron 
resting perfectly, and his conscious mind is drifting 
wherever it would tend to go, always telling the in
dividual not to center the attention on the habit for I 
am directing his soul’s attention to that, with the sug
gestion; “ During the next twenty-four hours you will 
be just as well satisfied with half the amount you 
usually use in that period. Next day I suggest: You 
can easily cut off half or more of the amount you used 
yesterday, and probably you will begin to sense a dis
taste for it— at least you will realize you do not want 
it like you formerly did and in a few more days you 
will lose all driving desire and easily can choose to 
quit it and you will not feel deprived, nor suffer at all 
from what you omit, and any discomfort would be from 
what you use, especially any headache and nausea 
would be from what you use, for with cutting down, 
the nicotine will have been reduced that was stored in 
the body and when the cells are freed from all that 
there can be no demand for storing your body with the 
poison again.” This is the suggestion line that I shall 
begin next Monday to give to you— I shall give you this 
attention at times during each day and emphatically 
and formally at ten-thirty at night when I would expect 
you to be asleep, a state in which your soul is com
pletely enthroned and my message and impulse will 
pour directly into the acquired phase of the soul, where 
the image and seat of desire reside. We can cancel both 
image and desire completely in the week. No power in 
the universe can take away your privilege of choosing.



This< means that you must not tamper with the thing. 
You will become free from the desire but if you choose 
or consent to use even a small taste, that becomes a 
scientific prayer to learn over again, just as you did in 
the first instance. There will be no breaking out of the 
desire ever again—no spontaneous impulse demand
ing the tobacco.

Of course you know I am interested in your welfare 
in every regard and your needs and possibilities. I 
shall see that we work together to bring to you every 
good, according to your soul’s knowledge of the needs.

Your faithful effort and aspiration have given me 
great encouragement. As you state, my monthly per
sonal letter, named Mind the Builder Magazine, is my 
very best contribution to aspiring and intelligent peo
ple— this I am hoping will be taken care of, financi
ally, more largely by voluntary contribution to the 
Magazine fund— I do not believe that burden should 
fall so heavily upon us— therefore, I do thank you 
most profoundly for your kind contribution to the 
work.

Sincerely your friend,
A. A. Lindsay.

FROM A PHYSICIAN

“ Salt Lake City, April 5, 1939.
Dear Dr. Lindsay:

Enclosed, find one dollar as my renewal subscrip
tion for ‘Mind the Builder Magazine.’ It is the finest 
magazine I receive, and I feel that we are blessed and 
fortunate in knowing you as our friend, and being 
able to he participants of the wonderful knowledge 
you so liberally share with us.



I will try to interest my friends in your publications 
— hope to send a larger contribution very soon. Would 
you like to send a copy to Dr. , Glasgow, Mon
tana.— I cannot spare one of my precious numbers, as 
yet. Love and good wishes for continuous success.

Sincerely,

From a friend of more than 20 years:

“ San Francisco, Cal., April 10, 1939. 
Dear Dr. Lindsay:

I am enclosing check for $5.00 for this year’s sub
scription for the Magazine. No need telling you how 
much I enjoy reading it, and how much real help I 
have received. Do you expect to visit om FAIR? I 
am nursing a hope that it may he made possible for me 
to come to New York for a visit— I can think of nothing 
more thrilling than just to pop in and say ‘hello’ to 
you. Thanking you again for your help, and best 
wishes to you and Mrs. Lindsay, I am,

Sincerely,

ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE AND ASPIRATION

ENTITLED TO REST— your unrest is due wholly to 
the fact that you have not objectified your spiritual gift 
to the greater degree.

The universal or individual yearning of the human 
heart is an absolute guarantee that there is a power 
with ability and disposition to answer, in complete ful
fillment, the desire of that heart.



The attitude of the past generations has been that if 
such a power exists it is whimsical and, perhaps, may 
become placated or may not be of the disposition to 
grant even the most sincere, heartfelt, though legiti
mate, desire.

In many instances, though one’s reasoning refutes 
the foregoing, heredity has stamped the individual 
with enslavement to its principles so that quite spon
taneously one looks outward for that power— and with 
doubt.

That “ advanced thinking” has failed is quite ap
parent, in instance of looking into creeds of cults; it 
has failed in all instances with persons of sagacity. 
Restatement of the same old principles is the best that 
can he said of them. They have gone so far as to adopt 
most foolish wording set to the old tunes. I could as
semble a thousand declarations of disappointment of 
those seeking the key. They are heart hungry, for in
tuitively we all know that nature never created a long
ing that nature did not also provide answer for— nor 
impress a prophecy it could not fulfill.

You are as full of prophecy as you are of yearning. 
I must mention the glory of you if you acknowledge 
your recognition of that subtle thing, truth, in the little 
portion of my writings which you read, and in the as
surance that you give me that having found, you will 
not continue to seek as if the key continued elusive.

The multitudes have the habit of going the rounds, 
and, not knowing the psychology of habit, they yield 
to the inclination to act as they acted before they found 
food.

You will find many people who have forgotten what 
health looks like, who cannot sense its garb at first.



At last, we assume you have come face to face with the 
perfect system for healing and for other correction 
and all development, so perfect that at no point do we 
build upon an assumption. Our practical psychology 
is the teaching with scientific conception of the power 
and its nature that can build the individual into that 
which his innate ideals comprehend and is the only 
teaching that supplies the formula, the modes of prac
tice through which to attain.

Jesus, after having his subject describe his symp
toms, gave suggestions without explaining. Explana
tion was not necessary, for his patients had the super
stitious faith leading to such complete objective letting 
go (becoming as a little child to the kingdom of heaven 
within) that the soul’s healing potencies became ap
plied, full value.

You, like all the desirable ones of the present day, 
can become as a little child to your innate self only 
when your understanding is satisfied. Gains brought 
to one through superstitious belief are not the basis of 
building nor of future healings. Knowledge is the only 
saviour.

You, yourself, will become liberated through these 
truths and you will become an instructor and interpre
ter of many others and apply our formulas for their 
healing and development. I put this in positive terms, 
because to do this is what your soul yearns for and you 
are spiritually gifted, intellectually capable and may 
he physically near ready to render this service in the 
world.

Few there are who will perfect their equipment and 
live the life to do our work. It is the most personal 
manner in which service can he rendered; and those



whom we serve require of us that we he in appearance, 
manner and habit degrees of harmony that they do not 
require of themselves. Living the life, is the unsur- 
mountable obstacle to many who would like to do good, 
that is they do not will to attain unto the better prep
aration whereby all men could become lifted up be
cause of them.

The power that builds and controls in the individual 
is a phase of his own being, and is intelligence. This 
conception leads one to look with his voluntary phase 
of mind toward this within himself that had as its body 
only one cell which it used as its instrument with which 
to build a second and then the two to build four and in 
a few months had constructed for its instrument a most 
complex organization in every feature of which was 
a prophecy of myriad forms of activities and creations.

MY WORLD, WITH WHOM SHALL I PEOPLE IT?

Who has not felt as if he had cast pearls before 
swine? Who has not felt that bis exalted thought was 
despised and the sacred in him desecrated? Who is 
there who has not had that rankling in his conscious
ness which made him, at least temporarily, feel em
bittered toward and estranged from his fellow man? 
Out of the emergency created by the experiences com
prehended in the above grew the conception of the 
"holy of holies”— a place sacred to the individual, a 
place which those, who would desecrate, cannot ap
proach.

Every woman, every man has made exhaustive ef
fort to bring another or others into relationships to 
herself or himself who, by inherent law, must forever 
be excluded; sometimes an interpreted duty prompts



such an effort and sometimes it is only from policy— 
that which promises to prove remunerative. Individ
uals have attempted to apply the same standards of 
test, attempting to open wide the labyrinths of their 
souls to admit a pleasing or profitable associate, that 
they exercise when selecting friends or contracting a 
business co-partnership; they do not realize that “my 
world”  cannot open its doors as the business world 
may. The innate self, the “ Valley of the Ideal,” re
pudiates all such standards and one must suffer from 
the inharmony he has chosen.

Sometime in the past, I thought that if one indicated 
goodness or nobleness or was, by blood or law, related 
to me, something must be wrong with me when I could 
not force may heart to open to that one and find joy 
in the companionship and fellowship. In those days 
I lived almost continually under self-condemnation for 
I inwardly rebelled against taking into closeness, really 
into my life, almost anyone I knew.

I could be friendly and genial to the average man or 
woman; I could do my part in our business inter
changes; I could do, gracefully, almost all that man
made law required of me, but interpreting life at that 
time to mean that I ought to take a multitude into “ my 
world,”  I did my best to defeat that which I now know 
is Supreme Law. I blamed myself and was shamefully 
condemned by many others because in the face of my 
strongest effort to ppyvent it, mankind felt it was kept 
aloof.

The great necessity of finding a solution led to aspi
ration ; answer to my aspiration secured for me a 
peaceful adaptation to a law that needs only to be 
described in order to become acceptable to,-each one.



A human being has many fields of action and expres
sion—these are as so many worlds. There is the busi
ness world, the occupation or profession which brings 
one into contact or association with others upon the 
basis of exchange of service; there is the social world 
with which one mingles to exhibit manners and dress 
and to say the unmeant things in a double-meaning 
way there is a friendly circle large or small in which 
real heartfelt sympathy is exchanged, each having the 
interest in the other, leading to an effort to be helpful. 
There is the world made up of those of the same blood, 
the relatives. Finally, of the same class, there is the 
individual’s domestic world.

One could be with you as a member of any or all 
of the above worlds and each could live up to the exac
tions of them all in an objective way and yet two may be 
as remote from each other as though you were of dif
ferent species, so far as that holy of holies, “ my world.”  
is concerned.

All the worlds, except the Ideal, may admit its 
citizens purely from the standpoint of gain and they 
may serve in the objective way most successfully, as 
those worlds count success; even as duty, policy, con
venience and public opinion would require in the mar
riage relation, all may be carried on up to the require
ments of any of those worlds first mentioned.

I know of a couple of young people who have under
taken to be in each other’s lives, probably entering with 
false hope that they could become, each the member of 
the other’s exclusive world, although during the ac
quaintance-forming period they had frequent painful 
disagreements.

The young husband has at the foundation of his



All the prayers in the universe though mingled in an 
ocean of tears could not change this; certainly man 
seeking convenience or profit could not alter this law. 
Your kingdom of heaven, your holy of holies, your, 
“ My World,”  is peopled with those whom you actually 
love and with whom you are in perfect harmony.

Are you finding the joy in fellowship in these pre
cious presences? Are you communing with them? 
Are you permitting your soul to be the trysting place 
with your own? Are you glorifying in your outer 
expression the sacred of the inner? Is this sanctuary 
suspended through ignorance, doubt or the material 
beliefs concerning life? Are the joys of this life com
pelled to give place to an idea that joys denied now 
are the seeds which shall bear joys when the denied 
unfold? Are you stultifying every grand possibility 
in your life by the determined effort to force one who 
is related to you by friendship, service, blood or so- 
called law into this, “ My World?”

There resides in your soul, the innate part, all that 
is beautiful in the ideal, but the conscious mind may 
ignorantly or by choosing, repress it. Your life and 
mine probably have had great millstones fastened 
upon them by our violent effort, our concentrated force 
applied to compel those of our acquaintance to corre
spond with the ideal. It has been mistaken identity so 
often that the majority of humankind has become em
bittered with the world. They have decided so often 
that those who were members of their objective world 
were personifications of the ideals of “ My World" 
only to discover that there was no correspondence; the 
frequent disappointment has created the auto-sugges
tion: “ There is no one who is true and good and beau
tiful.”



You may never realize this inner world of congenial 
selves until you accept the disclosures of the New Psy
chology upon the innate self, the attributes of the soul, 
telepathy and all.

Should you have all of this revealed to you so that 
you can choose your outward associates and fellow
ships and have the outward companionships chosen 
and built to complement and objectify all that is within 
and that can be directed by “ My World,”  there will 
be no greater blessing possible in your life.

There is pleasure in hell as pictured by Dante com
pared with the suffering, degradation and ruin in an 
outward act or attitude which should be a love demon
stration in accordance with the laws and harmonies of 
“My World” which is experienced from the standpoint 
of objective sense. This is true even if custom or state 
law, with its army to enforce its commands, would bind 
the situation upon you. If you are sure you have 
made a mistake— if you have taken a citizen of any of 
your other worlds who is not also a citizen of “ My 
World” and endeavored to establish relations that can 
only exist between those who are in each other’s “ My 
World,” then you have made a mistake which can only 
be corrected when you cease to make such a pretense. 
One may be punished in an objective way if he does 
not obey the human agreements, called laws, but when 
he acts counter to the law of his being the consequence 
is absolute ruin through repression of all that it is 
innate in him to become. Expression is defeated.

Let every one first be true to “ My World” and its 
people; the life of one who dares to do that will be a 
powerful saving force among men and will be filled 
with the harmonies.



A manufacturer telephoned to our office to secure an 
opening for a visit for one who had been in his employ 
for more than nine years; a young woman that had 
become insane through worry. Those who had been 
taking care of her informed me that two weeks previous 
to this call she had become violent in ravings. There 
were periods in which she was objectively conscious 
of what she was doing. When she arrived at the office 
-he was suffering from nervousness and a generally 
overwrought condition but was clear in mind and could 
give me the history she had made except during the time 
of these violent and convulsive periods.

I knew her employer would not have retained her in 
so important a position unless she possessed unusual 
qualities, therefore, there must be extraordinary 
causes in the situation; causes must be there which 
were not purely imagination’s workings as often hap
pens among the idle women with their purposeless 
lives. And a real cause was there.

Dating back a decade she had worked for wages and 
provided a home for her mother and an orphan child 
of a relative. The mother had no taste for the nicer 
things although the girl's wages would have made them 
possible, and refused to move into a better neighbor
hood and have more comfortable quarters. The daugh
ter wished to supply every essential of a nice home and 
share the same with the mother and bring up the boy 
with proper influences. The discomforts amid which 
she had to live discouraged her but she carried the 
burden many years hoping that through saving her sur
plus she would he able to buy them a nice home; then 
surely she could persuade her mother to co-operate in

____________ H O W  N O T  T O  G RO W  OLD__________ *



ihe home idea.

The boy grew to an age and strength which made him 
valuable to a relative who invited the young woman 
to come to see him and bring the boy. She went the 
journey across several states, taking the boy and her 
savings. She accepted the suggestion that it was not 
necessary for her to have an account distinct from that 
of the relative. He kept all her money, not allow ing her 
sufficient to take the boy back to her home with her. 
Separation from the child that she had reared, taking 
as much interest in him as a mother would have felt 
was a greater grief than the loss of her accumulation, 
money saved by many a sacrifice of her personal com
fort.

The suffering young woman had no loved one to 
whom she could appeal for sympathy. Her mother 
had only taunt and jeer and added every humiliation 
and worry to the girl’s life. We have all seen pictures 
of old hags with their hair flairing, their teeth like 
tushes, their skin saffron and their clothing soiled; this 
old woman fulfilled this description and yet here in my 
presence was a beautiful young woman with every 
mark of delicacy, good breeding and fine qualities of 
character who had to call this old witch of a woman, 
mother. The daughter had supplied ample funds for 
their home but to add to the torment the mother ac
cepted washing which she did for other people.

This old creature used the most terrible language in 
abusing the daughter; oaths that could scarcely be con
ceived of by a man in his meanest attitudes. Such 
things as these the daughter had endured for years 
never supposing she could become so undutiful as to 
leave her mother to shift for herself. She had con
templated suicide after the boy was taken from her for



she was so beside herself with grief. We could 
scarcely imagine a greater trial coming to one than 
this young woman had borne yet it required another 
to bring her despairing mind to its complete loss of 
equilibrium. The daughter received a written notice 
that if she did not prevent the old woman from stealing 
wood from them, the neighbors signing the notice 
would have the officers take her into custory for theft, 
sending her mother to jail. An envious girl at the 
manufacturing plant, who had desired to get rid of our 
young woman, whom she considered in her way, heard 
about this notice and whispered it to the other em
ployees. They all had some passing regret when the 
persecuted girl fell in their midst unconscious—one 
among them took her to her home where she had re
ceived care until the proprietor of the institution notic
ing her absence was informed of the above history. He 
had on other occasions sent to me, for treatment, em
ployees and friends to the number of seventeen persons 
and he <1 id not delay an hour in seeking the first date I 
could provide for this young lady to whom he said: 
“ Tell the doctor everything and trust him entirely and 
do everything he says and you will he hack well and 
happy.”

The drugs that usually overpower one and compel 
a state called sleep had intensified her delirium and 
unrest. I looked over her situation very carefully and 
saw there was no indication for drugs of any sort.

She desired to get well if there were any better 
conditions in her future. I assured her there was everv 
hope for her future provided she could he caused to 
realize that she owed nothing to the individual she 
thought she should call mother. Interpreting her 
greater self I disclosed that in those depths where



truth is innately known she would be guided out of all 
contacts with the woman; interpreting further I dis
closed that the false teaching impressed upon her ac
quired self had declared it her duty to endure every
thing from the mother and continue under all circum
stances to sacrifice everything for her was the real en
slavement and truth would liberate her. I made it a 
part of my suggestions that she would become restored 
to health but would not feel any requirement to pro
vide for association with this destroyer of hope. She 
promised me and herself never to return to the woman’s 
presence so I put forth my best effort knowing I could 
do no grander work than to liberate this girl and pro
vide for her self-expression. At the end of a week she 
was very much better in all the ways of nerves and 
mind and was sleeping well. She said she supposed 
she was able to do the work but she needed me to help 
her attain the strength to appear with the employees 
since they knew of her humiliation. Attainment of 
consolation and strength to he and to do what one 
knows is best— building courage— is the stronghold 
of our scientific prayer ( su g g e s t io n  r e c e iv e d  w h ile  in  
the p a s s iv e  s ta te )  and the liberated girl returned to her 
position, managing her department and she continued 
in complete mastery over affairs and her feelings.

During the past year this manufacturer informs me 
he has given the details of this wonderful transforma
tion to many persons'. I have rejoiced many times that 
I was accessible at the opportune moment for I am sure 
this woman had no hope outside the practical use of 
suggestion, neither for mind nor her life. It is pos
sible that the mother has become a good citizen but 
there was no hope of her becoming one while she had 
the daughter, under the obsession of “ duty”  and the



fear of what “ they might say,”  as her enslaved victim. 
W hile there was anyone for her to dominate she had the 
outlet for the worst that ever finds place in human 
character and finding pleasure in that exercise she 
would never turn toward harmony upon any subject.

Coming more directly to my title “ How Not to Grow 
Old”  I wish to emphasize d o  not g ro w  u p  am id  criti
c is m  a n d  f o u l  f i n d i n g ;  d o  n ot ta k e  a n d  k eep  a  p lace  
w h en  g ro w n  u p  w h ere  th e re  is  fa u l t f in d in g ; and as 
y o u r  ow n  y e a r s  in c r e a s e  d o  not b ecom e a  fau ltfin d er. 
Abuse is a dangerous thing to become accustomed to 
enduring and it is ruinous above all other destructive 
things to become one who abuses. If only people who 
act and speak appreciatively of good and do nothing 
but praise were placed in asylums, no state in the union 
would maintain an institution for the insane. Builders 
do not become insane and when any faulfinder’s harv
est is ripe there is a crop of inharmony with all the 
principles of insanity in the gathering and I am writ
ing considerable in this letter to show that in old age 
the culmination of faultfinding, criticising and quar
reling constitutes a state of disposition that exempts 
every relative from the d u ty  to take care of the elderly 
one and surely completely removes all privilege in 
taking care of such a one.

I think a child and a flower, especially the infant 
and the lily of the valley, are so filled with beauty that 
they can inspire the human soul with delicate thought 
and fineness of expression in a form and degree not 
suggested by anything else. But there is a grandeur 
about a beautiful old person, man or woman, that 
awakens every phase of greatness and yet all the tend
erness of which one’s greater self is possessed. Nothing 
'eems to he as great a misfit as a despicable old person



—despicable for uncleanliness of apparel or manner, 
harsh voice or fault-finding words. The natural store
house not only of wisdom but sympathy, kindness and 
reverence is an elderly person but it is an empty store
house indeed when old age is primarily the culmina
tion of selfishness and a mind long closed to beauty in 
the world and people.

“ How Not to Grow Old” may warrant many pages 
—a few words on “ How to Grow Old.”  The how: Let 
every hour, day, year and decade become simply the 
multiplication of thanksgiving, praise and gratitude.

SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL AUTOMATISM

AUTOMATISM, without which my alarm clock 
would be of little value— but do you know of any
thing that would be of dependable value in service if 
feature, spontaneity, were not present and working? 
If seasons and every feature of them, if less than all 
of the features, were present, think you that humans 
could live on this earth? Even if humans had to 
gather some place to pray for the arrival of rain and 
yet depend upon the suspension of natural law that 
rain might be sent to the earth that rain might not come. 
But the seasons do come and when chemistry is set, the 
rain may come down. Night comes and morning ar
rives— every life on earth praying would not change 
the terms or the arrival for Nature has fixed the auto
matic regulator that rain must be spontaneous and so 
must all things in nature. Of course this has become 
an automatic age, mechanically, but we wonder that 
ages and ages passed by with never a human taking 
account of nature’s modes and adopting its principles.

It is like the human who takes no observation of the



innate in human laws and endeavors to force results 
with his objective volition to act upon the desired re
sult instead of permiting his soul with its passive man
ner to create that which only the soul can produce. With 
his voluntary he can set the regulator that will create 
the answer but he cannot make the regulator become 
the power.

I was only a boy, but the people around who knew 
how poor we were, called me the kid-gloved farmer 
because I bought a reaper with which I cut the wheat. 
A little technocracy to breed aristocracy. I hitched the 
horses to the thing that was a great saver of men’s labor 
although it had so few automatic actions. When 
enough straws had been cut down by the speedy auto
matic going back and forth of saw-like blade and the 
golden grain had fallen upon the reaper’s platform in 
quantity to constitute the weight, the automatic features 
would drop the wheat in bundle form—-regular and 
dependable in manner that no man-power could equal. 
Human mind fixed the mechanism to do that which he 
could not do himself. So human spirit, the soul form 
of intelligence, can intuitively guide the voluntary 
mind to consent to obey that infinite phase of the 
human. The soul can be set by the choosing phase, the 
voluntary so that it will automatically go on, continu
ously, in renewing cells of the body, with improvement, 
whereas the intellectual, voluntary phase of intelli
gence could not, in all eternity, create a cell.

Probably there is no place in America where a reap
er like that one that I thought was a jewel and that 
inspired envy of my neighbors, would be used for a 
moment. Taking the place of my reaper and my horses 
there is the gas-powered combinations, all improve
ments due to the voluminous performances made pos



sible through combinations of automatic features, all 
working together and in order. The wheat is cut and 
taken through all the processes, threshing and placing 
the grain in sacks and piling the sacks.

Fullness of appreciation has been attained, regard
ing the automatic actions in the mechanical world—  
that should have led to research into nature that would 
have revealed the law of spontaneity in the spiritual 
realm of the human. By “ spiritual realm,”  we mean 
offices only the soul can perform. Man does not ex
hibit the “ gimmies”  when he is seeking the largest ex
pression of power in the material world, yet he may 
as well ask for special providence to give him the 
machines and run them for him as to ask, in that same 
sense, for God to deliver to him healing, culture, char
acter possession, forgive his trespasses against natural 
laws, excusing all the effects of causes he, man, con
sents to, or chooses to put forth. It requires no courage 
to put forward the above interpretations— just com
mon sense is all, common sense that is intuitively ap
proved. Being followed as a teaching it would put 
many off of their salaries, but might make honest men 
of them and that would be the pure gain that would 
compensate for all losses.

There is a mechanical cutter— in former times, as 
a part of theology, it would have been called either the 
Devil or his work— that, making its motions, up and 
down, so speedily that, even if it were true that the 
hand is quicker than the eye, the invention would over
take and cut off men’s fingers so often that they had to 
find protection in a saving automatic action. It was 
provided by the automatic invention that jerks the 
workman’s hand away regularly, faithfully and so 
quickly that the cutting part of the machine never



catches him.

Everything herein, in all these mechanical subjects 
is set as fixations for their purposes, and each creation 
was made and established to work, but every item was 
established, perhaps even to the temper of the steel, 
according to a formula. A cause for an effect is al
ways involved, so there should be an attitude that in 
the work of the mind and soul, regarding the soul’s 
offices, there would be fixed laws and formulas. There 
is work to be done by the human for the human’s pur
poses, work that: can be accomplished only by the in
dividual’s innate self. Of course prayer is involved, 
but it is scientific, direct prayer, not relayed prayer 
directed to a conceived of power in the siderial regions 
that must be besought to do the very things that God 
equips every form of life to perform for itself, includ
ing the human, who must create for himself, the an
swers in whatever legitimate form a need must be met.

Practical psychology is the science that teaches the 
laws and formulas for fixing the automatism for spon
taneous, constructive work of your builder to go on 
steadfastly and permanently.



<FROM I N S I D E  F R O N T  C O V E R )

more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in "The New 
Psychology.”

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor hanks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
ot strength into the lives of others. The suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seattle Sunday 
Times.

_____ Selections Casually Taken from the "Big Book”

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—I have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual’s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.

By same Author
"L IF F ;S  HIGH W A Y ,” 1 4 0 - P a g e  Book, $1.00. 

"SCIEN TIFIC  PR A Y ER ,” 4 6 - P a g e  Booklet, 2 5  Cents.
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Dr. Lindsay has a trained 'knowledge of the human tody; 
but he has gone farther, by specializing in the mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way. but has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology ap p lied  in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one's true vocation and developing 
one’s best self tbrougb self-expression, in art, music and any 
other creative work. G o ld en  R u le  M agazine.
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SEATTLE SUNDAY TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
"NEW  PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE"

By A. A. LINDSAY. M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by bis manifest intellectual sincerity and 
bis strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with menial phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In bis book, "New Psychology Complete, we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose, but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no

S E E  I N S I D E  B A C K  C O V E R )



“MIND THE BUILDER MAGAZINE,”  An established 
monthly publication, written or edited by Dr. Arthur A. 
Lindsay, owner, location, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.

Annual subscription, $1.00— single copy, 25 cents.

PLEASE SEND NAMES OF YOUR FR IE N D S WHO 
MIGHT BECOME INTERESTED  IN TH E LAW S AND 
FORMULAS OF TRUE PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY, 
WHICH WILL BE IN EVERY ISSU E OF M IND THE 
BUILDER MAGAZINE.

Author also of “ New Psychology Complete, Mind the 
Builder and Scientific Man Building.”  Three books in 
bound volume of 450 pages, $3.50. Also “ Life ’s High Way 
and how to Travel It,”  140 pages, 6x9, 50 cents, and 
“Scientific Prayer and Wayside and the Goal,”  25 cents. 
All books, at price of Big Book, $3.50 now.

It should be noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial adver
tisements, chiefly.

At one dollar a year a gift is comprehended in every 
issue—it cannot be produced and delivered for that sum.

Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay 
is glad to give his personal attention to replies to all 
psychological interrogations— readers may address, for all 
purposes.

DR. A. A. LINDSAY, PUBLISHING 
Hotel Ansonia, New York City
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Y o u  a r e  m o st u r g e n tly  re q u e ste d  to re ad  the 
“ D e tro it  R e s p o n s e s ”  b e c a u se  i f  y o u  r e a d  ev ery  word, 
y o u  w ill  kn o w  to  w h at I  h a v e  d e v o te d  m y l i fe  and  
w h y, th u s d e v o te d .

DETROIT RESPONSES

A c c o r d in g , to plans, I resumed engagements in 
Detroit April the tenth. The two public meetings were 
well attended-—-I had no time to consider selection 
of hall for meeting purposes. I realized that the 
hotel had no place large enough for public meetings 
so we opened for class work, only, for numbers, and 
personal sessions for all other hours. Having given 
part-time attention to Detroit twenty-seven years or 
more, reasonably we feel that planting and cultivating 
would have made much impression— the results cer
tainly demonstrated that growth had taken place even 
in the six months since I was there. Every subject in 
Mind the Builder Magazine must be abreviated but to 
those who have the conception that our teachings are 
based on: namely: “The human is the builded result 
of the union of two elements, the masculine cell with 
soul and body blends with the feminine cell with 
soul and body, the ovum or egg, constituting the pri
mary cell— the soul of the cel] being an intelligence 
is hungry and so uses the food which is at hand, 
absorbing with its body the nutritive values of the 
material, quickly becomes two cells, then the two, 
four hungry cells. This same principle continuing, 
that is, the soul creating a material body which it 
continues to occupy and is supreme over that which 
it creates.”

The above warrants our faithful recognition of the



creative power present in the human. Our L a b o r a 
tory R ese arch ” , the mode of the day, that is plunging 
to disclose the “ W orld  o f  T o m o rro w ” , disclosed that 
the life and intelligence, properly called the S o u l ,  is 
by N atu ra l L aw  determined in all of its forms, states 
and activities and what it shall create, by the images 
or pictures which it possesses or comes to possess. 
All of the thousands of pages I have written, all of 
the thousands of sessions I have had in public meet
ings or classes or private, personal sessions, every 
living moment of my life, is a demonstration of that 
foundation—described in the above in as clear a 
statement as language can convey— and surely there 
can he no excuse for confusion, although it does seem 
quite human to make complex, the obvious.

Then, since the Innate Self is supreme over the 
human and that supreme phase is controled by the 
pictures it possesses or comes to possess; if one does 
not like any manifestation in mind, body, disposition, 
character or habit, since we know how to change the 
working plan is there any conceivable reason why 
one would not change the pattern and gain the mani
festation of health, harmony and happiness?

A DETROIT PRACTICAL APPLICATION

A number of years ago, when in the practice rela
tive to health inharmonies, diabetes received my at
tention, a disorder in which excess of sugar is shown 
to be present in the blood— maybe the sugar does 
not constitute the actual disease, it may be on the 
health side. I recall that I did not meddle with the 
enjoyed dietary, but suggested that the soul would 
use its body to treat the food in such a manner that



there would cease to be the excess of sugar in the 
blood. Recovery was absolute.

There are many things that would need only the 
change of principle upon which treatment of food 
and blood-making are taking place.

So, one of my visitors declared that she was so tired 
and with body so unwieldy and her breathing was 
so obstructed and bending over so discomforting that 
she must do something to become free from such an 
excess of fat. Of course eating less and walking more 
have reduced thousands and so have harmful drugs, 
the latter creating injuries, the former demanded 
greater excess of eating afterwards and the nutritive 
values became applied in multiplying the delighted 
fatty cells. Punishment applied in any subject does 
not change a principle. A kleptomaniac boy was pu
nished in many forms that were painful, humiliating 
and that surely would tend to make one hate his in
voluntary acts of theft.

A few sessions, using our formula changed the 
principle— the obsession was lost, with the change 
of the principle governing.

So one of the Detroit ladies, who hated her fat (hat
ing fat causes more fat— emotional hating tends to 
feed the thing hated) gave me the privilege of sug
gesting to her, repeatedly, and I spoke the words, at 
times, and I telepathically conveyed the idea, while 
with her and often between sessions, and absent: “ You 
will eat and enjoy your food; you will treat your 
food in that manner that will result in the nutritive 
values becoming applied in energy for all your body 
and not for the feeding and multiplying of fatty 
cells.”  This was essentially given in every session



and in the attitudes she and I lived toward the change 
of the principle under which her food was being 
treated. Six pounds were lost during the period co
vered in the sessions— rather to my surprise for to 
reverse a principle and have the new one applied, 
reasonably should require time. The new principle 
will remain in force until a different working plan 
is placed. I do not think that will happen for, while 
everyone will suggest to her to return to the fat
making, we provided against her acceptance of that.
She will reduce until her normal is attained.

Someone got all heated up about the “ dumbness”  
of folk. “ They just haven’t any sense— they will not 
leani— your books and lessons show that no hu
man’s conscious mind can know what the soul should 
do to treat food correctly, for any purpose; and that 
the soul that controls the body and its performances 
does not need to be told— inherently it knows how 
to make the blood that would provide the right food 
for every cell, for every kind of cells.”  Of course, 1 
do show the futility of trying to know, in that phase, 
the objective, voluntary mind, how to control or di
rect the processes of any feature that involves states 
or performances of the interior of the body. The con
scious objective, mental, intellectual self is qualified 
by nature to control a few external motions of some 
external organs— one can wink, one can walk, one 
can look, listen and make signs, at will— he can 
voluntarily masticate and swallow his food— he does 
not know how to order the chemicals to treat the food 
-—one never can learn that either— shall I apologize 
to the traveling specialist in food chemistry— or shall 
1 answer the lady who interrupted my lecture, asking 
me to “ Tell us how to become free from gullibility” ?



R e a d in g  a n d  R e m e m b e r in g

“ Dr. Lindsay, I was reminded while reading a re
cent issue of Mind the Builder that one may emotion
ally use a picture repeatedly and then forget it, not 
recalling the acts nor the feelings nor the picture for 
a long time. I understand that nothing is ended in its 
influence just because it does not come up to one’s 
consciousness. There was a period in which I gambled 
in the various ways. I was much absorbed in the 
games and not bothered so much about my losses but 
quite excited over the contests. I passed out of that 
period, losing all interest in the subject. We never 
have counter-suggested that gambling picturing—I 
would be glad to have you put that out of my life, 
cancel the images, for I would not like for that desire 
ever to come into my life again.”

I like money— it requires lots of it to carry our 
cause, and enough people have been given whatever 
life and sanity and health are worth, who, if they had 
caught the spirit of teaching, would provide for the 
teachings that were the source of their benefits, abun
dantly to be spread to the multitudes, and if they 
were anything like this young man, who, for 21 years 
has applied the teachings, they too would know and 
note the fine points therein and continue to prosper 
as he does. Cause and effect is the chief law to ob
serve— the C a u se  is the image in one’s subconscious, 
the effect, whatever the image calls for Ingratitude 
will keep one unprosperous— afflicted all the days of 
bis life, if he has not appreciation of what he is 
blessed with and the agency through which he gained 
his benefits. Ingratitude is a corroding force. This 
young man has been a continuous builder— depres



sion that was counted universal— unemployment, dit
to—this man was incessantly called for— never was 
unemployed—why, he even answered my letters du
ring the seven years of famine in America.

So, Mr.----- takes account of the subtility of the
law of suggestion and realizes that any uncanceled 
image in the subconscious is there as a seed and that 
a stimulus may start its germination regardless of 
how long it may have been dormant. Counter-sugges
tion sterilizes forever— deprives the seed of all viri
lity forever.

Of course there are no gambling schemes that 
could be constructive and everyone, for himself or 
another is paying the costs of gambling— the price, 
a deprived family a desperate husband— I must not 
dare enumerate the features of suffering attendant 
upon the husband having thrown away his money 
when he had an abundance.

It was not through fear that the man asked me to 
cancel the image of gambling that was working a 
little while in the past— it was normal caution exhi
bited by a real student of the teachings— the basis of 
them is in this very article, pertaining to the recent 
history I made in Detroit, read and reread as, per
haps, never before and meditate— ponder and deter
mine— “ I will observe these Scientific truths.”

S a m e  M a n  G u id e s  O th ers
Nineteen years ago this man, then a youth, sent 

his sister to receive the benefits of Soul Culture. She 
was in more or less constant pain, diagnosed, chronic 
appendicitis. Her family could not afford the expen
sive surgery for her at that time— since that time she 
never had any excuse for surgery for appendix or



anything else also her enlarged thyroid of that pe
riod never needed other than the application of our 
conception. The soul controls the body, and sugges
tion, the image guides the soul in its manner of con
trol, and the application of its power. The history 
of this mother and her family would be inconceivable 
to almost the whole world, especially, the egotistical 
portion of it. Yet with all the leadership of this man, 
his sister, her children and others, L a w  will continue 
to rule. There is no promise to the unbeliever and 
so many people have experimented with everything 
that claims were made for and have been disappoint
ed, so have formed auto-suggestions of incurability, 
so cannot perceive, even demonstrated truth. Every
one is given, by nature, mind, soul and body—Na
ture declares: “ S o u l  created the body; it is an intelli
gence; it has supreme power, so far as the body is 
concerned; it observes and uses all material laws; 
it obeys Nature’s law by which the soul’s accessory 
mind, the voluntary mind with its privilege of choos
ing or consenting, M u st A s p ir e ,  M u st T ru st— mean
ing that the soul can do nothing and wills to do no
thing except that which the voluntary mind chooses, 
consents to and expects. Thousands of millions of 
years neither any other factor will ever change the 
above L a w ” —  B u t  W hy W o u ld  A n y  In te llig e n t H u 
m an  N o t C o o p e r a te  W ith T h at L a w ?

Well, maybe here is the answer: “ It is a S p ir i tu a l  
L a w ” — the materialist will continue to act as if he 
believes the body rules itself (imagine chemical com
pounds being hungry or sick healing themselves, or 
applying food and growing from within!) The other 
answer by those who think they are spiritual and must 
jealously protect their theory that only their brand of



theology comprehends the spiritual— to those any
thing scientific if spiritual is against spirituality—  
also the attitude is considered quite dangerous that 
would place the human soul as something function
ing now, especially if for human’s purposes there 
could be no conception of his own omnipotence and 
omniscient intuition. Pretty flimsy excuses, but they 
dominate human kind to the degree that one must 
not be healed by the power of prayer directed to 
his own soul, thereby proving the power of spirit over 
the substance of his own body, or what is worse, to 
the, alleged, claimant to spirituality, proving that 
the human is, himself endowed with deific potentia
lities for his purposes.

LABORATORIES OF RESEARCH

E xh ib itio n  of frying an egg on the back of one’s 
hand may demonstrate that heat may pass through 
a medium placed beneath the hand on top of which 
is a frying pan containing an egg that is sizzling—  
cooking, may prove that the young lady, who, having 
overslept must economize time, so while doing her 
makeup before her glass may sit on such a medium 
and meanwhile be cooking an eeg on her lap. To 
economize regarding time in the morning when the 
“ joyous” night before has made the morning after 
period of rush will inspire laboratory research to 
continue at white heat and inspire the shortest cut 
to the finishing of the eight million dollar plant that 
will manufacture the “ better than silk” ladie’s stock
ing, which she may violently jerk on while running, 
with never a rip or tear, the untearable sock made 
from coal, that will stretch around the world of 
tomorrow.



mind, or gaining its expression of power in healing, 
casting out desires pertaining to addictions of habits, 
cancelling obsessions, and restoring normality in 
every phase of the human, the only S c ie n tific  formu
la requires the conscious mind to become passive. In 
that neutral state, a state of delightful rest, one may 
receive the telepathic thought of another, with audi
ble words spoken which are the words, the terms used 
in the thought toward the passive one.

Our materialist, physician, surgeon, researcher dis
coverer— loser of what he had discovered, coopera
ted in our formula— enthroned his spiritual self (the 
spiritual rises as the objective, mental, subsides, in 
this natural formula) cooperated even to the extent 
of taking a nice little nap during this personal session, 
which was repeated 4 times.

I suggested in telepathic form and in spoken words: 
“ Since you did for a certainty, make the valuable 
chemical discovery, every item involved in its pro
duction is, in picture form, copied indelibly and for
ever in your subconscious acquired phase of your 
soul— it was just as perfectly residing in picture 
form in the innate phase of your soul before you 
objectified it as it is now in your acquired self: this 
copy will come up to your conscious mind—not at 
this moment, necessarily, but at any time— maybe 
just as you are waking up— or when you are in a 
state of abstraction of your conscious thinking; it 
will not be aided by your concentration of your ob
jective mind, trying to force it to arrive— more likely 
it will reach your conscious mind as a surprise; you 
will aspire to gain this copy but not to force it—the 
soul expresses passively and its revelations flow in
to the outer phase of mind” . Soon thereafter the doc-



tor was financed and established in the plant, manu
facturing his product. Memory is a perfect record of 
every detail of one’s experience— if one loses ob
jective touch with any item it is well to know that 
every phase of the soul is controled by suggestion 
therefore one’s efforts at recalling can be successful 
through the application of scientific formula. It 
should be even more especially noted that the record 
of innate knowledge sort is just as complete before 
its revelations reach the conscious mind as they are 
after they have become registered in the acquired 
phase—believing in the presence, in the soul, of all 
inventions, originations, one intelligently would live 
the attitude of aspiration directed to that source then 
revelations will come— the soul knows what is in the 
mud, in the coal, in skimmed milk, in wood, air or 
in water or in the combinations— L o o k  in  th e  m u d , 
m ilk , c o a l, w ood a n d  a ir ,  in  e a r th , s e a s — b u t d o  not 
fo rg e t to lo o k  in  h e av en  too— m a y  y o u  n e v e r  fo r g e t  
that the k n o w led ge  is  not in  e ith e r  o f  th o se  o r  o th e r  
elem en ts, but in  the so u l  c o n c e rn in g  th em . H u m a n  
so u l know s a t  th is m om en t a l l  th a t w ill be  in “ T h e  
W orld o f T o m o rro w ”— y e s , G e n e r a l M o to rs  k n o w s  
too, a ssu m in g  that its p e r so n n e l m u st be  s p i r i t u a l .

THOUGHTS THAT LEAD AND THOUGHTS 
THAT DRIVE

There is only one th o u gh t fo r c e  but it, like any 
other force, may be used constructively or destructi
vely; as truly as thought used constructively builds 
the thinker and all things related to the thought so 
does that force when used destructively impair the 
health, destroy life’s harmonies and tend toward ruin 
all along its course— nowhere in its contact does it 
become converted into good.

.



Teaching upon this subject would be useless only 
for the fact that each one has the privilege of deter
mining how thought force shall be applied in his life; 
whether it shall destroy him in all directions of his 
effort or shall lead him into construction and increase 
beauty and harmony all the way.

We find frequent inquiry from those who would 
like to know how to distinguish the sorts of thought; 
they declare that although there are only two kinds 
they have not been able usually to decide for a cer
tainty in which class a certain thought belonged. 
There are marks that will distinguish the sorts of 
thought. If the picture one is holding in his mind 
would not, if turned into form and fact instantly, be 
something welcomed and approved by his Innate 
Self— would not from that test be desirable, one may 
be very sure it is a destructive thought; in this situa
tion it makes no real difference whether the picture 
calls for a form and fact in the life of the thinker 
or in the life of another; since it is destructive it is 
a destroyer of harmonies wherever it touches.

There is another infallible test; any thought which 
d r iv e s  o r  o v e rw h e lm s  or tends to force the individual 
to think the thought or to do the act called for by the 
thought is a destructive thought.

C o n stru c tiv e  th o u g h t le a d s ,  in v ite s  a n d  im p e ls , hut 
n e v e r  c o m p e ls  the in d iv id u a l . There have been in 
history two kinds of rulers— the good ruler and the 
bad, the tyrant who drove his subjects and the leader 
who interpreted the best interests of those who looked 
to him and did all he could do to aid in their self-ex
pression. Thoughts are the same; they are driving 
and tyrannical or persuasive and leading.



If one feels irresistibly driven to do something he 
may be sure it is not the right thing to do, for there 
is always that quality of bad that tends to dominate 
or the quality of good that inspires and prompts to 
deeds, but it is modest and leaves one’s outer will 
free to decide to act or reject.

Nothing is more prolific than a destructive idea; 
the offspring outnumber and crowd out all other kinds 
and soon the whole life is working upon a wrong 
principle; destructive thought cannot be satiated, 
however strong may be one’s resolution, “ just this 
once I will do all I feel and then never again let 
such ideas rule.”  It is like catering to the nerves 
when there is pain and one takes a deadening drug 
so that he cannot feel; when pain comes again the 
nerves cry out in keenest suffering until their stan
dard is met as before. Also, just as no one who knows 
the serious consequences of catering to his nerves in 
pain would consent to narcotizing if he knew how to 
remove the cause of pain, no one would consent to 
the driving of a dominating idea if he knew the se
rious consequences and how to become liberated from 
the destructive force.

One who harbors and cultivates a destructive idea 
really appoints human beings, literally prays for 
them, to come and execute in his life upon himself 
the principles represented in the quality of his 
thought; persons may be the agents to do to him the 
things he pictures with regard to things and people 
and always he commands the cells of his body to 
perform in his body in perfect accord with the qua
lity of his thought. Destructive thought can and will 
carry only ruin and disaster in its entire ramification 
and one being ignorant of the laws of Thought in no



way lessens its force. It is not even saving to have 
some good thought impulses sandwiched in—one 
must cease to choose or permit the destructive pic
tures; they must be cancelled in the sub-conscious.

EXAMPLES OF DRIVING THOUGHTS

Many forms of enslavements to ideas have been 
analyzed by the writer and repeatedly, in some of 
the forms here mentioned; they are mentioned to con
trast with constructive forms of thought which will 
be given as examples in this study.

All of the following are such manias as tyrannical 
thoughts always become and have treated success
fully by suggestion. Biting the nails; pulling out the 
eyelashes, gritting the teeth when asleep and awake; 
pulling out the hair in bunches; picking the lips and 
keeping them bleeding and sore; sucking the thumb; 
clearing the throat; stammering and stuttering; psy
chic cough; psychic spasm of diaphragm; shrugging 
the shoulders when walking; scratching the calf of 
the leg when talking; speakers rising to tiptoe; moving 
up and down all the time while performing; dangling 
the watch chain or fumbling a buttonhole while speak
ing. None of the above are desirable things to do and 
only the destructive form of thought could he in evi
dence under the circumstances.

There are destructive forms of thought entirely of 
a different order— they have also received treatment 
psychologically; overwhelming tendency to commit 
suicide; filled with bitterness and hatred; driven to 
morbidness and depression; all phobias or fears 
and kleptomania; overwhelming impulse to touch 
every object with the hand; incessant counting; look-
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ing for number thirteen in all public places; snatches 
of sentences running through the mind all the time; 
self-consciouness driving one to believe he is the ob
ject of remarks, even of strangers; believing one has 
committed the unpardonable sin; believing one has 
committed a crime; overwhelming impulse to avenge 
a wrong; pessimistic interpretation of all subjects; 
self-condemnation or depreciation; suspicion, envy, 
jealousy, anger, and malice— all have driven with in
cessant destruction persons who have become victims 
of such ideas; and then we have the desires, appetites 
and addictions to liquor and drugs; all undesirable 
habits are violent, forcing thoughts that are destruc
tive and compel fulfillment—the habit of falsifying 
is of this class.

Surely out of the scores of illustrations one is con
vinced that destructive thought is tyrannical thought, 
holding the whip hand, binding the victim of worry 
and fear and hate and grief and depression as in the 
tightest vise. Let us see by a few illustrations how 
different is constructive thought which we have de
clared is, regardless of importance, only leading, in
viting, impelling and never overriding the volition.

One, while situated to act voluntarily with regard 
to his body, may pull out a hair, and when it is his 
pleasure may clear his throat and may say words or 
parts of words over repeatedly, and if he has occasion 
to sneeze his diaphragm may take part in its spasm; 
a man when speaking could lift his watch from his 
pocket, drawing it forth by the chain, and he might 
button or unbutton his coat and he could also rise on 
tiptoe for proper purposes, hut in view of the fact 
that he does none of these things involuntarily and 
could omit them altogether he is acting constructively



and is not a victim to ideas.

All the ideas or manias enumerated act in the ty
rannical manner and their opposite principle is mani
fested when one beholds a possibility of helpfulness 
to a fellow man. When sympathy is awakened he 
feels joyous in anticipation of pleasure to another 
enjoy in the consciousness that he has been a bene
factor; the opportunity impels him hut does not com
pel him to act.

Lovely music or a beautiful landscape or the ma
jesty of the sea stirs one’s soul to the depths and he 
feels stimulated to larger activity; he is invited out 
of his more narrow view to a large vision and he 
responds in love, writing more perfectly or painting 
more exquisitely or he builds a more convenient home 
or prepares better quarters for his workmen; he may 
see how he can beautify his town or city while under 
the influence of nature’s grandeur or music or other 
art. He is led out by love to all of these things, no one 
could say he is forced even in the presence of the 
strongest emotion that needs to have an outlet through 
some service to his fellow man.

One hears of illness of loved one or friend; he is 
led to recall that the soul of the one who is ill has 
deific power to heal, and since he is in rapport with 
that soul, he, himself, may give a strengthening, en
couraging impulse leading to the healing— no one 
should feel driven to take a pessimistic attitude to
ward all concerning whom an unfavorable report is 
issued. One is invited to take an optimistic view of 
his own inharmonies— hope is always constructive 
and it is innate in the human soul to act constructively 
under all circumstances.



Constructive interpretation may become the stan
dard of the life, then spontaneously the bright side 
comes uppermost and the building power will create 
conditions corresponding with the hopeful interpre
tation. Love invites with its beauty and all of its har
monies, but however strong its appeal because it is 
attractive through its qualities it does not, like a ma
nia, compel; love is constructive in all of its forms 
of manifesations and liberates, never is enslaving. All 
acts of violence done in the name of love are erro
neously classified. All that is really true and good 
and beautiful appeals to the respondent and out of 
his love for those qualities he wills sympathetically 
to follow their impulse.

The scientific explanation of how the destructive 
principle gains control as is manifested in all manias 
is as follows: The individual thinks in the same man
ner or thinks the same thing a number of times; he 
may or may not do an act corresponding with the 
thought but because of repetition of entertainment of 
the image, voluntarily reviewed, he presently experi
ences the involuntary picturing coming up to his con
sciousness, or if an act is also involved he presently 
performs that involuntarily. That which one does in
voluntarily has become a habit; habit is something 
that no longer waits upon the outer will to direct, but 
occurs spontaneously and when it is a destructive 
thing, it is fufilled in spite of the effort of the will to 
the contrary. The individual has, therefore, trained 
his sub-conscious to perform, overwhelming the indi
vidual’s mind and body to carry out the requirements 
of the subconscious.

The correction of any impression made upon the 
subconscious can take place only when some formula



is used that will impress the sub-conscious which is 
the seat of control over the act; this is best done by 
suggestions received while in the passive state, al
though one may use auto-suggestion in many in
stances with success.

One need not remain a victim to destructive 
thought; of this we may all be sure and confidently 
turn our attention to retraining the sub-conscious.

THE HUMAN TOWER OFBABEL

The Tower of Babel of history was an immense 
structure that men proposed to use as a stairway from 
earth to heaven, which they could mount, should an
other flood submerge the earth as in the days of Noah. 
This masonry consisted of adobe squares placed brick 
fashion from foundation to turret. These blocks were 
made of clay, straw and water hardened in drying. No 
elements could destroy them and as they were laid 
in the same sort of mortar it made a most imperishable 
wall.

I wish you to become interested in this while it is 
being builded, for a lesson that is usually technical can 
be made very clear to one through this event.

Think of this immense tower reaching into heaven; 
that which, through the skill and industry of men 
would extend the distance between man’s terrestial, 
temporary abiding place and his hoped for celestial 
permanent home. When, for certain very natural 
reasons the confusion of discord came, it became im
possible to keep men co-operating, building ceased. 
Superstitious man has always wanted to perpetuate 
terrible fears, so in this instance they ascribed the con
fusion to a supernatural cause, saying that it was the



curse of God to confuse their tongues, to make building 
impossible because He did not want men to come to 
heaven by that route.

It required a wonderful system to build this ma
sonry—more wonderful because the whole of man
kind was working upon it.

I wish you to stand at a distance and look at this 
huge thing. See! It is colored by human bodies! At 
our distance we do not perceive movement and we can 
easily mistake it all for a mass of human flesh. As 
we approach, we discern motion as if men were stand
ing upon one another’s shoulders and were crawling 
between one another and not until we are quite near 
do we realize that they are upon immense platforms, 
also of masonry and that they pass in and out through 
innumerable openings.

Ultimately we conceive of the order and system that 
are essential to the management of such hosts of men. 
There is the great superintendent over all. Ordinarily 
he is not attending to the details except in spirit: this 
he does through his next officers, but he is overseeing 
overseers and watching the results and how well they 
fulfill the plans. He looks ahead to the next move and 
he deals with things in volume.

The men next to him in authority counsel with him 
and they have their subordinates that come in direct 
communication with the workman and thus we see the 
legislative and the executive departments brought into 
conjunction.

At a stage of progress we found every man working 
in accord with the purpose, the specific result. There 
was harmony between the superintendent and his aids 
and their subordinates and among the men.



interest of all of the cells of the body, psychically and 
mentally. You would readily perceive that the cell 
structure of brain is of such a sensitive nature that it 
could not take a physical function such as nerve or 
muscle or bone fulfills. The great superintending 
soul center is like the great superintendent of the Tower 
of Babel; it has all power and authority to attend the 
details of management of all cells but it is only to be 
invoked in urgent necessity for it has the great purpose 
of the highest human unfoldment, the highest spir
itual emotion to experience and it carries and orders, 
protects and plans for the body, all of the cells, not 
individual or sets of cells. There are nerve centers, 
that are in immediate communication with this soul 
center referred to above, that control great systems 
of cells, and these centers have their subdivisions that 
give orders to and receive communications from 
smaller divisions of cells, colonies or individuals.

Minor disturbances among the cells of certain divi
sions are adjusted instantly through the power of the 
first nearest center of control, but for illustration of 
the courses that disease or disorder does follow we 
will suppose that the subordinate controlling power 
does not bring the cells back into harmony instantly. 
(I wish it to be understood that the human anatomy 
as well as histology and the psychology of the cell, 
supports this interpretation and that I am not speak
ing figuratively but literally upon the subject of the 
Human Tower; that cell communication and the trans
mission of impressions and sensations are Mental or 
Phychic communications among cells).

Ultimately, the soul center that controls all of the 
centers and systems is invoked and here, if it has its 
own liberty, cure will take place for that harmonizing 
power that created and built the body can re-create it.



(FR O M  I N S I D E  F R O N T  C O V E R )

more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in "The New 
Psychology.”

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor hanks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may he 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The "suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—S e attle  S u n d a y  
T imes.

Selections Casually Taken from the "Big Book”

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—1 have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual’s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.
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Dr. Lindsay has a trained knowledge of the human body; 
hut he has gone farther, by specializing in the mind’s action 
upon the body. He is a pioneer practicing psychologist. He has 
not lived with his subject in any ordinary way, hut has used 
the laws and formulas of Practical Psychology in thousands of 
clinics, and knows by experience the working value of psy
chology applied  in healing disease and liberating people from 
habits, as well as finding one’s true vocation and developing 
one’s best self through self-expression, in art. music and any 
other creative work. Golden Rule Magazine.

SEATTLE SUNDAY TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
"NEW  PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE"

By A. A. LINDSAY. M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book, "New Psychology Complete," we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur-

Eose. but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
uilt up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 

and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the- line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words, the conscious mind diseased can no

S E E  I N S I D E  B A C K  C O V E R )
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READERS DIGEST —  JUNE ISSUE

Thirty-one y e a r s  after I published my copyrighted 
book of 1908 we find in Readers Digest an article 
condensed from Harper’s prepared by Dr. George W. 
Gray. Please purchase the Readers Digest and read 
the article, “ Anxiety and Illness” and see for your
self that with thirty-one years of added progress in 
the world it is becoming discovered that emotions 
may be the source of illness that may be manifested 
in the body. You will note that with millions of people 
passing into the hospitals, the majority of whom 
owed their illness to destructive emotions, an occa
sional one is now becoming interpreted, even if it is 
a case of eczema, asthma or arthritis it may be mani
festing in the body the effects of having been emo
tionally disturbed.

After reading the Readers Digest article that is 
right up to date in m o st m o d e rn  d is c lo s u r e s ,  please 
note the page in this Mind the Builder Magazine, is
sue, that is a copy of the title page of my first pub
lished book, the date of copyright of which is 1908. 
Then read the quotation from that book that, under 
account of C a se  O n e  you will find my interpretation 
of cause of disease is, after thirty years becoming 
confirmed— although there is no disclosure, as yet, 
of the curative modes that I had been using more 
than ten years previous to my publication.

E c z e m a  a n d  A sth m a  a n d  E m o tio n s

By strange coincidence my “ Case One” in my 
1908 hook, page 20, “ She said she had had a break
ing out of the skin, on her chest and shoulders, and 
that the itching and burning were setting her crazy” 
the article refered to above, deals with eczema and



asthma with their emotional source. You will please 
read that article but also read my quotations from 
book that was printed thirty-one years ago. Should 
you figure that I was thirty years ahead of time in 
publishing the c a u s e  of many diseases, try to figure 
how far ahead of time I began to publish the scienti
f i c  c u r e s  of such diseases— for the scientific modes 
and remedy are not given in the publication in this 
Readers Digest article.

C a s e  N u m b e r  O n e— B o o k  o f  1 9 0 8
This lady about forty-five, conducted her private 

school in St. Louis. She presented a body with such 
a multitude of inharmonies that to determine the 
leading disorder would be very difficult. She consi
dered her greatest difficulty at the moment was in
digestion and her overwhelming fear of all food. She 
had been treated medically for stomach disorders un
til every article of food, except a little cereal, had 
been prohibited and she was not subsisting upon that, 
comfortably.

' The emotional beginning was with shock. In St. 
Louis, where she lived and I practiced, there had oc- 
cured that destructive cyclone that destroyed regions 
of the city and many lost their lives. Her husband’s 
lifeless body was brought home— the first informa
tion she had concerning him. Her grief had contin
ued 8 years— continuous destructive emotion makes 
physical readjustments impossible and her illness had 
become as chronic as her grief.

Let my reader keep in mind that I am giving 
the account as I find it in the original copy of my 
book printed and copyrighted, 1908. Maybe I could 
not advise a better form for my present day students 
to be guided by, so I will quote from the book.



H o w  The Treatment Was Given

“ She was so nervous that when she sat down 
and r e la x e d  her body as best s h e  could, and I  re
quested her to close her eyes, it was impossible f o r  

h er  to keep them closed. Placing my fingers over her 
eyes and holding them closed. I began the suggestions.

You will become so calm, for all is so quiet and 
peaceful here that composure and comfort will occur 
promptly. This treatment is so soothing that nervous 
poise will be enjoyed. You feel better already so 
calm mentally— indifferent to your surroundings and 
feelings. You will welcome these suggestions with 
your whole being; you will realize all the improve
ments I predict for you— you will gain more hours 
of sleep, and in the night, any moments you are 
awake you will be free from worry, anxiety or fear 
but instead you will have delightful thoughts.

You will feel hungry immediately after this 
session; your appetite for food will return at once 
and when you eat you will take no thought that your 
food will disagree with you. I shall not direct your 
items of diet— you will eat a general, mixed dietary 
and have no fear or other thought about your food 
after you do eat and you will find that every meal 
will be treated properly, and you will want three 
meals daily and regularly. Your stomach will per
form its offices in secreting the proper chemistry to 
treat the food— its muscular and nervous activities 
shall become normal. The assimilation of your food 
— all nutrive processes shall become improved—  
every cell shall find in your blood the proper ele
ments for its food. All eliminative systems shall be
come stimulated to the normal functioning— all poi-



sonous or skin irritants shall become properly, per
fectly eliminated. Improvements in all the directions 
of your needs shall proceed from this moment.

Soon you will be sleeping all night long like a 
child; eating normally eliminating perfectly and re
gular habits shall be prepared for in your program. 
Your nervous systems soon will find their equilibrium 
and this sort of quiet will be attained when you 
choose that perfect mastery over all your body and 
feelings. You can continue free from all worry—you 
will not live in the past except in its happy me
mories.”

The further history of this case was, that she 
received sessions three times a week the following 
month.

There is nothing published in the present day 
that would indicate any widespread appreciation in 
the least degree of the spiritual causes of physical 
and mental disorders and nowhere is there any hint 
of an understanding of the scope of the emotional 
(spiritual) causes of inharmonies.

C a s e  O n e  in  B o o k  o f  1 9 0 8  C u re d

Eczema, indigestion, rheumatism, starvation, 
insomnia, worry, fear, grief, irritability, and men
tal inadequacy were all replaced in the woman be
coming normal, mentally, physically and spiritually. 
And taking her place as a fine mother, artist and 
teacher, she was triumphantly happy.

All of her answers came through soul culture— 
scientific prayer in which images in the acquired 
phase of the soul which were images calling for in
harmonies became canceled of all their working value 
and her own ideals of all forms of harmonies were 
the replacing images.



R igh t a n d  W ron g P r in c ip le s
Right principles were practised and published as 

found in my “ New Psychology Its Basic Principles 
and Practical Formulas” , copyrighted first in 1908. 
Many revisions and additions have now become 
“New Psychology Complete; Mind the Builder; 
Scientific Man Building” , three books in one, 450 
pages, six by nine inches—but in all the evolution 
that added years and thousands of clinics provided, 
not in one single principle has there been any de
parture from the principles defined in my 1908 book. 
One must look outside of this author’s works for the 
wrong that are even impractical principles, regard
ing physical manifestation in inharmonies due to 
emotional causes.

The wrong and undependable modes call for 
the annihilation of physical featui'es involved and 
wrongly pronounced the cause of the illness. If, for 
illustration, one has emotions of distress on account 
of disagreeable features in new position and he has 
asthmatic manifestations (and I am sure they could 
have been due to the emotional attitude) therefore 
he is relieved of the position and given a pleasing one 
and the attacks cease because he no longer has the 
aggravation, the principle is entirely wrong. My case 
number one had her troubles, organic, functional and 
psychic— all were due to her chronic emotion of grief 
due to the shock involved in the manner of her hus
band’s death and her loneliness over the eight years 
after his departure. We could not apply the mode of 
appeasement described by the new discoverer of 
some feature 1 described in my literature over 30 
years ago.

Maybe I can produce in the following an illus-



tration that even the giant intellect that could not un
derstand the practical truths in soul culture, can 
comprehend.

There was little boy that was crying for candy 
which was not given to him in response to a few tears 
and modest expressions, so he became angry and 
yelled and maybe bumped his head in his anger then 
receiving his candy, he became all smiles and sun
shine. Who will dispute the idea that the child is re
ceiving training that will be fulfilled when he wants 
candy again— and when he is an adult he will be 
under the same principle of having to suffer before 
he gets any desirable thing? The subconscious is a 
child that every human is training and where one 
with his volition trains the involuntary (subcon
scious) to have certain standards, those standards 
will always have to be met. Then if one can under
stand the illustration of the boy and the candy 
let him step up to understand that although prohibi
tion made liquor harder to get— or even if impossible 
to obtain, no addictions were cured— one is not cured 
of any addiction as long as he desires the thing which 
he is in spirit desiring.

Consistent with annihilating the occasion of des
tructive emotion that is the cause of the disease, let 
us look at the subject of hayfever— a disorder that 
my most ancient literature frequently describes as 
cured by soul methods— if instead of being wholly of 
psychological origin, one were to abide by the stan
dard in vogue many, many years, that pollen is its 
cause, who could champion the idea that pollen shall 
all be burned up or otherwise destroyed. Well, the 
situation is that if the individual is not cured, allow
ing pollen to exist, or is not psychologically cured,



he has no promise because no T h iiig , of itself ever did 
or ever will cure one of that cluster of manifestations 
upon the body.

When the thousands of men and women lost their 
possessions in Wall Street in 1929— not all commit
ted suicide as result of their destructive emotions but 
multitudes became ill in myriad forms. Who recove
red the money, however loudly they cried, however 
their bodies may have manifested disease and suffer
ing? Yet I know of some who got well of their afflic
tions, produced, not by Wall Street failures but by 
the spiritual attitudes toward that experience, the 
attitudes that created the emotions that created the 
diseases. I know of some cures for I used my scienti
fic mode of getting action upon the emotional phase 
which holds the images that cause poisons to be made 
at home, that is, in one’s own body. I used the for 
mula that is defined in every magazine, every book, 
every brochure I ever printed, dating back forty years. 
My modes enable that change that adapts one to the 
inevitable and he becomes in poise where he was emo
tionally destructive— all out of equilibrium in his 
subjective self, out of which his objectifications must 
issue. In any result if your are not pleased with the 
manifestation, then change the working plan residing 
in your acquired self and used that creative power, 
the soul,— with every change in the subconscious 
image there will be the consistent change in the mani
festation.

Much that is not welcomed with joy comes to 
every life— much that is brought by others who, with 
their privilege of choosing and consenting have many 
features of undesirable states or relations fixed in 
their program and they are so related to one that they



bring to one many unhappy elements. This is what I 
mean by “ the inevitable”— that which others because 
they and their lives are so related to ours or to us 
that we necessarily must become adapted or adjusted 
to.

Resentment, grief, fears even hates often attend 
such situations and one cannot extricate one’s self 
from them. Destructive emotions are seemingly forced 
into the victim of such persons or circumstances as 
“ the inevitable”  comprehends. Soul culture sugges
tions have a vital office to serve herein and I have 
used soul culture to the saving of sanity, health and 
even enabling one to gain the new outlook through 
which happiness can be enjoyed again. One cannot 
bring peace nor any degree of relief through the mode 
of taking one out of the inevitable, neither can the 
inevitable be annihilated, so, fortunate is he who can 
have the service of true psychology on such occasion.

Of course sometimes death brought the bereave
ments and sometimes worse than death has brought 
to one, sorrows or fear, or desolation that compeled 
destructive emotions, with their deadly effects upon 
health. I had occasion to apply soul culture formu
la in service to a mother who had lost her lovely 
three years old girl and immediately took the atti
tude of hopeless grief that promised never to be less 
than deadly in its influence on bodily health. In
cessant weeping had continued over years. Our mode 
that cancelled the pictures of destructive sort, resi
dent in her acquired self, liberated her to happiness 
again— harmony to the inevitable really was 
possible, but only through scientific modes.

F u r th e r  A d ju s tm e n ts  to  th e  In e v ita b le
A woman pushed aside her head-covering, exhi



biting to me her hair that she stated was turning gray 
rapidly although she was sure she was too young to be 
adjusted to such a condition. She cried as if with bro
ken heart, weeping all the time, marring the beauty 
of face she had retained. Her emotional grief was 
hastening the result that she declared she would will
ingly give her life to prevent. Only intensified des
tructive emotion would attend if one assured her fur
ther that her grieving was hastening the destruction 
of her health and harmonies. Never is it of any avail 
for one to oppose with the volition that which the vo
lition originally performed in the manner to create 
involuntary. It was a simple matter for me to use my 
formula that I began previous to the writing of my 
1908 book, through which I countered the working 
plans of inharmony and placed in the soul the work
ing plans of harmony— really transforming the emo
tions into the expressions of joyousness. I wrote a 
large book years ago on “ M in d  th e  T r a n s fo r m e r ” 
summing up such items of experience as were invol
ved in liberating one from driving, destructive emo
tions and their consequences. Out of that developed 
the title to another book I wrote and published: 
“ S o u l C u ltu re  o r  the G o sp e l  o f  L ib e r a t io n  *— all of 
my writings have been 100 percent spiritual and there
fore religious, but never theological.

I did not encourage the woman that even when 
she became happy that her hair would be restored to 
the glossy black— but that she would be happy in 
providing for Nature to have its terms of consistency. 
My whole career has been given to aiding individuals 
through encouraging them— not much just in conver
sation, but almost wholly through placing helpful, 
healing pictures direct, fixing those working patterns 
in the souls of humans.



G IF T E D ! W H Y  NOT?
P r o b a b ly  I would not encourage the attention to 

be given to a precocious child, that would hasten its 
expression, were it not that it, if given time to gain 
some fundamentals of a practical life, “ common 
school education” for instance, it would have grown 
up to the size where boy or girl usually receives 
sneers and riducule at an exhibit of any superior 
trend.

The usual individual e n c o u r a g e s  the litt le  one 
the same as all the family may continue to tell a child, 
“ you are so beautiful and you are so smart” but 
when the little one takes a sudden physical develop
ment and, for the time being, is not so comely, it is 
not only discounted as to grace and beauty, but also in 
the estimate of its intelligence. Sometimes one at 
twelve to fifteen compels parents and teachers to take 
some account of his or her talent and they will per
mit the education to be in accord with that talent— 
we suspect that a great many more times, that gift is 
suppressed. Of course the potentiality that is inhe
rent, although repressed, remains within one but as 
years pass one usually has taken on responsibilities, 
he has ties that make it near impossible for technic 
to be acquired and expression of his spiritual gift 
provided for.

My educational work has kept me subject to the 
disclosures of so many disappointed lives— for it is 
true that a life turned into the channel, regardless of 
how it became thus diverted, the program that does 
not provide for the expression of the innate ideals, 
that life cannot be a triumphant, satisfactory, happy 
life. I find the individual carrying on manufacturing, 
managing in some lines of merchandising, mechani-



cally doing accounting, and even superintending the 
work of large numbers of men and women, that hate 
every hour of their contacts, every feature of the com
pulsory engagements. Sometimes cursing those who 
had the directing of their lives who were too ignorant 
to perceive tKe natural adaptations, or who interpre
ted that an artificial life would be more profitable, 
financially. I have been situated in some degree to 
encourage some who said: “ It is too late now, I can
not reclaim my life’' encouraged to dare to adopt a 
course that has demonstrated that innate spiritual 
and mental potentialities may be repressed, put back, 
but cannot be lost and have expressed the ideals. May
be the “ depression”  has in it, compensation if it 
throws people out of work and into poverty— if one 
has the courage to prepare the objective technic 
through which to express the ideal self. The world 
may have little need for that which almost everyone 
does—the world does need every unit of innate abi
lity of every human that it shall be brought forth in 
human service.

A re  Y o u  H a p p y  in  Y o u r  W o rk ?

Of course one great obstacle to human develop
ment has been the teaching that some special provi
dence must be invoked to g iv e  one an especial fitness 
— if one have an especial fitness, that was in him 
when he was born— it does not arrive in answer to 
prayers of his own nor prayers for him, after he is 
born. Natural gifts are innate attributes. If innate, 
then one is born with the potentialities and. anyone 
qualified to be parent or teacher should interpret 
correctly what “ one is good for”  and see that very 
soon after the child arrives. I wish so much to be 
understood in this lesson— if understood, many a life



would unfold in the normal, into the normal. The 
fundamental in this lesson that is being expressed in 
the simplest wording, is: in every human there is

called, a gift, talent, stronger in one direction than 
any other, would be the normal trend. Nature being 
intelligence intends that the expression of that ideal 
shall be provided for— intends so emphatically that 
one should interperet that his existence in the present 
form is for the purpose of expressing the individual's 
ideal, or ideals, for almost everyone is versatile and 
can express in different subjects, although stronger 
in trend in one than any other.

G e n iu se s  M a y  In d ic a te  the P r in c ip le

The word, “ genius,”  is used rather in a relative 
sense— it would show, it seems, that along with the 
absence of the usual human ability, maybe, intellect- 
tually, there is the most emphatic unit tendency. The 
illustrations I shall point out are to support the prin
ciple that e a c h  o n e  h a s  so m e th in g  th at is  n a tu ra l fo r  
h im  to  b e  a n d  d o , therefore, with this promise of 
nature, he will have the best aid one ever can receive.

First name that occurs to me, from history, is 
Handel, whose father opposed the child becoming a 
musician— he tried to hide the instruments in the 
garret. The mother and aunt did not agree with the

distance they told him spirits were playing it. And 
so, by persistence of the child and deception of the 
women the child acquired the technic— I do wish I 
could impress this fact: it does not matter how much 
is innate in the soul, the intellectual phase must pro
vide a technic, a language through which the spiritual 
self can objectify its images, although those images

innate, in each one, some art, some trait, or, usually

boy’s father and when the father heard music from a



are inrate. To give to the objective world the mar
velous composition in music, The “ M e s s ia h ”  Handel 
must acquire the language or technic. The same notes 
may be used to express all sorts of music, as the 
w ords of language may be used to describe every sort 
of ideas.

The father endeavored to repress all the son was, 
innately, and make of him a lawyer— fathers and 
mothers and teachers spoil most lives— often they try 
by prayers to get God to make the child a lawyer 
whereas God has ordained the child a musician. This 
has an appalling number of parallels.

Handel’s music teachers stated “ he knows music 
already, he teaches us.”

The life of Handel is one continuous tribute to 
and testimonial for, inspiration. What is in one’s soul 
that spiritual self endeavors to breathe its knowdedge 
into conscious, intellectual self— Handel permitted 
the origination to come into objectification. Through 
the music in Handel’s Messiah, his Saul, his " I s r a e l  
in  E g y p t”  there has been that which will be true eter
nally, an appeal to the heart of music in every human. 
Through the originations of Mr. Edison there will be 
perpetuated the copies of human voices that have 
told the Handel music to all mankind. There is by 
nature, the provision for eternal blessing to attend 
wherever all the natural terms have been applied in 
the expression of a harmony, not only in music, but 
in everything— even laws of health.

It is not tenable for a moment to a normal indi
vidual to interpret that an extraneous power is using 
the human to express the marvels— the human, who 
dares to be honest, declares that what is expressed by



the individual is an expression that comes from within 
the individual— the potentialities of which were in
nate in him. One’s own spirit, his soul, uses the ins
truments, the voluntary mind and the objective body 
to express the soul’s innate as well as acquired images.

H a y d e n , M o z a r t ,  B ee th o v en , H an d e l
One may point to the fact, these children applied 

themselves in study and practice— why do so many 
children, who are made to study and practice never 
become musicians? For the same reason that many 
men spend the whole period of their lives as mer
chants, farmers, mechanics, accountants who remain 
mediocer through all that time, while there are others 
who do become masters in these subjects?

The answer to all is the same: there was not 
that within them to be brought out through any such 
technic— each might have been a triumphant success, 
a master, had he followed his spiritual gift’s inspi
ration.

Hayden was composing music before he was 
seven. When his father and older sister were playing, 
the boy was sitting there with sticks, keeping time, 
the sticks representing the violin— he was keeping 
perfect time— improving on that of the elders. He 
innately knew time— have you ever granted to your 
self that you know anything innately? If you did, 
why did you accept the interpreter who taught that 
all of you was your intellect, and if you manifested 
anything greater than intellect, that was something that 
o n e  in the siderial region was using you as His agent 
to manifest H im ?  Mysticism synonymous with super
stition, is the curse of humanity.

Mozart— to give his history would practically



be to repeat, so far as inspiration, father and infan
tile development were concerned, for he was a child 
of a drunken father. His persistence was more com
mendable, possibly, for he worked under greater dif
ficulties, but, anyway, all of these represent the same 
principle that within them there was something striv
ing for expression, for it must be remembered that 
these composers did marvelous work in early life. 
There is not an individual, but that if he would bring 
his body and his mind into proper relationship to the 
soul that that phase can use those organs for free 
expression, but will pass for a genius along the lines 
that he is prompted to follow. There is something 
that does prevail, or at a time has wanted to prevail, 
above any other quality or attribute of the soul, and 
if you have forgotten it or neglected it, bear this in 
mind, that I tell you there is just as much a Handel 
and a Hayden in existence today, and you can bring 
that knowledge or talent out of your souls through a 
much shorter course than beginning at the age of 
three and working at instruments for the expression 
of music for a score of years. I refer to what science 
has done in the way of psychology; I am getting at 
the powers of the soul; I am dealing with truths about 
the soul. You would not be at all surprised if I told 
you that you can make just as good a ruby with che
micals, just because they have found out what high 
temperatures can do, as the natural ones taken from 
the earth, so that in foreign countries they will not 
make a loan on rubies, for they can’t tell whether 
they are genuine from the mines or are chemically 
produced. The reason that you have a continuous 
rail, if you have it in your city, is because of the dis
covery that through high temperature you can make 
the rail practically continuous as if it were just one



rail, that they can unite them together, so securely that 
it is just like one long rail. Those things don’t sur
prise you, and yet to go hack to the time of these 
musicians that I am speaking of, and talk about such 
things as that, what would they think? It is only 
because you have become familiar with the physical 
advancements I am writing about that you have 
ceased to marvel. I am writing about that which is 
no more marvelous than the other when I tell you 
that we can with intent and purpose use a mode to 
bring out of the soul, its capacity in the line that one 
may incline toward, to as great an extent as these 
musicians that have been called geniuses or prodi
gies. When it comes to Beethoven I suppose he is al
ways going to stand as a greatest marvel in musical 
inspiration, you will remember his history where his 
father determined to make a Mozart of him. His 
grandfather was a musician; his father was a man 
given to strong drink, but he knew what a furore had 
been created by Mozart and he said: “ My son, you 
have to be a Mozart” . And so, at all times of the night 
this child was dragged out of bed and compelled to 
practice music. After awhile he had a fondness for 
it, but then what are we to conclude concerning the 
inspiration of this child that had to have it beaten 
into him. Now, all the beatings that we have ever 
heard of have never made any musicians. There must 
have been that inclination within the soul of this 
child to be a musician or rough treatment, such as 
dragging him out of bed and compelling him to play 
would never have made Beethoven a master in music. 
Beethoven lost his hearing entirely and had no sense 
of harmony or discord, from a physical standpoint, 
and yet his playing was so astonishing, so attractive, 
so powerful, that the musicians slyly gathered



around that they might hear, and they were amazed; 
they could appreciate the music that Beethoven in 
his supposed privacy, poured forth. Beethoven was 
very irritable and would not allow them to be pre
sent during his playing, and so sometimes through 
bribing the landlady, musicians got into the adjoin
ing room and heard him play. Sometimes he would, 
in the midst of playing grandly with both hands, 
not hearing a sound, stop with his right hand and go 
on with the other, and those who were in the adjoin
ing rooms hearing that bang, that thunder that was 
the result of Beethoven dropping his idle hand, 
would know that not sensing the accord, he did not 
even note the discord. Beethoven was really hearing 
the music in his soul, not that of the piano. The mar
velous thing is this, that without our senses we may 
produce our best work. When we know how blind 
people perform and perceive and know so much, we 
will find that it is through the psychic sense.

Well, I have said enough in the illustrations to 
show to you that inspiration’s source is in the indivi
dual; that all the practice of these prodigies in music 
was only to bring out the soul in them, and it was 
not in the power of the trained musicians to teach 
them, or put anything into their souls or their minds 
or their execution, more than to guide the execution. 
If the music was not in the teacher and if it was not 
the result of generating music through the teachers, 
then the source of the inspiration must have been in 
those individuals’ souls. They were not unlike us. 
Analyze them as you please, mentally and physically, 
and they could not he constituted different from the 
rest of us, and whatever attributes they possessed or 
whatever principles governed them, govern us. Just



so long as we have an idea that inspiration is drawn 
from some outside force, we may not aspire for it to 
arrive from within ourselves, for whenever you de
termine that any force is native outside of yourself 
the results are uncertain.

Therefore, I say that just as long as you believe 
that the source of inspiration is outside of yourself, 
the results will be exceedingly whimsical. In your 
soul there is the power, the source. It is within your
self and whenever you do practice, if it is music, you 
are endeavoring to bring into outer expression that 
which is within yourself. The long tedium of prac
tice, in other words, the conscious effort will bring 
you a result, a measure of success, but the objective 
method, repetition, never has been successful in ma
king one genius, certainly not a great genius.

When Handel wrote the “ Messiah” he said that 
“ God and angels in Heaven”  were before him. He 
saw a psychic picture. I would not have you under
stand that I mean that he saw them in reality; he used 
the highest terms that he could to indicate to you 
that what he saw and felt, at that time was of the 
highest possible ideal; his ideals were high, and so 
he expressed them in the highest terms.

LET CONFUSION DISAPPEAR
A g re e m e n t  among the members of the human 

family surely is terribly feared; it would seem to 
parallel the situation where there is the standard, 
“ wherever you see a head, hit it.” Arbitrary agree
ment, of course is not sought under the true demo
cracy. Much contention continues because of that 
weakness as a very wide streak in many humans, 
the weakness of seeming to be a “ yes man”  if one 
accept even a proved statement.



There is a science of governement— there is no 
science of politics— politically, the “ outs”  are insane
ly jealous of the “ ins”  and the two are insanely jea
lous of each other and falsehood rules them both—  
jealousy inspire falsity to any degree of untruth—  
jblinds one to truth concerning the object of jealousy. 
One can hardly dare think upoh the subject of jea
lousy lest he arrive at the conclusion that jealousy 
predominates, prevails, in the world makes it im
possible for humans to consider data and come to an 
unprejudiced conclusion.

Notwithstanding the disaster attending the sub
ject, theology, I easily can omit it from consideration, 
leaving it in the class, mysticism, any shading of 
which involves belief, if believed, without evidence 
Political partyism, I can just as easily set aside too 
for there is not fairness dealt in by either division.

H u m a n  W e lfa r e  I s  O u r  In te re s t
Concerning the matter of the controlling power 

present in any embodiment that is an organized form 
of life, no one is compelled to believe without evi
dence that is scientific. There can be no other sub
ject upon which agreement could be so vitally im
portant— I wonder if, even in politics, there is more 
competition of ideas or greater variety of beliefs. 
There are honest beliefs predominant among those 
who have come to their conclusions about that which 
controls the human body, although, with prejudice 
one can see (under the law of suggestion) what his 
preconceived ideas lead him to expect. A long time 
ago I knew a physician who was greatly shocked when 
he got at the body, through the undertaker, of a 
patient whom he had treated according to a wrong 
diagnosis. He disclosed a “ floating kidney”  which 
he never had suspected. After that he seemed to have



a mania for finding that organ displaced and cons
tantly was finding occasion to suspect and operate.

However, search as one may, there can be 
found evidence, based upon other than the examiner’s 
wrong psychology, that the body controls itself. If 
the body, which is material, chemical, does control 
itself, under that hypothesis, when something devel
ops as disease, inharmonv, then it should have ad
ministered to it, material. The wide range of experi
mentation must be the plan in each instance of an 
inharmony manifested in the body. If one’s plumbing 
in his house involves the hole in the lead pipe, one 
mends with lead. He does not gather things from 
every kingdom, experimenting to find something the 
lead pipe can use. Human lives have been, so always 
will be kept in uncertainty until there can be an 
agreement, through understanding, what is the con
trolling power over the material phase of the human. 
Charms always have been interpreted to be entirely 
deficient of any power to heal disease, therefore, 
healing attendant upon their application was due to 
superstition. Do you sometimes suspect that charms, 
amulets, still are having their day and the present, 
maybe, their greatest day?

T h e V a lu e  in  O u r  P ro v e n  T e ac h in g s
One is valuing not at half the real value of 

Scientific Psychology when he estimates the increas
ing data noted and assembled by the physician who 
declares that destructive emotions are the source of 
diseases manifested in the body, as disease. The com
plete values cannot be estimated until he discovers 
that which our teaching disclosed much more than 
35 years ago, namely, that the emotions are expres
sions of that phase of the human, his soul. Psycho
logy (our psychology) is the science of the soul. Our



teachings demonstrate that the emotional phase (the 
emotions) has the power to correct the inharmony, 
that it is an omnipotent power in either direction, in 
which it shall operate, to destroy harmonies or create 
them, is determined by the images that become placed 
in the subconscious. I had occasion some years ago 
to deal with a man whose health had been practically 
perfect all of his life and was perfect up to the 
hour of engagement to be examined, relative to in
creasing his life insurance. He was not accustomed 
to contacts of the sort and probably his heart an
nounced that he was unaccustomed to such personal 
attention.

The victim was condemned with heart affection. 
He went home and provided for absolute quiet —  
the first time too that he ever had the slightest inter
ference with his comfort or business activity or so
cial. He quit everything to give all attention to pro
tecting a diseased heart. Emotionally he fed the pic
ture, became helpless, he must be supported to go 
about in his home. Within four months he made all 
arrangements to die. Even newspapers are being used 
now announcing that emotions may cause heart af
fections and diabetes, asthma and arthritis. The truth 
there is no disorder in the human body (except me
chanical) that may not be caused by destructive emo
tions—there is no disorder, with the same exception, 
but that by the powers of the soul’s images can be 
corrected. When will these same discoverers of the 
omnipotent powers of emotions to destroy, grant to 
the soul the equal healing power, and learn how to 
get action upon that power that will demonstrate as 
was demonstrated in the case herein cited— for ih 
less than a month of scientific cultivation, getting 
constructive action upon his subconscious self, he



was completely restored to health and freedom— 
returning to full range of normal activity.

C o n d u c t in g  E d u c a t io n a l  W ork

The chief values of my work as I expect them to 
be an influence is through their educational influ
ence, not upon any especial class of persons—hut to 
you, my reader, the chief importance of my work is 
lost unless you use the proofs that abundantly de
monstrate that the life and intelligence that created 
the body is the intelligence that is present within the 
instrument, the body and controls its instrument in 
all that goes on within the body. That the same Na
tural law provides that one shall have the free agency 
of his voluntary, conscious mind, of choosing or con
senting to the images of disease as well as free to 
choose or consent to all the program of one s life; 
also that the images one consents to or formulates 
become the plans used by the soul as patterns, of what 
the soul shall create. The examiners filled the man’s 
soul with the emotion of fear— he accepted the sug
gestion that he had a bad heart— his soul remained 
aroused with destructive emotions and destroyed the 
normality of heart, organically and functionally. 
Examiners prayed scientifically— ignorantly, of 
course, for the man to destroy himself through im
pairment of the vital organ. The operator prayed to 
and got action— informedly upon the power that con
trols and perfect healing followed— but, my reader 
if this and a thousand other demonstrations equally 
convincing would not lead to your belief in your soul 
as your own omnipotent self— it is all lost on you. 
B e lie v e  T h en— you have scientific evidence— look to 
this innate self and keep the harmonies of health— 
T ru st— your intuitions and express your ideals.



(FRO M  IN S ID E  F R O N T  C O V E R )

more take the initiative in healing a diseased body than can 
the diseased body itself. It is here that the subconscious or 
subjective faculty of the mind finds its place in "The New 
Psychology.”

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The “suggestion" healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seaiile S u n d a y  
Times.

____ Selections Casually Taken from the “Big Book"

Practical Psychology means the thing of practice, not the 
fancied thing, the mystical idea; thought force is a form of 
force to be expressed according to its own definite laws, for 
certainly there is a technic through which the creative potency 
of an image may become fulfilled.

At any moment an individual is tha t which images 
(thoughts) have made him—1 have dealt with the human plant 
these many years, knowing the potencies of the perfect are 
present in each individual’s soul. 1 have used the laws and 
formulas for bringing these into expression.
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The assemblage of titles under which 1 have 
written in Mind the Builder Monthly Magazine, Jan
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that unsurpassable aids to liberation from inharmo
nies and guidance in ideal attainment are therein 
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WHEN SHACKLES HAVE FALLEN OFF

S h a c k le s  have fallen from Leo— that event pro
vided for the perfection of the beauty that attends 
harmony, the natural and true, to become apparent 
to any fortunate observer. There is no greater mild
ness, sweetness, loyalty nor love exhibited in any 

. creature, whatsoever kingdom it might represent, than
is personified in Leo.

The bonds of fear no longer fetter Leo and in
stead of him, with all the power in his varied equip
ment of skill and instinct, inspiring fright and es
cape, he invites a loving caress and reassures one in 
the countenance— expression that his protecting care 
will be given to the utmost of his strength. Leo un
shackled is the friend that gains the friendship and 
invites the companionship of all humans, who, like
wise are free from the seal of bondage to some spe
cies of F e a r .

The tiny baby, not yet made the victim of fear



spontaneously would approach Leo, the lover, and 
would be most tenderly cared for. Where could that 
occur with any observer being so normal and free 
that there would be no shocking yell: “ S a v e  that 
c h ild  f r o m  th a t  fe r o c io u s  b e a s t ! ”  Oh, to what degree 
one creates the vision that sees in every object that 
quality within himself, or inspired of his own traits, 
will put his own equipment into all forms of life with 
which he comes in contact!

In the jungle the lion is required to deal with 
enemies in all forms, including man, particularly. 
Fear would be an effect after such cause, therefore, 
hate, ferocity, vengeance, jealousy, cruelty and the 
completest manifestation as D e stro y e r  would he the 
product of the jungle. Rear the lion under norm al 
human environment and never will there be any ex
cuse for shackles binding him— he never would know 
fear and it would have no traits that would arouse 
fear in the normal human.

No child reared in N o r m a l  human environment 
would become shackled for it is the reaching into 
mysterious darkness and dragging forth wicked con
ceptions of dangers that inspires fear— whether that 
means reaching into the benight of theological con
ceptions or other superstitions. Fear is the parent of 
all shackles— some species of fear is in all forms of 
destructive conceptions and therefore F e a r  is the su
preme, the controlling power in all that is destructive. 
Fear is not innate in the human soul— there is a nor
mal caution, a normal intuition that guides and is 
innate in the human sold. When any human cancels, 
in the acquired phase of the subconscious self, every 
principle of fear, the shackles fall away— even the



countenance publishes the fact: T ru st  h a s  ta k e n  p o s 
session . Leo, in the picture, announces that fact. Also 
Leo can look at the chain that did hind him and by 
his example would encourage one that although one 
has been bound by all the destructive features in his 
past, he can recall the items of enslavement, with
out calling them into existence to live them again. 
My most difficult work is to educate individuals to 
arise to the ability to cease to live over the past and 
cease to recreate and repeat its undesirable history. 
Sometimes enslavement seems so desirable that peo
ple will perpetuate the state of being shackled, for 
that situation is subject to one’s choosing.

L i fe  W o u ld  be  P la y f u l

There was the suburban asylum in which was 
placed a very large man whose mental states were 
often translated into emotional and delusional pe
riods in which he seemed to gain superhuman physi
cal strength and it might be used violently. The people 
in the neighborhood of the institution often contem
plated the disasters that might occur if he should 
ever escape. He was the occasion of profound fear. 
Finally, one early nightfall the suburbanite business 
man, who must pass the home of the mentally indi
gent in order to penetrate his own environs, was 
shocked when he heard a sound like a human body 
falling to earth.

Glancing over his shoulders he disclosed the 
“ giant”  was running after him. The “ victim” was at 
the height of his speed, carrying bis overcoat— un
burdening himself of that helped but the big man was 
still gaining and presently passed him, and as he



passed he exclaim ed: “ l a g ,  you are it, now catch 
m e !”

Sometimes even inspite of the human fears that 
tend to spoil the whole course, L i f e  is playful. With 
fear t a k e n  out, L i f e  would be altogether joyous, for 
joyousness is innate in the human soul. Peace of the 
forest— poise of the heavens— the power of the 
bottomless sea and the immeasurableness of the L o v e  

in them all, characterize the F e a r - F r e e  soul of the 
human. What a lament attends the thought that an 
expression: “ so calm, so at rest, so beautiful in peace 
in death” , oft spoken when the body has become un
tenantable and life  has moved out, the soul having 
abandoned its material instrument. Intuitively we 
know that calm, peace, poise, R e s t  and to that should 
be added the joyous manifestation of life— yes, we 
K n o tv  all those signals belong to the living and would 
be the distinctions except for the shackles of evil 
apprehension. So-called teachers seem to interpret 
that human imagination cannot conceive of enough 
subjects to fill one with fear pertaining to this mun
dane period so they would have one join in their con
jectures relative to a future life  with occasion of more 
terrible experiences than can relate to our present 
life.

Leo in the jungles knew of enemies to peace in 
many forins— man may learn to know scientifically 
that each individual, if he have an enemy, he him
self is the one. There is the scientific liberating gos
pel. Ignorantly, one accepts pictures of the myriad 
things to fear— his enemy is not one who would at
tack with material weapon, his enemy is anyone who 
would diagnose and consistent with destructive diag-



nosis issues the prognosis of evil. “ Whom the gods 
would destroy they first make mad”  so fluently sta
ted by the orator, who may be like ’tis said of the 
young man in college, “ kept too busy to think” .

A little casual thought would disclose the truth in 
the quote— for any destructive emotion is the suici
dal weapon—the gods do not attack, they let the angry 
one destroy himself. Any destructive suggestion may 
be the bugaboo that will set the individual in racing 
motion, really trying to outrun himself. Speed of mo
tion never outruns the idea.

Certainly I know anyone who reads any part of 
“ L e o ”  will turn back and, perhaps, look a long time 
at the personification of peace, and maybe one may 
envy the perfection of that peace. Leo would have 
us see the chain that did enslave him until he knew 
that becoming at peace with himself would make him 
free—-some species of fear, or the principle of fear 
is the only chain that shackles any human— may you 
know that only images in the acquired subconscious 
self can enslave and may you adopt the formula, the 
acts and attitudes that will cancel those enslaving 
ideas, then all the constructive principles become en
throned— one’s principles make him— he consents to 
or chooses the principles— the climax, the culmina
tion of all that our liberating gospel prescribes is that 
result, the attainment of T ru st.
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HEREDITY OR WHAT ONE MAY INHERIT

The man, who permitted me to make the picture 
of his hands, informed me that he, with his father 
and an uncle had on each hand six fingers and on 
each foot six toes. Based upon the scientific demon
stration in this accompanying writing of mine (copy
righted) these inheritances were due to the trans
missions from one generation to another through 
images present in the masculine element of the pri
mary cell from which the successor evolved.



It would be just as intelligent to declare that in 
the primary cell were present two extra fingers and 
two extra toes as to champion a teaching that germ 
or bacteria were materially present in a primary cell, 
ever. Heredity is through the transmission of an 
image— infection sometimes accounts for a child 
being born with disease, a very different subject.

Consider the man physically and you find all 
of the usual properties of matter; consider him psy
chically (spiritually) and you find him possessed 
of all of the general attributes of universal mind, 
that is, the same things that one finds in all embodi
ments, below or above the amoeba; analyze him fully 
and you discover that there is a phase in which mind 
intelligence manifests, not found in creatures on 
either side of the amoeba except in man. Ibis which 
we often call man’s exterior mind, objective mind or 
conscious mind— the department of intellect, reason, 
sense and volition, which is peculiar to man, is the 
source of his immortal individuality— that is, he 
exercises this phase to impress the plastic self for 
permanence, and, since each one sees life and inter
prets it differently from another, he does create im
pressions upon that which life’s experiences form, 
that permanent self, unlike every other individual.

Returning to the physical, I said that in this he 
exhibits matter, which is possessed of its usual pro
perties, even form, but each item that enters into the 
structure is of individul form, extending to the very 
cell and the aggregate of cells.

Examining again the psychical man, we find not 
only all that is present in unversal spirit, but much 
that is strictly individual and he even manifests the



universal elements in an individual way. To illus
trate; all expression of the universal even through 
that which we call innate in the individual is art 
expression. One could name all of these arts and 
find their number small as compared with the number 
of mankind.

I wish to say therefore that each one who ex
presses his innate self, although expressing a widely 
distributed form of art, expresses it (if naturally) in 
a peculiar manner. It is this which makes you, you; 
and me, me. I might say, too, that in the application 
of the unnatural methods of education, this is the 
very thing which is assailed with every effort to des
troy it; the methods of objective training from earliest 
childhood are adapted to repress all that innate 
individual expression— a direct destructive assault 
upon individuality, through creating echoes and 
copyists; attempting to fit all of a single class into 
a common mold.

Looking once more at the objective mind phase, 
we find many varieties among any number of people 
whom we observe. There are those who have one 
faculty exalted and developed. Again; some who 
show the least sort of development in each faculty, 
and others, who have lost the objective outer organ 
of a faculty, who seem to have keener perceptions in 
that faculty than other persons. For instance; I knew 
a blind woman who could perceive things with a 
higher degree of perfection than those whose eyes 
served their usual function. In any instance, this 
point I am now seeking is apparent, that as the form 
of the individual is peculiar, extending to every 
cell that enters into his make up; and his manner of



expressing his innate self— his psychical department, 
is peculiar, so is the range and quality of his intel
lectual or conscious mind unlike every other. Nothing 
that one expresses is duplicated in another and all 
effort to make him conform to a copy must fail in 
that purpose though it may succeed in preventing 
him from being himself, thus spoiling his life.

Finding the three phases of each person are and 
should be peculiar to him; where do these impres
sions come from that mark his body in all of the 
properties of matter, the soul in its trend, and the 
volitionary phase of mind— what or who made these 
marks and when were they made?

H e r e d ity  I s  N o t P h y s ic a l  T ra n sm iss io n

Suppose we examine a feature that is considered 
well classified in the realm of the usual physician. 
Let it be one who has tuberculosis, one of those cases 
we formerly said was so easily accounted for, where 
the immediate parent, say the father or grandfather 
had that same disease. Would the physician hesitate 
a moment to declare it a clear case of heredity? 1 hen 
if you ask him what he means do you think lie would 
have any other reply ready except; “ I mean direct 
transmission of the disease; and the disease itself 
being caused by germs, the transmission of the tuber
cle bacillus:”

Let us carry along with this another mark upon 
the body. I have observed three sons in a family 
each wdth a dark pigmentation on the forehead and 
their father had the same discoloration in that loca
tion; one of these three sons had a son who developed 
this same kind of a spot and the three sons and grand



son developed these at the same age— they were not 
apparent in the skin until a number of years after 
childhood. Is our physicist going to say a dark piece 
of skin was transmitted directly, the same as the 
tubercule? I, myself, would say, one came precisely 
as the other.

I have known many instances of things not tak
ing form in the body, in a manner to be seen, yet 
present in child and, in parent, as in these citations. 
Upon all of these subjects, I only wish to supply a 
basis of our proper discovery. There is the “ family 
cough,” the cough that never produced any result 
though it developed in sons and daughters at the same 
age that it had in parent and uncle or aunt.

I knew an instance where a wart on the face oc
curred in three generations perfectly corresponding 
in each.

I was interested in a physical manifestation 
though not something organic in the ordinary use of 
that word in this form: a grandfather had a peculiar 
manner of ’’blowing his nose,”  blowing until he pro
duced a certain sound which seemed to be the crisis. 
This was exactly copied in a grandson; not appearing 
in the father; it was observed in a brother of the 
youth’s father.

Is our physician, who so readily said the tubercle 
bacillus was handed over from parent to child, pre
pared to say a wart and a snort are literally carried 
over as physical transmissions? There is a law of 
transmission and it must be the same in all instances 
—has your student, working from the standpoint of 
things physical solved our problem of heredity? Has



he not practically said it is law when it hits but when 
it misses it is not explainable and he does not explain 
the wart and pigmentation coming down generation 
after generation— he simply says that it is heredity; 
“ now do not ask me any more questions, can you not 
see it is heredity?”  says he.

If a psychologist were no better prepared on his 
science, than we wrere when we called these material 
studies of ours, “ sciences” , he would receive no hear
ing at all. It is expected of us that we prove our 
claims, so I, at least, do not make a claim until I 
can turn the strongest light upon it and be sustained.

S te r e o p t ic o n  A id  to  O u r  S tu d y

Come with me now, physician and other inves
tigators, and we will go back to our microscope and 
put on its slide, the tubercle, present in phthisis and 
all other forms of tuberculosis. For you who find it 
difficult to study with the microscope, we will make 
a photograph of that which is brought to our vision 
by the microscope, put the photograph in our stere- 
opticon and magnify it enough, millions of times to 
make that bacteria look as large as a hen egg.

I would have you then study the subjects I have 
so clearly demonstrated in Mind the Builder Maga
zine, March, 1939, issue, the masculine cell and the 
feminine ovum; carefully consider them before they 
unite, then you will be positively certain that no germ 
of any sort accompanies either of these cells as they 
unite therefore could not be present in their union. 
Should tubercular bacteria, or any other thing usually 
present in any disease, become associated with this 
blended cell or its multiplication, that would be in-



fection; no one could call that hereditary transmis
sion.

Sometimes I have realized that some members 
of my audiences were holding their breath and the 
most intense quiet was being felt when I was at this 
point in my lectures. Some were actually afraid that 
I was going to declare, that in no manner nor in any 
form is there anything that is in parent or ancestry 
carried over to the child. To the majority of man
kind, when you destroy the physical basis upon which 
they have endeavored to rest upon any subject, you 
completely demoralize them.

I find my students very deeply impressed when 
I have shown them that a wart and a blotch of the 
skin and tuberculosis all stand upon the same law; 
and by the time I have shown them that all that here
dity, as such, can do, is in some way impressed upon, 
is a presence in the primary egg and that nothing 
could be in the primary egg that was not in one or the 
other of the two elements composing it and our ex
aminations showing conclusively that no germ nor 
other matter could evade us, their whole basis of 
physical transmission, as such, is completely swept 
away.

It has been a satisfaction of my life as a psycho
logist never to have been a destroyer. I have always 
refrained from taking away from an individual so 
much as an opinion in which he found pleasure or 
satisfaction, it mattered not how erroneous to me his 
postion may have been, until I had every means of 
launching him out from his error and obtain ancho
rage in the truth. I would not destroy for any man 
the erroneous physical basis of effort to heal disease



if I had nothing which is demonstrably true to give 
him in its place.

Did you ever stop to think how small an amount 
of character or intelligence is really necessary, in 
order to find fault, criticise and tear down, Ranting 
against a known evil or attacking others’ beliefs can 
de done most extravagantly by those who have nothing 
to offer in the place of that which they destroy.

The whole medical world saw the folly ages ago 
in their teaching physical transmission but no one 
seemed to see any solution of the subject. The result 
has been a division in the medical profession, some 
thousands treating all statistics upon “ mothers’ 
marks”  negatively and others, using the data to prove 
that some way the immediate parents or ancestry 
could affect the offspring upon an unknown principle 
but upon the same principle that the embryo may be 
impressed by the mother.

S o u r c e s  o f  I m a g e s  in  P r im a r y  C e ll
God (spirit, universal mind) species, man as 

ancestors, remote and near, immediate parents, all 
have had access to and made impressions upon the 
imagery; all participated in creating the images pre
sent in the mind of the masculine cell and the fem
inine ovum which unite to form an instrument for the 
expression of that soul that united these two elements.

Universal qualities of supreme mind impressed 
the image of the new individual with pictures of the 
perfect in every respect; placed therein designs which 
we denominate, the innate ideal, designs which are 
there forever; a copy of the perfect, which the con
scious mind of the initiate into the New Psychology



may aspire to receive for the V ision, after which to 
build or rebuild the perfect.

That image of the perfect should be followed by 
species, ancestry and parents; not asking what were 
the markings, defective or desirable in the prede
cessor, but what is the pattern of the perfect in this 
new individual?

Ancestry knew nothing of the perfect in each 
new individualization, so ancestry expected to stamp 
its predominating tendencies upon its successors.

Ancestry could have had this standard; “ no sub
ject whose imagery I affect shall follow copy of my 
errors but the innate shall dictate the imagery of all 
my descendants.”  Child’s trend would then be toward 
the perfect. Then if parents continued to hold the 
standard for the child, “ only the copy from the per
fect which is present within him shall be followed in 
his building,”  this would plant him right in the 
world. The child’s ideal teaching, then, would be to 
look within for the guidance out of the phase if in
nate perfect.

H e re d ita ry  t r a n sm is s io n s  c a n  o n ly  o c c u r  a s  im 
p re ssio n s m a d e  u p o n  th e  im a g e  in  th e  s o u l  o f  the  
p r im a ry  ce ll.

Any form of body that can be impressed upon 
the body-image in the primary egg, can be built by 
the soul of the cell and its multiple; it creates and 
arranges its cells, and this arrangement or rearrange
ment can take place in fulfillment of dates or periods 
with w'hich any image is associated.

The body may be formed and in every other



way constituted to favor any disease; the cells may 
function in such a manner as to invite infection by 
creating food adapted to supplying every feature 
essential to the development of a disease.

The desires and appetities may receive any 
trend or impulse through the influence of ancestry 
and parents who have the power to impress the mind 
of the cell which they form for the new individual. 
Disposition may be determined by the ancestry or 
immediate parents. None of these individuals may 
have any especial thought concerning the new indivi
dual, yet mark every phase of its being with the pre
dominating things they live. The thoughts held at the 
time or just before and following conception may 
make some impression upon the new individual hut 
it is very slight as compared with that catalogue of 
things in which the parent predominates. Living 
the Life”  tells in the new being. This means that the 
character already built, rather than a transient 
thought, affects the imagery which shall be built into 
form by the being.

C h o o s in g  th e  M o th e r
A man who cares as to what his children shall 

become; their dispositions, and tastes, must look 
further back when he is choosing their mother, than 
to the period of courtship. The things she manifested, 
the predominating emotions— the predominating 
things of every sort in her life ordinarily will tend to 
appear in the child. I use the word, o r d in a r i ly , be
cause the extraordinary in this form may occur in a 
woman, through suggestion given by another, or her 
auto-suggestion, expunging all those records which 
she has made as impressions of the undesirable things



made in her soul.

C h o o sin g  th e F a th e r
The woman contemplating motherhood must 

not think, that even if a man has become free from 
the desire for liquor to which he may never return, 
that that would guarantee that his children would not 
have strong desires for liquor. Nor should she con
sider that his reform, though complete upon any sub
ject, would assure one that his children would have 
an average chance as if he had never done those 
things.

One ceasing to use an image does not destroy 
it. A plan placed away in the soul’s files may not be 
used again by the individual but when he creates in 
that cell a copy of himself as he was predominantly 
at some period of his life, the child’s soul will build 
according to that plan.

To marry a reformed individual, either man or 
woman, is just about as dangerous for the fruits of 
the marriage as though the individual remained at 
the standard that wras habitual— I really think it may 
be more unpromising, for with the hideous thing 
apparent, the mother might treat her child’s imagery 
in such a manner to create a repulsion for the un- 
desireable thing.

However, this is a most optimistic situation. If 
disease and all sorts of things come over by actual 
transmission in physical form, I am sure there would 
be little remedy— no one could know w’hat to do. In 
our dismay we would pass laws requiring medical 
men to examine the body of all applicants for mar
riage license. To realize the foolishness of this, one



need only recall that there are a thousand things 
dormant in mind, soul and body of which the phy
sician sees no evidence on any occasion and not one 
time in a thousand does he correctly diagnose that 
which he does see.

Since we know that transmissions in the sense of 
heredity are through impressions upon the image in 
the egg; whether that is to take form as body in the 
arrangement or chemistry, or function of cells; or in 
disposition, desires, tastes or habits; one may take 
up thought attitudes and psychological practices to 
prevent the undesireable impressions and produce the 
desirable ones in the imagery of the cell; ever pray
ing for the innate ideal of that individual’s own soul 
to take form.

No informed mother will endeavor to affect 
her child’s body to be like a picture she may possess. 
She may affect the body and reproduce a beautiful 
photograph but it would not harmonize with the soul 
and mind that are to use the body. Let a mother look 
upon all beauty— love the beautiful in all things but 
never aspire to build a certain body image into form. 
Let her live the suggestion constantly: "The pic
ture of the perfect which I know is in this child’s 
soul shall be fulfilled in all of the developing body 
and that same perfect self shall design and build 
its character and its mind.”

Mind is the builder; it controls the image and 
creates the cells to fill out the forms involved in the 
image; it prompts the thoughts that take form in 
deeds that build character; the will of the man should 
co-operate with the builder within which is the Di
vine architect, innate self.



SOUL TIDES— NOT THE BLUES

THE SOUL has its tides, its ebb and its flow, 
in which there are distinguishing laws of the Silence 
from which those who desire to obtain all the aids 
I can give them in applied Soul-Culture will find 
much pleasure and profit.

1 have approached the ocean’s side when its 
waves were beating high and I was at first uncertain 
which was taking place; the tide coming in or going 
out. I soon realized that as breaker succeeded breaker 
it was less violent and that the beach waves did not 
reach the marks of high water. From that moment 
my interest was attentively drawn to the surging pro
cess. Many people are so accustomed to turbulence 
and violence that they think life must be going out 
when it is only p e a c e  coming on. All of our sympa
thies are held while we watch the change from in- 
tensest activity to the deepest passivity; ultimately we 
are impressed that a final thrill, a mere quiver has 
passed over the sea, when Ocean speaks in no un
certain language. One communing with her hears this 
prayer: “ Oh! let this be the end, how sweet is this 
calm, this rest after labor, to be a recipient after be
ing so intense a giver; I have been the burden-bearer; 
I have been the driving-power; I have been the bene
factor; let me now be borne; let me be blessed in 
receiving; let me abide in this repose, care free, 
with all satiation.”

Just when the ocean seems to subside with a 
quiver we observe a stir and thrill. Although they 
cause no upheaval we know they went to her depths 
and put life into every murial atom. Motion is fob



lowed by motion and the sweep of expansion in each 
succeeding breath is greater and with impulse laden 
with impulse, force added to force, it becomes evi
dent that as the ebb of the lowest tide was her former 
destination, the other extreme, the flow of the highest 
tide, is to be attained. Waves as high as mountains 
that burst with a deafening peal and roll with the 
noise of the thunder roar thrash and surge and leap 
and finally unfold touching the mark on the beach 
higher than old ocean has ever been known to rise. 
There is a majesty in the great sea, whether at calm 
or when the billows tower high, that nature does not 
suggest in anything else. To call it the most gigantic 
conveys little meaning— you have to view it as a 
creator of energy capable of vitalizing the whole 
world.

I think that comparatively few things are com
prehended of those mighty depths; many of natures 
wmiting secrets are there inviting solicitous inquiry. 
I know but one parallel to all of the significance 
attributes, disposition and qualities of the ocean and 
that is the human sold. Of course, the ocean as com
pared with the universe is a mere atom; it is sufficient 
to be a miniature of the universe but it possesses all 
of the attributes and all of the powers for its indivi
dual purposes that are possessed by that of which it 
is the type.

However, this we do know, the ocean is not uni
que in its tides for human soul follows its copy. Soul 
tides mean as much as coidd the ebb and flow of the 
sea. Probably if ocean did not work in unison with 
the celestial bodies there would be no seasons and if 
there were no seasons, the earth w7ould yield no fruit



age. If individual soul does not sympathetically 
vibrate with that in which it abides, the harmonies all 
turn to discord and there is no music, and where there 
is no music there is no love, and where there is no 
love there is nothing to bind the elements together.

I am ever endeavoring to impress each man with 
his kingly place, with his vital importance to the 
Whole; that he is needed by each and by all, and that 
as each needs him, he needs each and all. To be his 
part though each man has to have certain mental 
attitudes to permit the spiritual fulfillments to attain 
their possibilities so that he can give and receive to 
the utmost. Psychology abounds in this instruction.

The first indication of the ebb of the soul is 
in the inclination to seek no more of the actual con
tacts with people than are essential. One cares little 
for conversation of an objective sort. Wfiether in 
the midst of things or not, one feels retired from the 
world in a measure, and prefers that the world of 
things will not hold him.

Now one finds himself in the sweetest attitude 
toward all the world and even the people, but a long
ing for retirement from the pressure of things, even 
of thought. I see in this the receding waters of the 
ocean that were tumultuous. And as one yields 
more and more of the objective self he ultimately 
touches the peace of the ocean in its lowest ebb.

The soul is now saying, for all of the individual, 
“ Oh, this sweet release— I love to look hack to the 
world of action as a recollection, but let me abide in 
this rest forever; there are sweet companionships 
here; with not misunderstandings the objective creates 
and 1 have a sense of being cared for whereas I must



enthusiastic, persistent, determined, confident, firm, 
but possessed of the same sweet, loving spirit in all 
of his being that was promised while in that retreat, 
his conjunction with the center of Harmonies.

The adorable tides of the soul! Pray that they 
may come, enter them with pure health in all the 
strength of manhood or womanhood; go there for 
your music; for your painting; for your sculpture; 
for your mathematics; your literature or your acting; 
for all of the best preparation for usefulness and un- 
foldment
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FR IEN D S: LECTURE ATTENDANTS

“ 1— WHAT is it about? 2—Can anyone under
stand? 3— What is the teaching for? 4— Who goes 
to his lectures? 5— Does he discourage one? 6—Does 
he abuse some one? 7— Are his lectures too long?

Maybe the average individual who has attended 
“ first lectures" of itinerants would ask the last 
question of the list, first.

Our reply will be from the first, however.

The dictionary defines Dr. Lindsay’s subject: 
“ Psychology is the Science of the S o u l” . That would 
mean that there are known laws and formulas that 
relate to that intelligence in the human that is be
neath or beyond the conscious, voluntary mind—the 
intellectual or mental phase of the individual. It 
really means that and in the teaching is comprehended 
the relationships between that superior, deeper phase' 
of intelligence and the mental part and also how the 
body is related to both phases of intelligence.

Usually the subject has been dealt with in such 
fragmentary way that the practical exercise of the 
th o u g h t fo r c e — th e  p o w e r  o f  th e  im a g e  is left so ob
scure in the understanding that little benefit is derived 
from the effort of attention.

Everyone is using psychology every moment of 
life— the conscious mind sleeps but the soul, that the 
dictionary says is covered by psychology, never 
sleeps, it is always acting, and in some controling way, 
at that. There can be no equally important subject, 
and certainly nothing else as comprehensive.



P le a se  re a d  the t it le s  to  m y  n e a r  tw o y e a r s  o f  
M ind the B u ild e r  M a g a z in e  su b je c t s— th e y  a t  le a s t ,  
indicate the sco p e  o f  the te a c h in g s  a p p l i c a b le  to  th e  
p ractica l d a i ly  l i fe .  T h u s, b r ie f ly ,  I  a n sw e r  y o u r  f i r s t  
question o f  the a b o v e  lis t ,  a lth o u g h  m y  w r it in g s  r e 
present m an y  o th er h u n d r e d s  o f  th o u sa n d s  o f  w o rd s  
in a p p lie d  p sy ch o lo g y .

S e c o n d  Q u e stio n

My writings, my lesson lectures, my life and my 
work are offered exclusively to ordinary people and 
therefore ordinary minds— really meaning the worth 
while human beings, those with appreciation of the 
fact that they are so u ls , not soul-dwarfs with repulsive 
conceits of the intellectualists. Why! do you know: 
the ultra-ordinary mind cannot perceive ther^ is in
telligence (soul) in the primary cell that builds the 
body? Not conceiving of that I should not expect such 
“ superior minds”  to see any sense in our scientific 
proof that heredity comprehends transmission of im
ages from ancestry to successors.

Yes sincere simple “ ordinary”  people do under
stand our lesson-lectures.

T h ird  Q u e stio n

The teaching is for the aid of the individual’s 
understanding of self, through better knowledge of 
the laws of his being. Fear rules in almost every life, 
reigning supreme over every other impulse. All fear 
can become replaced by poise. Practically, the teach
ing and practice that meets that one vital item, can
celing fear, would justify the attendance and atten
tion, yet a thousand other things are what the teach
ings are for.



F o u r th  Q u estion

During much more than a quarter of a century, 
from every region of the country the desirable people, 
those whom any aspiring human would be pleased 
to associate with, have constituted the audiences—the 
educational work makes no appeal to the masses— 
actual truth never is attended with noise—modesty 
and decency always direct and inspire the proclama
tion of a building, scientific, liberating instruction— 
Dr. Lindsay never endeavored to popularize, make 
a sensation of his disclosures.

F i f t h  Q u e stio n

The worm has Nature-given inherent, instinc
tive knowledge for all of its purposes— it has not an 
organization for very wide range of useful activities— 
yet I do heritor it for fulfilling the range of its innate 
intelligence, using its body to serve its part in the 
scheme of life.

To he belittled and pronounced a sinner and 
condemned, if for no other reason, such as one’s own 
doing, but for the alleged sin of the alleged Adam in 
an imaginary garden— or to be called a “ worm of 
the dust”  should be scorned by any man—in fact is 
scorned by anyone worthy to be called a m an . Your 
teacher, if you accept a true psychologist will tell you 
of the persistent presence in your Innate Self of your 
individual ideals— ideals that never can be lost, al
though repression may have delayed their expression. 
Such a teacher will show that the very purpose of the 
human’s existence in present form is to personify 
those ideals; will give the laws and formulas for re
lease from the hindrances and attainments of every



essential for that high realization. Discourage any
one ?—N  EV  ER.

S ix th  Q u e stio n

No abuse of a person— yet very positive analy
sis is given of the evil consequences of destructive 
suggestions from whomsoever they may come to the 
credulous recipient. Even to mark out a conjectured 
course of illness may bring about the death of one; 
to cause one to try to trust a power to bring a result 
to one when no such power exists in that accredited 
source may destroy one’s mental or physical equilib
rium; to be a suggester of evil that leads to worry 
upon the part of another— spoiling peace and happi
ness—these things and a multitude of false teachings 
are refuted by scientific psychology— well it is in our 
subject as in all subjects, every truth rebukes the false. 
One who has accepted the false may consider himself 
abused when light is thrown upon his pre-conceived 
ideas— abuse a person? NEVER.

S e v e n th  Q u e stio n

Entire session of Dr. Lindsay’s meeting usually 
closes in time for attendants to get to the second show 
at the cinema.

Every lecture is followed by brief period of 
soul-culture, healing service— the marvels that have 
happened in this connection are too sacred to be de
scribed herein— no one can understand from descrip
tion, anyway, being present may provide an under
standing. No complaints concerning length of lecture 
have been reported.
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HOTEL WARDELL THE MOST DESIRABLE 
HOME

E v e ry  R e a d e r , every friend is interested in 
W ardell, the B e a u tifu l , so lovely that it is one of the 
attractions of the city of Detroit.

The Wardell booklet gives 25 advantages in living 
at the Wardell and Mind the Builder Magazine, easily, 
could describe more.

Three buildings, with unobstructed space be
tween, are at the location on the chief throughfare of 
Detroit, Woodward Avenue each building occupying 
a city block. The Wardell and its yards and 175 car 
garage; the beautiful architectural structure and 
grounds of the A rt M u se u m  and the pride of the city, 
the new Library Building and elaborate grounds, al
together providing a most beautiful group. The War
dell is a few minutes from the main business center, 
called “ down town Detroit”  and looking northward 
is Grand Boulevard, near by, while Woodward con
tinues on, miles and miles. The Wardell is on the 
corner of Woodward and Kirby.

Street cars are replaced by buses nights and Sun
days, thus providing for the outside noiselessness and 
the Wardell affords one the most comfortable and 
peaceful and restful feeling. While the house is beau
tiful without, the structure and arrangement within 
have the consistent beauty and charm in lobby, wide 
halls, high ceilings— I wish 1 could describe the 
beauty of the dining rooms, its furnishings, linens, 
dishes, silverware, and all appropriate equipment—  
it would require this entire magazine to begin to des
cribe the apartments for permanent homes and rooms 
and suites for transient guests. More than a quarter 
of a century of living in fine hotels from one end of 
this country to the other surely enables me to com



pare the exhibits in the chief cities from standpoint 
of desirability, even to prices. I never have known a 
place more attractive, I never have known a surprise 
in that form: 50 m u ch  s p a c e ,  f in e  q u a lity  o f  furnish
in g s  a n d  m a tc h le s s  se r v ic e  f o r  su ch  reaso n ab le  rates.

B a n q u e t  a n d  L e c tu re  H a lls

Public meeting and private party rooms and 
halls are of various sizes to answer all demands. This 
Magazine would assure all attendants at Dr. Lindsay’s 
lectures that they will have such comfortable chairs 
that they really can rest and enjoy the entire session 
— all aspiring, right sort of persons are welcome and 
should attend every session— consecutive lecture at
tendance will give one mastery of his entire teach
ings and the healing feature at the close of every 
meeting has counted in determinative ways of good 
health to many.

T h e  W a r d e l l  R o o f  G a rd e n  a n d  S o la r iu m , at
tractively furnished may be enjoyed by all of the 
hotel guests— Vita Glass is provided in the winter 
sun baths, in the Solarium.

Dr. Lindsay has a very large room that his vis
itors will enjoy; to look out at one of its windows and 
see the beautiful Art Museum, although his quarters 
are on the fifth floor, you may gaze through the 
foliage of a tree. This tree make the new trees set 
out the past year on Fifth Ave. Radio City by Mr. 
Rockefeller, seem like saplings, although announced 
as they were the whole world over. You will fall in 
love with this tree at first meeting— m a y  y o u  b e  the  
fo r tu n a te  v is ito r  f r o m  N e w  Y o rk , C a l i fo r n ia ,  C o lo r a 
d o  o r  w h erev er  y o u  a r e , to come and live in the lov- 
liest h o m e, and where you can have the luxury of 
health and growth and freedom that attend the teach
ings of which M in d  the B u i ld e r  is the exponent.



CAUSE AND CURE OF SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS

A ccosted  by the toad, the centipede, who was 
moving along very pleasurably was incapacitated by 
the toad's question: “ Which leg goes after which and 
how do you know?” With its hundred legs it became 
paralized as it lay calculating how to run. The human, 
if made conscious of his legs, although there are but 
two of them, may become so confused that he will 
walk very awkwardly or maybe fall down. Use the 
body spontaneously, else its service will be imperfect, 
seems to be nature’s standard.

Does the above make clear to you that your body 
is your physical instrument and in many respects 
is related to your phases of mind about as any ac
cessory instrument should be? One’s experience with 
an automobile would make the meaning understood 
—who could he accepted as a safe driver if he must 
become objectively conscious of the parts before he 
could take hold of the proper feature for the purpose? 
Yet if one is ever to become a reliable driver he must 
consciously locate and use each item of control.

There never is an item of human rightness but 
that it is required that he exercise that “ free will” , 
the voluntary choosing or consenting. If that be true, 
the conscious mind perceiving and ordering action, 
wherein and when does the subconscious, the invol
untary phase of mind become involved? There is a 
sense in which nature pre-supposes the conscious, 
voluntary, activity is for the purpose of establishing 
the automatic, spontaneous, in a sense involuntary, 
exercise of the activity in exact copy of the voluntary



RELIGION
“ Not one holy day, but seven;
Worshiping, not at the call of a bell,

But at the call of ray soul.
Singing, not at the baton’s sway, but 

To the rhythm in my heart.
Loving because I must.
Giving because I cannot keep.
Doing for the joy of it.”

*  *  *

The soul possesses a phase of innate perfect 
knowledge upon all buildings that pertain to the in
dividual’s life and can therefore prompt or impress 
the designing department, finite objective mind, with 
perfect ideas, supply the Vision and receive the ap
proval of the will of the finite mind and receive back 
to itself (the soul) the design with the command to
build after soul’s appointments.

*  *  *

The New Psychology, treating as it does with 
the laws and formulas of building, will prepare its 
student for destroying all old imagery that is unde
sirable and equip him for selecting the imagery to 
constitute the thought life, the personification of which 
will give to him the body of health, the countenance 
of beauty, the magnetism of charm, the mind of keen
est perception and a character most superb..

*  *  *

Man is the highest individual order and he alone 
is capable of choosing the thoughts which he makes 
into a person. Imagery involuntarily is thrust upon 
every other form of life and the subject has not the 
power of selecting the images after which it shall 
build.



My most supreme lesson is to teach the man to 
pray with his own conscious mind to the innate phase 
of his own soul to receive all copies for the details 
of his life’s affairs. 1 know of no way to state it more 
strongly; I showed in these pages where the designer 
comes in touch with the builder, I exhibit the intelli
gent brain cells as the organ of conscious mind; I also 
demonstrate that they constitute the soul center to 
which all cells report and from which they receive 
their commands.

*  *  *

An animal, bird or fowl moves into a new 
community and proceeds to become naturalized; very 
soon it has a new coat. This is not produced by en
vironment rubbing off, attaching itself to the indivi
dual; it is an unfoldment from within; a new image 
impresses the minds of the cells which constitute hair 
or feather. Mind is the Builder.

*  *  *

All live creatures are constantly building new 
conditions and forms out of the images conveyed into 
the local mind; images are the creations of a mind 
functioning in thought.

A ll fo r m s  a r e  m a te r ia liz a t io n  o r  p e r so n if ic a t io n  

o f thoughts.

*  *  *

Each thing creates its kind whether it is a thought 
taking form in a cell or a thought sent out into the 
world, freed from a mind in a state of hating or 
loving.



One will not gather figs from thistles and billions 
of years intervening will not gather men and women 
from monkeys, apes and orangoutangs; but there is a 
law and possibility of the ideal, of each thing, which 
being known to man, enables him to produce such per
fection in plant and animal that they seem to be new 
species. *  *  *

T h e re  n e v e r  w a s  a  t im e  w hen the paren t o f any  
su b je c t  th a t  n ow  e x is t s  d id  n ot ex ist .

*  *  *

Appreciation and depreciation through effects 
of environment and other elements upon all embodi
ments are evident changes hut that man is an improved 
monkey; or going hack other billions of years, an 
evolved amoeba, involves a principle whose prece
dent is not found i 11 the universe nor any member 
of it. j|c *  ^

Our objective standards of thought upon time, 
and space limitations; upon beginnings and endings, 
upon growth and decay, make it almost impossible 
for us to conceive of some most vital truths.

*  *  *
We are taught to consider any great change in 

a thing as if it were ended. Even that which is called 
death is considered the end of individual existence 
whereas the individual moves out. The body under
goes a change but every atom of it goes on forever— 
the matter used as a body had no beginning either.

POWER OF CHOICE OR CONSENT 
T h e re  is no intelligence outside of the man that 

operates over anything in the man, except through 
the soul of the man, and the soul is directed by the 
volition of the man.
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CHARACTER BUILDING

It is somewhat startling at first to realize that 
we do the great majority of tilings that we do under 
no other excuse than that we have done them before; 
and that we perform them in the manner we do be
cause we continue to act unconsciously according to 
the way we originally practiced consciously.

Man in every respect that he is spontaneous, is an 
automaton and his automatism is fixed when he vo
luntarily chooses the thing (or permits it) and goes 
through its performance in detail. It would impress 
us at once, upon realizing this fact, that the sponta
neous, involuntary, automatic, objectively uncon
scious performance becomes permanently established 
by repetition of the thing chosen and its manner of 
performance becomes attuned at its introduction. 
How important to choose to do only that which one 
could desire to continue and voluntarily to do that 
thing perfectly!

In every course of action or thought the stan
dards of the voluntary become those of the involun
tary. The thing chosen and the manner of its perform
ance while in the department of volition will deter
mine how expression shall continue when the sub
conscious, the psychic phase takes possession of the 
subject. After that period one need give no more vo
luntary thought to the subject; it will go on without 
being directed by the consciousness.

This is the most fortunate principle in man when 
one has chosen the desirable and practiced expressing 
it perfectly. Nothing could be a greater calamity



than to have done the undesirable and set that copy in
delibly as the design over the soul to be automatically 
spontaneously carried on from within.

What is this called which one does, in thought or 
action automatically, spontaneously, involuntarily, 
even unconsciously so far as the outer will is concer
ned?

Habits are those states or acts that continue be
cause they were first chosen or permitted. What is it 
that causes habit? The practice or permission of the 
conscious or outer will mind. Why do the practices 
of the will mind create habit? Because the images 
created by the objective mind, while treating an action 
or thought, are impressed upon the soul; that which is 
impressed as image upon the soul becomes the design 
whose copy the soul follows in building conditions or 
prompting thought and actions.

Again what is habit? Habit is the spontaneous 
expression of that which the volition chooses or per
mits. Practically; what are these repeated practices 
involving, thought or action, or both? They are auto
suggestions, and autosuggestions must go to the soul 
and after that they constitute the soul standards and 
they come up in form and action spontaneously the 
same in kind; the soul is the field in which our seed 
thoughts are sown and life is the harvest.

Standards of beliefs and practices are auto
suggestions; auto-suggestions are expressed as habits; 
habits are the spontaneous expression of the soul; 
spontaneous expressions of the soul are expressions 
of the individual out of his acquired self; the pos
sessions of the acquired self constitute c h a r a c te r ;  ha-



conditions that no longer have any aggravating causes. 
While the acute stage existed the cells began a con
sequent practice which they continued after the cause 
was left far in the past.

Tumors, sometimes through obstruction and 
pressure, cause cells of various organs and systems 
of heart, stomach, liver or kidneys or nerve centers, 
to perform very erratically and other systems and 
organs through their cell sympathy or adjustments be
come deranged until the whole body is in a most inhar
monious state: the sufferer has all sorts of chronic 
diseases.

A surgeon should remove the tumor: usually 
this is not only the quickest hut the best way to deal 
with an obstructing tumor. The surprise always is, 
why do not the disorders disappear which were caused 
by this foreign body? Because there is nothing in a 
surgical operation to remove the images from the 
minds of the cells; nothing to train them out of the 
habits of inharmonious sort. There is usually another 
operation and still another in the effort to get rid of 
conditions that were thought to be dependent upon the 
original tumor.

It is most surprising that they do not study man, 
a little at least along with their study of the body. 
Just a little intelligent observation in the proper direc
tion would show that even a mechanical condition 
could set up all sorts of psychical manifestations as 
habits.

Mind is the Builder and must be consulted and 
its formulas applied if a new form or condition is 
desired in the body.
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The assemblage of titles under which I have 
written in Mind the Builder Monthly Magazine, Jan
uary to and including July, 39, should convince one 
that unsurpassable aids to liberation from inharmo
nies and guidalnce in ideal attainment are therein 
distinctly taught. Permit us to urge you to purchase at 
this special offer, the entire list and balance of year’s 
subscription.

1939, The seven months issues—50 cents, 
the entire year $1.00— Single issue 10 cents.

Back numbers, 1938 issues, 10 cents each 
or eleven $1.00.
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A FEW INTIMATES FOR OCTOBER 
I must continue in Detroit through October. 
W ard e ll the b e a u t i fu l , our Detroit home is the 

hotel more delightful than a casual visit in former 
dates could have enabled me to anticipate. The mana
ger, Mr. MacKinnon, his assistant managers, the en
tire organization, the housekeeper and her assistant, 
the office force, always with the greeting with their 
smiles, the gracious doorman, Mr. Maxwell, who has 
written the hotel and also your writer, tributes too 
effusive for me to have printed— now that I have 
started I will have to stop abruptly, admitting, that 
to tell the commendable of the house and the person
nel would take all the pages of this issue. I never 
hoped to realize the materialization of my ideal hotel 
home, yet I have that realization in the W a r d e l l of 
Detroit.

“ Y o u r  W o r ld  o f  T o m o rro w ”
The title of my first lecture was analyzed suffi

ciently, yet it all resolves itself to the fact that every
one may know for one’s self just what one’s world 
will be tomorrow. Briefly, all tomorrows are what the 
images in the subconscious acquired self call for—  
images in the soul are definite architectural plans 
and are in the hands of the deific builder and natural 
law declares the results, the buildings will be faithful 
reproductions of what the images call for in every 
delineation.

If one does not like the building that is taking 
place, or if one knows he has placed images in his 
soul, whose buildings he will not welcome, let such a 
one note the formulas for taking the working value 
out of all such plans. All functioning pictures in the 
subconscious are parts in one’s world of tomorrow.
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GAINING THE RIGHT DISPOSITION

The M ost Im p o rtan t W ritin g  E v e r  In  M o st  V a lu e d  
M in d  th e  B u i ld e r

More precious than diamonds, and more beau
tiful; more valuable than g o ld , yea, than much fine 
gold, is the happy, constructive d is p o s i t io n . Treasure 
then a leading instruction that, when applied, will 
invariably be a cause whose effect will be the ideal 
disposition. If one is not happy it is because his dis
position does not provide that possibility, let one 
blame his wife or husband or whomsoever he or she 
will—the fact still remains that he or she is prevented 
of happiness because of the miserable disposition. It 
is so normal a thing to have a happy disposition that 
the amatuer photographer will seek the pose of the 
child with happy countenance, wherever he meets 
such a child— and prize-winning pictures nearly al
ways are of those with such an expression. On occa
sion the impressive contrast is in the exhibit where 
the repulsive markings unhappy and even criminal 
cry out: “ I am a destroyer of all happiness; where- 
ever I appear I proclaim my hateful disposition.”

T h e W e ak e st o f  A l l  M en  

Seek with the intensest light that may make 
ablaze the darkest corners, you never will find an 
equally self-destroyer and destroyer of the peace and 
happiness of every life into which he casts his influ
ence as that one with the fundamental disposition of 
s e l f  p ity . I have known the man, allowed to live into 
mature years and to develop a big body (I did not 
say a healthy body; one cannot have health with such 
a diseased disposition) yet always with a whine and



upon some point enthroning himself above all other 
interests, and always with some announcement of 
something that would be prayer for the pity of others- 
Of course I can see such an individual in his early 
life— mama’s poor, hurt baby— “ let mama kiss it 
and then little hurt finger will be well” .

Same child bumping his head and yelling in 
his anger, demanding attention and service, com
pelling a gift to make him stop his crying and he 
also demands that mama shall apologize for not pro
viding better for her suffering child. As he enters 
school, no teacher is satisfactory because the teacher 
observes regulations that do not provide for mama’s 
handsome son to receive especial favors and to save 
him from having to study when: “ 1 have such an aw
ful headache” . Always uppermost is self and by some 
means forcing attention and other’ s pity. Growing up 
and taking up business no one deals fairly with him— 
everyone is doing something to make bis life one of 
pain and disappointment— he must tell everyone that 
he is mistreated, really meaning that he pictures a 
way that law and humans will not let him have. JFliine 
after whine: “ Pity me take care of poor suffering 
me” . May big people or little people, you, or you 
take account here; you cannot beat the law: Self Pit' 
will show you a failure at every stage and in ever 
phase of your life— it curses you and all whose liv< 
you become fastened upon to be as the barnacle th 
hardly can be scraped o ff— yet there is a True P: 
chology through which one may become free ir< 
Self Pity.

The predominating spontaneous attitudes, \ 
ally called disposition, taken by the individual, v



sure the happiness as well as the good that he or she 
experiences in the life. The dominant disposition 
classified as happy or unhappy, sweet or sour, kind 
or malevolent, unselfish or selfish, courageous or 
weak, benign or revengeful, honest or dishonest, true 
or false, frank or deceitful, is the result of one’s 
disposal of the items of life as they confront him. 
Each phase of character is made up of little integral 
members or elements in about the same sense that 
the human body is comprised of myriads of cells. 
When the cells become a unit we cease to think of the 
cells but only of that which they constitute, but in 
order to understand that result, the analysis leading 
back to the constituent parts becomes necessary.

To change one’s disposition would necessitate a 
change in his interpretation of the items of experience 
as he has occasion to deal with them or dispose of 
them.

One cannot interpret each contact in the daily 
life bitterly, resentfully, regrettingly or hatingly and 
then assume or manifest a beautiful disposition; one 
cannot be irritable with all the members of his own 
family and then spontaneously manifest a pleasurable 
disposition towards his friends— he would have to 
watch himself and put that on objectively, therefore, 
that is not his disposition. Again, I must say that dis- 
postion must be a spontaneous manifestation, not an 
assumed appearance- We must see that the trend of 
our inclination as we manifest our disposition is 
something acquired, something we have created by 
our previous attitudes which were taken under the 
direction or with the consent of the volition.



tained in the idea that if there is an abundance of hell 
now there will be a greater abundance of heaven here
after. If in dealing with the child, his guardian will 
see to it that its entire experience, in which it is as
piring to make ends meet, shall be heavenly he will 
have accomplished more toward creating happy, cou
rageous, all constructive qualities in the individual’s 
disposition than could be established in years of cul
tivation at another period-

More dispositions have been put on a destructive 
trend through practice, during the early home life, 
of giving the child things it cried for and seldom 
giving it anything that it did not cry for, than through 
any other standard, perhaps. A girl growing up ac
cording to any such principle will not create a peace
ful home, but after she is married she will fix her 
terms of receiving things at first having had a parox
ysm of some sort. A man may see evidences of her 
standard being to win through having fits of some 
terrific sort hut he thinks such love as he has to give 
her will, when she has attained so great a thing as 
real love of a true man, be so happy and peaceful, 
so gracious in her disposition and so sunshiny that she 
will have no more excu.se, therefore no more inclina
tion to be depressed, morose, bitter, jealous or any 
other of the thousand things that she has been aggra
vated to experiecne before she married him.

I am presenting a principle in the above, there
fore it is as applicable to the woman making this 
prognostication as it is to the man; the woman 
carries it so far as to think that a man who has a 
disposition toward excesses in liquor and any other 
intemperance, will, when he has her great love and 
attention lose all of that trend.



Enough men and women have deceived them
selves upon this matter. Perhaps some will take a 
psychologist’s word for it: Marriage, ever with love 
holds nothing to change one’s disposition, radically.

There may be changed relationship through which 
the excesses may not be manifested for a time or 
a situation interesting the thought and energies for a 
while and paroxsym of some terrific sort misses a 
date, but marriage and love hold not a remedy for 
an established disposition, to correct its undesirable 
qualities.

The woman may have her vision so occupied for 
a time that she sees only the beautiful in the one she 
loves—during that time he receives only praise but 
her dispositionn has always been to criticise and be
fore long he will become her chief victim. He could 
be faultless— it is her disposition which must have 
its outlet; he need not supply any excuse yet in the ab
sence of fault he will blame himself presently, then 
he becomes self-conscious and in trying to satisfy her 
by his perfections, makes real mistakes which he and 
others see as plainly as does his wife. She supplies 
the image and impulse and presently he has a disposi
tion of self-condemnation which will ruin any man 
for usefulness. Love and marriage do not of them
selves correct nor destroy disposition— an image and 
impulse go before any change and when c o rre c tio n  
is the change in prospect, o n ly  a s p ir a t io n  a c c o m p a n y 
ing a n  a c k n o w le d g m e n t o f  a  n e e d  o f  c o r re c tio n  c a n  
w ork th at c h a n g e , f o r  d is p o s i t io n  is  a  p h a se  o f  the  
c h a ra c te r , a n  im p r e s s io n  u p o n  th e  a c q u ir e d  s e l f ;  to 
modify the acquired self requires new image and im
pulse, a new suggestion to become applied.



of the beautiful fields of the valley, companions 
of the big rocks of the hillsides, pets of the wild flower 
in the fence corners, and the great trees of the forest 
of the foothills he regarded as his grown-up brothers. 
A lover of nature, he found her forms worthy of ado
ration and one of her marvels, he even worshiped.

One evening just at sunset he sat on his mother’s 
knee as they took their last long loving look up and 
down the wonderful valley before retiring. This 
valley, out upon which they could gaze from their 
porch, was supplied with pastures and cultivated 
fields, with forest and tiny streams on the foothills 
at their border. The farmers assembled in little vil
lages with here and there one of their kind choosing 
to live in the midst of tillable lands or up in the edge 
of the timber.

Nature had shown every favor to the rich valley, 
and m a n  h a d  c a u g h t  th e  s p i r i t  o f  ad o rn m en t and  
u n fo ld m e n t ; he built his home, cultivated fields, filled 
his pastures with beautiful cattle and fine horses.

It is not remarkable that a great lover of the 
beautiful should be bom amid such surroundings, nor 
that he should see a world beyond all of the outer 
exhibit, nor that he should seem to be serious when 
the manner of expression in the world of which Er
nest was a member is in the sweetest serenity rather 
than violence or boisterous mirth- That Ernest knew 
of an inner joy as well as of the inner longings is in
dicated by his suggestion to his mother as they com
muned with each other and all about them at the 
twilight hour.

“ I wish that it could speak, for it looks so very



kindly that its voice must needs be pleasant. If I were 
to see a man with such a face I should love him dear
ly,” said Ernest. “ If an old prophecy should come 
to pass,” answered his mother, “ we may see a man 
some time or other with such a face. ’

The mother and child centered their loving gaze 
upon the mountain peak, the culmination of the ma
jestic thought-forms in this wonderful Kingdom. This 
perfected the ideal setting for an ideal man. Now and 
then it would seem that nature had set out ages and 
ages in advance to create a man; as if she centered 
all of her plans in this one result. This was one of 
those occasions, and she even built a mountain to 
tower above all companions upon the side of which 
she placed a human face with features and counte
nance that impressed the little boy with its m asterly-  
kindness.

Ernest longed to hear the heavenly voice from 
the heavenly man he saw in the Great Stone Face. Cut 
in this granite was the forehead a hundred feet high 
in its arch, the long nose and vast lips which, if they 
had spoken, would have rolled with their thunderous 
accents from one end of the valley to the other. All 
of this to build a man? Yes, and even providing a 
pattern for the form and feature and countenance 
that certain qualities of soul become when expressed. 
The prophecy that one born in this valley should he 
a master, a Chief of Chiefs, a King of Kings, one 
to whom all tribute would be paid, was among the 
traditions given the Indians who had preceded the 
present inhabitants of the valley. This was not like 
many of the sayings that are noted for a time, then 
forgotten and again renewed; it was continuously



in their minds and no ope seemed to doubt it, and 
before Ernest had been objectively informed, he an
ticipated the prophecy, i( /r  he is longing in his soul 
to hear one speak who is all that is suggested in the 
Great Stone Face. If the soul longs for anything, that, 
itself, is a prophecy, a guarantee that the an sw er can  
c o m e . The objective is the only power that can defeat 
a prophecy of the soul. The prophecy had primarily 
a physical meaning to the masses: a promise of ruler- 
ship and government that would increase a prosperity 
in which all could share and yet pay honor to their 
leader.

Ernest saw the spiritual symbol in the features 
of the Great Stone Face, and therefore the prophecy 
was significant to him in a teacher, a helper to huma
nity in individual attainment. He saw no cruelty, no 
tyranical rulership— he saw liberty and expression 
through an interpreter’s loving guidance. It is readily 
understood that Ernest would be pained with disap
pointment when material weakness instead of spirit
ual power came, calling itself the likeness to the 
Great Stone Face. We realize, too, that the masses 
with their expectancies fixed at physical splendor 
would be ready to crown any man King who could 
make the show of wealth and in their hallucinations 
see a resemblance that did not exist in fact. Ernest, 
growing into youth, ever communing with the object 
of his adoration sculptured in the mountainside, gaz
ing lovingly upon the face on his left as he followed 
his furrow and plough and on his right at his return: 
the last thing upon which his eyes rested at night and 
the exalted object to which his eyes were lifted at 
dawn, was creating the fulfillment of prophecy as 
he interpreted it.



The populace never had ceased to hold its pic
ture, and therefore constantly exercised a creative 
force in the direction of their expectancies. As it re
quires so much less time to create a physical result 
than it does to unfold a spiritual one, their answer 
came while no one knew that Ernest’s answer was even 
on the way. It was announced that one, who was born 
in the valley, who had conquered the world of wealth 
would soon retire to the valley to exhibit his wealth 
and to take his ease.

Preparatory to this he commanded an architect to 
build him a palace worthy of such wealth. This won
derful building impressed the people so they must 
believe that no one except the great man of the pro
phecy could exhibit such possessions- The grand day 
of the rich man’s arrival was a holiday, by universal 
consent, and as he approached the city in a carriage 
drawn by four white horses, the great silence of res
pect and expectancy characterized the entire popula
tion of men, women and children. “ The little old man, 
with low forehead, small sharp eyes, puckered about 
with inumerable wrinkles, very thin lips tightly 
pressed together,”  drove through the great assemblage 
of people, when a great spontaneous outcry burst 
forth: “ The very image of the Great Stone Face; the 
old prophecy is true, we have the great man at last!”

Ernest turned away in sadness, but found comfort 
as the benign master his Innate Self seemed to say: 
“ He will come! Fear not, Ernest; the man will come.”  
Ernest grew into manhood with the same fondness for 
gazing into the beloved face and interpreting the love 
and sympathy and wisdom, greatly enlarging those 
attributes in himself; a soul so simple, wondering



when the personification of this, more than man, 
should come to their valley.

One day a great festival was given in the valley 
in honor of a renowned warrior who was returning. 
The high tribute with glowing accounts of this fam ous  
m a n ’s  w a r  r e c o r d  which proved that he had never lost 
a battle, finally reminded some one of the Great Stone 
Face and the unfulfilled prophecy. Presently the out
cry was made that this wonderful man was an identi
cal representation of the Great Stone Face. Ernest 
wondered at the kind of a man that had come in the 
fulfillment, for he thought he would h a v e  to be a  m an  
o f  p e a c e .  “ But,”  said he, “ if Providence choose a man 
of sword with which to bless humanity it must be 
right.”  When the General arose to speak, Ernest could 
recognize in the war-worn, weather-beaten counten
ance the “ iron will and energy, but not the gentle  
w isd o m , th e  d e e p , b r o a d  te n d e r  sy m p a th y  o f  the G reat  
S to n e  F a c e .”  The masses of the people were misled 
to think the man of fame was the man of prophecy. 
Ernest’s heart told him the world must wait yet awhile. 
Years sped on, Ernest gradually coming more and 
more in contact with the people, helpfully, but con
tinuing to labor for his own bread. He extended 
blessing to his fellow-men and he communed so much 
with the Great Stone Face that it had a daily and 
hourly message for him, so that he had a message for 
the people and naturally fell to teaching them. Neither 
Ernest nor his auditors suspected that he was more 
than an ordinary man, but he expressed wonderful 
thoughts.

When the people had forgotten their error con
cerning the returned warrior, another, who had left



their valley when a child, is heralded throughout the 
country as the great statesman.

Instead of the rich man’s wealth or the warrior’s 
sword he had but a tongue which was mightier than 
both together. His eloquence was convincing— wrong 
looked like right and right, wrong; he created a sort 
of illuminated fog with a mere breath. He was so ge
nerally accepted in resemblance to the Great Stone 
Face that he was called “ Old Stony Phiz.”

When he visited the valley even those who dec
lared they never would be deceived again vehemently 
proclaimed the great statesman, the prophet, the Great 
Stone Face. Ernest turned away in sadness and disap
pointment. Turning to his old friend, that benign 
countenance seemed to reassure him and speak peace, 
while waiting.

The passing of many years brought the white 
hairs to Ernest’s head and reverend wrinkles across 
his forehead. While Ernest was growing old, a new 
poet was becoming known. He was a native of the 
valley, but had spent the greater part of his life in 
cities. The mountains with which he lived in his 
childhood were often the inspiration of his poetry. 
This poet blessed the world with his gift, for whether 
it were mountain or stream or lake, the heaven or 
earth or man, the effect was high and beautiful in his 
verse. There was no virtue, no glory, no beauty in 
anything which he did not portray. The songs of this 
beloved poet found their way to Ernest, who read them 
until his soul was thrilled. He read and looked into 
the benign countenance of his majestic friend and 
said: “ Is not this man worthy to resemble that?”  The 
poet had heard of Ernest and he determined to return



to the valley to visit him.

The hours went by swiftly when these old men 
were seated in closest converse. The interchange of 
their sympathies made them most heartily compan
ionable. “ Who are you, my strangely gifted guest?” 
said Ernest. “ You have read these poems,”  said he. 
“You know me then,— for I wrote them.”  Ernest 
looked at the Great Stone Face, then at his guest, but 
his countenance fell; he shook his head and sighed. 
The poet asked him why he was sad. Ernest told him 
that when he read the poems he was sure only he, 
who would answer the prophecy, could write like that.

“ You hoped,”  answered the poet faintly sighing, 
“ to find in me the likeness of the Great Stone Face 
and you are disappointed as you were in the three 
illustrious men of wealth fame and power. You must 
record another failure of your hopes.”  But why are 
you not the fulfillment, are not those thoughts di
vine?”  “ You can hear in them far-off echo of hea
venly songs, Ernest, but my life has not corresponded 
with my thought. I have had grand dream,s but they 
were only dreams, because I have lived by my own 
choice among the poor and mean realities. I Igck 
Faith in the granduer, the beauty and the goodness 
which my own works are said to have made more 
evident in nature and in human life. Why then should 
thou hope to see in me, yonder image of the divine?”

At the hour of sunset as had long been the 
custom of Ernest, he met with the people to whom he 
gave a discourse. Nature had erected a pulpit upon 
a small elevation of ground to which Ernest ascended. 
As Ernest spoke, the poet realized that his was a 
n o b le r  s t r a in  o f  p o e try  th an  he, h im se lf  h a d  ev er



written. His eyes glistened with tears, he gazed re- 
vently at the venerable man and said within himself 
that never was there an aspect so worthy of a prophet 
and a sage as that sweet, mild, thoughtful counte
nance with the glory of white hair diffused about it. 
At a distance, but distinctly tq be seen high up in the 
golden light of the setting sun, appeared the Great 
Stone Face. Its looks of grand benificence seemed 
to embrace the world. At the same instant, in sym
pathy with a thought he was about to utter, th e  f a c e  
o f E rn est a s su m e d  a  g r a n d e u r  o f  e x p r e s s io n  so  im b u e d  
with ben evo len ce th at th e  p o e t  b y  a n  i r r e s i s t a b le  im 
p u lse  threw  h is  a r m s  a lo f t ,  e x c la im in g :  “ B e h o ld !  B e 
h o ld ! E rn e st  is  h im se lf  the lik e n e s s  o f  th e  G r e a t  S to n e  
F a c e r

All the people saw that for a fact the prophecy 
was fulfilled.

The Great Stone Face symbolizes the Innate 
Ideal in the human soul. The ideals are pictures in
nate in the soul’s gallery. The purpose of life is to 
objectify, express these pictures. From our objective, 
finite choosing, we are constantly t ry in g  to  c o m p e l  
a  c o rre sp o n d en ce  bew een  a  f a l s e  r e a l  a n d  a  tru e  id e a l ,  
with the disaster, a disappointed life. For instance, 
the gain of wealth as represented by and demon
strated in old “ Gathergold”  is pronounced by the 
masses of men to be the proper objectifying of an 
ideal purpose in human existence. The utter selfish
ness and uselessness and brevity of life of the retired 
merchant fairly depicts to us the utter futility of our 
efforts to make our ideal approve of wealth obtain
ing, as the purpose in our lives. Thejre was no resem
blance between old Gathergold and the Great Stone

i



Face. Many a life is just as completely at variance with 
true purpose, the Great Stone Face, as is the wealth- 
hoarder, in selecting Fame as the chief end. With 
fame the goal, one can easily pay the price and obtain 
fame as did the great general of the sword who never 
lost a battle. And the masses bowed down to him.

But a statesman— here is an emblem of power; 
one with power can do so much; surely to seek power 
is commendable? No, seeking power for power’s sake 
has made tyrant— not one to lead, to serve, but one to 
drive, in every instance. With the silvery tongue, 
the oratoi'-statesman benumbed human minds and 
made them easy victims to his commad, and the popu
lace re-echoed his words and pronounced him Master, 
King, Prophet; they said “ this time we are not de
ceived, he is the image of the Great Stone Face. Ernest 
the true, life can discern and discriminate, and knows 
the false, that it is not the ideal; that personification 
of the noble, the sympathetic, the beneficent never 
comes with violence nor deceit. But there is that which 
comes so near the ideal, to all appearances, that we 
go the span and force a correspondence between a 
form and ideal and we often rest from all endeavor, 
deciding that we have so far transcended the ordi
nary that we will make this little substitution. We re
alize that we are in our facts and forms, a few shades 
off of the ideal, but it is so nearly perfect that we 
can pass it off on the world as true. The poet in his 
masterful feeling and description surpassed mankind 
in such measure that Ernest, who lived eighty years 
in constant communion with the ideal; who breathed 
nothing but the atmosphere of love; who radiated 
nothing but peace; saw nothing but beauty, could 
imagine nothing else; the marvelous poet, whose



words stood all of these tests, would in physical form 
and countenance, personify all of these things. Then 
when his body did not correspond, Ernest’s heart must 
be broken by the sad fact described in the poet’s own 
words: “M y thought a n d  a c t  h a v e  n ot c o r r e sp o n d e d  
with m y w o rd s ; I  h a v e  ch o sen  to  l iv e  a m o n g  p o o r  
re a litie s.”

Thoughts, not words objectify; thought is the 
force, S o u l is  the P o w e r  T h at B u i ld s  fo r m s . There is 
a complete growing (not simply in deceiving appear
ance) into likeness, the real, of the ideal. It may not 
be something that the great mass of men care for or 
note, but being truth it needs not the glory at fellow- 
man’s hands. The gradual shaping of Ernest’s life and 
natural accompaniment, his body and countenance, 
consistent with his life, would cause no startling 
impression upon those who were constantly with him. 
The poet could respond to the beautiful and was a 
discerner of truth, but he did not choose o live up 
to it. “ Ernest is himself the likeness of the Great 
Stone Face,”  declared the poet.

We all have a life to live. Every one has some 
daily program right where he is— if one discharge 
that program with respect to the innate ideals, beauti
ful harmonies of health, glorious body, features, mind 
and character will follow as effect must follow cause. 
Concentrate on the thing itself, though you do so day 
and night and always, yet live not the life— the body 
will not take the form of the image, nor the mind, 
nor the character come up to the fulfillment of the 
ideal. Ernest lived to love a.nd to serve. He reclaimed 
the image of God, the Great Stone Face, and he 
himself became the personification of all of the attri



butes he interpreted in his Master. We all take on the 
image of our God. We tell, in all of our involuntary 
phases, just what are the attributes of our God. Your 
voluntary, conscious mind has a free will to design, 
desire and aspire; your Innate Self is the God that 
builds the fulfillment of the design; your soul in its 
innate phase has supreme, perfect knowledge of that 
which all of your designs should be—look therefore 
with your conscious mind towards your soul to prompt 
the designs. In this way, and in this way only, can one 
make real his innate ideal.

Practical psychology and suggestion have de
monstrated that every habit or disease may be cured 
by the psychic powers in the afflicted one. Our scien
tific, basic principles and formulas of the new psy
chology that are intended to afford one the basis of 
reclaiming health and sanity and beauty in character 
have become distorted in many ways. Some have en
deavored to compel false affirmation to produce 
truth in results; h a v e  su b s t itu te d  a f f ir m a t io n  f o r  liv in g  
th e  l i f e .  Our Practical Psychology formulas contain 
the basis of attaining a point from which one should 
continue living, consistent with the changes produced 
by the formulas. There is nothing in psychology to 
produce immunity from results following cause. The 
suggestions possessed of the greatest potency are the 
things lived. No spasm of suggestion ever taken in 
the most favorable passivity can possess the potency 
of the code of things one lives.

If one practices soul-culture formulas that in
clude descriptions of the highest aspirations presented 
to the soul in passivity and then lives the life consistent 
with the description of the ideals there is nothing



within range of human attainment beyond reach. One 
can omit all formal practice and attain growth, but 
no one can omit Living the Life if he would experi
ence fulfillment.

The rich man, the man of fame, the statesman, 
and even the poet, each had his formula for obtaining 
control or power with which to impress the masses of 
ordinary mankind. They had no permanence and un
der test they all failed.

Ernest had a formula by -which the objective 
part of him constantly communed with his spiritual 
part, under the guise of the Great Stone Face, and 
this guided him in Living the Life. Living the life is 
in the constant thought and the daily deed, all directed 
by the Vision whose nativity is in the phase, I shall 
bless Hawthorne all my life for having conceived of 
“The Great Stone Face”  innate ideals if the indivi
dual.

M a c ra c o sm ic  M in d — M ic r o c o sm ic  M in d

One wishes me to write under the title with re
ference to telepathy.

Macrocosmic comes from the Greek word, m ak -  
ros, meaning long; large microcosmic from the Greek, 
m ik ro s, meaning small— the former word might in
clude any form of life from the elephant and maybe 
including man— and the second word might include 
the amoeba and the diatoms but whatever confusing 
words we place before the word, mind, the simple 
truth is in many of my magazines and books upon the 
subject, telepathy and it is repeatedly stated that te
lepathy is the only natural mode of communication



among any or all the forms of life. The human has 
devised an artificial language tolerated by nature, 
as the human must have terms in which technics can 
be expressed— but, while the telepathic or soul lan
guage is universal, there are many forms of the arti
ficial and two persons must have acquired the same 
artificial if they are to understand, but the universal 
language provides, not only for and all races or in
dividuals to understand each other, but may be used 
in unlimited degree among all the forms of expres
sions of life. Sum total of my writings on telepathy 
would make quite a book and if interest in knowing 
continues to grow I will write elaborately upon it for 
it is the most important force among all the forms of 
force in the world.
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SEATTLE SUNDAY TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
"NEW  PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE”

By A. A. LINDSAY. M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have heen impressed by his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book, "New Psychology Complete,” we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose, but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy or Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body: it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words,

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The “suggestion" healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.— Seattle  Su n d ay  
T imes.
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are scientific reasons why he will he one of a thou
sand if he heals himself, beginning his own healing.

The science of forgetting (the art of letting go) 
is as demanding as the science of aspiration and 
t r u s t . If one were going to heal himself he would 
have to center his attention upon his symptoms, as
pire to become free from the cause of the symptoms 
and fo r g e t  th e  sy m p to m s  (with his conscious 
mind) all in the same moment of retiring to become 
passive to place his self-suggestions. It is too gene
rous to suppose that one in a thousand will fulfill the 
terms of beginning his own healing of any chronic 
condition. Established automatism will provide for 
(lie spontaneous fulfillments to continue as they have 
been running— that is not the law of one thing, it is 
law', law of the harmonies as much as it is the law of 
inharmonies— no one ever will change that law, that 
the images in the soul must become changed to gain 
a changed result. It is not a prerogative of the volun
tary mind, however powerful the objective will, to do 
the work of the subconscious, involuntary phase of 
mind— and surely you do know that the seat of control 
over all habits is in the subconscious phase. My 
writings would shout -.“ T h e re  is  a  fo r m u la  f o r  g a in 
in g  d ir e c t  e f fe c t  u p o n  th e  su b c o n sc io u s  ( the so u l)  
p h a s e  o f  m in d .”  The formula for best use of auto
suggestion seldom succeeds in gaining that effect, to 
influence that subjective self for beginning profound 
changes. To model the desirable buildings, incessantly 
to continue them belongs to the self to do, by picturing 
— seldom will one revolutionize an established trend 
of inharmony and fix in its place the ideal harmony.



VALUES THAT ATTEND THE IMPULSE

IMPULSE may he that which gives direction to a force 
or it may be an influence, itself, that liberates a la
tent or a dormant power. That is a very brief defini
tion—be that as it may it is like everything else when 
it comes to telling what it is— we find we are telling 
something that it does. I was amused at a scientific 
lecture in which the speaker stated that, with all the 
multitude of things to he done with magnetism, no 
one knows what it is. He could have taken anything 
else just as well as magnetism and try to tell what it 
is—he would have found that the most that he could 
do would be to give some phenomena or symptoms 
to which a name had been given.

There is no other power with which to share the 
qualities of knowledge and power possessed by the 
human soul. The expression of those powers might 
be so vitally important that life might pass from the 
body and yet that expression depend upon the soul 
receiving im p u ls e  to apply its inherent potentialities. 
There being not a more emphatic truth than that fac
tual situation, could there be a more important know
ledge than to know by what means the soul can be 
given impulse— direction, stimulation or liberation?

There are in print enough hundreds of thousands 
of words of my writings that explain the soul’s poten
tialities that in this instance there may be incidental 
references but not a digression to enumerate, neither 
classify powers, qualities and functions.

In the instance of c h ro n ic  condition of habit or 
disease there is very definite demonstration of the



soul having become tolerant to all that is involved 
and has provided many compensating features or 
adaptations in order to perpetuate life on the best 
possible— in a sense, the soul has gone to sleep to 
the condtions as if it had become deprived of any 
hope of restoring harmony, health.

Since the loss of hope has put an end to con
structive building would it not seem that the introduc
tion of hope would give the soul impulse to renew 
building activities and in such resumption tend to 
reverse the trend, moving toward health? If discou
ragement overwhelm the life and intelligence that 
created the body, would it seem probable that en- 
couragment would afford the impulse to start healing 
or other needed correction? Could a man devote a 
life time to administering encourgement, with the re
sult, providing impulse of restoration to the normal, 
men, women and children and still he mistaken as 
to the power being present in the soul and that power 
being liberated and directed by the impulses it re
ceived? There was not a thing done except the appli
cation of the formula that gave impulse to the soul of 
the individuals involved, and yet complete correcting 
oceured. There is no idea with which to share the 
conclusion that souls being directed and given impulse 
did the correcting, created the harmonies of health or 
release from destructive habits.

I m p u ls e  f o r  C o m fo r t , P e a c e  a n d  Q u ie t

Very intensive activities are sometimes in evi
dence in acute conditions— do you think quieting 
impulses might then be called for? Do you think the 
word is only appropriate where stimulated activities 
are the end?



A P r o b a b le  T e le p h o n ic  C o n v e rsa tio n

Number one to number two: " 0 ,  yes, he is
terribly sick; he has influenza in complicated form 
—stomach is bad, painful and nauseated: severest 
cough, throat sore and pains in his head and he is 
weak and exhausted and he has no appetite. ''Number 
two. “ What! N o t d o in g  a  t h in g ? ”  Number one. “ No, 
he will not take a thing— he says nothing he could 
take would do him any good/’ No. 2. “ Make him take 
some aspirin, that is fine for cold and pain too.” 
Number one. “ He says he will not take the stuff for 
it is bad for the heart and deadens nerves to fix them 
so one can’t feel the pain, and instead of that he wants 
the c a u se  of the pain removed.”  No. 2. “ If he will 
not take medicine, he must want Christian Science.” 
No. one. “ No never, not for a moment— he says he 
would hate to lie about it and declare himself well 
and free from pain.”  No. 2. “ What in the world is 
he going to do?” No. one. “ He says he is going to use 
psychology for scientific suggestion is his only cure” . 
No. 2. “ Pooh; that’s nothing!”

So, at the crisis of this acute attack he was re
quested to lie down and an absent individual entered 
into the quiet at the same moment and telepathically 
carried to the man, who soon was resting, to the man’s 
soul (telepathy is from soul to soul) quieting, rest
ful, soothing and poise-giving impulses, in the form 
of encouraging images. He must have forgotten every 
form of discomfort for he went into a deep and pro
longed sleep. He never possessed the severe symptoms 
after that, which shows that he had reached the crisis 
of the atttack. That is a very important moment for 
failing to make the turn for the better at that period,



decline may be very rapid. Two days later the man 
in question made the trip into the city and continued 
to do so daily— each day receiving only pictures that 
gave his soul impulse to counter every inharmony 
pattern and keep the upward trend.

Should you mention to this man that he was very 
sick and neglected, not receiving anything to save his 
life  nor give him relief and healing, he might pity 
you hut he would declare that he received the only 
aid  that nature ever provided with equipment to heal, 
nam ely, im pulse given to his soul to cancel every 
inharmony and create every harmony.

Neither this nor any other instruction is of any 
value to anyone who cannot accept the fact that the 
soul controls the body and the soul answers to im
pulses given to the sold by suggestions, images it 
receives.

KN O W LED G E, BA SIS OF FAITH AND TRUST

P E R IO D IC A LLY  the newspaper and magazine read
ing public has its attention invited to the words: “ Faith 
H ealing,”  and now it would appear that the cycle of 
time is around to that point again where one must see 
the headlines, about the church and the doctor join
ing in their approval of Scriptural “ practice of me
dicine.”

A s divine as healing may he and as omnipotent 
the power may he that is invoked, finite medical prac
titioners must sort out the cases and supervise their 
prayerful treatment.

The Em anual Movement was the best advertised 
o f the so-called healing methods ever offered to the



ailing human, but there was a fundamental reason 
for its failure, and after a brief period of its boom, 
it declined rapidly, going the way of Twilight Sleep.

Lack of understanding and failing to make pro
per preparation upon the part of the operators result
ed disastrously to the ministers who wished to turn 
spiritual physicians (many of whom, it was reported, 
became mentally ill), and this provided an early dis
approval of the movement.

I have asked ministers of the different creeds to 
tell me just where the power that Jesus used in healing 
and that he declared others could use and do greater 
things than he had done, was withdrawn from the 
human family. They could not tell me when nor where 
that scientific, hut religious, mode lost its merit, yet 
they have not analyzed all that was involved in the 
healing formula, the terms upon which he declared 
healing could take place. I have no occasion to try 
to prove that he, Jesus, practiced and obtained results 
under law— nothing, has ever been produced by any
one nor anything outside of law, natural law, not that 
so called law, which at most may be human agree
ments for convenience.

I never have heard nor read the analysis, outside 
of our true practical psychology teachings, of all that 
was involved in the healing Jesus was the instrument 
of producing.

It would be impossible for me to add anything 
to the compliments paid to fa i th — nothing could be 
further from me than an attempt to detract anything 
from its appreciation, but I do hope I may be helpful 
in causing faith to become the interpreted force to lead



to the vital element, if healing is to occur.

Since the subject, healing has become mixed up 
or divided up between those who prescribe material 
means and those who claim to wield an influence 
with God we will need to deal witli a compound. 1 
would prefer to offer my treatment of the subject 
from the standpoint of fact, the fact that there is only 
one power and intelligence that ever did heal or ever 
will heal a human body; that power being life and 
the intelligence that built the body from its primary 
cell to its entirety, the soul, present in the body being 
that power.

The latter statement will remain true forever, re
gardless of mode used where healing attends because 
of or coincident with the application of the method.

Faith is a word-symbol that Jesus used a great 
deal as standing for an attitude of mind and heart 
and he showed it was essential if healing were going 
to occur. He also used “ the little child” as an addition
al symbol related to all creative results. His usual way 
of impressing a lesson upon the simple-minded people 
was through parable or illustration. To become as a 
little child is to fulfill a hundred per cent tru st . Trust 
must be the consequence of faith, a trust that leads to 
letting go completely to that in which one has faith. 
In my personal experience I have seen multitudes of 
people who had faith, but they were not able or dis
posed to let go in the attitude of perfect trust. Trust 
is the greatest word in human vocabularies, and so 
rarely fulfilled that the percentage of humans that 
get scientific action upon the power that heals is very 
small.



If  everyone had the ab ility really to let go in 
trust to the power within in which they claim  they 
have faith, harmonies of health would predominate 
in any community. Hundreds have told me they a l
ways had possessed faith in “ something within that 
could heal,”  but they never had gotten action upon it. 
But interrogation concerning a complete surrender—  
the mental act of trusting— disclosed they rea lly  trust
ed nothing— they tried everything. I am reminded of 
one school of medicine I  attended wherein it was 
taught that we should put many elements in our pre
scriptions, what we called shotgun prescriptions, hop
ing that if  nine of the ingredients were wrong the tenth 
might be right.

If  the ministers analyze a ll that Jesus based 
healing upon they w ill find Trust the big part of the 
preparation. When they disclose a ll that Jesus taught 
and practiced they w ill find Jesus looked to the king
dom of heaven, the highest power, w ithin, whereas 
the usual m inister’s creed would lead one to omit the 
infinite within and endeavor to gain an especial pro
vidence from the Universal. Scientific knowledge 
shows that there is no more occasion for the human 
to omit or pass beyond the infin ite powrer of his own 
soul for his development and correcting purposes 
than there would be for the grain of wheat to seek an 
especial providence of the universal spirit in order 
to have its image which calls for roots, stock, bloom 
and ultim ate perfect wheat completely fu lfilled . The 
grain of wheat is possessed, innately, or the poten
tia lity  of a ll it u ltim ately manifests— the human soul 
is innately, is ind ividually, possessed of the poten
tia lity  for build ing and healing its instrument, its



body, and our Soul Culture inodes get action upon 
that innate potentiality by our prayer fromula. There 
is no truth in the charge that we deny the Deity-power, 
except as possessed by each individual—the very 
point, individual omnipotence, as a soul possession 
must presume the Universal, but the fundamental 
mistake in what has been called religious healing has 
been the effort to pass over innate potentiality pray 
direct, addressing the Universal, asking that spirit 
of the universe to take an interest in the individual 
in an especial manner, to heal him.

The medical operator, as such, requires the 
minister to act a religious belief that if there is no 
organic disorder in the patron, God can heal him, 
but if there is organic disease, then the medical man 
must prove his superiority to the minister’s God, keep
ing charge of the case. Soul culture, practical psy
chology, teaches that the soul that created the body, 
organs and all, does control the body chemically, 
with regard to nutrition, cell building and energy- 
creating, just as completely as it controls function. 
Under destructive emotion, continuing a long time 
under influence of grief, as well as becoming tem
porarily terrifically angry, jealous or hating, it is 
granted by all medical authority, that changes occur 
in the chemistry of the body and often is the source 
of our most serious ailments. Since that complete con
trol does not require either drugs or special provi
dence. why would one think either of those sources 
needs to be invoked to control the body for health, 
healing and harmony, organic or functional? Cer
tainly, the minister, knowing nothing about the body, 
either in disease or health, is not in the least qualified



to take care of an individual manifesting inharmo
nies in body. Just as certainly the medical man, un
informed of the soul, its provinces and powers and 
the key to the soul’s action, is not qualified to take 
charge of, nor have the care of, the human being.

What is there to prevent a minister from learn
ing about mind, soul and body so as to become qua
lified to be trusted with the human in ill health? 
What is there to prevent the medical man from learn
ing about the maker of the instrument, the life and 
intelligence that controls the body— why must he stop 
with study of results instead of learning about the 
cause, which is the soul, the builder under impulse?

What will lead the minister and the physician 
to acquire the essential knowledge of all the phases 
of the human? The educated public will require this 
true education, and the public is taking the interest 
in this subject, and, notwithstanding all the pretend
ing and pretenders related to practical psychology, it 
is learning to look aside from the counterfeit and be
come informed upon the truth.

W hy M a k e  a  M y ste r y  o f  H e a l in g ?

In physical subjects, this is a scientific age, and 
common sense research is disclosing laws of matter 
and formulas for obtaining the phenomena investi
gators are seeking; there are exact laws ruling in spiri
tual subjects and there are accurate formulas for pro
ducing the results in healing and culture, which are 
certainly spiritual phenomena though manifested upon 
and through matter, matter comprises the body. I 
proved the modes in the multitude of instances to be 
the application of laws and formulas a hundred per



cent scientific. Perhaps at the beginning I had faith 
in the disclosures, hut long ago that has passed into 
knowledge.

One must know something of the subject of living 
the life, himself, if he is to be a successful instrument 
of aiding another through the laws and formulas of 
Soul Culture. Even if it is a method of prayer, prayer 
of words only, cannot count much— all depends upon 
the force that is dealing with the prayer. All sorts of 
superstitions and ignorant practices have been per
formed in the name of spiritual healing—so, also, 
there have been floated scores of counterfeit bills of 
different denominations and each counterfeit has 
guaranteed that, somewhere there is the genuine. The 
situation has caused every bill to be examined so that 
no genuine original would become condemned.

If the need is for healing there are definite symp
toms that guide an operator in his prayer for the re
moval of the cause of the symptoms. If there is some 
art or innate individual quality to be developed, then 
there are definite conceptions of the need.

Faith that suggestions, prayers, can be directed 
to the soul because of faith in the power and disposi
tion of the soul to create the healing or development 
should lead to the act of the volition in entrusting to 
the soul the full freedom to exercise its office of can
celling its wrong working plan. The soul, taking its 
innate ideal as the working plan would, with the 
change of picture, prayer, suggestion, provide for the 
spontaneous creation of the new condition. Every 
change of registered image in the soul calls for a 
changed manifestation and it is thoroughly depend
able. that changed results will be builded.



Regardless of what human beings, through their 
ignorance or false education, believe, it is Nature’s 
own supreme fact: the life and intelligence, best 
called, the soul, within the subject that is alive is the 
controlling power that built its physical body and 
remains present and the controlling power and intelli
gence until its body becomes untenantable; and that 
soul uses the body, its body makes changes in the body 
organically and functionally, precisely following the 
patterns, images— su g g e s t io n s , called for by the de
tails of the registered prayers, s u g g e s t io n s .

There are myriad sources from which inhar
mony plans have become registered in every human 
soul, but, since we know scientifically how to pray to 
the soul to give up its wrong images and take on the 
better, even the perfect, we have the perfect system 
of healing and culture. The truth will carry one just 
as far away from wrangling in prayer, with a con
ceived of Universal power, as it would from appeal
ing to the material elements with purpose of healing, 
etc. When spiritual or material subterfuge has been 
offered and healing followed, it was because of s o u l  
e x p e c tan cy  that healing occured, and not the virtue 
in the substance nor in the unscientific prayer.

UNDERSTANDING AND BELIEVING

ASPIRATION to gain understanding in order to grade 
one’s belief is a most commendable activity in which 
one should direct his mental phase of mind— I sanc
tion, yes exhort one to fulfill that injunction to seek 
understanding. Sometimes in my audience there will 
be those present who have fixed their beliefs arbi
trarily— they have heard and stated a jumble of words



that do not describe any practical truth— they possess 
no understandable meaning but do make it impossible 
for one, who thinks he has a belief, to perceive any 
truth, however distinctly it may be stated and demon
strated. One may think he believes that there is no 
matter-—that there is no individuality but: “ we are 
all one” .

Such conceit as that would make it impossible 
for one to gain an understanding of the “ S c ie n c e  o f  
S o u l ,  P r a c t i c a l  P s y c h o lo g y ” for that is the subject that 
defines that a human can be sick and can be treated 
as an individual and become healed by counter-sug
gestions that cancel the images that are present in his 
soul and that have constituted the working plan used 
by the individual’s soul. Plans or images that cause 
the manifestation upon the body, the individual body, 
of the inharmonies that the images in the soul describe 
and call for in objectification. No sane human could 
conceive of “ treating”  the sum-total, or that on en ess  
that is affirmed to to have no component parts— equiv
alent to the standard that you have to cure the “ Uni
versal Mind”  else one’s rheumatic friend will still 
hobble around, showing a crippled universe.

Yes, my reader, as impossible as it would seem, 
there are those who cannot understand, seemingly, 
not even hear, nor see the teaching nor the demon
stration that everyone has, as a phase of his own 
being, an intelligence and power within himself 
(which is controlled by the images it has, or may be 
caused to possess) that, having created him, can re
create or heal him.



One O b stru ctin g  I d e a  a s  B a d  a s  A n o th e r

I have no intention of making effort to hoard 
the obstacles to one’s understanding of a demonstrated 
truth—the above is as fitting as any other— nothing 
should be more self-evident than that the body runs, 
lives, exists, flourishes or deteriorates and yet what 
percentage of students of m an  perform otherwise than 
as if they think.

The B o d y  C r e a te s  a n d  R u le s  I t s e l f ?

No one who has known me or my work of the 
past, more than a quarter of a century would expect 
me to become argumentative at this late day and I 
certainly will not debate now or ever— the folly of 
that was impressed upon me in my early school days 
—the absurdity of debating an axiom. If anyone 
ever stops a moment— you do not have to stop, just 
hesitate a moment— to think what the body is, he is 
compelled to know that the body is material, as chem
ical, as the products brought up from the depths of 
the earth in the Anaconda mines.

Anaconda Reduction Works has a giant stack 
projecting into the air 535 feet; an outside diameter 
of 75 feet. The Washington Monument could be 
placed within its walls and permit a 20 foot sidewalk 
around the base. Glowing masses of molten copper, 
crystals of snow-white arsenic, gold, silver, lead, zinc, 
sulphuric-acid, fertilizer and other products are gath
ered from the dust of the smoke the great furnaces 
send out through this enormous smoke-stack.

Workers with the human or animal body have 
separated, measured, weighed the component mate-
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and become the most complex organization ever 
known. The myriad phenomena manifested by and 
in the body are beyond any human’s ability to com
prehend or enumerate.

Perhaps you are wondering what foolish idea 
impressed me to mention such a thing as a material 
instrument ever having been qualified to perform the 
tiniest demonstration exhibited within the human body. 
No foolish idea brought about the above statements 
nor its symbolism in the Anaconda mines— it is the 
fact that the students of the human body continue to 
perform as if they believe this mass of chemical for
mation creates itself in the beginning and regenerates 
itself until it becomes so offensive that it should be
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for fools, “ maybe he has worked day and night over 
years exceeding a long life-time for an average man; 
probably has saved at bis personal discomfort, that be 
might pay for the Mind the Builder Magazine and 
much literature besides, and given free to those whom 
he would help meet their problems. The declaration; 
now, one who prophecies has expressed his innate 
potentialities; used all of his resources in energies 
and financial slender payments, has helped his thou
sands not only through writing books, predominantly 
given away, not as propaganda, but to educate indi
viduals that they might help themselves. In G I\ ING, 
has served the millionaire, the manufacturer, the Wall 
Street broker and his patrons— the rich and the poor, 
the sick and the a rtist ( the artist with a spiritual andT



rial elements, named them in a degree, like the pro
ducts of the Anaconda mines. Whether the resultant 
is that of the mine or treatment of the body, surely 
it requires little thought and no intuition to realize 
that no mass, no refinement nor treatment that could 
be given to matter from either source, ever could qua
lify it to feed itself and grow from within; ever could 
begin as primary cell and apply other matter as food 
and become the most complex organization ever 
known. The myriad phenomena manifested by and 
in the body are beyond any human’s ability to com
prehend or enumerate.

Perhaps you are wondering what foolish idea 
impressed me to mention such a thing as a material 
instrument ever having been qualified to perform the 
tiniest demonstration exhibited within the human body. 
No foolish idea brought about the above statements 
nor its symbolism in the Anaconda mines— it is the 
fact that the students of the human body continue to 
perform as if they believe this mass of chemical for
mation creates itself in the beginning and regenerates 
itself until it becomes so offensive that it should be 
burned up— treated in the manner that would provide 
for each element to return to its kind— and maybe in 
time the same elements would again appear in the 
world as the material instrument of MAN.

I must agree with you that the first idea spoken 
of herein, as: “ all is one”  although championed by 
the unthinking, is not worse than the ruinous attitude, 
seemingly manifested—-man as a mass of chemistry 
that creates and re-creates itself, thinks and moves 
and has its being, all as a quality of the aggregation 
of matter.



Q u a l i f i e d  to  P r e d ic t

Is anyone ever qualified to predict? If  there 
should appear one thus qualified it would be that 
one who has given his life  to thought and demonstra
tion in his subject. Maybe he has been on the way to 
becoming a man— maybe he has “ seen the things he 
has given his life to, twisted by knaves and made traps 
for fools, “ maybe he has worked dav and night over 
years exceeding a long life-time for an average man; 
probably has saved at his personal discomfort, that he 
might pay for the Mind the Bu ilder Magazine and 
much literature besides, and given free to those whom 
he would help meet their problems. The declaration; 
now, one who prophecies has expressed his innate 
potentialities; used a ll of his resources in energies 
and financial slender payments, has helped his thou
sands not only through w riting hooks, predom inantly 
given away, not as propaganda, hut to educate indi
viduals that they might help themselves. In  G IV IN G , 
has served the m illionaire, the m anufacturer, the W a ll 
Street broker and his patrons— the rich and the poor, 
the sick and the artist (the artist with a sp iritual and 
sometimes a physical obstacle to his or her expres
sion) the high and, in the world estimated, the low. 
0  “tis a matchless preparation.

It is not in history that one ever gave his life  to 
and for a worthy cause and that cause a truth and 
that cause not ju stify , ultimately, a ll that was given 
for it. One, who has given his life ’s love, his a ll, 
after the aggregation, in years, 1894 to 1940. a nor
mal m an; who might even care for luxuries, though 
surrendering necessities, often, reasonably wishes to 
see, during his life-tim e, the fu lfillm ent that he knows



ultimately must come.

There will arrive in the understanding of the 
leaders of those who, by their very title, are granted 
to have charge of human bodies, the physician, yes, 
actual comprehension that will make them physicians 
of M a n  in man’s entirety— they will then put the spi
ritual man in the ascendency— P h y s ic ia n s  w ill e sti
m a te  m a n  a s  a  s p i r i t u a l  b e in g  w ith  a  m a te r ia l  b od y— 
th e  s o u l  o f  th e  m a n  s u p e r io r ,  p o te n t ia l ly , to a l l  that 
th e  m a n  is  o r  m a n ife s t s ,  ev en  the c re a to r  o f  the body  
a n d  th e  o c c u p a n t  o f  e v e r y  c e ll  o f  th e  b o d y — an d  a l l  
th a t  th e  m a n  is  a n d  d u r in g  l i f e  b e co m e , is  con tro lled  
b y  th e  im a g e s ,  p ic tu r e s — su g g e s t io n s  p re se n t in or  
m a y  b e c o m e  p r e se n t  in  h is  so u l .

Read my hooks and disclose the consequences of 
that, the above, upon which all healing, culture (so u l-  
c u l tu r e )  habit or other corrections, modifications and 
development, character building, education and the 
ending of superstition and replacing with scientific 
knowledge— b e l ie f  b a s e d  on u n d e rs ta n d in g . I have 
given my life to the teaching and demonstration of 
the above and every teaching and every practice of 
every branch of the professions will be built upon 
and consistent with the above— T h u s /  p ro p h e c y , I, 
w ho s u r e ly  d o  know .

VOICE OR ECHO

THAT principle in nature which provides for in
dividual forms is overwhelmingly convincing that 
individuality, its creation and preservation is an innate 
law over every expression of mind. In the study of 
cell life, in the simplest form of animal or vegetable.



there is most apparent that wonderful faithfulness to 
individuality. There may he the aggregate individual 
forms that comprises an individual, but that collective 
individual respects each integral member. The human 
body is such an aggregate: There is not a cell of any 
tissue but that has its life to live and is a voice which 
is heard.

Nature has sufficient respect for all its members 
to recognize every integral number.

Mankind is possessed of will and choice and 
therefore can depart from the natural. In a most un
natural manner human beings dominate each other 
so that among men there are many echoes but few 
voices. Objective methods in all departments of ins
truction tend to create copyists— mere imitators. Many 
theologies have led in their methods, therefore it is 
not any wonder thgt parents and teachers have adopted 
the same.

The home is organized very early on this basis: 
one shall be the voice, the others are echoes. During 
the period of courtship there may be a mutual natural
ness in which each respects the other’s individuality 
and encourages its expression. After the lovers are 
united, a promised co-operative, complementary life 
becomes a competitive one. Each promises to help the 
other to express all that is innately possessed, but they 
forget that, quickly, in the presence of the tyranny 
which has been acquired through the principle often 
found in the departments theology and learning.

The p sych ology  o f th is su b jec t is  the p sych ology  
o f s lav ery , the p rocess  p rov in g  out which sh a ll be the 
recogn ized  vo ice. C o p y ists a re  created  in the sch o o ls ;
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and relatives— Telegram," Portland, Ore.
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S E A T T L E  S U N D A Y  TIM ES BO O K REVIEW  
"N E W  P SY C H O LO G Y  CO M PLETE"

By A . A . LIN D SA Y . M. D.

1 hose who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by his manilest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientihc mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliels, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book. New Psychology Complete. ’ we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con
cerning the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur
pose. but he has been a servile follower of no guide. He has 
built up his own system, step by step, by personal observation 
and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay's suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy- 
chi cal force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words.

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The suggestion" healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seattle Sunday 
T  imes.
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he does exhibit, in his acting, that which in some 
degree, perhaps, is in every life. I believe he is 
doing a good work since he would tend to make 
one aware of what one, maybe, has lived so much 
that one has become an unconscious performer of 
that which the whole world innately holds in con
tempt.

A  D ig r e s s io n  P e r h a p s

Recently one suggested that, since psychology has 
become one of the most disgraced subjects that it has 
bad standing in the minds of the people, I might name 
our work something else. That would be impossible 
for it is psychology and nothing else and whatever 
subterfuge or substitute we tried, still it would be the 
s c ie n c e  o f  th e  s o u l ,  psychology. There are some 
people still living who knew me as the exponent of 
practical psychology, forty years ago, and who ac
cepted the truths therein— my fall might bring a fatal 
fall to them and multitudes of others— and I wonder 
how long I could live after having destroyed that upon 
which my life depends, really, my life?

The disclosures I have had, the teachings I issue 
are truths that are the foundation of all life, human 
or any other form—  or in any other kingdom. Eter
nity is the extension of the truths I have given my 
life to— eternity reaches back to no ending or begin
ning, forward to never ending. Fraudulent misrep
resentation by the passerby has misled shallow ob
servers— at most, that could delay only, the spread 
of the truth, not destroy it. I never shall become 
ashamed of being a champion of the most vital truth 
and beauty the world ever can possess. There are



many humans that are so ashamed of this truth and 
beauty that they take all the good they can get from 
its exponent and yet act toward the teacher and the 
teaching as if they are the most dreadful and dis
graceful persons and teachings in the history of 
humans. Even that would not make the least im
pression upon me except to pity anyone with such 
lack in true character that he would conceal the. 
source of the chief blessings his life ever could touch, 
even if that were only to touch, in the most remote 
degree, what could become the chief stronghold in 
his life. Some degree of snobishness shows in so many 
lives-----

Literal Definition of Inner Conflicts

The knowledge and application of practical psy
chology can be so revealing and corrective and sa
ving.

To own the earth and the fullness thereof would in 
no measure provide for harmonies— you just cannot, 
with your objective mind nor with objective things, 
force, neither purchase the gifts of the soul. Indivi
duals as far hack as we can obtain their history have 
been trying to make such purchases— whatever might 
have been or may be the conception of the form their 
created God, penances and material prices offered 
to such a conception never purchased anything they 
were trying to gain— the creed description of the pre
sent day conception of the SOURCE is as great a 
failure as the offerings carried to the idol in the 
little stone, mud- or wooden enclosure. Superstitions 
promise rewards but the supposed power does not 
deliver.



Individuals may as well learn to stage conflicts 
within themselves and not elsewhere— between them
selves and natural law, not between themselves and 
things nor gods. Someone recently remarked that with 
these superstitions we have this civilization. Yes, we 
may know what we have with them, or in spite of 
them. Our ideals call for so much greater civiliza
tions, may we not wonder how far beyond the pre
sent realizations we would be now, had we not per
petuated in such measure the superstitions of the 
primitive man?

Conflicts within one’s self have their source in the 
natural feature, the objective, voluntary, mental 
phase of the mind and that other phase of intelligence, 
the soul. To the extent that these two phases have 
their natural relations there is no conflict, there is 
harmony, within the individual. Psychology is the 
only subject that can show these natural relationships, 
for it is the study of the laws of the soul that can 
inform one dependably. Academic study of the in
tellectual, mental phase, has made no progress in 
bringing about harmony within one’s self—neither 
has academic study of the body solved the problem 
of “ peace within” . Academic study of theology has 
brought us no scientific knowledge of the soul—  
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY comprehends all of 
these phases of human life and places all on a scienti
fic basis.

H a r m o n y  A p p ly in g  A l l  P h a s e s

Nature provides the human with the voluntary 
mind through which he may be of free will— Nature 
provides the human (man and woman, the latter too,



in spite of Mohammedanism that declares woman 
has no soul) with the individual soul, through which 
the human is possessed of creative power and innate 
perfect knowledge. The intellectual, mental, phase 
has no such knowledge but tributary to the voluntary, 
mental, phase are senses. The sense may prompt in
clinations which the objective, mental, phase may 
desire to please. Many sense impulses, if satisfied 
would not be in accord with the innate ideals. Dis
cord or inharmony attends this situation, yet the 
whole situation is within the individual. The two 
phases disagreeing constitutes the conflict.

The human has the privelege of choosing and con
senting, therefore, he must decide which phase shall 
guide the life: the innate with its potentiality of per
fect knowledge or the objective with its sense quali
fication and alleged reasoning ability. Presumptious 
mental, intellectual self may choose to drive the prog
ram of life, or it may choose to accept the leadership 
of the innate, intuitive self and follow the impellings 
of that deific self. If that selection is sincere and 
complete that person that so decides will have no 
conflicts— will have only harmony within. Choose 
first the kingdom of heaven, which is within, and 
harmony, not conflict will prevail in the life.

Everyone can provide a multitude of illustrations 
of the situations where he has chosen or consented 
to something, which, with a few repetitions became 
an overwhelming demand and must be perpetuated 
—the first act of choosing and consenting may have 
been strongly advised against by the self that knows, 
innately. That soul-self only impels, uses no driving 
force.



T H E  V A L L E Y  O F  T H E  ID E A L

THE waif on the street is homesick; the poor old wo
man I see on the street corner selling papers is home
sick; the restless vagabond tramp is homesick; the 
men and women who work in the factories and de
partment stores are homesick, so are those who work 
on farms. On land or sea, mankind is homesick.

Neither the idle nor those who labor are free from 
homesickness. The merchants and bankers and own
ers of farms and factories are homesick. Y o u  a n d  I  
a r e  h o m e s ic k . Ah! yes, this is a homesick world, rest
less with aching heart. In the history of each one, he 
creates and experiences that which he has been taught 
comprises a home, yet each fulfillment brings in
creasing consciousness “  ’tis not home,”  with yearn
ings for home which with every realized, unsatisfying 
plan become more and more intense and possessed 
of less promise of relief.

The remedy for homesickness has been ever so elu
sive that all sorts of dissipations have been attempted 
to drown the consciousness of the awful heart yearn
ings for home; even indulgence in the fancy that, in 
this life, home never comes but its perfection may be 
realized post-mortem.

Human soul cannot yearn and pine and hunger for 
that which it can never know. Something in Man, 
yea, something in the individual has known, has en
joyed all of that after which he longs; he has in image 
that which he must humanize, must objectify to attain 
satisfaction.

Homesickness is a heartsickness growing out of the 
fact or conception of separation from that which is



vital to the individual’s welfare and happiness.

Almost every one has experienced homesickness 
in the acute form. One feels at such a time that if 
answer does not come quickly, sheer anguish will 
destroy life. How long seem the hours of the day 
and how dreary the nights when one suffers from this 
homesickness.

A young man who had never been away from his 
father’s house all night obtained employment as 
brakesman. His first run was a three days’ trip on a 
freight train. Some index to his feelings while absent 
was exhibited by his exclamations on his return. He 
was sent to the well to draw some water; with ques
tioning outcry he said: “ Is this the same old windlass 
we had before I went away?”  Then as he entered the 
house: “ Is this our old gray cat?”  I cannot imagine a 
more expressive way to tell of the long hours of 
anguish until he felt that years had passed in his 
three days’ absence from bis father’s house.

There is a terror in that experience of being away 
from dear ones who mean so much to one. As a phy
sician I have been called in to aid the sufferer to take 
hold of life under the new circumstances. All the 
functions of the organs of the body had become 
inert or demoralized and listless mind added to the 
ominous portending of every manifestation in the 
heartsick one. Still, all of the agony of the cruel hours 
following this separation is as nothing compared with 
that homesickness one feels when separated from 
that in another which is so vital to health, happiness, 
growth; indeed essential to the very life and all that 
one could become.



T H E  A R T  O F  L E T T IN G  GO

IT IS of so much avail to let go objectively (if one lets 
go to the source which is so much gi'eater than the ob
jective self as to seem to be another being) that I have 
often thought we could well afford to name our Prac
tical Psychology the “ Science of Letting Go.”

To a very great extent mankind is exercising upon 
the principle of violence (objective force) instead of 
upon the passive principle. All who become real ar
tists in anything express upon the passive principle 
and to the extent that one expresses upon the passive 
principle he is an artist. The lazy individual is not 
expressing, therefore, to be passive is of no avail to 
him. One must learn the lesson of laying hold of 
power through objective letting go and invoking the 
subjective knowledge and power. From the intellectual 
phase of the question one does not, while making 
the most strenuous effort, obtain great illumination 
of ideas; not until after he has ceased to strive (has 
let go) does inspiration flow into his consciousness.

It is equally as true that not until one has ceased 
his violent strain, when attempting some physical 
feat, does power become applicable. All who demon
strate in power, skill or superior knowledge do so 
through attainment of that control most manifest in 
letting go; then why not make it the first aspiration 
to learn the art of letting go? Music, painting, sculp
ture, oratory, authorship, invention, draughtsmanship, 
acting, acrobatic and athletic work, racing contests, 
pitching or striking, writing on typewriter, reading 
and giving attention while reading, bookkeeping and 
accounting, successful salesmanship, chopping with



an axe, digging with a pick, shovelling, walking with 
endurance, eating, drinking, shaking hands, driving 
a horse or an automobile, teaching school, being a 
president or governor, or performing in any other 
conceivable capacity can best be executed when ob
jective letting go has brought one to express upon the 
passive principle, precisely as if he had delivered his 
mind and his body over to some other form of intelli
gence and power within him to use all that his being 
consists in.

The best aid I will ever be to anyone will be in 
causing him to grasp the lesson of letting go. When one 
is not “Letting Go”  with his voluntary to his involun
tary he is using only his voluntray powers; when one 
w ills to let go to his involuntary powers then the soul 
which controls all this is involuntary as well as all 
that is voluntary takes charge of the physical execu
tion and can support it with every atom of muscle or 
other physical source of energy supply; or if it is a 
feat to be manifested in the form of knowledge then 
if one uses his will to let go to the soul, it knows all 
that conscious mind and sub-conscious, innate and 
acquired knowledge consist in and will supply the 
essential information. If one is an objective performer 
then he only uses the muscular power that is under 
the control of the voluntary department of mind—  
in comparison with the involuntary it is not worth 
counting, although it is all that many people use. If 
one is an objective thinker, using the strength of will 
to try to calculate he gets action only upon the con
scious mind’s supply of knowledge, which, in com
parison with the possessions of the sub-conscious 
realm of knowledge is not worth counting.



T h e  F a r m e r  a n d  H is  C r a d le

Some will probably think that I mean for one to 
go into his work in a dazed, self-hypnotized state 
unless I succeed in making the lesson very plain. A 
state of hypnosis, self induced or otherwise, is almost 
a complete separation of the objective phase of the 
self from the subjective whereas the true state for 
getting action upon all the power and knowledge one 
possesses for a purpose is a situation in which there 
is a blending of the two phases.

In former times grain was cut by men swinging 
a cradle, a combination of scythe blade with four 
prongs or fingers. I recall two men working at swing
ing the cradle, reaching into the standing grain and 
gathering a full sweep of wheat and laying it nice 
and straight for others to follow to tie it in bundles. 
One man was a hard worker— he made work hard; 
he struck forcibly and spasmodically, straining every 
muscle and tendon that he could bring into the action.

He drove so hard that he took in air through his 
mouth and expelled it in the same spasmodic way; 
be became very warm and had to drink a great deal 
of water frequently and was fatigued quickly and had 
to rest much of the time. He dulled his blade and had 
to whet it very often; he got his grain tangled and 
became disgusted and tended toward anger; he had 
ambition to be a leader, but could not hold out, al
though he began with great exhibit of speed and 
driving power; he did not do an average day’s har
vesting and was thoroughly exhausted before night.

The other man seemed to make play of his work; 
where the “ hard worker”  took both hands to lift his



cradle the second one would catch his little finger 
under the handle, and his implement would seem to 
follow him, and when he began to cut with it he 
appeared to be guiding it while it went its course. He 
breathed through his nostrils, unconsciously, regu
larly and rhythm ically; he kept step with the stroke 
he made with his arms; he felt nothing about which 
to fret; he perspired with good radiation and at the 
opportune time, drank freely but not nervously.

This man’s body followed the cradle around the 
big field, up h ill and down, along the slope or on the 
level, steadily stepping and swinging; there was no 
waste of motion and he kept as good order as a soldier 
marching to music; indeed a ll of his performance was 
musical. No truer artist ever presented him self than 
did this one. Let those who know no better class him 
as an ordinary laborer. I  know he was an artist, for 
in every movement there was the masterful expression 
of self, the self that has a ll the knowledge and con
trols a ll the power that the individual in his whole life  
can have need of. Self-mastery is the highest attain
ment and if  one possesses it he can show it as tru ly 
with an implement or instrument as he can with 
painter’s brush. Correctly speaking, the harvester was 
as fresh at sundown as at the rising of the sun.

You have the difference between men, that which 
marks one too expensive at any price and the other 
worth a ll that the product can possibly be made to 
justify. No one can afford to employ the form er and 
yet that is what employers have to depend upon chief
ly  objective, hard working employers, who make their 
work arduous, em ploying objective perform ers who 
give the hours and exhaustive effort. A ll should be



artists, people who let their souls do their work, their
souls using the entire machinery of body and intellect.

•

The highest example known of frictionless motion 
is the earth as it turns and travels in ether. Men have 
invented and built machines that have their various 
motions all with reference to harmony; steadily and 
evenly, hour after hour, day after day and in prin
ciple, forever, their motions must continue as friction
less as possible. If a machine becomes jerky or “ner
vous”  it is immediately considered out of commission; 
it is liable to spoil all of its product and impair it
self further unless it is restored to the passive in
stead of the violent motion. If these things are true 
of the machine, how much more are they true of the 
human; how important that one should do all things 
smoothly, passively.

There are so many things undertaken that are pre
sently abandoned one must decide that a very small 
percentage of people can master the subject. Usually 
it is because the people are not taught the lesson of 
self-mastery in knowing how to let go. In most of the 
instances the effort made is in v io le n t a tte m p ts  to do 
the things— attempts to force the result. Oratory, sing
ing, sweeping and all other things that should be in 
self-expression are simply the different directions in 
which individuals who have prepared themselves 
through letting go, have aspired and who, because 
they have aspired or have taken the suggestion and 
then let go to the soul, are being used by that depart
ment of the self to execute according to the ide%l, 
each upon the subject of his selection.



Do Not Drive or Force

I have known teachers in different subjects to com
mand the student to be himself so as to do the thing 
with ease; the pupil only grasped the idea that he 
was not doing the thing right and that he must try 
harder. Whatever one may be attempting to do with 
his voice and he uses violent effort to compel the re
sult we all know how ridiculous the occurrence will 
be; it is equally as true of all other directions of ef
fort made in that way. One cannot run well while 
making himself run— he must let himself run. He 
may attain speed and endurance when he has the 
right psychology, which calls for the attitude in which 
he will permit his soul to use his body in the race.

An accountant who continues to calculate and make 
records by will power decides consistently that he is 
wearing out the cells of his brain, those which he sup
poses he is using exclusively. He is on the same basis 
as anyone else who goes on nerve— works under ten
sion; this I have found among business men and those 
in the professions. Americans, in most instances, go 
like something outside of them was driving them to 
destruction. I am hoping to introduce a conception 
that will lead to their disclosure of a phase of them
selves. which is within, that can use them construct
ively; keeping them upon a passive mode of exercise.

One may begin trying to ride a bicycle, holding on 
to the handles until he blisters his hands, as a gentle
man told me he did so; when he has really mastered 
the art he scarcely more than permits his hand to 
rest on the handle and seems to be indifferent as to 
where the wheel takes him; there are those who grasp



the pen when writing, the hroom when sweeping and 
the hoe handle when hoeing, who use more energy 
in the grip than should be applied in the whole work. 
This attitude of being forceful, t ry in g , using the ob
jective phase of mind to act upon the work instead of 
using the will and choice to direct the sub-conscious 
(the soul) proves to be an erroneous method, regard
less of the form in which one desires a result. One 
who experiences through the sense of taste in high 
efficiency in that art cannot discern flavors of teas 
so as to distinguish and classify them while try in g  
to taste— he must desire and aspire to obtain the 
flavors, then objectively let go, even becoming in
different, in a measure entering mental abstraction 
so that his soul may convey to his consciousness the 
slightest distinctions.

Only overwhelming odors, disgusting ones, can be 
perceived while one is trying to smell; when one 
would discern delicate fragrance he must let go ob
jectively and become passive and then his soul wafts 
to his consciousness the finest perceptions.

Only confusion comes to one who is t ry in g  to hear 
— he must forget that he wishes to hear, then he has 
discriminating perceptions. One becoming passive 
desiring to hear will recognize tones that an average 
persons knows nothing of.

Narrowed vision attends upon objective efforts at 
seeing— one should use the objective to aspire, asking 
the soul to use his mind and his eyes to convey to his 
consciousness complete seeing; this occurs only upon 
the passive principle.

One wishing to perceive through the feeling can



experience only the sense of the crudest effects while 
try in g  to feel; scientifically he should use his will to 
take charge of the sense and convey to the conscious
ness the keenest perceptions through feeling; this the 
soul cannot do unless, after one has aspired, asking 
with his will and choice, he should become passive 
to the soul so that upon its passive mode it may carry 
to the consciousness all that is within the range of 
feeling.

All a Plea for Poise

My whole lesson is a plea in your behalf, a prayer 
that you may cease to be anxious, give up self-con
sciousness and become filled with self-confidence, 
confidence in your own storehouse of knowledge and 
power in the depths of your being; a definite formula 
for attaining the highest in self-expression.

Why not, for your purposes (it matters not their 
form) incessantly apply the passive principle? Sup
pose all of nature became suddenly reversed in its 
modes; suppose everything should take on forceful, 
violent effort to grow whereas under the present pas
sive principle it unfolds? It requires no specialist to 
realize there would be no order and no endurance and 
no co-operation anywhere. Surely no one will under
stand that the passive mode is a powerless, relaxed 
and flabby form of expression. Nature will dispute 
that quickly for her law is endurance, permanence, 
constant inpour and incessant outpour to go on for
ever without exhaustion. Man should typify the uni
verse and since the power of the universe is in its 
equilibrium, its poise, man’s power is in those attri
butes also.



Every optimist, since an optimist is one who be
lieves in and applies nature’s laws in order that he 
may have a proper outcome, lives true to poise, ne
ver doing anything in violence but always upon the 
growth, the unfoldment basis.

Poise, even doing a formal act to let go to gain the 
passive control, is atttained by the artict, athlete or 
acrobat and is maintained throughout his perfor
mance. Observers are interested because of the mar
velous ease, gliding or flowing motion, with which 
great feats of strength and skill are rendered. All ac
tors and their words are judged and esteemed accord
ing to the ease with which they play their parts. A 
self-conscious individual, one out of poise, cannot 
keep a place in any sort of show, for although few 
managers perhaps understand my subject scientifi
cally, everyone knows the marks of the artist are not 
present in one t r y in g  to act, they all realize that people 
respond only to that which issues from the center of 
harmonies. An observer will perceive that there is an 
instant of preparation upon the part of the tumbler 
or other artist just before activities are commenced; 
this getting ready is a letting go, a passing out of the 
objective with its limitations to gain command over 
the subjective with its superior powers. The principles 
all artists finally acquire are the ones we wish now 
to cause you, my student, to take on immediately 
and apply in all that you do; for all you do should 
be done from the greatest that is in you— all that is 
worth doing is worthy of your greater self and should 
be performed under its harmonies, its poise, the pas
sive principle.



Years would be added to almost every life if these 
principles of activity were fully applied and the les
son herein is worthy of all essential attention to mas
ter it. Read and study— digest it all for no greater 
aid to man can come to him than this lesson of Poise 
,—Letting Go— contains.

There is an old saying which has been used as 
argument in behalf of work: “ It is better to wear out 
than to rust out.”  Neither is necessary if one has the 
right psychology. There is no place in this world for 
a parasitic, idle human being— the ruster, and he who 
works under the proper mental or psychical stan
dards will not wear out.

The individual who does his work in an objective, 
forcing way uses his body in its voluntary powers 
and exhausts far more than he creates or renews; one 
who lets go his soul to permit it to do the exercising of 
brain or body or all the being puts the master chem
ist, the master electrician, the master engineer, the 
great physician, the great builder, the Supreme Crea
tor in charge, an intelligence that knows the condition 
of every cell at all times and has command over every 
atom, therefore, when it has possession it keeps a 
balance between renewal and exhaustion, rather cre
ating more energy than is used, so under the passive 
principle of expression one continues to construct in 
all phases of his being, to unfold— to grow.



SOUL EXPECTANCY— WHAT IT DOES

WHEN one is deteriorating in voice, the complexion, 
the acuteness of senses and the eiesticity that char
acterizes youth, he becomes classified on the side of 
old age and decline. Inasmuch as these physical con
ditions cannot be corrected by material remedies it 
has not been hoped that oncoming symptoms of old 
age can be prevented. Neither have I any hope to 
offer from the th in g s  that can be put into or upon 
the body. I realize that at the family table the child 
of eight, the youth of eighteen and the man and wo
man of eighty dine upon the same kinds of food and 
participate in the same physical environment, yet the 
unlike developments must convince us that results are 
not chargeable to either food or environment. If I 
were writing upon longevity I would not declare the 
foolish thing that man can live forever in the body; 
but probably I could show that mankind has a habit 
of dying much earlier than is really necessary and 
that we die too early because we have inherited and 
cultivated standards that sixty years constitute old 
age, that seventy years indicate remarkable tenacity 
and four score years signify the special favor of the 
Creator.

To attain more years will necessitate a psychic 
change, a soul expectancy which will cause the re
newal principle to become fixed; a fixed attitude—  
creation to exceed exhaustion shall continue in the 
periods subsequent to youth as it is present in the 
earlier years.

If longevity is a question of psychology, surely 
rejuvenation upon which longevity depends, is a pro



blem to be solved only by psychology which shall 
rule the physiology for renewal, improvement and 
youth.

To live constantly in happy constructive thought 
and emotions is a scientific guarantee that youthful 
characteristics will remain in the body. Elasticity 
cannot possibly continue in the tissues of the body of 
one whose thought is pessimistic, depraved or grieved.

The failures in a declining body are not due to the 
cells ceasing to multiply. It is a law over the cell 
that it must divide and become two cells. This being 
of scientific acceptance many have said at once that 
the body must be made new in a short period of time. 
It seems very reasonable to the casualist that if many 
cells are dying and being swept out of the body and 
other cells multiply to replace the waste, that there 
would be new bone, muscle, nerve, blood, brain, skin 
and special organs— tissues as young in the old man 
as in the youth. This interpretation has led to very 
absurd teachings in many instances. Let us observe 
the facts.

The law that each thing creates its kind is, it would 
seem, never so true as in the instance of cell produc
tion, for cells not only produce their kind, but con
tinue to produce individuals in the same conditions 
and responsive to the same trend as themselves. All 
efforts to break up the trend of the cells through any 
material and physical process have been without suc
cess. This fact was not explained until practical psy
chology showed that all principles of every sort are 
fixed by the image and impulse over the minds of 
the cells. Each thing creates its kind because it is

M



faithful to its own image. Given an identical image 
and impulses, cell mind will mix matter precisely 
the same way eternally and no power exists that can 
compel a cell to unfold a body other than that corres
ponding with the image. If a cell tends toward decline 
in its application of one or more of the salts, this 
ratio of decline and deterioration increases with time 
and nothing injected or fed into the body can change 
this trend. Should the individual enter upon a period 
of peace, joy and general uplift after depression, he 
reverses the trend of his entire being. His new attitude 
changes the trend of the cells by changing the image 
and impulse over the cells. Nutrition and elimination 
in the cells are stimulated and if one lives for a time 
in these happy states of mind and emotions he will 
establish this upward trend which will so improve the 
tone of the cells that they will in their aggregate con
stitute the elastic tissues found in youth. T h e re fo re ,  
to  b e c o m e  h a p p y  is  a  r e ju v e n a t in g  p r o c e s s . But you 
must realize this law; you cannot modify body tissue 
for any permanent change, even chemically, without 
first changing the imagery and impulse of the cells 
so that they can unfold the different cell body. In
crease of cells is accomplished by the mature cell 
coming in two in the middle, then these two, on ap
plying cell food, build elements of the same nature 
into just such a body as they possessed when they were 
one cell, then they divide in the middle. This pro
cess is going on incessantly. In an instant the whole 
being may become possessed of emotion of uplift and 
change the image in every cell of the body— so live 
as to perpetuate this uplift and cell imagery; thus 
you will turn the years backward.

Mm



REVIEWS of "New Psychology Complete. Mind the Builder and 

Scientific Man Building,” three hooks in one, 450 pages. $3.50. Dr. A. A. 

Lindsay, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
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Dr. Lindsay has been using suggestive therapeutics in his practice as a 
doctor for many years and has worked out a practical method which has 
proven its value in so large a number of cases that only a very prejudiced 
person could ignore the results or doubt that they were produced by these 
methods.

The time is ripe for a better understanding of the basic principles of a 
force that lies within the reach of all who are wise enough to use it. Dr. 
Lindsay’s book is one that places a good working knowledge before the 
reader in plain language and without making any claims that cannot be 
established by experiment.

He does away with unnecessary paraphernalia and makes the suggestions 
to his patients in a simple way, very calmly and persistently and in such a 
manner as to awaken soul expectancy.

Just how all this can be done to best advantage, how to overcome oppo
site auto-suggestions and the principles upon which to work are all made 
quite clear.—Carolyn H art, N . Y. Post.

Dr. Lindsay writes from an exalted moral plane, his aim evidently being 
to make this a better and happier world by acquainting people with the 
nature and powers of their own minds. This book is not only for those who 
intend to take up the regular practice of psycho-therapeutics, but for those 
who desire to help themselves to better health and happier living and perhaps 
to exercise incidentally a beneficial influence among their immediate friends 
and relatives— Telegram ,' Portland, Ore.

By same Author
"LIFE’S HIGH WAY.” 1 4 0 - P a g e  Book. $ 1 . 0 0 .  

“SCIENTIFIC PRAYER,” 4 6 - P a g e  Booklet. 2 5  Cents.
All the books now $3.50. Obtain at lectures or 

Order from A. A. LINDSAY, Publishing,
Hotel Ansonia, New York City.
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SEATTLE SUNDAY TIMES BOOK REVIEW 
‘‘NEW PSYCHOLOGY COMPLETE"

By A. A. LINDSAY. M. D.

Those who have heard Dr. Lindsay advocating his theories 
have been impressed by his manifest intellectual sincerity and 
his strict, scientific mode of teaching. His method is that of the 
laboratory. In dealing with mental phenomena he allows no 
more play to the imagination than he would in the study of 
chemistry. He antagonizes no beliefs, he denies no transcen
dental hypothesis, but simply says they are not yet proved sci
entifically. In his book, New Psychology Complete," we find 
the same loyalty to things known, the same self-restraint con 
ceming the unproved, and the result is that the reader follows 
with wholesome confidence.

Dr. Lindsay gives evidence that he has studied to great pur-

and experiment in wide, private practice. Briefly, the philos
ophy of Dr. Lindsay’s suggestive therapeutics might be stated 
somewhat like this:

In the human body the line of demarcation between psy
chical force and physical force is to all appearances very faintly 
drawn. Action and reaction between them are universal and 
instantaneous. But the mind is more than the conscious volun
tary entity that flashes and smiles through the body. It, too, . 
can become the victim of disease and saddle its diseases on the 
body; it can become the slave of habit and make habits for 
the body. In other words,

It is upon the subjective or subconscious mind that our au
thor banks for cures of physical diseases, mental errancy and 
moral degeneration. The body and the conscious mind may be 
side-tracked on some line of limiting or degrading evil, but the 
internal or subjective mind is still in the sunlight, in rapport 
with the forces of the universe. To awaken the subconscious 
resources is to give life and health and harmony. For this reason 
life is full of telepathic influences, making for good or ill 
through atmospheres so rare that we ordinarily give them no 
thought. He who harbors hatred, envy, dishonesty, sends out 
a potency for the multiplying of these malign forces. The man 
or woman who thinks and wills love and sincerity and cleanli
ness, is building along universal lines and enters as an element 
of strength into the lives of others. The "suggestion” healer is 
working to make the most of all the subtle forces of the soul 
for the health of the individual and the race.—Seaiilc Sunday 
T imes.
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“MIND THE BUILDER MAGAZINE,” An established 
monthly publication, written or edited by Dr. Arthur A. 
Lindsay, owner, location, Hotel Ansonia, New York City.

Annual subscription, $1.00—single copy, 10 cents
PLEASE SEND NAMES OF YOUR FRIENDS WHO 

MIGHT BECOME INTERESTED IN THE LAWS AND 
FORMULAS OF TRUE PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY, 
WHICH WILL BE IN EVERY ISSUE OF MIND THE 
BUILDER MAGAZINE.

Author also of “New Psychology Complete, Mind the 
Builder and Scientific Man Building.” Three books in 
bound volume of 450 pages, $3.50. Also “Life’s High Way 
and how to Travel It,” 140 pages, 6x9, 50 cents, and 
“Scientific Prayer and Wayside and the Goal,” 25 cents. 
All books, at price of Big Book, $3.50 now.

It should be noted that Mind the Builder Magazine is 
practically solid reading matter, not commercial adver
tisements, chiefly.

At one dollar a year a gift is comprehended in every 
issue—it cannot be produced and delivered for that sum.

Our literature inspires many questions and Dr. Lindsay 
is glad to give his personal attention to replies to all 
psychological interrogations—readers may address, for all 
purposes.

All Subscriptions begin with February, 1939 and 
end with January, 1940.

DR. A. A. LINDSAY, PUBLISHING 
Hotel Ansonia, New York City



MIND THE BUILDER MAGAZINE

WITH this, January, issue all 1939 subscrip
tions expire— with February issue all subscriptions 
for future will begin— we wish to be notified if reader 
does not desire Mind the Builder— without such noti
fication we feel justified in continuing to forward the 
monthly issue, justified because so many have written 
so reassuringly that they do not wish ever to miss a 
copy of Mind the Builder Magazine. However, we 
do urge the advancement of your request and one 
dollar. We cannot manufacture and deliver the mag
azine for the price of subscription— at most, sub
scribers are only paying something toward the ma
terial features of the work of producing 12 copies. 
I am glad to contribute the writing.

THE MAGAZINE AND BIG BOOK ____

ONE of the most disappointing features in our 
experience and effort in spreading our scientific 
teachings is in the revelations as to how little study has 
been given to all the chapters in the 450 page book. 
I am convinced that every owner has read every page 
but too much in the same manner that one might read 
an average book.

If one really knew’ nothing of mathematics—  
even if having guessed something about the subject—  
what he would know after having r e a d  R a y ’s  A r ith 
m etic  would be of little aid in doing problems of 
numbers. Of more importance and of more value is 
the accurate knowledge of our true Practical Psycho
logy (although no one can progress or proceed along 
any line without using some sort of mathematical



computation) than can pertain to the science of num
bers.

Casual readers have stated that the Big Book 
is a book, every sentence of which is easily under
stood, but to gain the wide range of the meanings one 
should give it studious attention. I have given a great 
deal of thought to this situation for I was so seriously 
disappointed in the discovery that so little of the il
lustrations and their application were known. In 
refering to some of these in the lectures I was im
pressed with the fact that they were as news to the 
attendants, although many times they were “ stu
dents” , so far as owning the books was related, dat
ing back many years. Perhaps they had attended 
lectures and had personal attention and so had be
come conversant with our teachings. Nothing can 
take the place of the literature.

T h e T h re e  B o o k s  in  O n e

The New Psychology Complete could not be 
replaced by my writings of today— it is a book written 
in the days of the experiencing the very things about 
which I wrote— the things of experience inspired 
thoughts and their application that no experiences of 
another period could inspire. Over all the years to 
date and in all the years to come, nothing will ever 
disprove the conclusions and inspirations of the for
mer periods but scientific disclosures and history 
and prophecy as I lived, performed and aspired and 
thought are vitally important to everyone regardless 
of what varied elaborations in experiences and re
cordings of another period.



Everyone should own the Big Book for nothing 
can take its place, ever, but aids to its mastery may 
be helpful. I did print a question book, 1500 ques
tions answered in the book; that has been out of 
print some years.

A tte m p t a t  S o lv in g  th e  P r o b le m

Many have commented on the size— too large. 
A man stated he wished to read in it every day and 
that he habitually read himself to sleep at night but 
that such a heavy volume would make such a racket 
in falling to the floor that it would wake him up—he 
admitted too that it put him in a state of mind that 
the book teaches is not a desireable view to hold be
fore going to sleep.

From all directions we have statements of most 
commendatory sort relative to qualities of the con
tents and the material and mechanical features of 
Mind the Builder Magazine; so convenient to pick up 
even if one has only a moment in which to read; so 
convenient for an airplane and other travel and no 
searching through pages of advertisments to continue 
reading a subject; the comfortable size and form of 
print, and much has been said about the good taste 
shown by our printer in finding such desireable stock 
as well as the elegent handling of same.

Argument and explanation need not be extended 
— reasons soon to become clear to anyone will suf
fice to assure all that the quota of good to be carried 
by Mind the Builder Magazine and its makers and 
author will be best met by extensive reproduction of 
chapters in the Three Books in One. Some will be 
reminded only that they have “ read that somewhere



in Dr. Linsday’s writings before"'— they will add often 
too “ it sounds better, as I read it out loud, than ever 
before and either there is more in it or means more 
than ever before.”  Whatever of former writings I 
may reproduce in the magazine, much additional pa
ges every month will be written of and for the moment. 
Having such intense desire for people to be the best 
and gain the most, I often emphasize the fact of our 
magazine being pure, unmixed, page after page, li
terary scientific instruction— it cannot be or become 
a commercial volume with negligible, fragmentary 
ideal lessons of uplift interspersed throughout an as
semblage of articles for sale— all solid reading matter, 
all instructing upon daily life psychology and show
ing ways of P e a c e ,  effacing W o rry .

EFFECT AND CAUSE OR CAUSE AND EFFECT

HUMANS though we are , Nature would not 
seem to approve of an interpretation that the “ S u p r e m e  

O v e r  A l l ”  assigned that classification as an insignia 
of helplessness or even weakness— “ to err is human” 
originated in the mind of a seeker of a scapegoat—  
something or someone upon whose shoulders he could 
unload all personal results from his sense inspired 
performances. The name, human, signifies the in
corporation of ideals whose qualities would be as 
high as the range of the grandest in spirit could con
ceive of. With any conception that is inspired there is 
the attendant guarantee that there are the potentialities 
to express, fully, all that the conception comprehends. 
It seems to me that M a n  or a man needs to realize his 
phases— otherwise he will never appreciate his creat
ive potentialities— where they are nor what they are



nor how to gain inspiration— never perceiving what 
phase may guide nor what phase may be guided so 
that ideals can become realized.

T h e  C h ie f  O b s ta c le  to  A tta in m e n t a n d  O b ta in m en t

I can recall that many years ago I endeavored 
to define the two words, attainment and obtainment 
— it seemed helpful to interpret, attainment, to relate 
to character and other phases of realizations within 
one’s self, through growth, and obtainment, to relate 
to material acquisitions— both forms of realizations 
most normal, natural accomplishments. For those 
results in fullest measure I  k now  one must have the 
guidance come over to his conscious mind direct from 
his own innate self. In my hundred books one finds 
the definite formulas for gaining such service— put
ting forth the cause to gain the effects. Now let us 
note the chief obstacles.

Nature intended that every form of life should 
be happy— sould live in its own realm and be joy
ous. My God did not create anything with life in it, 
not even the human, with the intent to punish what 
was created. Yes, I believe in P u r p o s e  and that 
Nature is T h e In te ll ig e n c e  that, possessed of purpose, 
established rules or laws through which purpose 
would be fulfilled. I  know  that it is no natural en
dowment by which a man hates and condemns another 
man because the other man has not the same concep
tion of Supreme intelligence that the original con- 
ceiver possessed. Nature is not a vengeful God.

Nature identifies the laws and so plainly says 
to man: “ Seek to disclose the laws of your being, that 
you may follow them and be blessed therein, for I



have no special providences for you, neither to con
demn nor bless; I can suspend no laws for or against 
you.”

The above may enable you better to understand 
about the chief obstacle to realizations either in ma
terial prosperity or character growth and other ideal 
expression.

I find that proposition is chiefly an exhibit of 
the “ cart before the horse” , an expression I intended 
never to use, for really the situation in most lives 
seems to be; seeking the harvest before or without 
sowing the seed.

Have you never made your happiness, and may
be, your chief endeavor at helpfulness at first receiv
ing something? Maybe a change of circumstances or 
conquest over some one, such as making someone 
confess to having done you a wrong and seeking your 
forgiveness?

The above principles apply to all classes of 
people and in all sorts of situations or stages. “ Let 
me have the capital to found a larger incorporation 
than ever has been formed, and I will be happy” 
says one; “ make my oats bring more to the acre than 
my neighbor reaps (though I have not put on fertil
izer)”  says another. “ Give me divorce from the hus
band so 1 can marry the man I love, then I will be 
happy,”  is the attitude of another. “ Bring me a horse 
and a cow in the place of the animals I lost” , says 
the farmer. “ Let my horse win in the race, and I will 
be content” says another. “ Send my stocks up and I 
will sell out and be happy and never gamble again,” 
says still another. “ My son must not marry that



woman; he must marry the one I picked out”  says a 
father.

All promise to be content and happy when they 
have had their way— and their way is chosen by the 
objective mind that seldom calculates correctly. Be
sides and above all, Natural Law says: ‘’Find happi
ness; adopt contentment within yourself; that is the 
first triumph for happiness is not ever to come and 
last when it is not within yourself whatever may be 
the conditions. Never is the ultimate influence in 
circumstances of one sort or another— it is in the at
titude toward people or things through which or in 
spite of which one is happy. This lesson may con
nect with that lesson I often have taught that one must 
adjust one’s self to the inevitable. Almost everyone 
is trying to change others, whereas Natural Law says 
you must adjust yourself to the inevitable.

I suppose, in my life I have known a full car
load of people who either wanted to get to California 
or get back East from California. Each had lived a 
period of time thinking that when he or she reached 
the other place they would be happy, whatever might 
be the conditions under which they would live. It 
seems to require a lot of experience to see that ad
justment within the self must happen first, then in 
consequence of that poise and mastery and attitude, 
happiness, and realizations of attainments and ob- 
tainments come as effect after the scientific cause.

The figure of speech; “ Cart before the horse” 
is in that situation where one endeavors to give a bribe 
in form of a promise to be happy a f t e r  the desired 
realization has arrived, whereas when the state of 
adjustment has been reached and happiness within the



self has been met would be the cause of the arrival 
of the thing or its equivalent which, it was claimed 
would must arrive to permit happiness. This is indeed 
like requiring the harvest before the seeds are sown. 
In the above is described the planting that will bring 
the harvest better than asked for. T r iu m p h  o v e r  s e l f  
a n d  a d a p ta t io n  a n d  a d ju s tm e n t  to  th e  in e v ita b le  w ill  
a lw a y s  p r o v e  th at th e re in  is  th e  fu l f i l lm e n t  o f  th e  la w  
o f  a t ta in m e n t  a n d  o b ta in m e n t.

VALLEY OF THE IDEAL— DECEMBER 
__________________MAGAZINE__________________

THERE was no intention of playing to the morbid 
in anyone in my subject that began with declarations 
regarding the hungry homesick world. It was more 
the exhibit of the fact that we do become so heart 
sick for something not realized when we find no 
permanent abiding attitudes when we may have 
thought there was real anchorage in the genuine that 
we hoped was in another, or thought permanent sat
isfactions attached to environment in some beautiful 
spot. Always seeking but never finding was not the 
sort of blue bird story I was unfolding but there was 
no foolish word or thought such as the idea that, 
“ all is folly” . There can be any number of disappoint
ing defeats and yet something abiding that is all 
that it promises to be.

My lament was that one must blunder through so 
many sorrows just because he was sent forth with 
sails wrongly set. Ancestry may have seen the truth 
in an instance but could not endure the loneliness of 
solitary understanding of a truth, so sent us forth 
to seek material wealth, conformity to creeds and



conventions predominant in the day and so, in the 
absence of right leadership we sought that whose end 
always was disappointment. Thus we have experienced 
the real desolation of homesickness although the 
matchless companionships within one’s self existed 
all the while. We were taught to look outward for 
that which awaits us within— and I named it the 
V a l le y  o f  th e  I d e a l .  It would have been as resplen
dent and the sweetness of harmony, rest and peace 
would have been just as great and all-satisfying with
out our heartsickness in trying to make our homes in 
hearts or environments that furnished not the soul 
satisfactions— Yes the thought is anything but mor
bid— ’tis a sweet religion and with ideal conception 
may be “ Home, Sweet Home” .

We will print some chapters taken from the 
Big Book, in our monthly magazines— this should 
disappoint no one. One who knows all that is in the 
New Psychology Complete, three hooks in one, will 
be disposed to cooperate with the idea because the 
magazine goes to many who never had the big book. 
All, who are in sympathy with our work are glad 
to do any part they can in helping to inform others 
upon the science of psychology and laws of living 
a wholesome daily life— poise is distinctly taught 
in the department of high attainment.

SOME EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

AFTER receiving free sample copy: “ Dear Dr.
Lindsay, Thank you so much for the copy of Mind 
the Builder, which I was pleased indeed to read. Ever 
since the day it arrived I have been blest, because of a 
line about conveying to the consciousness complete 
seeing, for that is my greatest need” .



“ DEAR FRIEND;— Inclosed is a whole dollar’s 
worth of promptness— together with a large portion 
of gratitude. Your books are still my Bible and your 
teachings always will he my guiding light. Your ma
gazine points out the highlights— I appreciate it very 
much.”

Detroit, Dec. 22, 1939
Dear Doctor Lindsay:

You must know how much I appreciate not only 
your Magazine but all of your teachings and the help 
which I have derived from them thru the years. Should 
I go into detail to tell you how much I really do ap
preciate it all, this letter would he too long for you 
to read.

I am truly grateful for your help, and my prayer 
is that you may go on for many more years to come. 
We all need you so much, and the world needs your 
teaching more than anything else at this time. I only 
wish we could spread it more rapidly.

Dear Doctor:

Now that we are all telling each other of 
appreciation in a commercial way in a commercial 
world, I feel that I have had much more than com
mercial gains during the past year, and if my voca
bulary were adequate this would be a very long letter.

You taught us in your magazine and in your 
lectures that appreciation is a spiritual growth and I 
have experienced this myself since I understand the 
principle more thoroughly. Therefore I must tell you 
that I appreciate these lessons and the many other 
ways in which I have had help from you. My health



has improved in so many ways and I will not even 
try to imagine what would have happened to me du
ring this hectic year in business if I had not had your 
help and teachings. I am not afraid of the future, as 
I feel there is much for me to do and I will have 
help, I know, from many sources.

I suppose never was there a love letter similar 
to this one, handed to me by the recipient with the 
consent of the writer. There was a personal part 
which I felt they would feel was too sacred even for 
my perusal. The husband and wife and two daugh
ters are still constant attendants in all of our work 
— successful business man and the happiest family I 
know— Dr. L.

N. Y. February 13th, 1925

My Dearest—

Once again is hope renewed, faith made stronger, 
confidence made greater and love more beautiful by 
our wonderful Dr. of the soul.

Never had a man more faith in his ideal and 
trueness of purpose or love for his fellow man. Our 
Dr. is a shining example of Deity personified, a man 
thoroughly inspired by his own soul. He must tho
roughly enjoy his life so far above the petty things. 
I certainly am thankful that through you I met him 
because through him I came to know you and my
self better. Things that were of gigantic dimensions 
before are of no importance now. Just one thing
matters,-------------- , and that is that our souls shall
always be in rapport or attunment. That we shall 
allow nothing to spoil that perfection of harmony.



This is the only way of assuring future happiness. 
What a wonderful example we have in our Dr. He 
makes every allowance for shortcomings. Who knows 
hut that they are not the fault of pictures made by 
ourselves; perhaps some uncompleted image of our 
ancestors.

The wrork that he has made his life is wonderful 
and the results he brings about through other people’s 
souls must gratify him.

Tonight, again he delivered one of those lectures 
that start out, the subject must have been praying— 
he spoke of how people used to offer sacrifices. 
People are always praying for something, the human 
is a symbol of prayer. The animals are mostly guid
ed by their intuition or instinct. He spoke of when 
he was a little boy walking through the meadows 
singing to himself and talking to himself and he said 
no doubt most people could recall doing the same 
thing in their childhood days. Then as he got deeper 
into is subject he told of a woman of average intellig
ence who paid a man, who claimed some sort of power 
to pray for her husband to return to her.

So people are always looking for something to 
pray to, most of them look outside of themselves. 
The soul has communication with outside power, he 
said but even if we did not believe this, if we only 
had the faith in our own souls they have sufficient 
power for each one’s needs and its relation to the 
outside would in no way be altered. The Dr. got off 
one little jest when he was talking about the woman 
who was paying the man to pray for her—he said 
the man was preying on her because at short intervals



he would request another hundred dollars to secure 
the help of some Hindu, who was to help him pray 
for her. The Dr. repeats that he in no way led to 
believe that he was a miracle man and the words he 
imparted to his patients were magic ones but that the 
good was all accomplished by his patient’s own soul 
and each patient was always left under the suggestion 
that his or her soul would continue to build from the 
new working plan.

RETURNING TO THE VALLEY OF THE IDEAL

THERE was a man, who like the rest of mankind 
was born in the Valley of the Ideal whose chief am
bition was to obtain riches. He threw aside his high 
standards in many respects— always taking the 
thought that he could come hack and take those up 
later; reassuring himself that the end justified the 
means for he could, with the control of money, carry 
out many ideas which were only conceptions and 
could become nothing more unless he could make the 
financial expenditures. Of course the man who sets 
aside his ideals yet lives within the man-made laws 
may accomplish much more and remain unmolested 
than does the individual who commits fraud outright 
or robs as a burglar or highwayman but I leave with 
you the suggestion that since every departure from 
the ideal is itself a cause whose effects are in no way 
dependent upon the standards of community agree
ments, as to their rule of action, the actual effects 
upon the individual may be the same in either in
stance. The disaster is complete when one ceases to 
maintain his own inner standard. This man was a 
most scientific investor— commercial affairs seemed



to be directed by his best inspiration and he experi
enced long years of uninterrupted prosperity.

Finally he seemed to think he had all the wealth 
to which he cared to give thought, so he would select 
the choice place of earth in which to live according 
to the ideals he had when those visions came to him 
many years in the past. He undertook to take up re
sidence in the Valley of the Ideal. He quickly dis
covered that the practices of years had fixed upon 
him spontaneous inclinations, involuntary attitudes 
of mind and actions consistent with those; he realized 
that the habits of life were far stronger than his love 
for the true and the good and the beautiful. He en
deavored to force many things into the Valley of the 
Ideal that he knew did not belong there; this was not 
a place where he could use force successfully. He be
came aware that he must renounce practically every
thing he had become; that he could not in any manner 
fit his acquired actual into the ideal.

However, he came back to the point where he 
saw the beautiful Valley of the Ideal from which his 
artificial standards and practices excluded him. Since 
he had not the courage to leave outside of the en
trance to that Valley those things wihch could not be 
admitted, he often felt that he would better never have 
reviewed the world of his nativity. He gave himself 
over to the most rapid method^ of self-destruction.

I could cite to you those instances where fame 
or power over fellow man was to be the first goal of 
the individual. Each one of these persons likewise 
suspended, te m p o ra r ily , a s  h e  su p p o se d , the stand
ards of the Ideal until he could possess the actual in 
the form he wished. That later they endeavored to
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force their actual to fit the ideals, and met with as 
consummate failure as the man who had gained 
wealth outside of ideal methods—-you know that they 
too, failed completely in their effort to return to the

It would be a bungling, untrue idealist who 
would here condemn wealth, fame and power. Every 
normal individual inherently desires his quota of all 
of these. I am sure that when one possesses the proper 
interpretation of life, all of these things can be ob
tained and that even learning can be gained and ed
ucation attained, all consistent with, yes, guided by 
the innate phase of the perfect within and the Ideal be 
best conserved through the exercises essential to

Ideal.



Valley is honored and that sense of home security 
is realized. All of the outer life becomes a consis
tent expression of the deity within and a proper self- 
sufficiency is the natural unfoldment and yet with 
the most benign attitudes, all love, tolerance and pro
per trust in contacts and interchanges with others.

All that for which you would strive is yours for 
the taking. Your art expression which is your self 
expression partakes of the qualities of the perfect.

When one has known the glory, the peace, the 
sublimity, the grace, the majesty of man—the bound
less and limitless Man— he has known the Valley of 
the Ideal. The Valley of the Ideal “ cometh not by 
observation,”  it is within you.

Yes, we must see to it that our soul attitudes to
ward ourselves are constructive, for we tend to in
fluence ourselves according to those attitudes and we 
lead other souls to be in the same attitudes toward us.

The soul in each is the Deity in each and Nature 
has supplied the law that one must select his spiritual 
attitudes, or consent to them. May we choose to know 
the soul potencies that we may justify our souls in 
believing in their own greatness in potential harmony 
and beauty?



MAN HIS OWN BUILDER
T h ro u g h  S u g g e s t io n  a n d  th e  A ll-P o w e r  Im a g e , H u m a n

T h o u g h t C r e a te s  C h a r a c te r  a n d  P e r s o n a l i ty

PRACTICAL Psychology is that science that exhibits 
the point of beginning for each form, fact or experi
ence in the individual life; it shows this point relative 
to every form of plant, animal or human and explains 
the experiences of each subject.

To modify a form—to change the effect— one 
needs to know the cause of the form and impress the 
source. The practice usually has been to adopt some 
means of forcing the effect to become out of sight or 
beyond feeling or in some manner removed from 
sense preception, for a time, seldom by any means 
impressing the cause, thereby cancelling the effect 
forever.

Our psychology proves that never a change 
occurs in a manner in which anything is builded with
out there first occuring a change in the image, the 
picture, the working plan present in the mind that is 
creating the change.

Through the work of our laboratory we dis
closed the mind in the cell. With that working point 
we realized that disease is created by the image of the 
disorder becoming present in the mind that controls 
the body in which the disorder is becoming manifest; 
that to cure the disorder we must, by some means, 
place a new working plan in possession of that mind.

We soon come to regard all images as working 
plans and, therefore, if an image calling for the re
moval of a definite form of inharmony were replaced



by a definite pattern of harmony, the symptoms of 
disease would disappear, the state of health then be
coming manifested.

S u g g e s t io n  th e  K e y  to  th e  S u b c o n sc io u s

Every image, for practical purposes, may be 
considered an idea, an idea a Suggestion. A Sugges
tion is an idea present in a mind that possesses the 
power to create, such as the subconscious of the hu
man, or the mind present in the cell of any animal, 
plant or human. This is sufficient definition of Sug
gestion. Suggestion, the idea, being the key to the sub
conscious form of mind, the subconscious being the 
creative power, we use suggestion for every form of 
change one requires for pyhsical health, character 
or habit corrections, art development or ideal self 
expression.

We suggest in the direct way of influencing in 
order to impress the soul, the builder, rather than to 
use charms, theological formulas or any other in
direct way of creating soul expectancy; although 
everything that has never been claimed to possess 
healing and other corrective power has had a per
centage of cures to its credit, and, really, many won
derful cures have attended upon the administration 
of sugar of milk tablets and other inert elements.

All indirect methods of giving suggestions have 
had some successes. The suggestion value of a multi
tude of modes has been so great that, until the sug
gestion wore out, it would seem that each mode was 
the one ultimate remedy for everything it was alleged 
to cure. But, the fashion being required to change, 
with each new and well advertised “ remedy”  or mode,



there was the result: marvelous cures, for a time. As 
a practical psychologist, I must solve the problem of 
such wonderful results for a little while, then com
plete failure— except now and then a success where 
a superstitious attitude was possessed by the patient.

I have cited all of the above that 1 might supply 
any reader with one of the evidences: that with every 
change of an image in the soul there will occur a 
change in the physical manifestation consistent with 
what the image calls for. Pictures in the soul deter
mine every condition in any form in the body. Pic
tures in the soul determine every principle in the 
character— results show what one’s principles are. 
Suggestions determine every item of conscience. 
Standards are suggestions. What one manifests spon
taneously, involuntarily or automatically is wholly 
due to registrations in his soul.

One inherits images. By suggestions being given 
scientifically, the inherited image may become can
celled, then, although ancestry for many generations 
may have personified the item, the successor may be
come freed— for one cane be enslaved only to ideas. 
Change the picture, where the controlling picture is 
registered, to a suggestion calling for freedom on 
the point and he becomes freed relative to the item.

No one ever inherited disease as a form of 
matter; he can inherit the image requiring him to 
create the physical according to the appointments of 
the image. Suggestion can prevent it from ever be
coming a working plan, or can correct it after it has 
become a fulfilled pattern. The soul that biulded the

A b o u t  “ In h e r ite d ”  D is e a s e



entire body, beginning with the physical instrument 
of one cell, building from that the most complex or
ganization in existence, we find is capable of recon
structing, within the range of that upon which it has 
to work.

The soul, the builder, is a great observer of the 
law of that upon which it is working. The soul would 
not accept a new image, however intense the prayer, 
if it were contrary to established law. A mulatto, by 
prayer most scientifically applied, could not cause 
his soul to make him pure white nor solid black. Yet 
“ birth-marks,”  marks or manifestations upon the 
physical or the disposition, either of prenatal or in
herited source, have disappeared under suggestion.

Actual science is accurate because it follows 
law; not by defeating nature. The soul applies the 
law of each thing in order to modify its materializa
tion.

The “ eye”  of the potato, when planted, will re
produce after the pattern of the potato, from which 
it is cut. According to Mr. Burbank's experience, that 
same eye, should it grow the plant and go to seed 
the seed may produce a dozen different kinds of po
tatoes. In the seed is recorded the images of the en
tire potato family.

In the human body the image in the cell is the 
pattern after which the cell continues to reproduce. 
One has access to every cell of his own body and may 
directly place a changed image in the mind of the 
cell and have it become of an improved chemistry 
and form and function.



the soul being hungry for self-expression, an outlet 
for all of its potentialities in expressing the beauti
ful. Aspiration that leads to one singing one’s own 
song.

It should be borne in mind that with the soul 
the Deity which it is in its potentialities, it yet cannot 
express beyond the range of its instruments, body 
and objective mind; that is, while in our present form. 
For this reason my exhortations are, first: build the 
body into health, that the physical instrument may be 
skillful and enduring and beautiful. Train the mind 
that it may possess the technic through which the soul 
can express its beauty in its full measure and ver
satility.

All the soul’s expressions are in some form of 
fellow man’s service. One is his brother’s keeper; 
his maker, perhaps, since nature’s broadcasting—  
telepathy— provides the means of communicating to 
another’s soul, his builder, the patterns after which 
he creates his spontaneous states and actions.

My Reader: Knowing your potentialities of the 
perfect, I live toward you the suggestion: You shall 
grow into the expression of more and more of your 
ideals; I create thee beautiful.
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